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There are only three kinds of persons; those who 
serve God, having found Him; others who are occupied in 
seeking Him, not having found Him; while the remainder 
live without seeking Him, and without having found Him. 
The first are reasonable and happy, the last are foolish 
and unhappy; those between are unhappy and reasonable.
Blaise Pascal, Pensées, 257
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ABSTRACT
Tennessee Williams' first professionally produced 
play, A Battle of Angels, is characteristic of the play­
wright's continuing concern with sex and with religion. The 
sexual content of Williams' plays has been the subject of a 
great deal of criticism, most of which involves the applica­
tion of Freudian principles to the playwright or his charac­
ters. The religious content of the plays has been largely 
ignored. Accordingly, the criticism relative to Williams is 
misleading and disproportionately concerned with the play­
wright's treatment of sexual themes.
Psychologists Viktor Frankl and Colin Wilson offer 
perspectives within which Williams' work may be understood 
more clearly. Frankl proposes that the traditional psychol­
ogies of Freud, Jung, and Adler are invalid. He further 
asserts that the dominant motive in human psychology is the 
Will to Meaning and that most emotional disturbance is the 
result of the frustration of the Will Meaning. Colin 
Wilson treats extensively of a character type called the 
Outsider, who is characterized by a kind of minority con­
sciousness marked by world rejection and the iritc icification 
of the Will to Meaning.
A close study of his work indicates that Williams' 
plays are characterized by the struggle of an Outsider pro­
tagonist who attempts to fulfill his Will to Meaning. Withi:
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VI
the context of these ideas, Williams' work emerges as con­
spicuously and consistently religious. Accordingly, Williams 
adopts the language of Christian symbolism as a means of 
stating his ideas, and the figure of Christ cind tlie passion 
of the crucifixion emerge as central symbols.
A Battle of Angels treats the Christ figure explicitly 
and dramatizes events that are unmistakably symbolic of the 
crucifixion. There are indications in this play and in 
others that Williams' Christ figure is based partially on 
Wilhelm Reich's idea that Christ is the supreme example of 
life affirmation in a world that suffers from the Emotional 
Plague, a condition marked by progressive indifference to 
life itself. Reich concludes and Williams concurs that the 
crucifixion of Christ is perpetual.
Following the failure of A Battle of Angels , Williams' 
concern with religious themes becomes less explicit and shows 
itself in a recurrent pattern. The Outsider procagonist 
looks to some other character as a savior. The imagery of the 
plays identifies that savior with the Christ. The implied
Christ consistently fails to meet the needs of the protag­
onist. The pattern of the failure of salvation is repeated in
most of Williams' plays that fall between Battle of Angels 
(1940) and Orpheus Descending (1957).
The later plays return to explicitly religious themes. 
Suddenly Last Summer and Sweet Bird of Youth feature charac­
ters who are equated with Christ but who function as antag­
onists. Apparently Williams had become disillusioned with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
vil
theological Christianity, but he remained convinced of the 
efficacy of Christian ethics.
Night of the Iguana, The Milk Train Doesn* t Stop Here 
Anymore, and Iri the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel are increasingly 
involved with Oriental mysticism. These plays dramatize 
Williams' idea that one must confront the contrarieties of 
existence by achieving a kind of mystical consciousness 
marked by acceptance. Sweet Bird of Youth had proposed that 
God is silent. Subsequent plays dramatize the orthodox mys­
tical conclusion that identifies God with the silence. How­
ever, Williams continues to insist upon the necessity of 
practicing the Christian ethic. Thus, his final position 
involves the synthesis of Christian and Oriental religious 
thought.
In the light of these ideas, Williams' work may be 
viewed as more conspicuously religious than previous commen­
tators have acknowledged. Furthermore, the work dramatizes 
the rather consistent progress toward a set of philosophic 
conclusions that are religious in nature and stated in terms 
of traditional Christian symbolism.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PERSPECTIVES
Tennessee Williams, born Thomas Lanier Williams on 
March 26, 1911, was infamous before he was famous. His day 
of infamy was December 30, 1940, the day of his first pro­
fessional production of a major play— Battle of Angels, at 
the Wilbur Theater in Boston. Despite the talent associated 
with the production (Margaret Webster, Miriam Hopkins, John 
Gassner, Irwin Shaw)^ it was an unmitigated catastrophe 
whose final curtain saw a half-empty house, a smoke-beclouded 
leading lady, and a stricken playwright. Tennessee Williams 
reacted with characteristic melodrama— a rewritten third act 
that he submitted with the plea: "I will crawl on my belly
through brimstone if you will substitute this." He added, 
to Miss Webster, the director, "You don't seem to see that I 
put my heart into this play."^ Only later, after the success 
of The Glass Menagerie, was Williams to see that first fail­
ure more clearly, if more defensively. With a touch of self- 
deprecating humor that is as characteristic as his melodrama, 
he said of Battle of Angels : "That play was, of course, a
much better play than this one [The Glass Menagerie] . The
^Benjamin Nelson, Tennessee Williams : The Man and His
Work (New York: Ivan Obolensky, 1961), pp. 50-51.
2
Tennessee Williams, Orpheus Descending with Battle 
of Angels (New York: New Directions, i95o; , pp. v-vTl
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thing is, you can't mix up sex and religion, as I did in 
Battle of Angels, but you Ccin always write safely about 
mothers."^ Later his own mothez commented on that Boston 
opening: "Personally I think what most disturbed Boston, a
highly Roman Catholic city, was the idea of Vee Talbot paint­
ing the young wanderer in the resemblance of Jesus. This 
must have struck the Catholics as sacrilegious. After a 
week of deliberation, irate city officials demanded this 
scene be deleted and other 'offending' lines be cut.
Even though the play failed, Williams held it in 
higher regard than he did The Glass Menagerie,  ^ one of the 
very few plays to be universally recognized as an American 
"classic." Years later, after the success of A Streetcar 
Named Desire amd Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Williams revised 
Battle of AngeIs. It became Orpheus Descending and opened 
in New York on March 21, 1957. In a pre-opening essay pub­
lished in The New York Times, Williams declared that his 
feeling for the play had not changed greatly during the in­
terim:
Why have I stuck so stubbornly to this play? For 
seventeen years, in fact? Well, nothing is more 
precious to anybody than the emotional record of his
■^Nancy M. Tischler, Tennessee Williams : Rebellious
Puritan (New York: Citadel^ 1Ô65) , pi §3.
4
Edwina Dakin Williams and Lucy Freeman, Remember Me 
to Tom (New York: Putnaim, 1963) , p. 122.
^In a recent interview, Williams indicates that he 
has come to like The Glass Menagerie better than his other 
plays. See Don Lee Keith, "Phoenix Rising from a Stoned 
Age?" After Dark, August 1971, pp. 28-35.
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youth, êind you will find the trail of my sleeve-worn 
heart in this completed play that I now call Orpheus 
Descending . . .  a play about unanswered questions 
that haunt the hearts of people and the difference 
between continuing to ask them . . . and the accept­
ance of prescribed answers that are not answers at 
all, but expedient adaptations or surrender to a 
state of quandary. . . . And so you see it is a very 
old play that Orpheus Descending has come out of, 
but a play is never an old one until you quit work­
ing on it, and I have never quit working on this 
one, not even now. It never went incOgthe trunk, it 
always stayed on the work bench. . . .
Anyone familiar with Williams' constant need to re­
work, revise, and improve, might well wonder if that play is 
not still on the work bench— whether we might not still ex­
pect that old play to be resurrected with still a newer 
title. Students of Williams would anticipate such an event 
with a degree of pleasure, for that play is more important 
to a study of Williams than one might suspect considering 
its obvious weaknesses. The play is so important because it 
is indicative of concerns that have continued to engross the 
playwright. Williams doubtless hoped that one result of the 
1957 production night be that a new audience would find in 
that play a concern to which his Boston audience had not 
been sympathetic.
By 1957 Williams' audience was a large one. Few 
people were unaware that Tennessee Williams was the American 
playwright who spoke most candidly and poetically about the 
great American bugaboo— sex- However, few people remembered 
that Williams' coeval concern was with religion. In 1957
^Williams, Orpheus Descending, pp. vi-x.
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no one had yet realized that Tennessee Williams was a reli­
gious man.
One Ccinnot deny that much of the attention lavished 
on Williams by the popular press has been due to his star­
tling treatments of sexual subjects, especially the subject 
of abnormal sexual activity. But Williams' power to shock 
us has vanished in the face of what has come to be called 
the "New Freedom." Already people are beginning to forget 
that in an earlier time Williams, more than any other Ameri­
can playwright, worked to extend the limits of the allowable 
in the subject matter of professional drama. Paul Hurley 
has said that "unless Williams can give us a good healthy 
play about necrophilia, the chances of his ever again horri­
fying us seem slight."^ After Futz and The Beard, one won­
ders whether even necrophilia could provt ke Lhe requisite 
horror.
The decline of Tennessee Williams' stature as spokes­
man for sexual minorities, as crusader for dramatic liberal­
ity, is decidedly an asset to the playwright arid to his more
serious audience, for it allows a more detached view of the
man and his work. It allows that themes other than the
sexual may at last be studied with the seriousness that they
deserve. In an essay-review of four books about Tennessee 
Williams (those by Nancy M. Tischler, Signi Falk, Edwina Dakin 
Williams, and Benjamin Nelson), Paul Hurley finds that even
^Paul Hurley, "The Sad Fate of Tennessee Williams," 
Shenandoah, 15 (Winter 1964), 61.
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given the books cited, "aside from a few scattered essays in 
academic journals, no evidence of a judicious attempt at 
critical evaluation is available Publicity Williams has
p
seldom failed to receive; critical evaluation he lacks." 
Hurley finds that the implication of all of the works men­
tioned is that Willicir: is more interesting than his work 
and that to explain the man is to explain the work.
At this point it is perhaps wise to acknowledge what 
is probably the biggest specter that haunts the critical re­
sponses to Williams' work— the problem of biography. Ten­
nessee Williams is a "character." His work and his personal 
comir^.rts bespeak a personality that is attractive to some, 
repellent to others, but fascinating to all. Williams' work 
is often personal; some of the stories are frankly autobio­
graphical. All of his work is marked by complex psychologi­
cal concerns that apparently derive from Williams' own per­
sonal makeup. Understandably both the playwright and his 
creations have been lavishly psychoanalyzed, and it is not 
uncommon for psychological critics to use the work merely as 
a vehicle to approach the man. All of the book-length stud­
ies are compromised by this flaw. Nancy M. Tischler's Ten­
nessee Williams : Rebellious Puritan offers a characteristic
instance in the discussion of The Glass Menagerie and Wil­
liams' attitude to his father. We are told that the absence 
of the father "suggests that Tennessee Williams could not
8Ibid., p. 62.
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view him with sufficient objectivity to portray him," and 
that Williams hated his father "so much that the sweetness 
would have gone out of the play if he had been included." 
Consequently, "in discarding the real father's part, Tennes­
see Williams found it necessary to endow the mother with 
some masculine practicality, thus giving Amanda Wingfield an
9
exceedingly complex personality." The playwright's father,
C. C. Williams, is a red herring so far as The Glass Menag­
erie is concerned. If a father had been present, the situa­
tion out of which the play grows simply would not have 
existed. The need for assuring Laura's security, and the 
consequence of Tom's flight would have been so crucially 
diminished that the play as we know it would become unrecog­
nizable. The play to which Tischler's comments pertain is 
hypothetical. It simply does not exist. Though extreme, 
this example is characteristic of a great deal of the criti­
cism of Williams' work.
As with all serious writers, Williams' work is cre­
ated out of his experience, and admittedly the line between 
the two is sometimes subtle indeed, but Williams has cer­
tainly not profited from the failure of critics to make the 
needful distinctions that are prerequisite to valid criti­
cism. One must and should draw inferences from a writer's 
life. To hold otherwise would invalidate much of the study 
that follows. However, to approach a writer's work through
^Mschler, pp. 96-97.
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his life requires a degree of caution not to be found in 
cases such as that cited above. It is not difficult to con­
cur with Mr. Hurley in his assessment of the "sad fate of 
Tennessee Willicims."
The recent New York opening (March, 197 3) of Out Cry 
marks the latest offering from the playwright whose career 
in the American theater spans over 30 years. While one 
could hope for a great many more plays from Tennessee Wil­
liams , despite the general critical opinion that his work 
for some time has been in decline, we cannot reasonably ex­
pect more than a few new Williams openings. In an item in 
Time, January 11, 1971, Williams is quoted as saying that he 
has done ninety percent of the work that he is going to 
do,^^ and in a subsequent interview, Williams said that The 
Two-Character Play, a 1971 version of Out Cry, was to be his 
last full-length d r a m a . W i l l i a m s '  latest published anthol­
ogy, Dragon Country, does read very much like a clearing of 
the work bench. The time is right for exactly the sort of 
"careful evaluation and analysis" of the work that Paul Hur­
ley called for in 1964.
This study is not intended to constitute, but rather 
to contribute to that "evaluation and analysis." It is 
based upon the premise that a careful study will reveal that 
Tennessee Williams is a religious writer of some importance.
^^"People," Time, 11 Jan. 1971, p. 30.
^^Don Lee Keith, "Phoenix Rising From a Stoned Age?" 
After Dark, August 1971, p. 32.
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8and that his admixture of sex and religion will be found to 
include a larger proportion of the latter than has previous­
ly been acknowledged.
In order to accomplish what this study sets out to do, 
it will be necessary to ignore what is still a relevant con­
cern, that is, the degree to which Williams has been success­
ful in what he attempts to do. Obviously the work is uneven. 
Benjamin Nelson has said that, paradoxically, it is because
"his art is often so good that we find ourselves asking him
12for greater mastery, and deploring his loss of control."
But this study aims primarily at interpretation. What emer­
ges should be a set of ideas which might be called Williams' 
religious philosophy, together with some treatment of the 
technical means whereby Williams states this philosophy in 
dramatic terms.
The mere fact that Williams is a dramatist contributes 
to the difficulty of such a study. While a poet or a novel­
ist may speak directly to his audience, the playwright may 
provide a direct spokesman only at the cost of a stultifying 
transparency. We must see drama as action rather than dram­
atized conclusions, or it ceases to be drama and degenerates 
into pageantry and tableaux. Hence, the degree to which 
Williams has succeeded in the creation of living, acting, 
vital characters, moving toward rather than embodying conclu­
sions, makes such a study more difficult. To judge in such
^^Nelson, p. 29 4.
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cases we must be able to identify the motivations of the 
characters and to decide when those motivations are inherent­
ly operative and when they are figurative of other motiva­
tions which Ccinnot be represented so readily in dramatic 
terms. Such considerations will be found to be particularly 
relevcint to Williams' treatment of sex.
There are those within his audience who still con­
sider Willicims to be first and foremost the poet of the sex­
ually maladjusted and depraved. As late as 1956, Herbert J. 
Muller summed up what might then have been a majority opin­
ion. In The Spirit of Tragedy Muller says of Williams that 
"he can render sex convincingly in character and action, in­
stead of merely talking about it. But he seems unable to 
think very clearly about it, or deeply about anything else." 
Muller further judges that Williams' "tragic theme is the 
disorder due to sex; the implication is Lawrence's idea that 
the restoration of sexual order is the key to salvation or 
peace. This may be reading too much into his plays, but in 
any case they have no wider or deeper tragic import.
Such a view is naive, but it has proved to be persistent.
It must be put to rest, thus overcoming what has proved to 
be the most difficult obstacle to an adequate understanding 
of the work of Tennessee Williams.
In a discussion of Piers Plowman, Derek Traversi com­
ments that "no community can be called balanced or complete
13
Knop
^^Herbert J. Muller, The Spirit of Tragedy (New York: 
£, 1956), p. 318 (Italics mine/.
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which lacks a considered attitude to the two central themes 
of European literature— death, and what Langland called 'the 
flesh'; without such am. attitude, poetry, though capable of 
isolated achievements, degenerates inevitably into triviality 
or romantic pose."^^ Removed from the realm of "the flesh," 
death is, of course, preeminently a spiritual problem— the 
problem of eschatology. Exactly that balanced attitude that 
Traversi attributes to Langland might be attributed to Ten­
nessee Williams. Whether or not one grants him success, it 
must be apparent that Williams' goal has been to achieve 
such a balanced view. His Summer and Smoke, even in its 
title, proclaims his concern with both the flesh and the es- 
chatological problem of the spirit. Donald Newlove, in a 
1969 Esquire article, accuses drama critics of seeing only 
"aesthetics and psychology," and of not realizing that for 
all dramatists, and for Williams in particular "all play- 
writing is eschatology. . .
Although Williams' attitude toward the flesh has been 
exhaustively considered, the problem of eschatology in Wil­
liams has only begun to be recognized. In February, 1968, 
Francis Kunkel, writing in Commonweal, put the problem plain­
ly: "'All poets look for God,' declares Mrs. Venable, a
Derek Traversi, "Langland's Piers Plowman," in The 
Age of Chaucer, The Pelican Guide to English Literature, 
Vol.~T, ed. Boris For3 (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963),
146.
^^Donald Newlove, "A Dream of Tennessee Willicims," 
Esquire, Nov. 1969, p. 178.
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character in Suddenly Last Summer. Perhaps, but few look as 
strenuously as Tennessee Williams, and like most fiction 
writers he conducts his search through his characters.
Donald Newlove was to assert the following year that the
Bar of a Tokyo Hotel, far from being self-parody and a fias­
co, is his great crucifixion play cuid an inspired, religious 
work."17
Such judgments are a far cry from Muller's remark
18that Willicims ' "tragic theme is the disorder due to sex." 
Accepting the more recent statements characterizing Williams' 
work, one must be struck by the degree of misunderstanding 
from which Williams' work has suffered and must search for 
the reason for such misunderstanding. Williams has been 
misunderstood largely because of the critical tools that 
have been applied to his work. Consequently, we must find 
new tools more suitable to the task at hand. The work of 
two modern thinkers Ceui do much to supply those tools; one 
of those men, Viktor Frankl, is a psychologist and psychia­
trist; the other, Colin Wilson, is an English philosopher, 
critic, novelist, and psychologist. Both men represent ex­
tensions of modern existentialist thought. Frankl considers 
his work to be in the field of existence psychology; Wilson 
calls his philosophy "the New Existentialism." Both men 
claim that their ideas originate in and are validated by the
^^Froncis L. Kunkel, "Tennessee Williams and the 
Death of God," Commonweal, 87 (1968), 614.
Newrove, p. r/o. muxxer, p. o a o ,
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phenomenological analysis of traditional theories and human 
experience.
Freinkl furnishes a theory of psychology that is con­
tradictory of much twentieth-century psychological thought—  
chiefly that derivative of Freud— but that provides a de­
scription of human nature and behavior that is more consist­
ent with Tennessee Williams' psychology.
Wilson describes what may best be called a philosophic 
viewpoint that is derivative of a certain psychological con­
dition that is similar, if not identical, to that of both 
Williams and his major characters.
Both men mark rather radical departures from tradi­
tional psychological theory. To a degree, the two thinkers 
are complementary and mutually supportive. Each offers cer­
tain ideas which, if not indispensable to a clear understand­
ing of Williams, will certainly facilitate such an under­
standing. Those ideas may be treated more profitably 
against the wider background of late nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century thought and psychology.
Frankl's ideas are similar to those of such modern 
thinkers as Camus, Malraux, and Sartre whose ideas were 
formulated in response to experience garnered with the re­
sistance movement headed by the French underground during 
World War II. The wartime experience moved Camus and Sartre 
to a profound re-examination of that complex of conditions 
and circumstances— external, emotional and intellectual—
hich go to make up what wc intend when v/e use the ph
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"human condition" or "modern condition." Characteristic of 
that condition is isolation, alienation, anonymity, and a 
conspicuous separation from what theologians designate as 
the ground of being. The awful condition of modern man when 
he rises to consciousness of that condition is the touch­
stone of existentialist philosophy— a philosophy which pos­
its as a prerequisite to fruitful thought and action the ac­
ceptance of a humcin condition which, descriptively treated, 
seems conducive only to despair.
The sense of isolation and the immediacy of death 
worked deeply on the sensibility of such men as Sartre,
Camus, and Malraux. These two factors soon came to be con­
sidered the basic conditions underlying the lives of all 
modern men. They became the starting point for Sartre's 
existentialism and for Camus' Absurdism.
Tennessee Williams is of the same generation and is 
as much a product of the period of the 30's and 40's as are 
the French existentialists. Williams doubtless recognizes 
that the period is % crucial one both in terms of his per­
sonal life and of history. Many of his plays are set during 
that time. It is understandable that the autobiographical 
Glass Menagerie is set in that time, but the placing of Wil­
liams' 19ul play. Night of the Iguana, in the late 30's is a 
more conscious device, and it indicates the playwright's 
recognition of the importance of that period to history as a 
whole.
Frankl *5 psychology is a product of the same period.
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Frankl*s experience, described in Man's Search tor Meaning, 
was more extreme than that of Williams or the French existen­
tialists. Dr. Frankl was an inmate of Dachau and Auschwitz, 
and while his ideas bear the marks of that experience, he 
departs from such philosophers as Camus and Sartre in the 
direction of optimism. There were, however, more pervasive 
and, perhaps, more resistant obstacles to optimism than even 
Frankl's concentration camp experiences.
The generation before Frankl*s had been forced to 
cope with an emotional attitude that was dramatically stated 
by John Burroughs in the 1890*s; "Feeling, emotion, falls 
helpless before the revelations of science. . . . The uni­
verse is going its own way with no thought of us. . . . This
discovery sends the cosmic chill with which so many of us
19are familiar in these days." The condition persisted, and 
in 1921, when Frankl was sixteen éind Williams eleven, Ber­
trand Russell published "A Free Man's Worship," which in­
cludes a famous statement that might well serve as an expli­
cation de texte for Burroughs' statement:
That man is the product of causes that had no pre­
vision of the end that they were achieving, that his 
origin, his growth, his hopes and fears, his loves 
and beliefs are but the outcome of accidental collo­
cations of atoms, that no fire, no heroism, no in-
19Quoted in H. H. Waggoner, "E. A. Robinson and the 
Cosmic Chill," New England Quarterly, 13 (1940),65. It is 
not surprising that a critical context established to deal 
with Robinson should be applicable to Tennessee Williams. 
The ideas of the two men are similar, a fact to which Wil­
liams points in his repeated use of Robinson's metaphor in 
which Man becomes a child in a kindergarten trying to spell 
God with the wrong alphabet blocks.
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tensity of thought and fooling can preserve an individ­
ual life beyond the grave, that all the labors of 
the ages, all the devotion, all the inspiration, all 
the noonday brightness of human genius, are destined 
to extinction in the vast death of the solar system, 
and that the whole temple of man's achievement must 
inevitably be buried beneath the debris of a uni­
verse in ruins— all these things, if not quite be­
yond dispute, are yet so nearly certain, that no 
philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.
Only within the scaffolding of these truths, only on 
the firm foundation of unyielding despair, ceui the 
soul's habitation henceforth be safely built. How, 
in such an alien and inhuman world, can so powerless 
a creature as Man preserve his aspiration untar­
nished?^"
The conclusions stated by Russell are, of course, the con­
clusions toward which scientific thought had been tending 
since its beginnings in the seventeenth century— a time when 
all science was physical science.
The principles which imply "the cosmic chill" were 
given impetus by the new science of psychology, particularly 
in the works of Sigmund Freud. At the heart of Freudianism 
is the belief that man is a creature driven by instincts and 
impulses that are hidden from him and that are as implacable 
and unreasoning as those forces that govern the unconscious 
universe. To some degree, Freudianism worked to reintegrate 
man into the physical world from which he had come to be 
more and more estranged, but it did so only at the cost of 
certain cherished conceptions of humanity and human nature. 
At the same time that Freud offered hope of better under­
standing through a codification of the laws of humctn behav-
^^Bertrand Russell, "A Free Man's Worship," Mysticism 
cUid Logic (London: Allen and Unwin, 1959) , pp. 47-48.
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ior, he cast man back into the Naturalist’s dilemma that has 
haunted our thinkers and writers from the seventeenth cen­
tury until now.
Western civilization has always been preoccupied with 
the Self and with self-knowledge. The Naturalist's dilemma 
is that condition which occurs when one realizes that the 
major teachings of science have been such as to make self- 
knowledge largely useless, or even destructive to man's re­
ligious sentiments and higher aspirations. Erich Fromm, in 
his Psychoanalysis and Religion, sums up the changes that 
have taken place in the general tendencies of Western 
thought :
Out of their belief in man's reason the philosophers 
of the Enlightenment, who were at the same time stu­
dents of man's soul, affirmed man's independence. . . . 
They taught him to abolish those conditions of exist­
ence which required the maintenance of illusion. . . . 
But in the last few generations the rationalism of 
the Enlightenment has undergone drastic changes.
Drunk with a new material prosperity and success in 
mastering nature, man no longer has considered him­
self the.primary concern of life and theoretical 
inquiry.
Science in general and traditional psychology in particular 
teach that man is not his own creature, that he is rather a 
functionary through which larger forces, not even particu­
larly human forces, act and react. In the words of Sigmund 
Freud, Man "'is lived by' his instincts
21Erich Fromm, Psychoanalysis and Religion (New York; 
Bantam Books, 1967), p. 5.
22Viktor Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism 
(New York: Washington Square, 1967), p. 7. Future refer­
ences to this book will be included within parentheses in 
the text.
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Viktor Frankl denies or radically qualifies the major 
premises of the psychologies based upon the ideas of Freud, 
Jung, and Adler. Thereby, he evolves a set of ideas that 
has done much to revolutionize psychoanalytic theory and 
practice. If Frankl is adopted as seriously by the literary 
community as he has been by the psychiatric community, we 
may look for some radically new interpretations of our lit­
erature. Frankl notes that in the psychologies of both 
Freud and Jung "reality, the world of beings and meanings, 
is debased to a pool of more or less workable instruments to 
be used to get rid of various stimuli such as irritating 
superegos or archetypes. What has been sacrificed, however, 
and hence totally eliminated in this view of man, is the 
fundamental fact which lends itself to a phenomenological 
analysis— namely, that mein is a being encountering other 
beings and reaching out for meanings to fulfill" (p. 8). He 
adds, "My own reaction to this theorizing is that I would 
not be willing to live for the sake of my 'defense mecha­
nisms' much less to die for the sake of my 'reaction forma­
tions'" (pp. 10-11).
Frankl's reaction to Freudian thought is of particu­
lar importance in the areas of both psychology and litera­
ture, for Freudianism itself came to be much more than a pi­
oneer theory of psychodynamics. It offered both philosophi­
cal and esthetic implications— implications that are real­
ized to some degree in such diverse artistic works as the 
tracts and novels of D. H. Lawrence and the plays of Eugene
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O'Neill. The ideas of Freud even came to be the basis for a 
school of literary criticism. The tools that Freud fur­
nished to literary critics have been useful to a degree, but 
they have led to excesses such as the over-emphasis on the 
hidden motives of both fictional characters and creative 
artists. Just as the New Criticism is satirized in a study
which proves conclusively that Frost's "Stopping by Woods on
2 3a Snowy Evening" is a poem about Santa Claus, a similar 
essay purports to find dire sexual and mythical implications 
in the nursery rhyme of Jack and Jill.^*
The most extreme implication to be found in Freudian 
critical theory is one that is more widely held than we 
would choose to admit, namely, that the very act of artistic 
creation is symptomatic of deep unconscious emotional dis­
turbances. To see a writer and his characters in terms of 
Freudian psychology and to see that same writer and his 
characters in terms of Frankl's ideas is indeed to see two 
entirely different writers eind two distinct and separate 
groups of characters.
Both Williams and his characters are susceptible to a 
psychoanalytic approach, and Freudian criticism of the play­
wright has been unproductive to the degree that it has been
2 3Herbert R. Coursen, Jr., "The Ghost of Christmas 
Past: 'Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,'" College Eng-
lish, 24 (1962), 236-38.
^^Arthur Daigon, "Jack and Jill: A Close Reading,"
Media and Method, Sept. 1967, rpt. in Juxtaposition, eds. J. 
Burl Hogins and Gerald A. Bryant, Jr. (Palo Alto7 Calif.: 
Science Research Associates, College Division, 1971), p. 242.
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misleading. So varied and complex is the makeup of Blanche
DuBois in A Streetcar Named Desire that Williams has been
2 5accused of writing a case study instead of a character.
Williams himself complains that Blanche has been taken by
26some to be a drag queen, a transvestite parody of a woman. 
The first judgment is irrelevant, and the latter is irration­
al; however, both illustrate the degree to which Freudian 
criticism has contributed to excess. More will be said 
later of A Streetcar Named Desire, but it might be useful at 
this point to note that no single reading of the play deals 
adequately with two aspects of the drama. The first time 
that Blanche speaks in the play it is to deliver what is ob­
viously intended as a description of human life in general: 
"They told me to take a streetcar named Desire, and then to
transfer to one called Cemeteries and ride six blocks and
27get off at— Elysian Fields!" The nature of Blanche's de­
sire, we have been told, is a complex of sexual desire and 
the need for security. Still, at the end of scene six, when 
Blanche's needs seem about to be satisfied, when she is in a 
position to secure her situation with Mitch, a strange inter­
change takes place :
MITCH [Drawing her slowly into his arms]: You need
somebody! And I need somebody, tool Could it be—
25John Gassner, Best American Plays : Third Series
(New York: Crown, 1962), p. 50.
^^Keith, p. 35.
27Tennessee Williams, A Streetcar Named Desire (New 
YorJcI New Directions, 1547) , 11 •
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you and me, Blanche?
[She stares at him vacantly for a moment. Then with 
a soft cry huddles in his embrace. She makes a sob­
bing effort to speak but the words won't come. He 
kisses her forehead and her eyes and finally her 
lips. The Polka tune fades out. Her breath is 
drawn and release5~~In long, grateful sobs.]
2 8BLANCHE: Sometimes— there's God— so quickly 1
Now one of the needs that Blanche embodies, as the quoted 
passage clearly implies, is the need for meaning— the need 
for God. Freudian psychology can offer little to elucidate 
this need that is obyiously major since the statement of it 
occupies a climactic position in a crucial scene in the play. 
The ideas of Dr. Viktor Frankl provide exactly the frame of 
reference that this cind other plays of Tennessee Williams 
require.
Probably the most succinct discussion of Frankl's 
ideas is to be found in an address that was delivered before 
the Conference on Phenomenology, meeting in Lexington, Ken­
tucky, on April 4, 1963, and published as "The Philosophical 
Foundations of Logotherapy" in Frankl's Psychotherapy and 
Existentialism. Therein, Frankl explains his therapeutic 
technique which he calls logotherapy or meaning therapy. He 
tells us that there is, with logotherapy, as with other 
types of therapy, "a theory underlying its practice— a the- 
oria, i.e., a yision, a WeItanschauung» In contrast to many 
other therapies, however, logotherapy is based upon an ex­
plicit philosophy of life. More specifically, it is based
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upon three fundamental assumptions which form a chain of in­
terconnected links: 1. Freedom of Will; 2. Will to Meaning;
3. Meaning of life" (p. 2). The remainder of the essay is 
given over to an explanation of these "fundamental assump­
tions . "
Man's "Freedom of Will" belongs to the immediate data 
of his experience, though that freedom is "freedom within 
limits." Only two classes of people deny such freedom: 
schizophrenics and determinist philosophers. Man's freedom 
of will consists in his ability to "take a stand toward"
conditions that are "biological or psychological or socio­
logical in nature," and by taking that stand, to "rise above 
the plane of somatic and psychic determinants of his exist­
ence." This transcendence of material determinants gives 
man access to what Frankl calls the dimension of the "noetic" 
or the "Nodlogical," a dimension which is "specifically hu­
man" and is "not accessible to a beast" (pp. 2-3).
Frankl's second basic assumption is the "Will to 
Meaning." It is here that Frankl departs most radically 
from the theories of traditional psychologists. Underlying 
Freudian theory is the idea that man is principally moti­
vated by the will to pleasure, especially sexual pleasure. 
Adler, on the other hand, proposed that the dominant motive 
of human behavior is the will to power. Frankl holds that 
"in the last analysis, it turns out that both the will to 
pleasure and the will to power are derivatives of the origi­
nal will to meaning" (pp. 5-5) .
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Frankl does not deny the pleasure principle. Indeed, 
he asserts that "the more a man aims at pleasure by way of a 
direct intention, the more he misses his aim. And this, I 
venture to say, is a mechanism etiologically underlying most 
cases of sexual neurosis" (p. 5). Thus, Frankl denies the 
motive power that Freud attributed to the pleasure principle. 
For Frankl, pleasure is not a goal but a "by-product, or 
side effect of the fulfillment of our strivings. . . . "  
Whereas traditional psychologies "assume that man aims for 
the goals of his behavior unwillingly and unwittingly and 
that his conscious motivations are not his actual motiva­
tions , " Frankl finds that "it is not conceivable that man be 
really driven to strivings; I would say either he is striving 
or that he is driven" (pp. 5-6). Frankl's theory seems to 
be demonstrated .n many of Williams' characters, Blanche 
DuBois, Brick Pollitt, and Alma Winemiller, to mention only 
a few. Both Williams and Frankl look beyond sexual excess 
and abnormality as mere neurotic symptomology to a realm 
wherein sexual activity and orientation become metaphoric of 
philosophic states or conditions.
Colin Wilson offers confirmation of this general 
principle in his "existential theory of perversion." It is 
interesting that Wilson does not treat the problem of homo­
sexuality, for he holds that there is sufficient evidence to
29suppose that the condition is genetic and not psychic, a
2QColin Wilson, The Origin of the Sexual Impulse (New 
York: Futnaiu, 1963), p. 14/.
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conclusion that some scientific research has confirmed since 
Wilson's book was published.'*^ The subject of homosexuality 
is introduced at this point only because it is a matter of 
tangential interest since Willicims is homosexual. More to 
the point is the idea that sexual maladjustment, in the 
terms of Frankl's argument, is likely to be the effect of a 
thwarted striving toward what he calls meaning fulfillment. 
The idea itself is not so surprising when one remembers that 
in The Myth of Sisyphus Albert Camus discusses the condition 
known as Don Juanism as an example of the human motivations 
that imply the Absurd condition.
Significantly, Camus and Frankl agree on another cru­
cial point. Freud contends that ^he reality principle is “a 
mere extension of the pleasure principle" (p. 7); that is to 
say that only those things that affect our pleasure become 
real to us. Frankl holds that "the meaning which o being 
has to fulfill is something beyond himself, it is never just 
himself. . . . Only a meaning which is not just an expres­
sion of the being itself represents a true challenge." It 
follows then that "meaning must not coincide with being; 
meaning must be ahead of being. . - . Existence falters un­
less it is lived in terms of transcendence toward something 
beyond itself" (p. 12). The tension between meaning and be-
^^Don Jackson, "Psychiatry's War on Homosexuality," 
Los Angeles Free Press, 16-22 July 1971, pp. 9, 14.
^^Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, trans. Justin 
O'Brien (New York: Vintage, 195FT, pp. 51-57.
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ing is exactly that condition that Albert Camus calls the 
Absurd.
If, as Frankl attests, man's dominant motive is the 
Will to Meaning, it follows that men must attempt to find 
and to embrace an object of meaning. Like Frankl, Camus be­
lieves that "for a man who does not cheat, what he believes 
to be true must determine his a c t i o n . T h e  discovery and 
the attempt make up what Frankl calls "meaning confronta­
tion." Such confrontation transforms man's freedom into 
"responsibleness; man is responsible for the fulfillment of 
the specific meaning of his personal life. But he is also 
responsible before something or ^  something, be it society, 
or humanity, or mankind, or his own conscience. However, 
there is a significant number of people who interpret their 
existence not just in terms of being responsible to some­
thing, tout rather to someone, neimely, to God" (pp. 12-13). 
Frankl agrees with Christopher Flanders, in The Milk Train
Doesn* t Stop Here Anymore, who tells Mrs. Goforth that she
34will have need for "something to mean God."
Thus, commitment is necessary, but Frankl does not 
mean commitment in the Scime sense that the word is used by 
Sartre. Sartre has said that "to choose to be this or that 
is to affirm at the same time the value of what we choose,
^^Ibid., p. 16. 
33lbid., p. 5.
Here Anymore
^^Tennessee Williams, The Milk Train Doesn't Stop 
 (New York: New Directions! TOSA), p. 111.
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because we can never choose evil."^^ The implication is 
that only our choice of something confers value upon it. 
Frankl, however, believes that we can indeed choose evil, 
for values are external and may be judged by external cri­
teria.
Frankl's third basic assumption, the Meaning of Life, 
asserts that "a person's will to meaning can only be elicited 
if meaning is essentially more than his mere self-expression. 
We do not just attach and attribute meanings to things, but 
rather find them; we do not invent them, we detect them."
The meaning of life may be detected in at least three ways. 
"First, through what we give to life (in terms of our crea­
tive works); second, by what we take from the world (in 
terms of cur experiencing values) ; cuid third, through the 
stand we tcike toward a fate we no longer can change (an in­
curable disease, an inoperable cancer, or the like)" (p. 15). 
Frankl continues; "However, even apart from this, man is not 
spared facing his human condition which includes what I call 
the tragic triad of human existence: namely, pain, death,
and guilt. By pain, I mean suffering; by the two other con­
stituents of the tragic triad, I mean the twofold fact of 
man's mortality and fallibility" (p. 15). Frankl's "tragic 
triad" will be seen to constitute the principal attributes 
of Tennessee Williams' tragic vision.
Two of the constituents of that vision are readily
^^Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism, trans. Bernard 
Frechtman (New York: Philosophical Library, 1347), p. 13.
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apparent. Guilt, for both Frankl and Williams, means merely 
that the nature of man is such that he will inevitably fail 
to realize the potential of his situation. To acknowledge 
guilt, man must admit simply "that he has failed," that he 
is less than he might have been (p. 24).
Though life does hold meaning, man must detect that 
meaning; he may not merely assume it, and yet when man looks 
for meaning in the world, he is confronted by what Frankl 
calls vaiiously "the existential vacuum," "meaning frustra­
tion," or "existential frustration"— all terms intended to 
represent an apparent lack of meaning, the response to which 
constitutes what Freuikl calls "the collective neurosis of 
our time" (p. 17).
In another essay, "Existential Dynamics and Neurotic 
Escapism," Frankl accounts for the existence of the existen­
tial vacuum by saying that it "seems to issue from man's 
twofold loss: the loss of that instinctual security which
surrounds an animal's life, cuid the further, more recent 
loss of those traditions which governed man's life in former 
times" (p. 19). Again, Frankl seems to echo Williams' ideas. 
Many of Williams' characters are beset by the loss of inno­
cence, a term that may be defined as that state of instinc­
tual security preceding the period in life during which one 
confronts the "tragic triad." The loss of tradition and the 
resultant hiatus are everywhere present in Williams, but 
probably the theme is most obvious in Streetcar. Joseph 
Wood Krutch acknowledges as much when he says of Blanche
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UuBois: "She is on the side of civilization and refinement.
But the age has placed her in a tragic dilemma. She looks 
about for a tradition according to which she may live and a 
civilization to which she can be loyal. She finds none.
Ours is a society which has lost its s h a p e . B l a n c h e  also 
manifests emother significant condition which Frankl says is 
"pervasive in the present culture," and that is "the fear of 
aging and dying" (p. 15).
A major tenet of Frankl's therapeutic technique is 
that "life's transitoriness does not in the least detract 
from its meaningfulness." The implications to be drawn from 
this assertion constitute a theory of time that is identical 
to that held by Williams. Frankl explains by way of a quo­
tation from Edith Weissdopf-Joelson who says: "The past of
an individual is seen, as it were, as a storehouse of every­
thing he has brought into existence, of safely emd immutably 
materialized possibilities. Thus, the past of an individual 
is the part of his life in which he has overcome transiency 
and achieved eternity" (p. 84). Tennessee Williams says: 
"About their lives people ought to remember that when they 
are finished, everything in them will be contained in a mar­
velous state of repose which is the same as that which they 
unconsciously admired in drama. The rush is temporary. The 
great and only possible dignity of man lies in his power de­
liberately to choose certain moral values by which to live
Joseph Wood Krutch, "Modernism" in the Modern Drama 
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press” r953), p. 12Ô.
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as steadfastly as if he, too, like a character in a play,
were immured against the corrupting rush of time. Snatching
the eternal out of the desperately fleeting is the great
37magic trick of human existence."
On all major points of psychology Williams and Frankl 
agree. Man is guilty of being less than he might have been. 
Man is inherently and essentially oriented toward meaning 
but subject to what Frankl calls "meeming frustration." A 
chief obstacle to man's self-fulfillment is his conscious­
ness of the transitoriness of his life, or to use Sartre's 
term, his contingency. Nonetheless, man's nature and the 
capabilities of that nature indicate a spiritual, or noetic, 
dimension of existence, which is to say that "one character­
istic of human existence is its transcendence" (p. 136).
The view of man fostered by the traditional psychologies of 
Freud, Adler, and Jung— a view that is basic to a great deal 
of art and criticism— is based upon "unconscious invalid 
philosophical hypotheses," and constitutes a "caricature of 
man and not a true image" (p. 130).
In the course of this study I will attempt to show 
that Williams' psychology is not that of Freud but of Frankl. 
That is not to say that Williams makes no use of Freudian 
psychology. It must be remembered that when Williams began 
writing Freudianism was the only well-known and coherent 
theory of character formation to which writers had access.
^^Tennessee Williams, Three Plays of Tennessee Wil- 
liams (New York: New Directions, 1964}, p. o.
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Accordingly, Williams makes use of Freudian concepts in a 
functional but not a thematic way. Apparently his own ex­
perience, his own perceptions led to his commitment to a 
philosophy that Frankl was later to codify as Existential 
Psychology or Logotherapy.
As the ideas of Viktor Frankl serve to explain Wil­
liams' psychology, so do the ideas of Colin Wilson contrib­
ute to a better understanding of the point of view of both 
Williams and many of his major characters. Wilson's first 
book. The Outsider, is probably what a cover blurb on the 
paperback edition attests it to be, namely "The Seminal Book 
on the Alienation of M o d e m  Mem. " It is as well, as Sidney
Campion says, "one of the most difficult books to summarise 
38ever written." To further complicate the problem of sum­
mary, The Outsider is only the first of a series that con­
tains seven non-fiction books and a number of novels. The 
whole series attempts to define the concept of the Outsider, 
to explain his problems, and to point toward solutions to 
those problems.
Wilson's thinking makes it necessary that he deplore 
the fact that "spiritual standards have almost ceased to 
exist, and [that] Freud and Marx have done a thorough job of
convincing us that all men are much the same, subject to the
39same kind of psychological and economic pressures." The
Sidney R. Campion, The World of Colin Wilson (Lon­
don: Frederick Muller, 1962), p~ 157.
^^Colin Wilson, Religion and Üie Rebel (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Houghton MifflinT 1957), p. 40.
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Outsider is not "much the same" as other men. In fact, Wil­
son theorizes that the Outsiders in any culture comprise
40about half of the dominant minority of five percent.
Frankl's ideas pertain to all men. It will be seen, however, 
that Outsiders represent in extremity certain qualities that 
all men share to some degree.
Most simply defined Outsiders are those men who "feel 
alienated from the life around them because they possess 
some insight or genius beyond that of their fellows.
Thus, the basic problem of the Outsider is his "instinctive 
rejection of the everyday world. All major poets and philos­
ophers have had this feeling as their starting point.
Thus, Campion notes that the Outsider is not like the normal 
man who is "a completely social animal who would h.'.ve no 
meaning and no existence if he was removed from all relation 
with other living creatures. . . . "  The Outsider is:
a being whose reality requires only one other reality 
to complete it— that of God or the Life Force (or 
simply "otherness" if you dislike these religious 
terms). . . .  In The Outsider, the phrase "other 
people are the trouble" is repeated many times. It 
means roughly what Sartre meant in Huis Clos by 
"Hell is other people." Even an atheist may be glad 
to get away from some exhausting and uncongenial hu­
man relationship to turn to some more abstract pur­
suit— mathematics or music or political idealism?
In its narrow and least controversial sens^g the 
word God could be defined as the Abstract.
*^Colin Wilson, The Outsider (New York: Dell, 19 56),
pp. 29 7-9 8.
^^Campion, p. 157. ^^Wilson, Outsider, p. 29 3.
4 3Campion, pp. 156-57.
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Campion notes that "in its simplest definition, then, 'Out­
sider' means a man who finds human relationships particular­
ly wearing, and hungers for 'the Abstract' far more than the 
average. His resistance to other people and his need for 
'the Abstract' is on a lower level than that of most people;
just as a man's resistance to noise (and his need for si-
44lence) might be lower than other people's."
Wilson's thinking leads him to the conclusion that
the central problem is one of individual consciousness and
45the evolution of civilizations. In short: "The more I
considered the Outsider, the more I felt him to be a symptom 
of our time and age. Essentially, he seemed to be a rebel; 
and what he was in rebellion against was the lack of spirit­
ual tension in a materially prosperous civilization. . . .
An individual tends to be what his environment makes him.
If a civilization is spiritually sick, the individual suf­
fers from the same sickness. If he is healthy enough to put 
up a fight, he becomes an Outsider.
More and more it has become necessary for such a per­
son to put up a fight, for modern society, unlike earlier 
societies, has no outlet for the Outsider. The church, for 
example, was once the institution to which the Outsider 
might retreat from the social world in order to follow the 
dictates of his own highly individual nature. However, mod-
*^Ibid., p. 157. ^^Wilson, Outsider, p. 296. 
^^Wilson, Religion and the Rebel, pp. 1-2.
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ern society has moved increasingly toward a way of life dom­
inated by a kind of "automatism" that Wilson designates as 
"the problem of life i t s e l f . T h e  automatism results from 
the achievement of a state of technology and philosophy in 
which the human being is not called upon to exercise will; 
in fact, in such a culture, "every act of will is unnatural."
Thus, the "life-force" stagnates and "gives off smells like
4 8standing water, and the whole being is poisoned."
The Outsider is aware of his own different nature, 
though he may not achieve an intellectual understanding of 
his condition. He may say with the hero of Henri Barbusse's 
L*Enfer, see too deep and too much." His perceptions
tell him that "life-as-it-is-commonly-lived" is pointless 
and demeaning, emd that mankind is a "vast sea of mediocrity" 
to which he does not wish to belong. Once he begins to find 
himself, he realizes that his hatred of common life and com­
mon men "is perfectly justified: a healthy reaction to a
49world of sick half-men." At this point, the Outsider is 
likely to hit upon the answer that "his salvation lies in 
extremes, and those extremes lie in those directions that 
are most susceptible to atrophy due to the processes of mod­
ern life. The original insight and the nature of the ex­
tremity to which the Outsider is driven furnish a workable 
classification system.
47lbid., p. 27. ^®Ibid., 
49Ibid., pp. 40-41. ^^Wilson, Outsider, p. 66.
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The three types of Outsider seek salvation through 
extremes of intellect, emotion, and bodily activity. T. E. 
Lawrence "could write: 'I am insight through mind, not
through feeling.' Van Gogh could write: 'I am insight
through feeling, not through mind.' It is Nijinsky who can 
say: 'I am insight through flesh, not through either mind
or feeling.
But such narrow insight is not sufficient to the Out­
sider's needs, for the Outsider's "chief desire is to be 
52unified," to be reintegrated into the world from which he 
feels himself to be estranged. The intensity of that es­
trangement forces the Outsider to live life as if it were 
perpetually critical, and "the crises of living demand the 
active cooperation of intellect, emotions, and body, on 
equal t e r m s . L a c k i n g  integration of his own faculties, 
the Outsider is prone to extreme visions of his world. He 
may, like H. G. Wells, in Mind at the End of its Tether, 
predict that "the end of everything we call life is close at 
hand and cannot be e v a d e d . W e l l s ,  the intellectual Out­
sider, argues that if we look objectively at life we must 
realize that there is "no pattern of any kind," and if we 
are courageous enough to follow our thought to its ultimate 
end we must conclude that thought negates life. Reason pro­
vides no consolation, no answer.
S^Ibid., p. 101. ^^Ibid., pp. 58-59.
S^Ibid. , p. 239. "^^ Ibid. , p. 16. ^^Ibid. , p. 19
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The Emotional Outsider, whose relationship to the 
world is not based upon intellect but upon feeling, is like­
ly to be drawn in two directions based upon the two modes of 
consciousness that characterize the Romantic poet— namely, 
the experience of the world as futile and meaningless, and 
the experience of a personal, non-reasonable response to 
life that is completely affirmative. Thus, the Emotional 
Outsider alternates between a negative experience that has 
been called variously Vastation by William James, Nausea by 
Sartre, or the existential void by Viktor Frankl, and a 
positive experience that psychologist Abraham Maslow terms a 
peak experience.
That Willicims is prone to such a dualistic vision of 
reality has been acknowledged by a number of critics. John 
Buell comments that "the most commonly noted imagery in Ten­
nessee Williams' plays is an irrational, brutal, orgiastic 
violence . . .  of nightmarish or neurotic proportions, but 
it exists in the Scime play side by side with an incredible 
tenderness and sensitivity."^^ The negative experience of 
the world leads Williams to designate the world as "Dragon 
Country," or the "Beanstalk land of the giant."
The Outsider is basically a religious man, and his 
problem is a religious one. What the Outsider is looking 
for is a justification for life itself. The quest often 
transforms the Outsider into the philosopher. A philosopher
^^John Buell, "The Evil Imagery of Tennessee Wil-
n O O /10C"3\ lO'J —  O A
w  ,  w  \  u .  W. V  ^  /  ,  . k  V  v .-m
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such as Nietzsche exemplifies, even epitomizes, most of what 
has been said of the Outsider up to this point. Wilson sum­
marizes Nietzsche's development in this way:
He was getting tired of the everlasting pendulum 
that swung between Yes and No, of happiness that 
made him think misery unimportant, and misery that 
made happiness a delusion. He wanted to know for 
certain. He looked into himself and faced the fact 
that he could not say Yes or No. He asked himself:
Is this true of the nature of life itself, or could 
a man exist who could say finally: I accept every­
thing? His imagination set to work on the_problem, 
to conceive a man great enough to affirm.
The result was the creation of the concept of the Superman.
What becomes increasingly clear is that Nietzsche's
problem, indeed, the problem of all Outsiders, is the same
problem that was posed by Viktor Frankl, the frustration of
the Will to Meaning. But in the Outsider, both the Will to
Meaning and the frustration of that will achieve degrees of
intensity that would surely be called pathological if they
were not firmly grounded in an impulse that is essentially
sane. The Outsider is the "basically religious man . . .
who refuses to develop those qualities of practical-minded-
ness and eye-to-eye business that seem to be the requisites
5 8for survival in our complex civilization." Refusing to do 
so, he makes himself vulnerable; he opens himself to pain of 
the most intense sort.
Wilson concludes that the only einswer to the Out­
sider's problem is to find a philosophy that is consistent 
with his own experience of life. Such an answer is only to
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be found in a life that encompasses the visionary auid the 
mystical. Probably the most heroic and the most successful 
of Wilson's Outsider heroes is William Blake, whose success 
was the result of his maintaining the view that life is in­
finite in its potential. However, in practice, life is ap­
pallingly evil because it is appallingly innocuous. Blake 
accepted both the sorry state of the world and his superi­
ority over other men. Certainly, Tennessee Williams has not 
succeeded in attaining such a philosophical position. Mod­
ern life makes it increasingly difficult for the Outsider to 
maintain his realization that the sickness that he feels is 
in fact perverse health. More and more, modern psychology 
has taught that the manifestations of Outsiderism are mani­
festations of mental disorder, and that one ought to adapt 
to the world rather than alter one's nature or the nature of 
one's world.
The problem emerged in clear relief at a convention 
of psychiatrists held in 1966. The problem that the conven­
tion put to itself was whether the analyst should work to 
make the patient sane or help the patient to adjust to his 
world. The conclusion was that the demands of modern life 
are not sane in themselves and that our society would reject 
the sane man as a misfit. The Outsider manifests that sort 
of sanity that is easily mistaken for madness, and he must 
bear the consequences of his own strengths.
Tennessee Williams is an Outsider. He feels, to an 
extreme degree, the position that is summed up in the printed
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character-reading that Flora is given in "A Perfect Analysis
Given by a Parrot": "You have a very sensitive nature, and
59are frequently misunderstood by your close companions." 
Williams is specifically that type of Outsider that is epit­
omized in Van Gogh— the Emotional Outsider who is character­
ized not by the quality of his intellect, but by the quality 
of his feeling. Wilson's treatment of Van Gogh contains 
much that is applicable to Tennessee Williams. For example, 
Vein Gogh's "earliest experiences teach him that life is an 
eternal Pro emd Contra. His sensitivity makes him unusually 
aware of the Contra, of his own misery and the world's. All 
his faculties are exerted in a search for the Pro, for in­
stinctive, absolute Yea-saying." Accordingly, his "wretch­
edness lies in his inability to find a new faith; he tends 
to regard his condition of unbelief as the result of a 
Fall,"^^ that is to say a reason for his own and the world's 
misery. Williams too seems intent upon accounting for the 
state of the world. In such plays as Glass Menagerie, Sum­
mer and Smoke, and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, he explores the 
idea that it is the responsibility to the family and the hu­
man community that renders people unhappy. In plays like A 
Streetcar Named Desire, Glass Menagerie, and Kingdom of 
Earth he considers the loss of a coherent emd ordered society 
as reason for unhappiness. In such plays as Sweet Bird of
^^Tennessee Williams, Dragon Country (New York: New
Directions, 1970), p. 273.
^^Wiison, Outsider, p. 89.
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Youth, Suddenly Last Summer, and Night of the Iguana, the 
conditions implying a fall seem to derive from a malevolent 
deity. The Outsider must account for his own condition and 
the condition of the world. His answer to that condition 
need not be positive, though he would wish it to be. What 
he requires is a way to be "completely in accord with" the 
order in the universe— the order that "he can sometimes per­
ceive .
With Van Gogh the thought was that such a sense could 
be regained by discipline, and art became the form of his 
discipline. Williams too has taken art as such a discipline. 
His constant reworking of his plays, the faithfulness with 
which he plies his trade, and the acknowledged importance of 
his creative work to his own sense not only of well-being, a 
feeling that is uncommon to Williams, but of meaningful be­
ing are indicative of the degree to which art has become, 
for Williams, a life-discipline. ^  the Bar of a Tokyo 
Hotel, the play that Donald Newlove calls his "crucifixion 
play," dramatizes an artist in the grips of a passion that 
Williams must know intimately. Mark is torn between the de­
mands of his craft and the demands of human relationships. 
The conflict is made more complex by the fact that his artis­
tic powers are undergoing great changes in the face of a 
breakthrough, a new sense of style and a new appreciation of 
light and color that figure in the play as symbols of mysti-
G^ Ibid.
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cal and religious insight. Mark must suffer both from the 
demands of his art and the failure of his wife and associate 
to understand either his devotion to his art or the changes 
that are taking place with regard to his own consciousness 
of art and reality. He finds himself in a position similar 
to that of Van Gogh.
Wilson tells us that Van Gogh's attempts to render 
his vision in art "completely transcend most of their crit­
ics' knowledge of reality." He even advises that when we 
approach "the work of such a man as Van Gogh, an attitude of 
completely uncritical acceptance (such as most of us feel 
towards the dogmas of higher mathematics) may be more re-
g 2
warding than the intellectual-critical approach." Such an 
approach to Williams' work might not be ill advised. Much 
of Williams' work, especially the later plays, often does 
seem to aspire to the condition of the graphic arts, that is 
to the concrete objectivity, focus, and intensity of paint­
ing. Much of the value of Esther Merle Jackson's The Broken 
World of Tennessee Williams is to be found in her continued 
comparison of Williams' conceptions of staging to the work 
of painters.
Anyone familiar with the work of Hieronymus Bosch is 
likely to grasp the amazing similarities between his work
G^lbid., p. 90.
^^Esther Merle Jackson, The Broken World of Tennessee 
Williams (Madison, Wisconsin; The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1965).
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and Williams'. In spite of the disparate media one can see 
that both men operate under a religious bias, both make use 
of a style characterized by distortion and juxtaposition, 
cind both are obsessively concerned with the dark side of 
human life. It is that which Williams has in common with 
Bosch that led to the now famous epithet "poet of the damned." 
It is possible to press the comparison between Williams' 
drama and painting too far, but many of Williams' small 
plays do stand in the same relation to his major works that 
an enlarged "detail" illustration in an art book stands to 
the larger work in question. The attention to details of 
light and color that we often find in Williams indicates 
that he and the graphic artist have perceptions that are 
alike in kind if not in degree. A close study of the later 
plays, especially The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore, 
indicates that Williams has made what must oe a conscious 
attempt to introduce the esthetics of Oriental Zen art into 
the structure of his plays.
Wilson says that Van Gogh looked for the answer in 
the "concept of discipline. But with him it is no longer 
the discipline of the intellect; his powers of will were di­
rected towards a development o^ the emotions. Williams 
has proclaimed more than once that his theater is a theater 
of sentiment, of feeling. He says in his "Afterword" to 
Camino Real: "There are plays meant for reading. I have
^^Wilson, Outsider, p. 92.
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road them. T have read the works of 'thinking playwrights' 
as distinguished from us who are permitted only to 
feel. . . . Elsewhere, Williams defines the experience of 
seeing a play in distinctly emotional terms. Of plays "in 
the tragic tradition," he says: "Because we do not partici­
pate, except as spectators, we can view them clearly, within 
the limits of our emotional equipment. . . . All at once, 
for this reason, we are able to see them! Our hearts are 
wrung by recognition and pity, so that the dusky shell of 
the auditorium is flooded with an almost liquid warmth of 
unchecked human sympathies, relieved of self-consciousness, 
allowed to function..." In this description of an emo­
tional peêüc experience, Willicims suggests that part of the 
function of serious drama is to force from us those human 
feelings with which we have lost contact and that the fail­
ure of much serious drama is more the fault of the audience 
than the playwright. "So successfully have we disguised from 
ourselves the intensity of our own feelings, the sensibility 
of our own hearts, that plays in the tragic tradition have 
begun to seem u n t r u e . O n e  detects here the characteris­
tic Outsider impatience with those people, the majority of 
people, who fail to experience with the intensity that the
^^Williams, Three Plays, p. 163.
^^Ibid., p. 6. Throughout this paper, single-spaced 
ellipses should be understood to be a part of the original 
quotation. The usual double-spaced ellipsis will be used to 
indicate omissions from a quoted text.
*^^Ibid. , p. 7c
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Outsider himself feels.
Van Gogh arrived at the point at which "he felt too 
much just as [T. E .] Lawrence thought too much. One felt
6 Q
without thinking; the other thought without feeling." He 
arrived at such a point through the elevation of the emotions. 
There is in Williams that same elevation of the emotions to 
the level of crucial significance. A passage from a recent 
profile of Williams written by Rex Reed is more helpful to 
an understanding of Williams than most specifically critical 
comments. Reed sums up the life and work of Tennessee Wil­
liams in this way :
Years of indescribable torment and physical dissipa­
tion that taught him a way of life. . . . And out of 
the loneliness and self-destruction and pain have 
come some of the world's greatest plays. Why do 
they survive along with him? Why does Tennessee 
Williams, already written off by the cynics in the 
obituaries they keep taking out and rattling when­
ever a new play opens, make more comebacks than Judy 
Garland? Because in an age so filled with non-ap­
preciation and polite sensibility, a time of fatal­
ism, nihilism, a certain destruction of the ideal of 
beauty, a replacement by wastelands and other sterile 
sanctuaries, he suffers the urgent need to bring 
meauiing to life, to resurrect gentility and kind­
ness. It is not necessary to understand him to ap­
preciate his genius.^pOne needs only to feel, emd he 
feels magnificently
Unlike Van Gogh, Williams did not kill himself at the 
age of 37. Williams remains a dramatist who is concerned 
with the presentation of emotional truths, but he has more and 
more begun to look for answers to his emotional dilemma and
^®Wilson, Outsider, p. 9 3.
^^Rex Reed, "Tennessee Williams Turns Sixty," Esquire, 
Sept. 1971, pp. 216, 218.
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the dilemmas of his characters in nonreasonable ways. His 
rather steady progress toward the visionary and the mystical 
is reflected in his plays in such a way that he has lost 
many of his audience. He can no longer claim the sympathet­
ic consideration from drama critics that was his while his 
plays were characterized by the lyric realism of Glass Menag­
erie , or the more formalistic realism of such plays as Sum­
mer and Smoke. Williams has moved through the style of the 
drama of the absurd, that he handles so masterfully in Slap­
stick Tragedy, to a ritualistic drama that is very much akin 
to Japanese Noh drama. Williams himself says that the crit­
ics "got hung up on my naturalistic plays. And when I began 
to phase-out naturalism in the 60's, they couldn't go with 
me."^^ Williams' stylistic development is rather like that 
of Ibsen, and his late work has been as coolly received as 
Ibsen's euid for the same reasons. Both playwrights evolved 
a style with which they might render their truths with some 
clarity, only to find that the styles that they had evolved 
made those truths inaccessible to a large part of the audi­
ence that they had created for themselves.
One other aspect of Wilson's philosophy requires dis­
cussion here, and that is made up of the ideas stated in The 
Origin of the Sexual Impulse. Like Frank1, Wilson doubts 
the mechanistic view of personality that is fostered by
^^John Weisman, "Sweet Bird of Youth at 60," Topic 
Magazine, The Miami Herald, 20 Feb. 1972, p. 29.
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Freud. He contends that "the sexual impulse is not the ba­
sic human drive. It is no more 'basic' than the urge to 
social reform or to doing mathematics."^^ Far from having
"taught us to face unpleasant truths about ourselves," Freud
72"has taught us to face an unpleasant lie."
Wilson grants that Freud's psychology might have been 
more valid when it was developed in an "age of security and 
optimism, an age dominated by 'convention' and taboo." How­
ever, "the world of the mid-twentieth century is an entirely 
different affair," Indeed, conditions in the twentieth cen­
tury are very nearly the reverse of those that prevailed 
during Freud's lifetime. "So it is no longer permissible to 
assume, like Freud, that all neurosis has a sexual basis, 
and disappears when i.an is adjusted to society. Society is
no longer stable, so adjustment to it is no longer the wholly
7 3satisfactory solution." Wilson finds instead that the 
characteristic neurosis of the present day is exactly that 
condition that Viktor Frankl calls Noetic or Noological neu­
rosis: " . . .  the basis of the prevalent twentieth-century
neurosis . . .  is not man's fear of his own irrationality, 
but a deeper fear m a t  all life is futile, is a horrible 
joke."^^ The fear of futility is the result of man's re­
duced consciousness. All men desire an increase in con-
^^Colin Wilson, The Origin of the Sexual Impulse (New 
York: Putncim, 1963), p. 1871
72lbid., p. 224. ^^Ibid., pp. 208-209.
^’Ibid., p. 209.
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sciousness, for during those periods of heightened conscious­
ness, what Abraham Maslow calls peak experiences, man's sense 
of futility is overcome by affirmation. For most human be­
ings the most accessible and reliable means of creating such 
an experience is through the sex act. For most men those 
sexual acts that are generally considered to be usual are 
sufficient to generate the necessary heightened consciousness. 
For some men sexual excesses become necessary. At one point 
Wxlson says that "'deviation,' like Leopold Bloom's fetichism, 
is the attempt of the healthy organism to tear off the blink­
ers that frustrate its self-knowledge, the widening of its 
self-consciousness.
Wilson's theory is a restatement in sexual terms of 
Frankl's idea of the Will to Maaning. Hence to see sexual 
activity as merely an attempt to satisfy Freud's will to 
pleasure is to miss the point, that being that sexual activ­
ity is an attempt to realize meaning, an attempt that takes 
the form of the affirmation of life through expanded con­
sciousness. This concept of sexuality would appear to be 
the one that is operative in several of Williams' plays, no­
tably Sweet Bird of Youth in which Chance Wayne, opposed by 
the Messianic Boss Finley, attempts to reestablish his love 
affair with Heavenly in order to recover his own lost inno­
cence, a state that has been defined previously as the state 
of instinctual security, the loss of which Frankl cites as a
^^Ibid., p. 114,
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cause of the existential vacuum.
Both Frankl and Wilson approach the prophetic in
their stated opinion that the fulfillment of the W m  to
Meaning, or the achievement of heightened consciousness, is
a way to overcome the human condition. Wilson quotes Hesse,
who declares that "man . . .  is a bourgeois compromise."^®
Frankl cites Goethe's: "If we take man as he is, we make
him worse; if we take him as he ought to be, we help him be- 
77come it." There is, in both the work of Frankl and Wil­
son, the tacit acknowledgment of the heroism involved in 
seeking to go beyond compromise, in seeking to achieve human 
potential, in seeking to find the significant truth that 
will dispel our suspicions that all existence is futile and 
that our lives are death in disguise.
The importance of the ideas of Frankl and Wilson to 
the study of Tennessee Williams should be immediately appar­
ent. Williams' characters are characters in extremity. But 
if we entertain the ideas of Frankl and Wilson, the extrem­
ity is not the extremity of neurosis or psychosis. Williams' 
characters are not driven by the Freudian psycho-mechanism 
that is powered by the sex drive. Rather, their motive 
power is Frankl's Will to Meaning. Since Williams is a dra­
matist, and since drama has been the realm of extremity 
since Sophocles, Williams' characters tend toward those ex­
tremes of sanity that Wilson holds to be characteristic of
^®Wilson, Outsider, p. 60. ^^Frankl, p. 12,
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the Outsider. In fact, Willicuns has created one of the most 
impressive galleries of Outsider portraits to be produced in 
the twentieth century. Williauns' protagonist is most often 
the classic Outsider; his quest is for a ground of being and 
meaning. His quest becomes religious rather than psychic be­
cause Williams insists unon designating that ground of being 
by the term that theologians have always favored— God. Time 
and again he is defeated, but from time to time he does 
glimpse some shred of insight. As those insights collect, 
we are gifted with the drama of the Outsider struggling to­
ward self-realization. Implicit in that public drama is the 
private drama of the playwright in search for a vision whose 
basic terms are religious and whose insights are cast in 
traditional symbolic terms. Those traditional symbols, how­
ever, often function in a most untraditional manner. Such 
is decidedly true of the Christ figure in Battle of AngeIs 
and Orpheus Descending.
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CHAPTER II
THE HEROIC CHRISTS OF BATTLE OF ANGELS 
AND ORPHEUS DESCENDING
Like much of the work to follow, Williams' first pro­
fessionally produced play is a classic Outsider drama which 
features four protagonists, each seeking to remedy his situ­
ation in a separate way. Williams says that Orpheus Descend­
ing, the 1957 revision of Battle of Angels, is "a play about 
unainswered questions that haunt the hearts of people and the 
difference between continuing to ask them . . . and the ac­
ceptance of prescribed cinswers that are not answers at all, 
but expedient adaptations or surrender to a state of quan­
dary."^ The questions in the play are exactly those ques­
tions to which Viktor Frankl addresses himself.
The play is of crucial importance to a study of Wil­
liams. The ideas that are dramatized in the play mark the 
beginning of a set of inquiries that has dominated all of 
Williams' work. There are here, too, the character types 
who will continue to inhabit the world of Tennessee Williams.
The printed version of the play Battle of Angels dif­
fers from the script that was produced in Boston in 19 40.
The printed version contains a character, David Anderson,
^Tennessee Williams, Orpheus Descending with Battle 
of Angels (New York; New Directions^ 1958), p. vi.
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who apparently was not in the Boston production. Neither 
the part nor an actor is listed in the original cast. Also, 
the printed version of the play contains nothing to account 
for the clouds of smoke that dismayed the Boston audience. 
Those aspects of the play that led the city fathers to cen­
sor the play on the grounds that it was blasphemous are an
2
inextricable part of the design of the play. Val Xavier 
remains unmistakably a Christ symbol even in the 1957 ver­
sion, Orpheus Descending.
Battle of Angels is framed within two scenes that 
take place in the Torrance Mercantile Store in Two Rivers, 
Mississippi. The audience is prepared for the religious im­
plications of the narrative to follow when, in the first 
scene, Eva and Blanch Temple, two women of the town, show a 
tourist couple through the building that has been m: intained 
as a shrine to commemorate the events that took place there 
on Good Friday of the year before. When the four people go 
upstairs, the play proper begins so that when Eva and Blanch 
descend the stairs, the action of the play has moved into 
the past, to the day on which Myra Torrance brings her hus­
band Jabe home from the hospital. He knows, though he has 
not been told, that he is dying of inoperable cancer. He is 
carried upstairs by a back staircase. Throughout the play, 
he thumps his ceme on the floor, but he is not seen by the 
audience until the final few minutes of the play.
2
Gerald Weales, Tennessee Williams (Minneapolis: 
university of Minnesota Press, 1965), pT 12.
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The second scene introduces one of the four major 
characters of the play. Eight years before, as a young girl, 
Myra Torrance had been involved with David Anderson, who 
later married a delta debutante for her money. After that 
marriage, Myra married Jabe and has lived since that time in 
a sort of suspended animation. Her friend, the wife of the 
local sheriff, is Vee (for Veronica) Talbott. For twelve 
years Vee has been working on a series of visionary por­
traits of the apostles. She is waiting for a vision before 
she paints a portrait of Christ. Another member of the com­
munity , the third of the four protagonists, is Cassandra 
Whiteside, the promiscuous daughter of a wealthy planter 
family.
The character around whom the play is fashioned is the 
young writer-drifter who has changed his name from Jonathan 
West to Valentine Xavier after a casual encounter with a 
middle-aged woman in Waco, Texas, leads to a charge of rape. 
Names are always significant in a Williams play. The name 
of the central figure in this play indicates that Williams 
wishes to suggest that in our culture the concern with the 
geographic frontier has been superseded by a necessary new 
concern with emotional frontiers, the frontiers of sentiment 
in the best sense of that word. Val arrives in Two Rivers 
wearing a snakeskin jacket and carrying a tin box in which 
he keeps the pages of his book.
Val is first a clerk in Myra's store, then her lover, 
then the father of her unborn child. Cassandra makes sever-
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al attempts to seduce him, but all that she finally wins is 
his admission that, to some degree, the two of them are 
alike, fellow members of the "fugitive kind." The catas­
trophe of the play comes about soon after Vee Talbott sees a 
vision of Christ near the lynching tree on the levee. The 
townswomen recognize that the Christ in the resultant por­
trait is none other than Valentine Xavier. One of the women 
who see the resembleince is the woman from Waco who arrives 
during the last few minutes of the play. Val's actions have 
offended most of the people in the town so that they are 
anxious to do violence to him. It should be said that Val's 
actions are largely a matter of according sympathy to the 
poor, the black, the desperate— those like himself whom he 
calls the "dispossessed."
In the final act, with the river at flood stage, the 
bridges out, and the telephone wires down, Jabe descends the 
stairs and confronts Myra and Val. Myra, in a fit of auiger 
at Jabe and at the thought of losing Val, who has succeeded 
in bringing her back to life, confesses that she is carrying 
Val's child. Jabe kills her, then rushes out to tell the 
townspeople that Val is the murderer. Myra dies, and Val is 
stripped and carried off to the lynching tree, where he is 
killed with a blow torch. The stage is empty. After a 
brief curtain, Eva and Blanch Temple descend the stairs and, 
in a conversation with the tourists, explain that on the 
night of Val's death, Cassandra drove her car into the river 
and drowned. Vee Talbott was so struck by the tragic events
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that she lost her sanity. The guides and tourists leave the 
stage, cUid a Negro conjure man hangs Val's jacket in a shaft 
of light. "He seems to make a slight obeisance before it."
As the curtain falls, the only sound to be heard is the sing­
ing from a Negro church, and it "swells in exaltation."^
The tragedy of the play is intended to suggest paral- 
lells between the events in Two Rivers, Mississippi, and the 
events that culminate in the crucifixion of Jesus. The 
chief device used to convey this parallelism is the place­
ment of the actions of the play so that the catastrophe 
falls on Good Friday. (The same device is used again in 
Sweet Bird of Youth). Val is immolated on a hill, on a tree 
that has been the site of previous killings. In this light, 
the central action of the play, the rejuvenation of Myra 
Torrance, suggests the resurrection of Lazarus. In the 
later version of the play, Williams suggests in a number of 
ways both the Lazarus and the Orpheus story.
The traditional view of the play is that it is an al­
legory based upon the ideas of D. H. Lawrence. Considered 
from this point of view, the major conflict of the play is 
between the forces of healthy, fruitful sexuality, and 
sterile conformity to social mores. Such a view must result 
in the judgment that the play is muddled, for the doctrine 
of the play simply is not compatible with Lawrence's ideas.
Williams, Orpheus Descending with Battle of Angels, 
p. 238. Future references to this edition will be included 
in parentheses within the text.
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As complex as Lawrence's ideas are, they are not unduly mis­
represented if we say that Lawrence believed that the sexual 
relationship was metaphorical of the nature of the universe 
itself, and that surrender to the "dark gods of the blood" 
allowed one to grasp the universe in a very real, but non­
reasonable, way. The male-female relationship is, according 
to Lawrence, fraught with conflicts that cannot be resolved. 
Mem's highest vision is the result of acting in accordance 
with those conflicts. In so doing, man adapts himself to the 
texture of the physical world. Williauns does not hold the 
Scime views. To impress upon Williams' play the pattern of 
Lawrence's vision is to misunderstand the play.
The major theme of the play is not sexuality, but a 
certain kind of freedom. The play dramatizes Williams' con­
cept that the free man is likely to be free in terms of his 
sexuality, but, unlike Lawrence, Williams does not consider 
sexuality to be the source of that freedom.
Valentine Xavier is an Outsider. Characteristically, 
he desires to become an insider: "I wanted to feel like I
belonged somewhere smd lived like regular people" (p. 165). 
But he wishes to become an insider without giving up those 
qualities of responsiveness that characterize the Outsider. 
Accordingly, he must finally refuse the life that is implied 
in tne sexual relationship between himself and Myra. He 
does so because he can envision a better life. That view of 
life is more compatible with Wordsworthian Romanticism than 
Lawrentian sexualityr Val tells Mvra that he will retreat
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to the desert in New Mexico, and that her presence in that 
desert would "make it crowded": "It is big, Myra. It
stretches clean out 'til tomorrow. Over here is the Labos 
Mountains, and over there, that's Sangre de Cristo [Blood 
of Christ], and way up there, that's the sky: And there
ain't nothing else in between, not you, not anybody, or noth­
ing. . . . Why, my God, it seems like sometimes when you're 
out there alone by yourself (not with nobody else:) that 
your brain is stretched out so far, it's pushing right up 
against the edges of the stars" (p. 224). Val has a very 
strong helping of the Outsider's appetite for the abstract.
He intends leaving the human community completely to look 
for his answers elsewhere.
Val's involvement with Myra is a repetition of an 
earlier sexual encounter, Val's first, cind it confirms what 
Val had discovered previously; namely that sexuality may be 
a constituent of the freedom that he desires, but that it is 
not the totality. As a boy, Val had lived in a state of na­
ture in the wilderness of Witches' Bayou. He had lain naked 
to the sky, waiting "for something important that was going 
to come ^  to me." He asks "the sky, dark— or with stars—  
or blazing yellow with the sunlight . . . 'Why? why? why?'" 
(pp. 167f). Val's chief aim is the aim that Viktor Frankl 
cites as a dominant human motive— the Will to Meaning. Val 
looks for the "something secret that I would find out and 
then it would all make sense" (p. 168). Val is the Outsider
f-r the key that will render the world consistent.
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Mis encounter with the girl promises a Lawrentian revelation, 
but it does not happen. Rather, Val realizes that sexual 
satisfaction is short-lived; "But when I'd left her, the 
satisfaction would leave me an' I'd be... like this. [He 
clenches his fist.] Right on the edge of something tremen­
dous. It wasn't her. She was just a woman, not even a 
woman quite, êuid what I wanted was..." "Was what? " Myra 
asks. Val replies, "Christ, I don't know. I gotta find 
outi" (pp. 170f). Val's encounter with the girl is a per­
fect dramatization of Colin Wilson's theory of the sexual 
impulse, namely that it promises more than it can deliver in 
the way of revelation. Val's answer to Myra, and other inter­
changes in the play, imply that Val's particular brand of 
freedom is to be found in the character of Christ.
Basic to the play is Val's realization that he and 
Myra are not compatible. Val promises to send for Myra after 
he has finished his book, but his delay indicates where he 
places most value. The two protagonists are not compatible 
because Val is not a D. H. Lawrence hero, but Myra is a Law­
rentian heroine. She requires that Val dominate her. She 
has locked the room in which she and Val consummate their 
passion, knowing that he will break the lock when the time 
comes. The height of her vision of life is fruitfulness.
When she tells Val that she is pregnant with his child, she 
tells him of the fig tree that grew in the back yard of her 
childhood home. After a long period of barrenness, the tree 
had born one small fig,- and Myra had celebrated the event by
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decorating it with Christmas ornaments. But Myra attempts 
to sum up the nature of the vital life when she is still 
reeling under the effects of a sense of renewed being that 
has come upon her after an eight-year period of a sort of 
living death. When she lost David Anderson, what she "really 
wanted was death. But Jabe was the next best thing" (p. 118). 
Myra has mistaken the part for the whole, for sexual passion 
is not the total answer. She has failed to grasp the import 
of Val's experience on Witches' Bayou.
In fact, in spite of the commanding figure that Myra 
has in the play, there is another character who understands 
better the nature of life. That character is Cassandra 
Whiteside. Despite her frantic, seemingly insane attempts 
at realizing the ideal of a full life, Cassandra knows more 
of the truth than Myra does. Cassandra knows that the world, 
like Cypress Hill cemetery, is a dead place. She knows that 
the implicit command of a dead world is to live. She tells
Val that she is like the first Cassandra: "Her ears were
snake-bitten, like mine. . . . "  Given the knowledge to see 
the truth of things, Cassandra learns that "everything that 
she'd been told before . . . was all stuff and nonsense, a 
pack of lies" (p. 135) . In characteristic Outsider fashion, 
she attempts to escape her feelings of futility and unreali­
ty through extremes, through drink, speed, and sex. Near
the end of the play, she tells Val, "I think that passion is
something to be proud of. It's the only one of the little 
alohabet blocks thev aive us to olav with that seems to
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stand for anything of importance” (p. 215). The image is 
E. A. Robinson's; Williams has used it elsewhere. The object 
of playing with the blocks is, of course, to spell out the 
name of God. Cassandra acknowledges that there are other 
blocks, though she herself does not understand them. Like 
Val, she has grasped that she is constitutionally different 
from the dead who make up the majority of the human communi­
ty. She has reached the point at which her alternatives are 
defined. She finds that she and Val have in common that "we 
both want freedom." Lacking that freedom, she craves death. 
She tells Val, "You should have killed me, before I kill my­
self. I will someday" (p. 161). Cassandra has reached the 
state at which she has turned her hatred of the world toward 
herself. She could say with the classic Outsider, "I see 
too much and I see too deep." She says instead, "I wear 
dark gla-ses over my eyes because I've got secrets in them.
Too much of something that makes me rather disgusting” (p.
161). Like Tom in Glass Menagerie, she is "trying to find
4
in motion what was lost in space." She tells Val that they 
are both damned "because we know too much." Her strongest 
appeal to Val is that together they might "live on motion. . . 
Nothing but motion, motion, mile after mile, keeping up with 
the wind, or even faster! Doesn't that make you hungry for 
what you live on? . . . Maybe we'll find something new, some­
thing never before discovered" (p. 213). Cassandra has suc-
^Tennessee Williams, The Glass Menagerie (New York: 
New Directions, 1966), p. 123.
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cuitibed to the dark side of her Outsider nature. She has 
faced the existential void. Her Will to Moaninq has been 
frustrated, and she reacts in the manner of a cornered ani­
mal. In Orpheus Descending, Williams makes even more clear 
this aspect of her character. Renamed Carol Cutrere in the 
later play, she is given the past of an idealistic civil 
rights worker. The failure of her idealism leads to the per­
version of her positive nature, so that her inclination to 
death is shown to be an inversion of her original will to do 
good. Still, despite her frenzied actions, Cassandra has 
more of the answer than does Myra. But she has less of the 
answer than Val, and less, perhaps, than one other character 
in the play.
Vee Talbott, the wife of the sheriff, has arrived at 
a state of consciousness that does make her life meaningful 
and significant. She is not tortured, as the other charac­
ters are, by the fear of futility and unreality, for she sees 
the world in religious terms. Critics insist upon interpret­
ing her character in Freudian terms so that her quasi-mysticism 
becomes the result of sublimation and repression of the libido. 
It is more likely that Williams intends that we take Vee 
more seriously than such an interpretation would allow. Vee 
has been a visionary since she was seven years old, an un­
likely age for sexual sublimation to express itself as re­
ligious vision. For twelve years before the play begins,
Vee has been painting portraits of the apostles. Her paint­
ing is primitive, but we are expected to see that it is suc-
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cessfui to the degree that it renders her intense response 
to the world around her. The work is good enough to have 
interested New Orleans artists, and some of her work does 
hang in a New Orleans museum. Additionally, she shows real 
signs of the stigmata, and her vision of Val and the lynch­
ing tree does prove to be prophetic.
Vee stands in dramatic contrast to most of the other 
characters in the play because her vision is completely pos­
itive. Her world is not unreal, is not futile, because she 
has succeeded in impressing on that world the pattern of her 
own Christiz: faith. Her paintings serve the same function 
as Val's book. They are both about life, and both are at­
tributed to madness. She tells Val, "I always paint a thing 
the way that it strikes me instead of the way that it actu­
ally is" (p. 177). Let the world be what it is, Vee has 
grasped the Outsider truth that her response to the world con­
stitutes a greater reality than does mere actuality.
It is not surprising that her fate is finally the 
asylum of a mental institution. Vee's experience, her trag­
edy, is not the same as that of the other characters. They 
might have some vague sense of the parallels suggested by 
the violent events of Good Friday in Two Rivers County, Mis­
sissippi. Vee has gone further. She has witnessed the cru­
cifixion. The design of the play itself validates her vi­
sion of the world.
The changes that have taken place in the play when it 
re-emerges in 1957 as Orpheus Descending are subtle but mean­
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ingful. The reference to Orpheus serves to generalize rather 
than eradicate the implications of the slain Christ. The 
characters remain essentially the same, though the plotting 
is still rather heavy. The framing device is gone. The 
theme of the battle of angels, the battle between the forces 
of life and of death, is still the motive power behind the 
new play. However, the introduction of the Orpheus myth 
allows Williams to emphasize his theme more clearly by sub­
tly altering the importance of his characters. Val Xavier 
was the hero of the first play. In Orpheus Descending, Lady 
Torrance is the dominant protagonist. It is still Val who 
carries the message of the play, and the message has changed 
very little. Val is still the young man who lay nakec. in a 
boat on Witches' Bayou "waiting for something to happen, for 
cuiything to happen to make things make more sense. . . .  I 
was waiting for something like if you ask a question you 
wait for someone to answer, but you ask the wrong question 
or you ask the wrong person and the answer doesn't come"
(pp. Alt). Val has even more of the Outsider's impatience 
with the world that blithely continues as if the answer were 
apparent: "Does everything stop because you don't get the
answer? No, it goes right on as if the answer were given... 
And then— well— then.... You get the make-believe answer." 
Lady supplies the word. The make-believe answer is "Love"
(p. 48). Val's experience with the girl on the bayou had 
taught him as much. That experience had begun with an omen, 
a bird shadow on the skin of the girl, but it ended with val
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unsure "whether that was it, but from that time the question 
wasn't much plainer than the answer" (p. 48). It was then
that Val donned his snakeskin jacket and left the Edenic
bayou for New Orleans. Val adopts the jacket as a sort of 
heraldic device, but the jacket does not, as one critic
claims, function in such a way as to indicate that Val is
of the devil's party.^ The device is adopted at exactly 
that point in his life at which he has gained some knowledge. 
The snake image suggests knowledge, not evil. It should be 
remembered that Cassandra, who becomes Carol Cutrere in Or­
pheus Descending, had spoken of herself in terms of the 
snake image. That her ears were snake-bitten made her able 
to perceive the truth. The snake is a fitting image for the 
double-edged truth of good and evil that leaves the knower 
vulnerable.
By the time Val enters the play he has had the oppor­
tunity to acquire more knowledge. As an itinerant musician 
in New Orleans, he has encountered corruption, and when he 
first finds himself stealing, he faces himself and cheuiges 
his life. He tells Carol: . . this is my thirtieth
birthday and I'm all through with that route" (p. 22). Like 
Christ in the wilderness, Val has overcome the temptation.
He has left the underworld of nighttime New Orleans and has 
re-entered the real world of Two Rivers, Mississippi. By 
doing so, he sets into motion a series of events that paral-
^Nancy M. Tischler, Tennessee Williams : Rebellious
Puritan (New York: Citadel Press, 1365), p. 78.
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lei those that took place in Jerusalem nearly two thousand 
years ago. Thus he learns that even Two Rivers, Mississippi, 
is within the limits of the kingdom of death. He journeys 
through that kingdom with his snakeskin jacket and his "life's 
companion," his guitar that is covered with the names of 
Outsider musicians like himself. Whereas the first Val had 
been a writer, the second is a musician. The change is in 
keeping with the change in title, but the implication of 
both vocations is the same. Val has saved himself so far by 
the curative powers of an artistic discipline. His guitar, 
he says, "washes me clean like water when anything unclean 
has touched me" (p. 37).
Like the magical Orpheus or the mystical Christ, Val 
impels other people to greater vision, to greater realiza­
tion of themselves and the world around them. Both Carol 
and Lady experience Val's influence and respond with a can­
dor that surprises even themselves. When she reminds Val of 
their meeting in New Orleans, Carol remembers that she had 
said, "What on earth do you do on this earth but catch at 
whatever comes near you, with both hands, until your fingers 
are broken? I'd never said that before, or even consciously 
thought it, but afterwards it seemed like the truest thing 
that my lips had ever spoken . . (p. 21).
With Vee Talbott, however, Val functions in a differ­
ent way. He does not cause her to grasp new conceptions. 
Rather, each confirms the vision of the other. There is a 
telling interchange between them after Vee has seen her vi-
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sion of the Christ— a vision that is remarkably like that of
the painter Mark in ^  the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel;
VEE [with the naivete of a child, as VAL comes back 
to her]: I thought I would see my Savior on the day
Ô? His passion, which was yesterday. Good Friday, . . . 
But I was mistaken. . . . Yesterday passed and noth­
ing, nothing much happened, but— today— this after­
noon, somehow I pulled myself together and walked 
outdoors and started to go to pray in the empty 
church and meditate on the Rising of Christ tomorrow. 
Along the road as I walked, thinking about the mys­
teries of Easter, veils 1 [She makes a long shudder­
ing word out of "veils."] seemed to drop off my eyes. 
Light, oh, li^tl I never have seen such brilliance I 
It PRICKED my eyeballs like NEEDLES*.
VAL: “ Light?
VEE: Yes, yes, light. YOU know, you know we live
in light and shadow, that's, that's what we live in, 
a world of— light and— shadow....
VAL: Yes. In light and shadow. [He nods with com­
plete i^derstending and agreement. They are like 
two children who have found life's meaning, simply 
and quietl^.~7 along a country road] (pp. 9ltf) .
To some degree, the two have found life's meaning, as the
playwright suggests. Both are Outsiders, which means that 
both Vee and Val (even the names are similar) are inordi­
nately sensitive people, and their sensitivity leads them 
both to condemn the world of Two Rivers, Mississippi, the 
world that functions, much as Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha Coun­
ty does, as a microcosm not only of the South, but of the 
world. Earlier in the play Vee and Val have compared their 
perceptions of the world:
VEE: — Oh, I— tell youl— since I got into this
painting, my whole outlook is different. I can't 
explain how it is, the difference to me.
VAL: You don't have to explain. I know what you
mean. Before you started to paint, it didn't make 
sense.
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VEE: — What— what didn't?
VAL: Existence I
VEE [slowly and softly]: No— no, it didn't,
istence didn't make sense....
ex-
VAL . . .: You lived in Two Rivers County, the wife













Runaway convicts t o m  to pieces by hounds :
[This is the first time she could express this horror.]










VAL: . . .: But violence ain't quick always. Some­
times it's slow. Some tornadoes are slow. Corrup­
tion— rots men's hearts and— rot is slow....
VEE: — How do you— ?
VAL: Know? I been a witness, I know:
VEE: ^ been a witness: know:
VAL: We seen these things from seats down front at
the show. . . . And so you begun to paint your vi­
sions. Without no plan, no training, you started to 
paint as if God touched your fingers. . . . You made 
some beauty out of this dark country with these two 
i.oft, woman's hands...."(pp. 66f) .
Since the catastrophe of the play dramatizes exactly
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the dark, shadowed aspect of the world upon which Val and 
Vee agree, it seems reasonable to assume that their view is 
Williams' view as well. If one looks truly at the world as 
it exists, one must acknowledge that the world is sick and 
rots slowly. It is a world that is perfectly figured in the 
character of Jabe Torrance.
In such a world, Val tells Lady, there are two kinds 
of people: "You might think there's many and many kinds of
people in this world but. Lady, there's just two kinds of 
people, the ones that are bought and the buyers! No!—  
there's one other kind... " The last type Val identifies as 
"the kind that's never been branded." He further explains 
to Lady by telling her about "a special Kind of bird that
don't have legs so it can't light on nothing but has to stay
all its life on its wings in the sky. . . . They live their 
whole lives on the wing, and they sleep on the wind. . . .
They sleep on the wind and . . . never light on this earth
but one time when they die!" Lady envies the marvelous 
bird, and Val tells her: "So'd I like to be one of those
birds; they's lots of people would like to be one of those 
birds and never be— corrupted!" (pp. 41f).
Vee Talbott and Val Xavier condemn the world with 
cause. Yet, they are far from being pessimistic misanthropes, 
They are both open, sensitive, and concerned with the plight 
of other people in their world. They both have found the 
regenerative power of che artist's craft. They both have 
those moments in which the world is bathed in light. In
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short, they encompass the negation of the existential view 
of life, and the polar extremity of the peak experience of 
the world, the major constituent of which is life-affirming. 
They have come to realize, imperfectly, the Outsider truth 
that the world is a dead place, a place so dead that it re­
sists the introduction of life affirmation that is symbol­
ized in the Christ that Val implies. Pitted against this 
Christ is Jabe Torrance and the world of Two Rivers County 
that wills itself to insensitivity, to sterility, and to 
death.
The play has often been criticized by those commen­
tators who are dismayed by its implied pessimism. However, 
Williams has cast his play in such a way that a part of the 
action of the play is the crucifixion of Christ. Williams 
could not have arranged the outcome of the play otherwise 
without asserting falsely that the Christ did not have to 
suffer crucifixion. Time and again, Williams' later plays 
show that the first and all subsequent crucifixions are 
necessary— they are necessitated by the very nature of the 
world. The Christ symbolism of the play is not gratuitous. 
It is an essential facet of Williams' thought.
We might well question, at this point, Williams' rea­
sons for casting Valentine Xavier as the Christ. Williams 
had before him the mod»»I of Lawrence's "The Man who Died. "
In that story, the Christ appears not as the traditional 
celibate martyr, but as the sensually alive lover of a 
priestess of Aphrodite. The portrait is an attractive one.
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and Williams surely knew the story. He would have been led 
to it by his admiration for Lawrence.
Secondly, Williêims had already begun to evolve the 
set of ideas that create the pattern of much of his drama. 
John Buell has noted that "violence is admittedly the most 
noticeable characteristic of Williams' better plays, but that 
does not me am. that it is the primary or most dominant char­
acteristic. . . . What dominates the plays is . . . the 
image of a singular gentleness. . . . These divergent 
constituents of Williams' drama emerge as types of charac­
ters, the brutal eind the gentle. "From this brutal-gentle 
postulate a recurring pattern of action emerges from the 
plays whatever the varying concrete details of a particular 
story-line. The pattern is something like the brutal over­
whelming the gentle, fully or partly." Buell concludes that 
"Williams writes plays about victims. . . . The Victim, the 
victimizer, and the circumstances and details of the Victim­
ization are the generic image-ideas of Tennessee Williams' 
plays. It is private fantasy made public through art, it is 
myth without mythology."' Buell's final statement is intro­
duced at this point solely for the sake of refuting it. The 
mythology is present in Williams' plays. That mythology was 
available to Williams and through more than the vague 
workings of cultural influences. Williams was the grandson
^John Buell, "The Evil Imagery of Tennessee Williams," 
Thought, 38 (1963), 183-84.
^ t k -; a  -  1 0 ?
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of a protestant minister and lived much of his younger life 
in his grandfather's home. The single narrative that epit­
omizes the actions and circumstances that Buell detects in the 
work of Williams is the story of the crucifixion. Despite 
his failure to recognize the mythology that informs Williams' 
drama, Buell has very succinctly stated the dominant action 
that recurs in Williams' drama: "The image of the Victim
carries with it the inescapable judgment, felt or thought 
out, that the victims are better than the victimizers . . . 
that the more innocent the victim the more likely he is to 
be victimized, and finally that the ideal terror and, by im­
plication, fact of life aind reality is found in the innocent 
sacrificial victim who is immolated without ritual or rea-
p
son." The ritual is there of course; the term "ritual vio­
lence" is a mainstay of Williams criticism. The phrase is 
used even by those critics who do not see or feel the need 
to comment on the Christian implications of ritual violence. 
But Buell believes the victimization to be both a "fact of 
life and reality" and to be without reason. Each play does 
account for the victimization in its own way. But operative 
behind the whole of Williams' drama is a set of ideas that 
no critic, to my knowledge, has detected. Williams did have 
at his disposal a psychological-philosophical schema that 
does account for the pattern of the major part of his drama.
After Audrey Wood was instrumental in securing a
®Ibid.
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Rockefeller grant for Williams' work in the American Blues 
collection, she also arranged a scholarship for Williams to 
work at the New School for Social Research. It was there 
that Williams worked with Jonn Gassner and Theresa Helburn 
on the revisions to Battle of Angels before it opened in 
Boston in December, 1940.^ From 19 39 until 1941, there was 
on the faculty of the New School for Social Research, as As­
sociate Professor of Medical Psychology, a psychologist of 
some note and considerable notoriety, the former student of 
Sigmund Freud, Wilhelm R e i c h . R e i c h ' s  ideas furnish a 
rationale for the pattern of violence found in Williams' 
plays. It seems unlikely that Williêuns could have been 
working at the same institution as Reich without some knowl­
edge of his ideas, particularly since there were elements of 
Reich's psychology that could be used, as they later were by 
Allen Ginsburg and William Burroughs, as a defense of homo­
sexuality and the use of drugs— ^^both areas in which Wil­
liams was personally involved.
Two of the most readable and succinct treatments of 
Reich's ideas are to be found in a study by Paul A. Robinson 
called The Freudian Left, and Orson Bean's recent memoir 
which gives an account of his Reichian therapy and is called 
Me And the Orgone. Both studies are sympathetic, a point
9
Tischler, p. 70.
^^Paul A. Robinson, The Freudian Left (New York: 
Harper amd Row, 1969), p. 66.
.. -7 0
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not to be ignored or minimized since Reich's late work has 
led many to say that he was insane. Reich called his philos­
ophy the science of Orgonomy. Robinson notes that "the 
science of orgonomy was as fantastic and elaborate as any 
theological system, and its content was identical with that 
of the great religions of salvation; it promised both a
total interpretation of reality and a total therapy for
12man's individual and social ills."
Reich's system had much to commend it to the young 
Tennessee Williams. To begin with, the issue upon which 
Freud and Reich clashed, and the issue which led to their 
estrangement, was of such a nature that Williams would have 
sided with Reich against Freud. Freud's Society and its Dis- 
contents advances the theory that civilization is the result 
of the sublimation of the energies of the libido. In short, 
Freud evolves a "universal equation of culture and repres­
sion."^^ Reich holds instead that "culture as such was not 
incompatible with sexuality" and that "sexual satisfaction, 
far from undermining creativity, was its foremost prerequi­
site. "14
Much of Reich's philosophy is not germane to a study 
of Williams, but the major outlines of his ideas are perti­
nent. Orson Bean offers a simplified version of Reich's 
concept of something like "original sin":
. . . Reich figured that thousands of years ago in 
the caves, as early man began to perceive that he
12^^^ j _ Trt 13-rl.. J .3 _ *3 O 14.
0.1^ CL • f y  # / U  • # f ^  ^  ^  •
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could perceive, he saw that nature was terrifying.
He felt alone and helpless in the face of wind and 
storm and eruptions and predators. He also became 
aware of nature within himself in the form of gentle, 
pleasant, rhythmic stirrings. . . . They were pleas­
urable and they made him feel at one with nature, 
but nature, when he thought about it (because he 
could), was a horrifying thing. So, he fought na­
ture on the outside (to this day he tries to sub­
jugate it to his will) and he rejected it on the 
inside, tightening his muscles against its gentle 
streamings the way a frightened man tenses up by 
holding his breath, and before long, the condition 
became habitual. In this way, the first man to 
armor himself may have done so. . . . The armored 
person, having lost the ability to perceive his 
streamings can only hypothesize intellectually ^bout 
the unity of nature and his connection with it.
The process of armoring is reinforced by a patriarchal so­
cial structure so that finally human beings come to be shut 
off from their own deepest natures where are to be found 
"natural sociality and sexuality, spontaneous enjoyment of 
work, [and] capacity for love."
Ultimately, nearly the whole of the human race is 
completely armored against the positive feelings that con­
stitute the ground of human nature. Individuals and socie­
ties that succumb to armoring are said to suffer from the 
Emotional Plague. Reich's term is not intended to be meta­
phorical. The Emotional Plague is a very real disease that 
is operative in societies and individuals.
Even as early as 19 40, Reich was moving toward a for­
mulation of his ideas that Robinson characterizes in this 
way: " . . .  Reich propounded a unified-field theory more
^^Orson Bean, Me and the Orgone (Greenwich, Conn. 
Fawcett, 1971), pp. 55?.
^^Robinson, p. 24.
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ambitious than even the most undisciplined physicist could 
have imagined. Every aspect of reality . . . was encompassed 
within his system. Only nuclear energy retained its autonomy. 
In fact, Reich came to conceive of the history of the cosmos 
as a titeinic struggle between Orgone energy and atomic ener­
gy. " Reich "had arrived at a dualistic antagonism not un­
like Manichaeanism. . . . The struggle of love against hate 
was only the psychological manifestation of a more basic 
cosmic a n t i p a t h y R e i c h  was not unaware of the religious 
implications of his philosophy, for he came to "reinterpret
the principal Christian doctrines in terms of their 'Orgonot- 
18ic' meanings." U s e  Reich notes that "during this period
[19 39-1950] Reich was very much preoccupied with the Christ
story and he had talked in the family group on many occa-
19sions about Jesus." Reich arrived at two conclusions that 
are relevant to the study of Williams. These conclusions 
furnished the thesis of the book The Murder of Christ that 
was published in 1953. Reich had formalized his unique view 
of Christ prior to his immigration to America in 1939.^^ In 
short, Reich concluded that "Christ represents Life per se. 
Armored man cannot tolerate any manifestation of life or 
aliveness and therefore has to kill it wherever he finds it. 
Thus, the murder of Christ is re-enacted over and over again
l^Ibid., pp. 67-68. ^®Ibid., p. 69.
1 g
lise Ollendorff Reich, WilheIm Reich, A Personal 
Biography (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1969), p. 102.
2°Ibid., p. 40.
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in all spheres of human life— in family life, in politics,
in education, in science, in the name of organized religion,
21and in the name of charity and love." Valentine Xavier
functions exactly as Reich's Christ does. He is "Life per
se," and as such he has the power to bring life to the dead,
as he does to Myra-Lady Torrance. As Christ, the bringer of
life, Val must inspire antagonism in the opposing camp led
by Jabe Torrance, the single character who best sums up the
essential nature of a dead world. Jabe, whose name suggests
22both Jehovah and Jove, is less a character than a presence. 
He is commanding even before he makes his entrance near the 
end of the play. His disease is the concrete embodiment of 
the sickness of the community in which he is the chief citi­
zen. His actions, the murder of Val, and the earlier burn­
ing of the vineyard and casino of Lady's father, indicate 
that he caiuiot abide the intrusion of life into his dead 
world.
Furthermore, the revision of the play as Orpheus De­
scending leaves no doubt that Williams conceives of the 
world of Two Rivers County as the underworld kingdom of 
death. It is equally clear that Two Rivers County functions 
as a microcosm of the real world. Hence, the play concludes 
that the real world is a wasteland world that will not admit 
its own salvation. It must react to attempts at salvation 
with cruelty and immolation, with crucifixion.
Zljbid., p. 117. ^^Tischler, p. 77.
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Such a reading of the play may lack complexity, but
it does seem to be a just statement of what Williams attempts
in the play. The play certainly is not a treatment of the
conflict between the "fleshly camp" and the "spiritual camp"
as Nancy Tischler contends, for it is patently ridiculous to
see Jabe Torrance as "the epic antagonist, the defender of 
2 3
the spiritual." However, the judgment that "Christ and
God are separate and antagonistic"^* is certainly correct,
and will be found to be a key principle in other Williams
plays. Still, the play itself does not bear out Tischler's
interpretation that "Myra and Val represent Satan and his
25fallen angels. . . . "  Neither Val nor Myra is Satanic in 
any sense of the word. That Val is Christlike and antago­
nistic to God is best explained in another way.
Jabe is the God of the creation, the God who has 
authored the world of Two Rivers County. He is remarkably 
like the God that Willicuns is later to picture in the vi­
sions of the birds and turtles in Suddenly Last Summer. He 
is exactly the sort of God who would emerge if one decided 
to approach God through his created world, emd then viewed 
that world through the Outsider's divided vision which holds 
that the world is a "world of light and shadow" and that the 
shadow predominates. Val, as Christ, appears to reconsti­
tute the creation of such a God so that it will be more 
amenable to human habitation. He fails cind so becomes a
Z^Ibid. 2*Ibid., p. 78. ^^Ibid., p. 77.
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sacrificial victim.
In short, Jabe epitomizes those aspects of the world 
at large, and they are mêiny, which Williams sees when he 
looks at the world from his standpoint as Emotional Outsider. 
Val epitomizes the opposite. He is free êund individualistic 
where Jabe embodies the collective, armored mind. Val is 
sensually alive both to sexuality and to nature where Jabe 
is impotent and indifferent. Val is self-determined where 
Jabe is nothing more than the most extreme spokesman and de­
fender of the public morality. Val is mobile, Jabe is stat­
ic. Val acts on the basis of his own will, Jabe seems in­
capable of doing so. Jabe is the personification of Reich's 
armored man who "cannot tolerate any manifestation of life 
or aliveness and therefore has to kill it wherever he finds 
it." Contrary to Benjamin Nelson's judgment that "sexuality 
in Battle of Angels is conspicuously tinged with destruction 
and decay," sexuality is only one constituent of the vital 
life that cannot assert itself in a world so embroiled in 
its own death that it must view the coming of life as the 
intrusion of ain alien principle. In Battle of Angels and 
Orpheus Descending, as well as in The Wasteland, "April is 
the cruelest month."
In ways that it would be difficult to explain, Wil­
liams ' plays about Valentine Xavier are more akin to Dostoev­
ski's "Legend of the Grand Inquisitor" than to any work by
26 Benjamin Nelson, Tennessee Williams, The Man and
H i  <= Wr»T-V /N ta w  V n r - l r  • T x r a n  O H n l  o n s V v . r > ,  S R .
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D. H. Lawrence. Like the Grand Inquisitor, Jabe stands at 
the head of a well-organized society— a society that func­
tions well enough because it excludes from consideration 
certain truths and individuals. Val's contest with Jabe is 
based upon little more than Christ's with the Grand Inquisi­
tor. He can offer only love that shows itself in his under­
standing of Vee, his sympathy with the dispossessed, and his 
sexual love for Myra-Lady. Hence, his heroism is essentially 
passive, and his crucifixion is unwarranted. Still, his hu­
manity is in some way inclusive. We can best understand this 
aspect of the nature of Williams' Christ figure if we consult 
the source of much of John Buell's argument, Northrop Frye's 
Anatomy of Criticism;
Thus the incongruous and the inevitable, which are 
combined in tragedy, separate into opposite poles of 
irony. At one pole is the inevitable irony of human 
life. What happens to, say, the hero of Kafka's 
Trial is not the result of what he has done, but the 
end of what he is, which is an 'all too human' being.
The archetype of the inevitably ironic is Adam, hu­
man nature under sentence of death. At the other 
pole is the incongruous irony of humem life, in 
which all attempts to transfer guilt to a victim 
give that victim something of the dignity of inno­
cence. The archetype of the incongruously ironic is 
Christ, the perfectly innocent victim excluded from 
human society. Halfway between is the central fig­
ure of tragedy, who is human and yet of a heroic 
size which often has in it the suggestion of divin­
ity. His archetype is Prometheus, the immortal g-y 
titan rejected by the gods for befriending man.
Valentine Xavier exemplifies all three of Frye's archetypes.
He is Adam fated to death. He is Prometheus rejected by the
gods for his gift to man. And he is the Christ excluded
9 7
Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticxsm (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Pressl 1957), p. 42.
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from human society without just cause. As Adam he moves 
from a state of nature into human society. As Prometheus he 
brings with him the gift of life. As Christ he is unjustly 
murdered by the very people who stand to profit from his 
gift. Such a protagonist implies both a certain conception 
of character and of fate that works to make Williams' play 
at once both like and unlike Greek tragedy. As with Greek 
tragedy, the outcome is known, but unlike Greek tragedy, the 
outcome is not the result of a set of causal and sequential 
actions. Val's fate is not caused by his actions but is im­
plicit in his very nature. What we are given is not so much 
a conception of tragic fate as the conception of a tragic 
character. When he casts Val in terms of the Christ, Wil­
liams predicts the outcome and so gives up the possibility 
of realistic conflict. Where is the realistic conflict, for 
example, if the audience knows that Oedipus will end up 
blind and wise at Colonus and will conclude that "All is 
well." However, in return for the conflict that Williams 
gives up, he achieves the possibility of formalism or ritual­
ism. That Williams' choice is conscious is substantiated by 
certain remarks in his "The Timeless World of a Play." He 
notes that the value of the drama is based largely upon the 
truth "that the created world of a play is removed from that
element which makes people little and their emotions incon- 
28sequential." He continues with a very telling comparison:
28Tennessee Williams, Three Plays of Tennessee Wil­
liams (New Yorki New Directions, lao-t/ , p. 4.
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Great sculpture often follows the lines of the human 
body: yet the repose of great sculpture suddenly
transmutes those human lines to something that has an 
absoluteness, a purity, a beauty, which would not be 
possible in a living mobile form.
A play may be violent, full of motion: yet it
has that special kind of repose which allows contem­
plation and produces the climate in which tragic im­
portance is a possible thing. . . . In a play, time 
is arrested. . . .  By a sort of legerdemain, events 
are made to remain events, rather than being reduced 
so quickly to mere occurrences.
It is the quality of repose, to use Williams' term, or for­
malism, to use my own, that lends a certain static quality 
to much of Williams' drama— Summer cuid Smoke, In the Bar of 
a Tokyo Hotel, The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore, amd 
Small Craft Warnings, or even Glass Menagerie. It is the 
static quality of Williams' plays that has led to more and 
more criticisms like the one leveled by Henry Hewes that 
"character revelation lays all the groundwork for dramatic 
confrontation. Yet the form of Small Craft Warnings is to 
substitute revelation for action. . . . Whatever conflict 
there is seems accidental. . .
The question may well be asked whether such drama is 
good drama, or even drama at all, since the possibility has 
been raised that there might be a drama without conflict.
In his introduction to The New Theatre of Europe, Robert W. 
Corrigan addresses himself to just this problem. Further­
more he claims that the problem is a basic one for all mod­
e m  playwrights. Corrigan traces the effects of such forces
Z^Ibid., pp. 4-5.
Henry Hewes, "The Deathday Party," Saturday Review. 
22 April 1972, p. 23.
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as industrialization, collectivism, specialization, and bu­
reaucracy on individual members of m o d e m  society, and con­
cludes that modern man is dehumanized to such a degree that 
"individuality" which "etymologically . . . means that qual­
ity in man which cannot be divided, that which is indivis­
ible" has come to be divided. The dramatist is faced with 
the problem of creating "a meaningful action or significant 
characters in a 'What-can-I-do?' kind of world." One might 
adopt the attitude of the Swiss playwright Duerrenmatt auid 
conclude that "today art cein only embrace victims if it can 
reach men at all; it can no longer come close to the mighty." 
That would seem to be the attitude that Williams has adopted. 
But, how can such a hero perform his function which is "both 
in art and life . . .  to supply those images, values, and 
ethical standards which people aspire to and which they 
would like, if possible, to incorporate into their own
lives"?31
For Williams the answer is to treat his characters in 
such a way as to suggest historic, legendary, or mythic char­
acters. In so doing he uses Christian mythology in much the 
same way that Joyce uses Greek myth in Ulysses. The mythic 
dimensions serve to amplify the significance of the charac­
ter, and to suggest that human history is to some degree cy­
clical so that events that are central to Christian history 
and myth emerge as paradigmatic of human life in general.
^^Robert W. Corrigan, ed., The New Theatre of Europe
(New York: Dell, 1962}, pp. 11-17.
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The central such event is, of course, the crucifixion, but 
subsidiary events are the temptation, the revelation, the an­
nunciation, the martyrdom of a saint. When the mythic dimen­
sion of a character is based upon Christ, the central event 
of the drama is likely to be, as it is in Battle of Angels 
and Orpheus Descending, of sufficient significance to fur­
nish the chief structural pattern of the play. In a far 
more complicated way the crucifixion furnishes a structural 
principle for both Sweet Bird of Youth and Suddenly Last 
Suiûmer.
Thus Williams' exploitation of the Christian mythos 
is both a meams to the statement of his major themes and a way 
of dealing with a problem that is common to all m o d e m  play­
wrights. However, Williams' use of Christ occasions m o ther 
critical problem, the nature auid the degree of affirmation.
We readily see that Christ is heroic, m d  we readily see 
that Valentine Xavier is intended to represent Christ. But 
wherein is he heroic? More will be said on this count later, 
but at this point we may say that most often affirmation as 
well as fate are a matter of character in Williams. Val is 
good, is heroic, because the world is evil and he is not of 
the world. A curious morality emerges, the ethic of which 
is based upon omission, not commission. Valentine Xavier is 
good not because his actions are exemplary, but because he 
does not partake of the evil in the world. The implication 
is that the world is corrupt, and its corruption is conta­
gious. It is sufficient that a character resist the tempta-
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tion to become like the base world— that alone is enough for 
heroism. Indeed, Williams' drama seems to assert that such 
is perhaps the only type of heroism that a modern man is al­
lowed, that and the sort of secondary heroism that is allowed 
the audience who sympathizes with such a character to the 
degree that Williams intends. Williams asks too that we 
sympathize with two other types of characters— those who 
await the coming of a redeemer, and those to whom a Christ 
comes who is unexpected and terrible.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III
THE FAILURE OF SALVATION
Williams was understandably hurt by the reception of 
Battle of Angels. There is every indication that Williams 
believed that his first play had failed because of what he 
has recently called its "super religiosity."^ Williams did 
not again attempt such explicit treatment of religion until 
the 1957 opening of Orpheus Descending. However, his con­
cern with religious themes and images was still strong. It
could hardly have been otherwise. Williams had been born on 
2
Palm Sunday, had come from the religiously conservative 
South, and had been reared in the household of a clergyman; 
predictably the figure of Christ and the drama of the cruci­
fixion continued to exercise a strong influence over the 
young playwright.
One very subtle but significant change was made in 
the plot of Battle of Angels before that play became Orpheus 
Descending. In the first play, Val is crucified on Good 
Friday. In the 1957 version, the crucifixion comes on East­
er Sunday— the day of resurrection. During the seventeen- 
year period between the two plays, Williams had not only be-
^Tennessee Williams, "Survival Notes: A Journal,"
Esquire, Sept. 1972, p. 133.
2Edwina Dakin Williams and Lucy Freeman, Remember Me 
to Tom (New York: Putnam, 1963), p= 16,
82
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come more pessimistic, his focus had shifted from the pas­
sion of the crucifixion to the somewhat similar passions of 
those who await the coming of the Christ. Accordingly, Val­
entine Xavier comes to be more than the martyred savior; he 
becor..es the Messiah who fails. That figure is the subject 
of this chapter, and the subject is a delicate one.
A significant passage from Hawthorne might well be 
recalled at this point as a precautionary note applicable, to 
the present study. Hawthorne felt that his chief problem as 
a writer of romance was to provide "a neutral ground where 
the Actual and the Imaginary might meet," a problem that 
faces the dramatist as well as the writer of romauice. It is 
not an easy problem to solve. Hawthorne declares, "The fact 
is, in writing a romance, a man is always— or ought to be—  
careening on the utmost verge of a precipitous aÜDSurdity, 
and the skill lies in coming as close as possible without 
actually tumbling over."^
Williams' exploitation of the Christ figure has often 
led him to the brink of Hawthorne's precipice. The critic who 
attemots to treat of Liiat aspect of Williams' work must fol­
low the playwright into dangerous territory. There is first 
the danger of imposing an allegorical framework where none 
exists. At the opposite extremity, there is the danger of 
overlooking the religious imagery because it is used in an
Norman Holmes Pearson, ed., The Complete Novels and 
Selected Tales of Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York; M o d e m  
Library, 19 37) p. xv.
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unconventional way or is secondary to the general symbolic 
structure of the play. However, the purposes of this study 
will be served if it is established that a certain pattern 
persists in Williauns' plays of the period between 1940 and 
1957. That pattern consists of a dramatic situation in 
which a character, or characters, anticipate an event which 
is of crucial importance, an event upon which life itself, 
in a metaphorical sense, is dependent. The agent of this 
anticipated salvation is more often than not associated in 
some subtle but specific way with Christ. The pattern usu­
ally completes itself when the Christ comes and is found to 
be insufficient. Hence, the protagonist is not saved in 
either a realistic or metaphorical sense.
Furthermore, it must be granted that proving that a 
certain character is presented so as to imply the Christ 
need not add appreciably to an understeinding of the play in 
question. We might say that during these years Williams writes 
plays that are not religious in terms of subject matter, but 
which do display a strong religious subjectivity which shows 
itself, most often, through staging, gesture, and imagery.
The plots of the plays establish a pattern of anticipation.
The texture of the play identifies the object of anticipa­
tion with the religious, most often with the Christ.
The pattern of the failure of salvation will be found 
to be more important to a view of Williams* total work than 
it is to any particular play tre ted in this chapter- Sim­
ply, it is the recurrence of the theme rather than its prss-
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ence in a single play that makes it significant. One will 
understand Tennessee Williams better if he recognizes the 
Christ figure in The Glass Menagerie, although he may under­
stand that play well enough even if he fails to do so.
The Glass Menagerie  ^ like all of Williams' plays, is 
a drama about Outsiders. Laura and Amanda are outsiders in 
the more conventional sense of that word. Tom is an Out­
sider in the mere restricted sense in which Colin Wilson 
uses the term; that is, to designate a man whose superior 
perceptions and intense responses to the world make him a 
misfit. Tom is motivated, principally, by two aspects of 
his personality. He has a sense of his own artistic calling, 
and he has the Outsider's detestation of the common practice 
of living life at second hand and at minimal levels of inten­
sity. Late in the play, he explains himself to Jim O'Conner 
in a speech that might well have come from T. E. Lawrence, 
one of Wilson's archetypal Outsiders:
Yes, Movies ! Look at them— (A wave toward the mar­
vels of Grand Avenue) All of those glamorous people—  
having adventures— hogging it all, gobbling the whole 
thing up! You know what happens? People go to the 
movies instead of m o v i n g Hollywood characters are 
supposed to have all the adventures for everybody in 
America, while everybody in America sits in a dark 
room and watches them have them: Yes, until there's
a war. That's when adventure becomes available to 
the masses. . . .  I don't want to wait till then.
I'm tired of the movies and I am about to move. . . .
I'm starting to boil inside. . . . Whenever I pick 
up a shoe, I shudder a little thinking how short 
life is and what I aim doing 1
^Tennessee Williams, The Glass Menagerie (New York; 
New Directions, 1966), p. 76. Future references to this 
edxtxcn wX11 be mcluded wxthxn parentheses xn the text.
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Rven Williams' description of the set for the play 
testifies to the Outsider's feeling that most people lack 
some basic quality that might lead them to live life more 
fully. The building in which the Wingfields live is de­
scribed as "one of those vast hive-like conglomerations of 
cellular living-units that flower as warty growths in over­
crowded urban centers of lower middle-class population and 
are symptomatic of the impulse of this largest cind funda­
mentally enslaved section of American society to avoid flu­
idity and differentiation and to exist and function as one 
interfused mass of automatism" (p. 3). The impulse to sta­
sis is characteristic of the condition that Wilhelm Reich 
calls the Emotional Plague. Reich says that "there are cer­
tain truths which are a priori given by one's senses and 
movements. That Life, Living, is constant MOTION, is such 
a self-evident truth itself."^
Tom's discontent leads him to leave St. Louis and 
follow in his "father's footsteps, attempting to find in mo­
tion what was lost in space— " (p. 123). What Tom needs, 
what he attempts unsuccessfully to find, is something that 
will resolve the conflict in the world as he sees it— a way 
to resolve the divided world that is lit both by lightning 
and by Laura's candles.
Amanda's needs are siitçler, but they too remain un­
satisfied. Amanda, like other of Williams' female characters.
^Wilhelm Reich, The Murder of Christ (New York:
Noonday Press, 1966), p . T 6 S T
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has been reared to an estate that she fails to come into.
She is a valuable, genteel, gracious, even enlightened woman 
whose time has passed. A noble anachronism, transplanted 
from the South of her birth, she comes into a world that is 
foreign to her, and there her virtues are transmuted into 
vices. Her concern for Laura has led to her obsession with 
gentleman callers. It is principally that seime concern that 
has turned Amanda's normal maternal affection into a grasp­
ing and possessive passion that Tom finds repulsive.
Laura, the focal character in the play, is too beau­
tiful and too delicate to exist in the modern, realistic
world. Laura is a creature of glass who is lighted by a
light "having a peculiar clarity such as light used in early
religious portraits of female saints or madonnas" (p. xii). 
Laura stands in delicate opposition to the outside world of 
approaching war, of ugliness— the world that is represented 
in Picasso's Guernica. Twice in the play, Tom, as narrator, 
mentions the Spanish town Guernica, but the effect is to 
call to mind the Spainish painter's faimous rendering of the 
bombing of Guernica during the Spanish Civil War.
As the narrator, Tom introduces us to one other char­
acter, "a gentleman caller who appears in the final scenes.
He is the most realistic character in the play, being an 
emissary from a world of reality that we were somehow set 
apart from. But since I have a poet's weakness for symbols,
I am using this character also as a symbol; he is the long 
delayed but always expected something that we live for" (p. 5)=
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Realistically Jim O'Conner is a shipping clerk for Continen­
tal Shoemakers. He chews gum, attends night classes in pub­
lic speaking, and dreams of being a future television tycoon. 
Symbolically, he is the expected deliverer. He is expected 
to deliver Tom and Amanda from their responsibility for 
Laura, thus freeing Tom to seek fulfillment in travel and in 
poetry. He is expected to deliver Laura from her fantasy 
world into a world where she can exist in sympathy with a 
person from the world at large. Jim O'Conner is the messiah.
The suggestion is not so ludicrous as it appears. 
Williams, at least, has not tumbled into a "precipitous ab­
surdity." Jim O'Conner is Christ, but in a most qualified 
sense, and that aspect of his character is more suggested 
than imposed. After telling us that the character is intended 
to function as a symbol, Williams introduces a man whose name 
is Jim O'Conner. His initials should not escape us, but if 
they do, Williams' point is made in other ways.
There is a technical device that was part of the orig­
inal conception of the play, though it usually is not used 
when the play is staged. A series of projected images and 
legends were to be shown on a portion of the wall in the 
Wingfield apartment. In his production notes, Williams ex­
plains that "the purpose of this will probably be apparent.
It is to give accent to certain values in each scene. . . .
The legend or image upon the screen will strengthen the ef­
fect of what is merely allusion in the writing cind allow the
V-* 4 * ♦ V» 4 ^  ^  4— ^  ^  A 1 w  ^ ^  1 4 1 »• 1» 4 f  ^  x"»
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entire responsibility were on the spoken word" (p. x). Di­
rections for the use of the screen device are still included 
in printed scripts cind cein provide some insight into the 
author's intent in any particular scene.
Scene Five of Glass Menagerie begins with the legend: 
"ANNUNCIATION"(p. 45). In Christian terminology, the Annun­
ciation is the encounter between the Blessed Virgin and the 
messenger who is sent to announce the coming birth of Jesus, 
who "shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever; and of 
his kingdom there shall be no end." (Luke 1:33) The Biblical 
allusion is ironic, as we shall see. The major event in 
Scene Five is Tom's announcement that he has invited a friend 
from the warehouse to come to dinner. The stage direction 
instructs: "THE ANNUNCIATION IS CELEBRATED WITH MUSIC" (p.
49). By suggesting the Christ symbolism, Williams emphasizes 
the importance of the scene that is to follow between Laura 
and the gentleman caller. This is the crucial scene in the 
play. The whole of the play is constructed so as to focus 
attention on it. The stage directions, as well, indicate 
its importance: playing this scene it should be stressed
that while the incident is apparently unimportcint, it is to 
LAURA the climax of her secret life" (p. 88).
For a while it appears that Laura's dreams will be 
realized. Jim is able to coax her out of the dream world 
which she inhabits. His effect on her is described in re­
ligious terms. He smiles "with a warmth and charm which 
liahts her inwardlv with altar candles" (o. 101). For a few
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brief moments, Jim O'Conner succeeds in bringing to Laura 
the sense of a life that is larger than the one she has led. 
Tom and Amanda are allowed a momentary glimpse of their own 
freedom. Then, Jim confesses that he is committed to another 
girl and that he will not call again. Then, "the holy can­
dles in the altar of LAURA'S face have been snuffed out.
There is a look of almost infinite desolation" (p. 115).
Jim leaves the little world of the Wingfield apart­
ment to return to the real world of which he is the emissary. 
Ironically, the real world, ugly, violent, and materialistic, 
is the kingdom of which "there shall be no end." Such an 
ironic treatment of the Christ figure is characteristic of 
Williams. It foreshadows the more significant and extensive 
treatments in later plays. Perhaps the irony involved ac­
counts for the failure of most critics to recognize Williams' 
almost obsessive concern with the Christ figure.
If Glass Menagerie were am allegory, it would be suf­
ficient to prove that the gentleman caller is a Christ fig­
ure and show that he acts as Christ did. But, James O'Conner 
is not, in himself, Christlike. Rather, he is Christ because 
he promises a kind of salvation for the other characters in 
the play. To see him as the possible agent of a rescue with 
religious overtones does serve to make the encounter between 
Jim and Laura a crucial one. On the realistic level, what 
we see is a chauice encounter between a shallow "bright-young- 
man" and a pathetic wallflower. The scene has in it all the 
stuff of comedy, and that the final outcome is not comic at-
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tests to the realization of Williams' intent. We do see the 
characters as highly significant. We do care and care in­
tensely about the outcome of the pathetic romance. Our re­
sponse is, in part, conditioned by Williams' skillful pres­
entation of Jim O'Conner as more than he is, precisely be­
cause, for the Wingfields, he is more than he is. At best 
he offers emotional rather than religious salvation, but the 
religious implications of the Christ symbolism condition us 
so that we accept the final state of Amanda and Laura as 
something approaching the rather absolute condition of theo­
logical despair, and we must see Laura's fate as absolute or 
the play is no longer the powerful statement that its play­
wright intended. It is a testament to Williams' craft that 
we cannot envision the second coming of the gentleman caller.
A further word about the effect of the play is appro­
priate here. In Battle of Angels and in Orpheus Descending, 
Williams' use of the Christ story allows us to know the fate 
of the characters before that fate is dramatized for us. In 
Glass Menagerie, the framing device of the narrator looking 
back through time serves the same function. Tom appears in 
the uniform of a merchant sailor and speaks in a tone that 
tells us before the events take place what the outcome of 
the events will be. Again we find that Williams has given 
us more the appearance of conflict than conflict itself.
Thus, he achieves something like the stasis of the graphic 
arts, and thereby gives to the play exactly that sense of 
renewed recollection that we associate with ritual. This
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effect is achieved through details of staging as well as 
through structure, The chief tool of staging is the use of 
light. Williams suggests that "a certain correspondence to 
light in religious paintings, such as El Greco's, where the 
figures are radiant in atmosphere that is relatively dusky, 
could be effectively used throughout the play" (p. xii).
In The Glass Menagerie, Williams marshalls theatrical 
and structural resources to suggest the religious, although 
the import of the play is not specifically religious. The 
religious impulse in Tennessee Williams was still active at 
this point, though he seems to have chosen to give it voice 
through implication. Although the explicit Christ figure in 
a major play was still far in the future, Williams continued 
to create characters and situations embodying needs so great 
that their solution required a Messiah. Not surprisingly, 
that Messicih continued to fail those who anticipated him.
While Glass Menagerie was still running in New York, 
another Willicutis play opened there. It was a dramatization 
of D. H. Lawrence's short story, "You Touched Me," and was a 
collaborative work with Williams' friend Donald Windham.
The play was not re-written and not reprinted, so it has 
been unavailable for years. The play opened in New York on 
September 26, 1945,^ but it had had performances in Cleve­
land in 1943, where it was staged by Margo Jones.^ In 1944
^Nancy M. Tischler, Tennessee Williams : Rebellious
Puritan (New York: Citadel Press, T965), p. 128.
^Esther Merle Jackson, The Broken World of Tennessee 
Willicims (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press,
1966), p. xiii.
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the play had been performed in Pasadena. The play is a 
lyrical comedy and features a happy ending, something that 
is unusual for Williams, but his ending conforms to Lawrence's 
story. Comments about the play indicate that it is pertinent 
to the present study, although the outcome of the play fea­
tures the success rather than the failure of the redeemer.
The following summary is based upon Nancy Tischler's 
treatment of the play. The play is set in the household of 
Cornelius Rockley, a "drunken, profane, chantey-roaring ex­
sea captain living out the end of his life trying to forget
an unsatisfying marriage and a smashed career." Living with 
him are his deceased wife's sister, Emmie, and his daughter 
Mathilda, a shy girl much like Laura in Glass Menagerie. The 
action of the play centers on the return of Hadrian, a young
man who had been a charity boy in the household some years
before. He returns after a five-year absence during which he 
fought in the war as a bombardier in the Canadian Air Force. 
The captain favors a marriage between Hadrian and Mathilda, 
and after a while Mathilda comes to favor the same thing.
Her aunt, Emmie, resents the presence of the masculine young 
man. Her own tastes run to the sort of man who is repre­
sented by the weak minister who is her fiancé. She plots 
against Hadrian, but her schemes fail, and Hadrian and 
Mathilda marry. Mathilda is thus saved both from her own 
shyness and the fate of a rather militant chastity that is
O
Gerald Weales, Tennessee Williams, Univ. of Minn. 
Pamphlets on American Writers.- No” 51 /Minneapolis? Univ. 
of Minnesota Press, 1965), p. 13.
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represented by her aunt.
The play differs markedly from Glass Menagerie in 
that the heroine’s salvation is achieved. The instrument of 
that salvation is again cast in terms that suggest the Mes­
siah. The action centers on the events of Palm Sunday. 
Hadrian's first entrance is arranged so that he enters with 
the rising of the sun.^^ He also is said to have the power 
to bring life to the dead. In a confrontation between Emmie 
and Captain Rockley, the following interchange takes place:
CAPTAIN (yelling at her from the foot of the stairs) :
You want to do witE my daughter what you did with my 
wife?
EMMIE: Protect her from you? That's rightI
CAPTAIN: Turn her into a lifeless piece of clay!
EMMIE : That's an astounding statement.
CAPTAIN: True! You weaned her from me. Holy, holy,
holy! Nothing but helping others in your dear brain. 
Some people have got the power— of turning life into 
clay. You're one of that kind, Emmie.
EMMIE: Ins cine babblings!
CAPTAIN: But others have got a different kind of
power. Their touch turns clay into life. Hadrian's 
one of that kind.
Hadrian succeeds where Jim O'Conner fails. One wonders 
whether You Touched Me would have ended the same way if Wil­
liams had not been bound to Lawrence's plot.
Another, still earlier Williams play is relevant to 
the present discussion, although it too ends happily. The 
play is a féintasy and is entitled Stairs to the Roof. The
*Tischler, pp. 120-30. ^°Ibid., p. 127.
Benjamin Nelson, Tennessee Willies : The Man and
His Work (New York: Ivan O b o l e n s k y 1^61) , p. ^3.
12Signi Falk, Tennessee Williams, Twayne's United 
States Authors Seriesl ed= Sy^lvia E. Bowman (New Haven, Conn.: 
College and Univ. Press, 1961), p. 67.
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play was begun in the summer of 1940 and laid aside when 
Williams began to rewrite Battle of Angels for its December 
p r e m i e r . T h u s  it is an earlier play than either Glass 
Menagerie or You Touched M e ; however, it was not performed 
until 1947 and then for only two weeks at the Pasadena Play­
house, where it was staged by Margo J o n e s . T h e  play has 
never been published, and Benjamin Nelson's comments on the 
play are based upon his reading of a manuscript version that 
belongs to Audrey Wood.^^
The play is very complicated. The hero is an Out­
sider who, like Tom Wingfield, works for a manufacturer, the 
Continental Shirtmakers. Benjamin Murphy is very nearly 
stifled by his insignificant job until he discovers a stair­
way to the roof of the building in which he works. After a 
series of misadventures, that need not be summarized here, 
Benjamin and "The Girl" arrive at the final scene of the
play. It is set on the roof. While the enemies, Benjamin's
boss and the stockholders in the company, clamber up the
stairs, a new character makes his appearance. He is Mr. E . ,
"whose laughter and sighs have been heard at the conclusion 
of many of the s c e n e s . M r .  E . , "an old man with a flowing 
white beard . . . materializes out of the air" to conclude 
the play. His last speech discloses his identity:
^^Nelson, p. 65.
14Gilbert Maxwell, Tennessee Williams and Friends 
(Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1965), p. 58.
l^Nelson, p. 67. ^^Ibid,, p. 70.
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What a fool I am. What a sentimental old fool I am.
At last I come to the inescapable conclusion that it 
is all a dreadful mistake I made when I created the 
race of mem on earth. I decided to correct it by 
blotting the whole thing out. Goodi— but what hap­
pens? My heavenly spyglass happens to fall on a 
little clerk named Murphy. No hero out of books, no 
genius, mind you, but just an ordinary little white- 
collar worker in a wholesale shirt corporation, a 
man whose earning capacity has never exceeded eighty 
five per week. At first I am only a little amused 
by his antics. Then I chuckle. Then I laugh out 
loud. Then all at once I find myself— weeping a 
little. This funny little clown of a man named Mur­
phy has suddenly turned into a tragic protagonist of 
a play called "Human Courage." Yes, the wonderful, 
pitiful, inextinguishable courage of the race of 
man— has played me for a sucker once again. In the 
middle of my laughter— I suddenly cry. What do I 
do? Rectify the mistake as planned, by fire and the 
sword and everlasting damnation? No. Quite the 
contrary. Instead of exterminating the humem race I 
send it off to colonize a brand-new star in heaven.
Ah, well, there's no fool like an old fool, as they,^ 
say— auid I, by God, am the oldest fool of them all.
Instead of the Son we are given the Father to serve
as the deliverer, and the play does end with a deliverance,
but, as Nelson remarks, the play contains "a qualification
easily ignored or overlooked. Murphy's victory is not
achieved on earth. He must leave his world which cannot and
18will not allow the self-expression of 'the fugitive kind.'" 
Nelson further notes that "in Stairs to the Roof, God makes 
His initial and concluding appeareuice in Williams' universe. 
From now on He will be known only in his remoteness and in­
comprehensibility, and if He shows a face at all, it will no
longer be the kindly face of Mr E; it will be a savage face,
19the cruel countenance of a God unknown." Mr. E. is indeed
l^Ibid., pp. 74-75. ^®Ibid., p. 74. ^^Ibid.
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kindly, but the implications of his admissions are certainly 
not optimistic. He admits that his creation is faulted, 
that it deserves destruction. He admits his own inability 
to correct its faults. His only recourse is to seed a new 
world with a new Adam and Eve. Stairs to the Roof allows us 
the rare view of the Creator commenting on his creation.
In the plays that follow, however, Williams follows 
the deistic concept that we may know God by examining his 
creation. Such an examination yields the implication that 
the world is faulted and deserves destruction. The world is 
in need of a savior. While the savior does not come to the 
world at large, Williams continues to treat of the coming of 
a sort of Messiah to certain individuals. Damnation is gen­
eral; only the particular man deserves salvation. The world 
of fantasy admits such salvation; the real world does not. 
The world of A Streetcar Named Desire is unmistakably real, 
indeed, so real that the play has been taken to be the dra­
matic rendering of an epic historical conflict. That view 
is deserving of some attention since it probably accounts 
for the enormous popularity of the play.
Streetcar, like Gone With the Wind and The Cherry Or­
chard, approaches the epic in its treatment of the passing 
away of the old order. Wolcott Gibbs says that Streetcar is 
"a brilliant implacable play about the disintegration of a 
woman, or if you like, of a s o c i e t y . G i b b s '  comment in-
^^Wolcott Gibbs, "Lower Depths, Southern Style," The 
New Yorker- 13 DeCs 1947- n , 54.
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dicates the theme with which most of the criticism of the 
play concerns itself; that is, the conflict of the past, rep­
resented in Blanche Du Bois, with the present, represented in 
Stanley Kowalski.
There is no reason to deny that the historical con­
flict is important, but if we take Blanche to be merely the 
representative of a diminishing Southern Aristocracy, we 
must arrive at a rather distorted view of the play. The 
historical view helps to indicate the strengths of Streetcar, 
but it seems somehow not to close with the crucial issues at 
stake in the play. Such criticism is better employed in dis­
cussing a play like Death of a Salesman, which follows 
Streetcar by two years. Willy Loman's destiny is much more 
involved with historical considerations than is that of 
Blanche DuBois. Willy's fate is bound up in that of the na­
tion and is brought about by a series of mistcikes for which 
the country must bear part of the responsibility. Blanche's 
fate is more particularly her own, and the mistakes that she 
makes are presented in such a way that we must see them as 
sins.
Although we have learned from William Faulkner that 
sin may be a collective act and that the expiation of sin 
may involve whole nations and cultures, it is difficult to 
associate that lesson with Blanche, whose sin and whose suf­
fering are solitary. Thus, it is a mistake to see Williams' 
play primarily in historical terms so that Blanche becomes 
the Old South in human form.
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At its simplest cUid most direct level Streetcar Named 
Desire is the story of a woman who sins and is estranged 
from God. She repents of her sin and goes through a period 
of expiation. When she has reached the point at which her 
suffering equals her offense, she incurs the animosity of a 
man. who is unable to understand her nature or her past and 
who feels that her presence is a threat to him. Even when 
that threat is removed, he willfully destroys her. When 
Blanche leaves the stage at the end of the play, she takes 
with her some of our own sense of Christian justice tempered 
with mercy. In short. Streetcar Named Desire is an inverted 
Saint's life.
Williams' original title for the play was The Poker 
21Night. Had that title been retained, we would have been 
directed more clearly to the symbol of the poker game and of 
gambling which are far more important to the play than the 
symbol of the streetcar. For most of the people in Williams' 
play, life is a poker game; that is, it is a process whose 
object IS personal gain, and whose prerequisites are singu­
larity of purpose, selfishness, lack of scruples, and poker- 
faced indifference, all of which stand in contradiction of 
the chief Christian virtue which is mercy. The passing away
of mercy, the failure of redemption, is formalized in the
22final line of the play : "This game is seven-card stud."
21Williams, Glass Menagerie, p. xvi.
22Tennessee Williams, A Streetcar Named Desire (New 
York; New Directions, 1947), p. Future references to
this edition will be included within parentheses in the text.
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streetcar Named Desire is another message from T. S. Eliot's 
wasteland. Eliot chose a nursery rhyme to conclude "The 
Hollow Men" as a way of dramatizing the aimlessness of modern 
life. Willicuns chose the adult geime of poker to indicate the 
malevolence of m o d e m  life.
The pattern that determines the course of Blanche's 
life is the traditional Christian pattern of sin, repentance, 
penance, sind expiation. The pattern is short-stopped on the 
near side of redemption. The first element in the pattern 
is enacted mamy years before Blanche arrives at her sister's 
apartment in the New Orleans French Quarter. As a young 
girl, Blanche had been something of a paragon. Stella tells 
Stanley, "You didn't know Blanche as a girl. Nobody, nobody 
was tender and trusting as she was. But people like you 
abused her, and forced her to change" (p. 128). It is likely 
that Stella has in mind Blanche's former husband Allan. When 
she tells Stanley about the marriage, her terms suggest that 
she feels that Blanche was the abused party: "But when she
was young, very young, she married a boy who wrote poetry....
He was extremely good-looking. I think Blanche didn't just 
love him but worshipped the ground he walked on! Adored him 
and thought him almost too fine to be humem! But then she
found out . . . .  This beautiful emd talented young man was
a degenerate" (p. 117).
But Stella does not know all there is to know of 
Blanche's short marriage. Blemche confides more of the 
story to Mitch =
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Ho was a boy, just a boy, when I was a very young 
girl. When I was sixteen, I made the discovery—  
love. All at once and much too completely. It was 
like you suddenly turned a blinding light on some­
thing that had always been in shadow, that's how it 
struck the world for me. But I was unlucky. De­
luded. There was something different about the boy, 
a nervousness, a softness and tenderness which wasn't 
like a mam's, although he wasn't the least bit effem­
inate looking— still— that thing was there....He came 
to me for help. I didn't know that. I didn't find 
out anything till after our marriage when we'd run 
away and come back and all I knew was I'd failed him 
in some mysterious way and wasn't able to give the 
help he needed but couldn't speak of! He was in the 
quicksands and clutching at me— but I wasn't holding 
him out, I was slipping in with him! I didn't know 
that. I didn't know anything except that I loved 
him unendurably but without being able to help him 
or help myself. Then I found out. In the worst of 
all possible ways. By coming into a room that I 
thought was empty— which wasn't empty, but had two 
people in it...the boy I had married and an older 
man who had been his friend for years...." (pp. 108f)
The three pretend that nothing has happened. Later 
that night, some hours after the inadvertent discovery of 
her husband's homosexuality, Blanche dances with Allan to the 
Varsouviana. Then Blanche commits am act that is to deter­
mine the course of her future life:
Suddenly in the middle of the dance the boy I had 
married broke away from me and ram out of the casino.
A few moments later— a shot! . . . Then I heard 
voices say— Allan! Allan! The Grey boy! He'd 
stuck a revolver into his mouth, and fired— so that 
the back of his head had been— blown away! . . .  It 
was because— on the dance floor— unable to stop my­
self— I'd suddenly said— "I saw! I know! You dis­
gust me..." And then the searchlight which had been 
turned on the world was turned off again and never 
for one moment since has there been any light that's 
stronger them this— kitchen candle... (pp. 109f)
The scene ends with Mitch holding Blanche in his arms 
while the polka tune, the audible memory of her sin and the 
resultant guilt, fades cut. Blanche's last line is given
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great importance because it is the curtain line before the 
second intermission. Blanche says, "Sometimes— there's God—  
so quickly" (p. 110). With this line Blanche sums up the 
importance of her marriage, her love of Allan brought with 
it a sense of religious assurance that Williams symbolizes 
in the light. Her cruelty to Allan, a cruelty that seems 
almost premeditated since it follows the discovery by some 
hours, leads to his ugly and violent death. The consequences 
of her action are the death of the boy that she loved "unen­
durably," her own submersion in loneliness and isolation, 
and the loss of the God who had come like a light being 
turned on and had gone away as quickly.
The effect of Blanche's sin is compounded by the ex­
perience that follows it. During the years that follow 
Allan's death, Blanche is forced to endure four other deaths. 
Early in the play, Blanche tells Stella of what she had 
missed by leaving Belle Reve:
All those deaths I The long parade to the graveyard: 
Father: Mother: Margaret, that dreadful way: So
big with it, it couldn't be put in a coffin: But
had to be burned like rubbish: You just came home
for the funerals, Stella. And funerals are pretty 
compared to deaths. Funerals are quiet, but deaths—  
not always. Sometimes their breathing is hoarse, 
and sometimes it rattles, and sometimes they even 
cry out to you, "Don't let me go:" As if you were 
able to stop them: But funerals are quiet, with
pretty flowers. And, oh what gorgeous boxes they 
pack them away in: Unless you were there at the bed
when they cried out, "Hold me:" you'd never suspect 
that there was struggle for breath and bleeding.
(pp. 25f)
Blanche's dying relatives had looked to her for help in much 
the same way that Allan had when he was "in the quicksands.
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clutching." The cumulative effect of Blanche's confronta­
tions with death and her remorse over her part in Allan's 
death lead her to look for solace in "intimacies with stran­
gers." Such intimacy, Blanche says, "was all I seemed able 
to fill my empty heart with.... I think it was panic, just 
panic, that drove me from one to auiother, hunting for some 
protection . . . "  (pp. 136f).
Blanche's promiscuity is apparently a rather recent 
development. Stella had left Belle Reve after the death of 
her father, the first death to follow Allan's. Blanche is 
still at Belle Reve when the last relative dies. Both 
Blanche and Stanley's Mr. Shaw cite two years ago as the 
time when her actions came to the attention of the community. 
Blanche's last conversation with Mitch is the occasion of 
her remembering her guilt, her experience with death, and 
one of the means by which she dealt with the ugly reality of 
death. Mitch and Blanche are interrupted by a blind Mexican 
flower vendor who cries "Flores para los muertos," flowers 
for the dead:
[The polka tune fades in.]
BLANCHE if to herself] : Crumble and fade auid—
regrets— recrTmlnations... "If you'd done this, it 
wouldn't have cost me thatl"
MEXICAN WOMAN : Corones para los muertos. Corones...
BLANCHE: Legacies 1 Huh...And other things such as 
bloodstained pillow-slips— "Her linen needs chang­
ing"— "Yes Mother. But couldn't we get a colored 
girl to do it?" No, we couldn't of course. Every­
thing gone but the—
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BLANCHE: Death— I used to sit here and she used to
sit over there auid death was as close as you are...
We didn't dare even admit we had heard of itl
MEXICAN WOMAN; Flores para los muertos, flores—  
flores...
BLANCHE: The opposite is desire. So do you wonder?
How could you possibly wonderl Not far from Belle 
Reve, before we had lost Belle Reve, was a camp 
where they trained young soldiers. On Saturday 
night they would go in town to get drunk—
MEXICAN WOMAN: [Softly] Corones...
BLANCHE: — cUid on the way back they would stagger 
onto my lawn and call— "Blanche1 Blanche 1"— The 
deaf old lady remaining suspected nothing. But 
sometimes I slipped outside to answer their calls.... 
Later the paddy-wagon would gather them up like 
daisies... the long way home... (pp. 138f)
It must have been soon after, about two years before the play
begins, that Blanche moved into the Flamingo hotel. It was
during the spring before the play opens that Blanche began
the affair with the seventeen-year-old schoolboy that was the
cause of the suspension from her teaching job.
Thus, Blanche's past is a painful one. Furthermore, 
Blanche, like Tom Wingfield, is an Emotional Outsider whose 
responses to the world are of greater than normal intensity.
A character such as Stella would not have suffered so greatly 
in similar circumstances, nor would those experiences have 
meemt the same thing to her.
It is imperative that we see the particular way in 
which death works upon Blanche's overly sensitive conscious­
ness. Twice she tells us that death is something more than 
the cessation of life. Death transforms Allan, the Grey boy, 
into "the terrible thing at the edge or tiie lake." Death
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turns Margaret into something that "had to be burned like 
rubbish." The death of Allan signals more than an estrange­
ment from God; it begins the undermining of all of the be­
liefs that Blanche's life has been based on. The experience 
of seeing not one but five transformations of people into 
ugly and repulsive things leads Blanche to retreat from Death 
and to look for some compensatory aspect of life. She looks 
to desire, which she designates as the opposite of death.
T. S. Eliot has rather aptly described the condition 
in which Bleuiche finds herself: "There are moments, perhaps
not known to everyone, when a man may be nearly crushed by 
the terrible awareness of his isolation from every other hu­
man being; and I pity him if he finds himself only alone with 
himself and his meanness and futility, alone without God. It 
is after these moments, alone with God and aware of our 
worthiness, but for Grace, of nothing but damnation, that we
turn with most thankfulness and appreciation to the aware-
2 3ness of our membership. . . . "  Blanche, however, moves from 
an awareness of Grace, when she first marries Allan, to the 
period of isolation from God. The withdrawal of God is the 
result of her own action, a fact that would intensify rather 
than diminish the sense of isolation.
Considered from this point of view, it becomes impos­
sible to see Blanche as a nymphomaniac. A stcindard textbook 
of abnormal psychology defines nymphomania as "insatiable
S. Eliot, "Literature aind the Modern World,"
American Prefaces, 1 (1935-36), 2u.
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24impulse to sexual gratification in women." That hardly 
seems to describe Blanche's condition because it cannot take 
into account the experiences that prompted her forays into 
promiscuity. Blanche is desperate, but she is not psychotic. 
The action of the play covers some four months during which 
time Blcinche has no sexual contacts. Such a period of celi­
bacy would be impossible for a nymphomaniac. Even the one 
scene in the play that seems to condemn Blanche is explain­
able. When Blanche makes advances toward the boy who is col­
lecting for the newspaper, it is only after her own isola­
tion has been emphasized by the actions of people around her: 
"Eunice shrieks with laughter and runs down the steps. Steve 
bounds after her with goat-like screeches and chases her 
around the corner. Stanley and Stella twine arms as they 
follow, laughing" (p. 92). The four are bound for the Four 
Deuces, a bar and whorehouse which is the source of the blues 
music that underlines much of the action of the play. The 
Four Deuces is not only an extension of the gambling images 
that are importcuit in the play, it is also a constant re­
minder that Blanche is alone in a world that seems to exist 
in pairs, in couples. Blanche is finally a part of a couple 
in a physical, sexual sense when she is raped by Stanley 
near the end of the play.
Rape hardly constitutes a horrible punishment for a 
nymphomaniac. But Blauiche is not a nymphomaniac. In fact.
^^Ephraim Rosen amd lam Gregory, Abnormal Psychology 
(Philadelphia: W. S . Sanders Co., 1365), p. 373.
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Williams has created a character to whom Freudian psychology 
is not applicable. Blanche's problem is not psychic but 
Noetic. Blanche is very nearly a classic case of what Viktor 
Frankl calls the frustration of the Will to Meaning. Her 
promiscuity, not nymphomania, is both a retreat from isola­
tion and an attempt to reinvest the body with human value 
after a sense of that value has been eroded by a continual 
confrontation with death, a power that divests the body of 
human value and turns people into things. When Blanche asks 
Mitch, "So do you wonder? How can you wonderl" she is voicing 
Williams' plea that his character be understood rightly and 
judged accordingly. In her own way, Blanche makes an heroic 
but misguided effort to discover meaning in a world from 
which God has been removed.
Quite simply, Blanche seeks to find again in life and
in the world the values that we associate with civilization
and with the Christian ethic. She tells Stella, early in the
play, that her husband is "common," that he is an ape:
Stem ley Kowalski— survivor of the stone ageI Bearing 
the raw meat home from the kill in the jungle. . . .
Night falls and the other apes gatherI There in 
front of the cave, all grunting like him, and swill­
ing and gnawing and hulking! His poker night!— you 
call it— this party of apes ! Somebody growls— some 
creature snatches at something— the fight is on!
God! Maybe we are a long way from being made in 
God's image, but Stella— my sister— there has been 
some progress since then! Such things as art— as 
poetry and music— such kinds of new light have come 
into the world since then! In some kinds of people 
some tenderer feelings have had some little beginning!
That we have got to make grow! And cling to, and 
hold as our flag! In this dark march toward whatever 
it is we're approaching.... Don't— don't hang back 
with the brutes ! (pp. 80f)
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Stanley has overheard these remarks. Four months later, he 
is to echo Blanche's charges. The implication is that his 
willful destruction of Blanche is more a matter of avenging 
his vanity them of protecting his home from a disruptive 
agent.
Blanche's Will to Meaning shows itself in an ideal of 
life that is far beyond Stanley's. This point is made quite 
strongly in Scene Ten. Stanley volunteers a bit of informa­
tion about his "cousin who could open a beer-bottle with his 
teech. That was his only accomplishment, all he could do— he 
was just a human bottle-opener" (p. 144).
Moments later, Blanche sums up her own accomplishments:
A cultivated woman, a woman of intelligence and 
breeding, can enrich a man's life— immeasurablyI I 
have those things to offer, and this doesn't taike 
them away. Physical beauty is passing. A transi­
tory possession. But beauty of the mind and rich­
ness of the spirit and tenderness of the heart— and 
I have all of those things— aren't taken away, but 
grow. Increase with the years! How strange that I 
should be called a destitute woman! When I have all 
of these treasures locked in my heart. . . .  I think 
of myself as a very, very rich woman! (pp. 145f)
She is right to think so highly of herself. The values that 
Blanche advocates are the values that the play itself advo­
cates. And Blanche DuBois embodies those values. One won­
ders how a whole body of criticism could have arisen that 
deals with the question of the focus of the playwright's 
sympathy. Tennessee Williams is fascinated by Stanley Kowal­
ski as a character of great dramatic value, but Williams is 
a moralist, and Stanley is completely lacking in moral value. 
Blanche is indeed "on the side of civilization" and williams
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is on the side of Blanche DuBois.
Another passage, indicating that Blanche's prime motive 
is not based upon psychological but upon spiritual motiva­
tions, is one that has often been cited as proof of Blanche's 
commitment to a world of illusion. When, in his last con­
versation with Blanche, Mitch insists that he wishes not to 
be insulting but to be realistic, Blanche replies: "I don't
want realism. I want magic. . . . Yes, yes, magic: I try
to give that to people. I misrepresent things to them. I 
don't tell truth. I tell what ought to be truth. And if 
that is sinful, let me be damned for itl" (p. 135). Blanche's 
comment is remarkably like a quotation from Goethe that Vik­
tor Frankl uses as a summary of his philosophy: "If we take
man as he is, we make him worse; if we take him as he ought
25to be, we help him become it." Blanche does indeed have a 
firm grasp of the ideal, but she might still be faulted if 
her grasp of reality is found to be imperfect.
Like her creator and many of h ’.s other creatures, 
Blanche DuBois is an Outsider of the type that Colin Wilson 
designates as Emotional. Characteristic of that type of 
Outsider is the curious double vision that is based on the 
Emotional Outsider's abnormal sensitivity to the extremes of 
beauty and ugliness in the world. (Vee Talbott had used the 
terms "light and shadow; Alma Winemiller speaJcs of "order 
and anarchy.") Blanche DuBois is more aware of her charac-
25Viktor Frankl, Psychotherapy and Existentialism (New 
York: Washington Square, lss7), p. 12.
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teristic Outsider consciousness than were Williams' earlier 
characters. She tells Stella, " . . .  Honey, believe I feel 
things more than I tell you1" (p. 90). It is probably the 
element of self-awareness that led Williams to describe 
Blanche as "the most rational of all the characters I've 
created. . .
Though one might question Williams' success, it would 
be rather difficult to deny that the Blanche Willicims intends 
is able to see the world realistically when the need arises. 
When Stanley accuses her of cheating her sister in the sale 
of Belle Reve, Blanche becomes as realistic and as business­
like as even Stanley Kowalski could ask. She tells Stanley, 
"When a thing is important, I tell the truth, and this is 
the truth: I haven't cheated my sister or you or anyone
else . . . " (p. 43) .
Blanche can indeed see the truth. Her problem is that 
for her the truth is doubled. Blanche's consciousness incor­
porates both the optimism of a Romantic poet and the pessimism 
of an existential philosopher. This enormous range of per­
ception accounts for Blanche's popularity as a character.
It accounts, too, for the fact that Blanche is capable of 
what Maslow calls a peak experience during which a "search­
light" is turned on and the shadows banished, but she is 
capable too of those experiences that William James called 
"vastation," and Viktor Frankl calls the experience of the
^^Tischler, p. 144.
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existential void— those periods during which the shadows of 
the world achieve a primacy that is not visible to someone 
not gifted, or cursed, with Outsider perceptions.
Williams seems to have been aware that his audience 
might reject Blemche because of her "illusions," so he has 
taken care to have Blemche say that she can see the truth 
even when she fails to verbalize that perception. More sig­
nificant, however, are Williams' reminders that other people 
are perhaps more dependent upon illusion than Blanche is. 
Both Stanley and Stella, whom some critics take to be com­
plete realists, embrace illusions, though neither has the 
justification for doing so that Blanche has. During his 
last poker geune, Stanley tells his cronies; "You know what 
luck is? Luck is believing you're lucky. Take at Salerno.
I believed I was lucky. I figured that 4 out of 5 would not 
come through but I would...and I did. I put that down as a 
rule. To hold front position in this rat-race you've got to 
believe you are lucky" (p. 152). We may be sympathetic to 
Stanley's illusion not only because of its obvious survival 
value, but because it is essentially harmless. However, 
moments later Stella voices her own, shall we say, necessary 
belief. Stella's illusion is not harmless, for Blanche must 
suffer its consequences. Stella says, "I couldn't believe 
her story emd go on living with Stem ley" (p. 154). Despite 
the mitigating circumstances, we must find Stella guilty of 
something akin to selfish expediency.
Williams has carefully given us three instances of
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illusion. Blanche, at least, has the justification of her 
nature and the fact that her famtasy consists of a rather 
formalized idealism. Stella and Stauiley adopt expedient il­
lusions. Stella denies what she knows to be true. She de­
nies the shadows in the world and consents to delusion.
Blanche heroically insists upon maintaining both views. She 
can do no less since both views constitute truths though the 
truths seem necessarily exclusive. Her stance toward ex­
perience and the world is valid in terms of the phenomeno­
logical principle which holds that we can only see the ex­
ternal world through the filter of our natures and our cir­
cumstances .
Blanche's nature is divided, and her circumstances 
are desperate. Her survival is at stake. At the end of her 
own resources, both economic and emotional, she must look 
elsewhere than herself for deliverance. She seeks deliverance 
in three places. She seeks a sort of therapeutic sanctuary 
with Stanley and Stella. She tells Stella that she won't 
stay long, but tliat for the moment she needs rest. No Out­
sider would question either the quality or the degree of 
fatigue that makes such sanctuary necessary. Stanley and 
Stella might have helped Blanche to salvage her life if they 
had accepted the one necessary condition— belief. But 
Blanche had offended Stanley deeply when she called him "com­
mon" and "an ape." Unfortunately, she is unaware of what she 
has done. She is unaware too of the evidence that Stanley 
has been collecting against her. Xn Scene Seven, Stanley
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tells Stella about Blanche's past, and that he has informed
Mitch of that past:
STANLEY: You're goddam right I told him: I'd have
that on my conscience the rest of my life if I knew 
all that stuff and let my best friend get caught:
STELLA: Is Mitch through with her?
STANLEY: Wouldn't be if— ?
STELUv: I said. Is Mitch through with her?
[Blanche's voice is lifted again, serenely as a 
bell. She sings ^ u t  it wouldn't be make belie' 
if you believed in me.^T (pp. TTsîT
Stanley's unconscious repetition of the words of Blanche's 
song is the playwright's way of indicating that if Blanche 
had been given the belief she asked for, her fate would have 
been different. Stanley, however, refuses to give Blanche 
what she needs. He goes further when he cuts off Blanche's 
second avenue of escape— Mitch, to whom Blanche says: "I
thanked God for you, because you seemed to be gentle— a 
cleft in the rock of the world that I could hide in:" (p.
137) .
The last place to which Blanche might look for deliv­
erance is the rich, former schoolmate Shep Huntleigh. It is 
in this character that Williams again implies the redeemer 
who fails. Shep is the diminutive form of the word shepherd. 
Blanche almost never mentions Shep's name without recalling 
that she met him on Christmas Eve. Blanche had worn his 
fraternity pin for a while in college, and Williams probably 
intends something by his choice of fraternity— ATO, Alpha 
Tau Omega. Shep xs the Chrxst to Blanche. Agaxn, xt xs
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perhaps wise to add that Shep Huntleigh's role as the messiah 
does not require that the whole of the play function as an 
allegory. The messianic implications of Shep Huntleigh 
serve to underscore Blanche's desperation. Her condition 
near the end of the play is such that divine intervention 
seems the only possible escape. That there is no escape 
represents Williams' judgment, for the moment, that hope for 
salvation is not realistic.
Williams manages one other very subtle and skillful 
religious implication in the play. A number of references
suggest a connection between Shep Huntleigh and Stanley Ko­
walski. Blanche met Shep on Christmas Eve, an appropriate
detail, and his name implies sheep. Stella notes that "Stan­
ley was b o m  five minutes after Christmas, " to which Blanche 
responds, "Capricorn— the goat:" (p. 86). Thus, both men 
are associated with Christmas, and both are associated with 
animals that are familiar New Testeiment symbols. The effect 
of these details is to recall a passage from the twenty-fifth 
chapter of St. Matthew ;
31 When the Son of man shall come in his glory,
and all the holy angels with him, then shall he
sit upon the throne of his glory :
32 And before him shall be gathered all nations : 
and he shall separate them one from another as a 
shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats :
33 And he shall set the sheep on his right hand,
but the goats on the left.
The sheep are to be rewarded, but to the goats the King shall
say :
41 . . .  Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlast­
ing fire, prepared for the devil and his angels:
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42 For I was hungered, cind ye gave me not meat;
I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink;
4 3 I was a stranger, and ye took me not in: 
naked, and ye clothed me not: sick, and in prison,
and ye visited me not.
44 Then shall they also answer him, saying. Lord, 
when saw we thee an hungred, or athirst, or a 
stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, cind did 
not minister unto thee?
45 Then shall he answer them, saying. Verily I 
say unto you, inasmuch as ye did ^  not to one of 
the least of these, ye did not to me.
The last five verses describe rather aptly, though in an ex­
aggerated fashion, Stanley's treatment of Blanche; they in­
dicate too exactly that sense in which Blanche may be identi­
fied with the Christ who is the man of constant sorrow who 
epitomizes suffering humanity. In the last scene of the 
play, Blanche is said to have "a look of sorrowful perplexity 
as though all human experience shows on her face" (p. 156).
That Stcuiley is associated with Christmas and with 
the goat suggests that he too is a sort of Christ who is de­
void of mercy, a kind of anti-Christ who serves as the aveng­
ing agent of a pre-Christian divinity given to an eye-for-an-
eye morality. Harold Clurman, in his Lies Like Truth, calls
27Stanley, "the unwitting anti-Christ of our time." Blanche 
tells Mitch, "The first time I laid eyes on him I thought to 
myself, that man is my executioner" (p. 106). Earlier, she 
had told Stanley, "I hurt him [Allein] the way that you would 
like to hurt me . . ." (p. 44).
If Stanley and Shep Huntleigh do represent the divi­
sion of powers that is implied in the Biblical division of
^^Harcld Clurman, Lies Like Truth (New York; Mac­
millan, 1958), p. 78.
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the sheep and goats, it is significant that Stanley triumphs. 
Thus, the outcome of the play indicates that Williams doubts 
that the new dispensation promised in the New Testament 
(that is the augmentation of Jehovah's justice with Christ's 
mercy, and the addition of Christ's positive commandment to 
love to the negative dicta of the ten commandments) is really 
operative in the world. Blanche's belief that "kinds of new 
light have come into the world" would indeed be pathetic if 
it were not so tentative, so qualified.
Elia Kazan, whose Director's Notebook helped to es­
tablish the view that Streetcar is a drauna about the clash 
of historical cultures, concludes; "The more I work on 
Blanche, incidentally, the less insane she seems. She is
caught in a fatal inner contradiction, but in another so-
2 8ciety, she would work. In Stanley's society, noI" No, 
Blanche is not insane. She is desperate and confused. But 
she is morally superior to any other character in the play.
Williams expects us to believe her when she says, 
"Never inside. I didn't lie in my heart..." (p. 137). In 
her heart Blcinche knows the enormity of her sin, she suffers 
the desolation of estrangement from God, she feels the hor­
ror of death that makes ugly things of people, she sees both 
the ugliness and beauty of humcui experience, and she clings 
nonetheless to an ideal of humem. conduct that advocates
Elia Kazan, "Notebook for A Streetcar Named Desire," 
Directing the Play, eds. Toby Cole and Helen Chinoy (Indiem- 
apolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1953), p. 370.
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exactly the sort of mercy that she is denied. What Blanche 
lacks is the aibility to surrender her heart and her moral 
sense as Stanley has done, as Stella does at the end of the 
play. But Blanche rises to heroism even if that heroism is 
futile. Perhaps Blanche is most heroic when, in the last 
scene of the play, she voices Frauikl's Will to Meaning, a 
sentiment that must be that of Williams himself: "What's
going on here? I want an explanation of what's going on 
here" (p. 156).
In cin early one-act play, "The Lady of Larkspur Lo­
tion," a character rather like Blanche is befriended by a 
young writer who speaks the message of that play, and it is 
the message of Streetcar. The message is phrased as a ques­
tion, cUid the question is one that has haunted Tennessee 
Williams throughout his life and work: "Is there no mercy
left in the world? What has become of compassion and under­
standing? Where have they all gone to? Where's God? Where's 
Christ?"^*
George Core, the editor of Southern Fiction Today : 
Renascence and Beyond, comments on Southern writers in gen­
eral in a way that is applicable to Tennessee Williams in 
particular: "Southern writers by and large have retained a
religious sense of man. . . . They have been able to fashion 
from the Southern experience a literature which translates
2Q
Tennessee Williams, "The Lady of Larkspur Lotion," 
27 Wagons Full of Cotton (New York: New Directions, 1966),
p. 69.
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man's dreams and goals and his failures to achieve them into 
something resembling tragic grandeur. . . . Williams has 
done as much in Streetcar. Williams and his heroine, Blanche 
DuBois, have maintained a religious sense and sensibility 
into a time and a culture that seem to give the lie to that 
sense. A Blanche DuBois in a world of Stanley Kowalskis is 
as much an anachronism as Cervantes' knight errant who per­
sists after the time of knight errantry. We should accept 
Blanche in much the same way that we accept another modern 
proponent of the chivalric code, the Hemingway man. Blanche 
is as certain to be defeated as are all of Hemingway's 
heroes, but both Hemingway and Williams commend the values 
of their defeated.
Blanche is, as Kazan says, "an outdated creature, ap­
proaching e x t i n c t i o n b u t  the loss of Blanche will be the 
world's loss. That Blanche has "always depended upon the 
kindness of strangers" (p. 165) is more the fault of the 
world than of Blanche. Williams' play is apocalyptic. It 
signals not the second coming of the Christ for the first 
has failed already. The brutes have returned, and the game 
they play "is seven-card stud" (p. 166).
The play that follows Streetcar Neimed Desire is also 
about a human anachronism whose virtues seem out of place in 
the historical period in which she lives. The play is Summer
George Core, ed., Southern Fiction Today ; Renas­
cence and Beyond (Athens, Ga.: Universityof Georgia Press,
1969), p. XI.
^^KaZcUi, p. 370.
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and Smoke, and the heroine is Alma Winemiller.
Summer emd Smoke is the story of Alma's love for John 
Buchanan. Alma, the minister's daughter, has loved John, the 
doctor's son, since they were both children. The play begins 
with an encounter between John and Alma as children. The 
meeting takes place in the town square in front of the angel 
in the fountain whose base bears the inscription, "Eternity." 
The angel oversees the action of the whole play.
As adults, Alma "seems to belong to a more elegant
32age, such as the Eighteenth Century in France^, " and John 
is "a Promethean figure, brilliantly and restlessly alive in 
a stagnant society. The excess of his power has not yet 
found a channel. If it remains without one, it will burn 
him up" (p. 124). Alma's elegance is misconstrued by the 
townspeople who view her as an affected and eccentric prude, 
the fitting subject of comical imitation at parties. Alma 
misunderstands herself. She suffers from a number of physi­
cal ailments which are merely the physical concomitants of 
her intense emotional nature. John is a person who is vic- 
timizeH by his own strengths. His energies are squandered 
in drinking, gambling, and whoring. The community publicly 
condemns him yet privately regards him with admiring awe.
Alma and John appear to be polar opposites. They are not, 
for both are Outsiders who reject the workaday world as
32Tennessee Williams, The Eccentricities of a Night- 
ingale, w i ^  Summer and Smoke (New York ; New Directions, 
1964), pi T5l. Future references to this edition will be 
included within parentheses in the text.
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meaningless. Both are beset by double vision, and both seek 
salvation in extremes.
While both protagonists are Outsiders, John is only 
temporarily so. During the course of the play he undergoes 
such changes as bring him into the human community. Alma 
undergoes a corresponding change, but it is one that takes 
her even more outside the community to which she should be­
long by virtue of her birth. Very nearly the whole action 
of the play is summed up by a line from near the end of the 
play. Alma, having resisted John's advances in the past, 
comes to offer herself to him, only to find that he has 
adopted her former position and so must refuse her. Alma 
tells him:
You talk as if my body had ceased to exist for you,
John, in spite of the fact that you've just counted 
my pulse. Yes, that's it: You tried to avoid it,
but you've told me plainly. The tcibles have turned, 
yes, the tables have turned with a vengeance: You've
come around to my old way of thinking and I to yours 
like two people exchanging a call on each other at 
the same time, and each finding the other gone out, 
the door locked against him and no one to answer the 
bell: [She laughs.] I came here to tell you that
being a gentleman doesn't seem so important to me 
any more, but you're telling me I've got to remain a 
lady. [She laughs rather violently.] The tables 
have turned with a vengeance. (p. 2 39)
The end result of the change in positions is that John plans
to marry an innocent child of a girl, and Alma begins to
pick up traveling salesmen in the town square.
The play is relevant to the present study because it 
does involve the theme of the anticipated redeemer who fails. 
However, the theme is an implication of the action that Wil­
liams has not exploited fully. Alma's Will to Meaning and
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lier anticipation of the Christ that she identifies with John 
Buchanan are indicated in a number of subtle ways. When Alma 
Is introduced in the prologue, she is said to have "a habit 
of holding her hands, one cupped under the other in a way 
similar to that of receiving the wafer at Holy Communion" (p. 
117). When, as children, John and Alma kiss, she adopts the 
same position (p. 123). On another occasion, Alma tells the 
young doctor: "To be a doctor . . .  I think it is more re­
ligious than being a priest" (p. 134). Still later in the 
play, after John's reformation and his heroic effort to 
stamp out the fever epidemic in a neighboring town, he is 
given a hero's welcome by the people of Glorious Hill. Alma 
is standing at the window watching his homecoming when "the 
sun brightens and falls in a shaft through the frame." What 
follows identifies John with the light. Alma cries out: 
"There he is! [She staggers away from the window. There is 
a roll of drums and then silence. Alma now speaks faintly.] 
What...happened? Something...struck mel" (p. 219). Only 
after this quasi-religious experience does Miss Alma offer 
herself to John, and she is rejected. For Alma, the only 
possible match is John, but that match is denied her.
When she tells John about the changes that have taken 
place in her, she recalls that when the old Alma died, "She 
said to me when she slipped this ring on my finger— 'Remem­
ber I died ençty-handed, and so make sure that your hands 
have something in them'" (p. 235). Alma's fate is ultimately 
to die empty-handed. The need for love that she hoped to
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satisfy with John is now parodied in her encounters with 
traveling salesmen. Williams sums up the course of Miss 
Alma's life in this way: "You see, Alma went through the
same thing that I went through— from puritanical shackles to 
complete profligacy. Her Will to Meaning is stifled by 
the sleeping pills that give her solace. Their prescription 
number is 96814; she thinks of it "as the telephone number 
of Godi" (p. 246). Summer and Smoke illustrates the pattern 
that has been traced in other Williams plays. The protag­
onist looks to another person for deliverance. References in 
the play identify that deliverer with Christ. However, the 
outcome is not what the protagonist expects. There is no de­
liverance.
The play that Williams calls The Eccentricities of a
Nightingale is markedly different from Summer cind Smoke
though the same major characters appear in both plays. When
the two were published together in a 1964 edition, Williams
appended an author's note:
Aside from the characters having the sêime ncimes and 
the locale remaining the same, I think Eccentricities 
of a Nightingale is a substantially different play 
from Summer Smoke, cuid I prefer it. It is less
conventional and melodramatic. I wrote it in Rome 
one summer and brought it with me to London the fall 
that Summer yid Smoke was about to be produced there.
But I arrived with it too late. The original ver­
sion of the play was already in rehearsal. (p. 76)
Williams added that he hoped the publication of the play
would lead to its production. The play was produced in June
^^Jim Gaines, "A Talk About Life and Style with Ten­
nessee Williams," Saturday Review, 29 April 1972, p. 27,
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34of the same year in a summer theater in Nyack, New York, 
but the play deserves a better showcase, for Eccentricities 
is one of Williams' finest plays. More than any other Wil­
liams play it recreates the lyrical, dreamlike quality that 
accounted for the success of Glass Menagerie. The Alma of 
Eccentricities is a better character than her predecessor.
The pattern of the play is not so decidedly that of "ships 
that pass in the night." As that pattern submerges, another 
emerges more strongly, and that pattern is of the failure of 
the redeemer.
The later John Buchanan is more human, more sensitive, 
and less the Outsider. He is given a possessive mother 
whose aim it is to marry him off to the sort of woman that 
she feels is suited to a brilliant, young doctor. Mrs. Bu­
chanan shares the sentiments of The Reverend Winemiller and 
the rest of Glorious Hill, Mississippi, that Alma is an af­
fected eccentric. The charge is a serious one in the re­
stricted and parochial environment of a small Mississippi 
delta town. The town itself is modeled after Port Gibson, 
Mississippi. A rather unusual church in that town figures 
prominently in the last act of the play.
Alma is found guilty of being different because she 
is a member of a small society of culturally inclined out­
casts like herself, because she feeds birds in the town 
square, and because she is carried away by the emotion im­
plicit in the songs that she sings. Alma defends herself on
^^Weales, p. 12.
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the last charge in a significant speech: "It's true that I
feel the emotion of a song . . . even commonplace little 
songs like 'I Love You Truly,' they have a sincere emotion 
and a singer must feel it, and when you feel it, you show iti 
A singer's face and heinds are part of a singer's equipment I 
Why, even a singer's heart is part of her equipment1" (pp. 27f) 
Alma's speech is a kind of credo of the Emotional Outsider 
who has adopted the discipline of art. One might easily imag­
ine Van Gogh saying something similar.
To make things more difficult for Alma, her mother is 
eccentric to the point of harmless madness, emd her Aunt Al- 
bertine has been the cause of a fcimily scandal. Albertine, 
too, was a minister's daughter, and she ran away with a trav­
eling man, Otto Schwartzkopf, when she found "living in sin 
preferable to life in the Rectory" (p. 82). Together the 
two lovers toured the South with a traveling show, the Musée 
Mécanique, a collection of mechanical oddities created by Mr. 
Schwartzkopf. The ultimate fate of the lovers is bound up 
in the Musée Mécanique and in the oddities which make it up:
Among them was a mechanical bird-girl. She was his 
masterpiece. Every five minutes a tin bird flew out 
of her mouth and whistled three times, clear as a 
bell, and flew back in again. She smiled and nodded, 
lifted her arms as if to embrace a lover. Mr.
Schwartzkopf was enchanted by his bird-girl. Every­
thing else was neglected....He'd suddenly get out of 
bed in the night and go downstairs to wind her up and 
sit in front of her, drinking, until she seemed alive 
to him....Then one winter they made a dreadful mis­
take. They mortgaged the whole museum to buy a boa 
constrictor because somebody told them 'Big snakes 
pay good'— well, this one didn't, it swallowed a 
blanket and died....You may have heard Mother speak 
of it. But not of the fire. She refuses to believe 
in the fire. (p. 83)
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Rather than lose the show, Otto set fire to it. Albertine
ran into the fire to pull him out. She failed, and "when
they dragged her cut, she was dying, but still holding onto
a button she'd torn from his sleeve. 'Some people,' she
said, 'don't even die empty-handedÎ'" (p. 83).
Miss Alma is in something of the same position as Otto
and Albertine. Like Albertine, Alma faces the possibility of
dying empty-handed. She is conscious of that possibility:
JOHN: You've been very quiet. Miss Alma.
ALMA: I always say too much or say too little. The
few young men I've gone out with have found me...
I've only gone out with three at all seriously— and 
with each one there was a desert between us.
JOHN : What do you mean by a desert?
ALMA: Oh, wide, wide stretches of uninhabitable
ground. I'd try to talk, he'd try to talk. Oh, 
we'd talk a lot— but then it would be— exhausted— the 
talk, the effort. I'd twist the ring on my finger, 
so hard sometimes it would cut my finger. He'd look 
at his watch as if he had never seen a watch before.... 
And we would both know that the useless undertaking 
had come to a close. . . .  At the door he would say,
"I'll call you." "I'll call you" meant goodbye. . . .
JOHN : [gently] Would you care much?
ALMA: Not— not about them. . . . They only mattered
as shadows of some failure that would come later.
(pp. 87f)
That failure is, of course, the failure of the love between 
John and Alma, or more realistically, Alma's love for John. 
Like Mr. Schwarzkopf's love for the bird-girl, Alma's love 
is for a creature that is not of her kind. She tells John: 
"I've lived next door to you all the days of my life, a weak
and divided person, lived in your shadow, no, I mean in your
brightness which made a shadow I lived in, but lived in
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adoring awe of your radiance, your strength...your single­
ness" (p. 89). The terms suggest more a religious object 
than a man.
Alma, like the masterpiece in the Musée Mécanique, is 
an Outsider, a superior misfit, unlike other people. She 
has no hope of being John's wife, because his bride will be 
perfectly suited to the world: "The bride will have beauty,
beauty I Admirable family background, no lunacy in it, no 
skeletons in the closet— no Aunt Albertine and Mr. Otto 
Schwarzkopf, no Musée Mécanique with a shady past:— No, no, 
nothing morbid, nothing peculiar, nothing eccentric: No—  
deviations:— But everything perfect amd regular as the— tick 
of that— clock: " (p. 76).
John acknowledges Alma's worth: "You know, you know,
it's surprising how few people there are that dare in this 
world to speak what is in their hearts" (p. 76). What is in 
Alma's heart leads her to ask for an hour, the hour of the 
new year, in "a small hotel of the sort that is called, some- 
times. a 'house of convenience': a place where rooms are
let out for periods as brief as an hour" (p. 96). When the 
fire that is laid in the room fails to b u m ,  Alma gives John 
a plume from her hat because "something has to be sacrificed 
to a fire." When the fire still fails to burn, John says, 
"It never was much of a fire, it never really got started, 
and now it's out....Sometimes things say things for people." 
Their departure is interrupted by church bells announcing 
the New Year. Alma wonders whether the new year might see
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"the coming true of our most improbcüale dreams!— I'm not 
ashamed of tonight! I think that you and I have been honest 
together, even though we failed!" When the lights are turned 
on, the fire miraculously revives, and the two stay to make 
love (pp. 96-102).
It is probably this Miss Alma, rather than the earli­
er one, that Williams remembers when he describes Alma as 
"triumphant." Alma is triumphant in the sense that she is 
courageous enough to chance everything on what, in the par­
lance of prostitutes, is called a "short-time." She shares 
the belief of Williams that "love can occur on a single oc­
casion . . . when it happens to be some transcendentally 
beautiful experience."
The last scene of Eccentricities of a Nightingale, the
Epilogue, shows Alma in the town square on a Fourth of July
night an indefinite time later. One of Alma's students is 
singing in another part of the square, and Alma has just 
made the acquaintance of a "salesman who travels." Before 
they part to meet later in a less respectable section of 
Glorious Hill, Alma points out the unusual steeple on the 
Episcopal church where her father had been rector before his 
death: "Instead of a cross on top of the steeple, it has an
enormous gilded hand with its index finger pointing straight
up, accusingly, at— heaven...." (p. 105).
Of what must heaven be accused? The answer, for Alma 
in particular, has been furnished earlier in the play. After
^^Gaines, pp. 27, 29.
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John attends a meeting of Alma's "little band of eccentrics" 
and has been called away by his mother for a fictitious medi­
cal emergency, Alma explains the effect his presence and de­
parture have had: "Oh, you put us in our place tonight, my
little collection of— eccentrics, my club of— fellow mis­
fits 1 You sat among us like a lord of the earth, the only 
handsome one there, the one superior oneI And oh, how we 
all devoured you with our eyes, you were like holy bread 
being broken among us.— But snatched away1" (pp. 74f).
The image obviously alludes to the communion, the 
breaking and sharing of the bread of Christ's body. Inci­
dentally, the name John meems "Yahweh is gracious," and Wil­
liams perhaps suggests that we seek out that meaning when 
he has John remark that Alma is Spanish for soul. John's 
name is ironic. Alma's past relationships are shadows of a 
failure yet to come. On one level that failure is her ro­
mance with John. On another level, the failure is the fail­
ure of the redeemer, the Christ. Admittedly, the religious 
theme of the messiah who fails is an implication of the ac­
tion rather than a major theme. Still, though it is not the 
focal point of the play, it is undeniably an aspect of the 
associated meanings of the play. The characterization of 
Alma Winemiller calls our attention to it. Alma is concerned 
with the religious in more them a conventional way. Further­
more, Alma's view of God's creation is complicated by the 
double vision of the Outsider, a trait that she shares with 
val Xavier, vee Talbott, Tom Wingfield, and Blanche DuBois.
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When she looks at the world, what does she see? "Part 
anarchy and part order— the footprints of GodI . . . Isn't 
it strange? He never really, really— exposes Himself! Here 
and there a footprint, but even the footprints are not very 
easy to follow! No, you can't follow. In fact you don't 
even know which way they're pointing...." (p. 17).
In a world of polar opposites, anarchy and order, 
light and shadow, Alma Winemiller is forced to live and to 
cope with her own needs and desires. She thinks that her 
principal need is "the ordinary human need for love." John 
sees more clearly into her needs. When she asks for an hour 
of his time in a hotel room so that she "can make a lifetime 
of it," he replies, "For you. Miss Alma, the neime of the 
stone angel is barely enough and nothing less than that 
could be!" (p. 95). The name of the angel is Eternity.
Alma's need is more than the Outsider's characteristic 
desire to belong— more even than the need to be loved. Her 
talk of the "footprints of God" and her telling comparison 
of John to the bread of the Eucharist indicate that her 
prime motives are those that we should now be familiar with. 
She is dominated by Frankl's Will to Meaning— her need is 
for God. It would seem, too, that Williams has in mind, with 
regard to Alma, a conception that is an important aspect of 
the doctrine of Platonic love, that is, that a lover is a 
friend in whom one feels the divine.
The Alma of Eccentricities is less pathetic them the 
Alma of Summer and Smoke. She is endowed with candor and
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self-knowledge. She is heroic, though her heroism is per­
haps obscure. Her victory would seem to be that for one 
brief hour she succeeds in loving God in a body. As she knew 
he would, the god goes away, emd the final scene shows that 
she has continued to love the bodies that she meets even 
when they no longer represent the divine to her. But the 
fate of the second Alma is better than that of the first.
One dies with nothing; the other can remember a success, and 
so, like her aunt, she "doesn't even die empty-handed."
Camino Real, which premiered in March, 1953, is one 
of Williams' most uncharacteristic works; it is both a com­
edy and a fantasy. It is, as well, probably his most pro­
vocative play. The play puzzled its opening night audience 
and critics and sent some of the audience stamping out of 
the auditorium. Williams professed surprise that "the play 
would seem obscure and confusing to anyone who was willing 
to meet it even less than h a l f w a y . M o s t  commentators do 
find the play obscure, though Harold Clurman voices a minori­
ty opinion when he says that Ccunino Real "is too nakedly
37clear to be a sound work of art."
Criticism of the technique of the play is similarly 
divided. Signi Falk says that Williams, "having divorced
Tennessee Williams, Three Plays of Tennessee Wil­
liams : The Rose Tattoo, Camino Real, Sweet Bird of Youth 
(New York: New Directions, 19é4), p. 160. Future refer­
ences to Camino Real will be from this edition and will be 
included in parentheses in the text.
^^Harold Clurman, "Theater," The Nation, 175 (1953),
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himself from the life and people he can write about so effec­
tively . . • allowed himself to be dominated by theatrical 
3 8devices." Esther Merle Jackson, on the other hand, con­
cludes that the play "represents a significant achievement 
in the development of a mature contemporary form, " an 
achievement whose beneficiaries are Beckett, Ionesco, Genet, 
Pinter, and Albee.^^
When asked his opinion of the work of Tennessee Wil­
liams, William Faulkner replied, "A play called Camino Real 
I think is the best. The others were not quite that good. . . 
Camino Real was— it touched a very fine high moment of poet­
ry, I t h i n k . P e r h a p s  Faulkner was impressed by the pres­
ence of a theme that he shares with Williams, namely, the 
decline of virtue in the modern world.
Williams' play is intensely theatrical, so much so 
that the setting of the play carries as much of the meaning 
as do the characters and script. The play takes place in a 
walled city in the Tierra Caliente, the hot or angry land.
The city sits on the edge of the Terra Incognita, a stretch 
of desert land that sometimes functions as a symbol of the 
"undiscovered country" of Hamlet's famous soliloquy. Beyond 
the desert there are mountains. Much like Oran in Camus'
The Plague, the city is a symbol of modern life. Williams
^®Falk, p. 129. ^^Jackson, p. 128.
40Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner, eds., 
Faulkner in the university : Class Conferences at the Uni­
versity of Virginia 195^^1958 (Charlottesville, Va.: Univer­
sity of vTrginxa Press, 1959), p. 13.
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says that the play "is nothing more nor less than my concep­
tion of the time and world that I live in, and its people 
are mostly archetypes of certain basic attitudes and quali­
ties with those mutations that would occur if they had con­
tinued along the road to this hypothetical terminal point 
in it" (p. 159). Two such archetypes are Don Quixote and 
Sancho Panza.
On Sancho*s chart, the city is designated as "the end 
of the Camino Real and the beginning of the Camino Real," a 
place where the "spring of humanity has gone dry," emd the 
only birds are "wild birds that are taimed and kept in . . . 
cages 1" (p. 173). The meaning of the city is further indi­
cated by the play on words involved in the title. When the 
name is given its Spanish pronunciation it means Royal Road. 
The Anglicized pronunciation means the Way of Reality. The 
past was royal; the present is real. Thus, the city marks a 
point in time rather them a point in space. This aspect of 
the play is further indicated by its division into scenes 
called blocks.
The title also has historical implications. The Ca­
mino Real is "the road of the Spanish knights who conquered 
the land, but also the road upon which Christianity came to 
the West Coast of America. This, moreover, is the division 
of the play into sixteen stations . . . missionary sta­
tions. . . . Today, however, the old missionary way has be­
come a street of industry, of money, of tourist trade— a
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business reality."*^ Esther Merle Jackson has said that 
"Camino Real represents . . .  a road from life to death; its 
blocks are 'stations of the cross' in mem's progression to­
ward annihilation."^^ In this, she suggests a general rather 
than a specific allegorical correspondence to the stations of 
the cross.
That Williams sees the modern world as hell is indi­
cated by an epigraph of thm first lines of Dante's Inferro; 
"In the middle of our life I came to myself in a dark wood 
where the straight way was lost." The epigraph has led D.  E. 
Presley to equate the blocks of the play with the circles of 
Dante's hell.*^ Whether or not Williams intends so neat a 
comparison is immaterial. The epigraph is sufficient cause 
to find that Williams intends that we see the modern world 
as hell. Thus, he puts himself into the company of those 
other major writers whom J. Isaacs has in mind when he says 
that "the topography of Hell and its interior decoration is 
a very great concern of the modern dramatist and the modern 
novelist.
The world of the Camino Real is presided over by Gut­
man, a "lordly fat man" who is both the proprietor of the 
Siete Mares (seven seas) hotel, and the master of ceremonies
Delma Eugene Presley, "The Theological Dimension of 
Tennessee Williams; A Study of Eight Major Plays," Diss. 
Emory Univ., 1969, p. 63.
^^Jackson, pp. 121-22. ^^Presley, p. 63.
^^Nathan Scott, The Broken Center (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 13SS), p . SI.
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of the procession that makes up the play. The chief person­
age in the city, Gutman represents the mysterious Generalis­
simo who rules the land. The city is a place of extremes.
The two sides of the street represent the extremes of wealth 
and poverty. Near the back of the stage is a gigantic arch 
that opens into the Terra Incognita. Streetcleaners prowl 
through the streets blowing on whistles and carting off the 
dead and dying. These agents of death represent a higher 
power than Gutman. "Could it happen to ME?" he asks. "The 
answer is 'YES.' And that's what curdles my blood like 
milk. . ." (p. 226).
The one law that seems to prevail on the Camino Reax 
is the sanction against the word hermano, the Spanish word 
for brother.
Quixote and Sancho arrive during the Prologue, and 
Quixote proclaims that "aui old knight should always have 
about him a bit of blue ribbon" to remind him "of distance 
that he has gone and distance he has yet to go" and "of that 
green country he lived in which was the youth of his heart, 
before such singing words as Truth 1 . . . Valor! . . . De­
voir I . . . turned into the meaningless mumble of some old 
monk hunched over cold mutton at supper!" (pp. 170-72). 
Sancho, who was devoted to Quixote rather them to Quixote's 
ideals, reaches the limit of his endurance and deserts the 
old knight to return to La Mancha. Quixote, alone and lone­
ly, concludes that "when so many are lonely as seem to be 
lonely, it would be inexcusably selfish to be lonely alone"
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(p. 174). Quixote lies down to sleep and to dream "a pag­
eant, a masque in which old meanings will be remembered and 
possibly new ones discovered, euid when I wake . . . I'll 
choose one among its shadows to take along with me in the 
place of Sancho..." (p. 175).
The play that follows is the dream of Don Quixote, 
one of Williams' personal heroes, whom he calls "the supreme 
example of the obstinate knight, gallant and unashamed at 
being the victim of his own romantic f o l l i e s . T h e  present 
dream is as disturbing as those dreams that first led Cer­
vantes' Spanish gentleman to journey into the world to right 
all wrongs. It is iirçortant that we remember that the play 
is cast as the dream-vision of Cervantes' mad knight. The 
mind of the old knight is the frame within which the play 
takes place. The controversial curtain line is reasonable 
enough once we remember that the speaker is Don Quixote.
The chief concern of the people of the Tierra Caliente 
is escape. The mad world of Quixote's dream offers very few 
routes of escape. To one who knows only the way of reality, 
the choice seems to be to stay where he is, perhaps to move 
from the Siete Mares to the Ritz Men Only, and then into the 
streetcleaner's carts. Once dead he may be buried if he has 
five dollars. If not, he is reduced to his component chemi­
cals to become "an undistinguished member of a collectivist 
state" (p. 211). That is the fate of most of the people on
*^Henry Hewes, "Tennessee Williams— Last of Our Solid 
Cold Bohemians," Saturday Review, 28 March 1953, p. 26.
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the Camino Real.
There are others, those who are not so resigned to 
their present condition, those who can remember when the 
road was royal and thus recall a kind of freedom presently 
denied them. In Casanova's words, such people "have a des­
perate bird in our hearts, a memory of— some distant mother 
with— wings..." (p. 263). For such people there are two al­
ternatives. They might attempt to leave on the unscheduled 
passenger plane called the Fugitive, which represents the 
possibility of flight from the conditions on the Camino Real. 
Those who do succeed in getting seats die in a plane crash. 
Mere flight is not possible.
The only other alternative is to brave the Terra In­
cognita in an attempt to reach the mountains on the other 
side. The last alternative is the one that Williams himself 
designates as the right choice, or at least, the choice that 
he would make.*^ Thus, one may stay in the city and die by 
degrees, one may attempt mere flight and die, or one may 
brave death in an heroic attempt to cross the wasteland of 
the Terra Incognita.
Until the choice is made, the inhabitants of the city 
wait. Their waiting period is treated in surrealistic terms, 
but their anticipation is not unlike that of other charac­
ters surveyed in this chapter. They wait to be rescued from 
futility. In the meantime, some indulge in business as 
usual, for example Gutman, the Pawnbroker, and the Gypsy.
*^Hewes, p. 25.
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Others, notably Camille, may distract themselves with drugs 
or sexual companions. Still others may, like Casanova, hold 
to a less utilitarian êind more idealistic view of love, a love 
less self-directed. Jacques tells Marguerite, "I want to 
stay here with you and love you and guard you until the time 
comes that we both can leave with honor" (pp. 239f).
Those who elect to choose, as Williams would, to cross 
the Terra Incognita, must confront a future that may well be 
worse than the present. Lord Byron heroically chooses the 
Terra Incognita because he realizes that "there is a time 
for departure even when there's no certain place to gol" He 
admonishes those who remain behind to "make voyages I— Attempt 
them:— there's nothing else..." (p. 246). Byron's departure 
marks one of the "resurrections" which Williams says are so 
much a part of the play's meaning (p. 169).
Byron and the others have one enigmatic testament as 
to what the Terra Incognita holds. Early in the play The Sur­
vivor enters through the arch. His return provokes Gutman 
into calling the Generalissimo: "Hello Sweetheart. . . . You
know that party of young explorers that attempted to cross 
the desert on foot? Well, one of them's back" (pp. 187f). 
Gutman is right to anticipate trouble. The Survivor's re­
turn is the occasion for the speaking of the forbidden word, 
Hermano (brother). When the word is spoken, "the cry is re­
peated like springing fire and a loud murmur sweeps the 
crowd. They push forward with cupped hands extended and the 
grasping cries of starving people at the sight of bread"
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(p. 189). If there is any doubt as to The Survivor's iden­
tity, it is dispelled a moment later when he is shot, and a 
character called La Madrecita de los Perdidos, the little 
mother of the lost ones, cradles "the dying man in her arms in 
the attitude of a Pietà" (p. 190). Before he dies, the Sur­
vivor speaks a kind of parable: "When Peeto, my pony, was
born— he stood on his four legs at once and accepted the 
worldl— He was wiser than I. . . . When Peeto was one year 
old he was wiser than Godi" (p. 185). Thus Christ counsels 
acceptance.
The Survivor represents another instance of the Christ 
who fails. He does so because the essence of his message is 
brotherhood, and to the people on the Camino Real, the word 
brother has lost its meaning. Casanova speaks of the word in 
terms that suggest the Biblical Logos : "The people need the
word. They're thirsty for itI" The equation of Brotherhood 
and water figures prominently in the Epilogue of the play. 
Gutman, more cynical than Jacques, asks, "What is a brother 
to them but someone to get ahead of, to cheat, to lie to, to 
undersell in the market. Brother, you say to a man whose 
wife you sleep with!" (pp. 189f). The fate of the Survivor 
is death and the streetcleaners' carts. The possibility of 
the solace of communion in a world characterized by loneli­
ness, a possibility first voiced by Quixote, is reiterated, 
but it is not realized.
Significantly, the death of The Survivor precedes the 
arrival cf the play's hero, Kilroy,- "a young American vagrant"
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with "a pair of golden gloves slung about his neck" and a 
belt that is "ruby-and-emerald-studded with the word CHAMP 
in bold letters. He stops before a chalked inscription . . . 
which says ; 'Kilroy Is Coming!' He scratches out 'Coming'
and over it prints 'Here! (p. 192). It is the fulfillment 
of his prophesied coining that first equates Kilroy with 
Christ. The ubiquitous Kilroy is the everyman Christ in the 
modern world.
Later Kilroy dies, and before his resurrection La 
Madrecita holds him in the attitude of a Pietà. Kilroy is 
further equated with Christ by a peculiar physical condition 
which has caused him to leave his home, his profession as 
champ, and his "one true woman." Kilroy has a heart as big 
as a baby's head, and we find in the last few scenes that the 
heart is made of pure gold. His heart indicates the capacity 
for intense feeling that is both his weakness and his 
strength. He shares this quality with Camille and Casanova.
Like Val Xavier, Kilroy has the power to transform 
people, to make them both more self-aware and more admirable. 
He works such changes on Camille and the Gypsy's Daughter. 
With Jacques, Kilroy realizes the kind of brotherhood that 
is at the heart of both Williams' play and orthodox Christi­
anity.
Kilroy, the American boxer and folk hero, is the 
focal character of the play. He enters in Block Two shortly 
after the death of the survivor. Kilroy comes to the Tierra 
Caliente in an effort to evade death. His heart condition
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makes it dangerous for him to drink, smoke, fight or make 
love. The first major Character that Kilroy meets is the 
Baron De Charlus, the homosexual masochist of Proust's 
Cities of the Plain. There is a slight suggestion that Wil­
liams intends that we take Charlus as a Christ symbol, but 
he is the ironic Christ. His masochism is his own attempt 
to atone for the cruelty of the world as well as for his own 
shortcomings. Like Anthony Burns in "Desire emd the Black 
Masseur," and like Sebastian Venable in Suddenly Last Summer, 
the Baron de Charlus has discovered there is partial compen­
sation for the state of the world in "the principle of atone­
ment, the surrender of self to violent treatment by others 
with the idea of thereby clearing one's self of his guilt.
Williams does not commend the way of the baron. Char­
lus explains to Kilroy; "I used to wonder. Now I simply 
wander. I stroll about the fountain and hope to be followed. 
Some people call it corruption. I call— it simplification...' 
(p. 207). The baron's way of dealing with the world is 
wrong because it is a simplification. He has adopted the 
role of the masochistic victim after he has ceased to wonder, 
to ask the questions that other characters in the play still 
do ask, the questions that Gutman says "are passed amongst 
them like something illicit and shameful, like counterfeit 
money or drugs or indecent postcards— 'What is this place? 
Where are we? What is the meaning of— Shhh'— Ha Ha..." (pp.
^^Tennessee Williams, One ^ m  and Other Stories (New 
York: New Directions, 1967), p- W3T
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(pp. 183f). The Baron has made what Williams calls, in his 
preface to Battle of Angels, an "expedient adaptation"; a 
"surrender to a state of quandary."
The Baron is killed offstage by a young man whose in­
terest he has invited. Moments later Kilroy cuid Jacques 
Casanova meet. Their conversation shows a more honorable if 
less successful way of dealing with the questions that haunt 
the travelers on the Camino Real. After Casanova explains 
the fate of those who, like the baron, are carried away by 
the streetcleaners, Kilroy responds:
KILROY [following]: — I guess that's— sensible...
JACQUES: Yes, but not romantic. And romance is
important. Don't you think?
KILROY: Nobody thinks romemce is more important
than me:
JACQUES: Except possibly me!
KILROY: Maybe that's why fate has brung us together:
We're buddies under the skin:
JACQUES: Travelers born?
KILROY: Always looking for something!
JACQUES: Satisfied by nothing!
KILROY: Hopeful?
JACQUES: Always! (pp. 211f)
The baron has made the mistake of settling for a role in 
lieu of an answer. Mere suffering is not sufficient to the 
needs of the world. One must, like Kilroy and Jacques, like 
all Emotional Outsiders beset by the Will to Meauiing, con­
tinue to look for answers.
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Shortly thereafter Gutman orders Kilroy to don a 
clown costume and become the Patsy, a kind of twentieth- 
century scapegoat. Kilroy refuses and a chase ensues during 
which Kilroy cries out, apparently to Esmeralda, the Gypsy's 
daughter, "Mary, help a Christian! Help a Christian, MaryI"
(p. 220). Kilroy is captured and forced to become the Patsy.
When the play resumes after the intermission, Gutman 
announces Block Seven on the Camino Real, that time of day 
"when we look into ourselves and ask with a wonder which never 
is lost altogether: 'Can this be all? Is there nothing
more? Is this what the glittering wheels of the heavens turn 
for?'" (p. 223). Such questions continue to haunt Kilroy and 
Jacques who have begun to address each other as brothers. 
Jacques tells Kilroy that making him play the Patsy is a 
means of taming him, of stifling the freedom and the honesty 
of spirit that he represents. He assures Kilroy that "before 
the final block we'll find some way out of here! Meanwhile, 
patience and courage, little brother!" (p. 225).
Gutman ainnounces the entrance of Camille, "another 
legend, one that everyone knows, the legend of the sentimental 
whore, the courtesan who made the mistake of love" (pp. 226f). 
That mistake, of course, qualifies her to be a heroine in 
williams' play. Caumille has come to the point of almost 
total despair. When Jacques tells her that he is waiting 
for a time when they can both leave with honor, she responds 
with a line that sums up the conditions that prevail on the 
Camino Real and, by extension, in the modern world; "'Leave
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with honor?' Your vocabulary is almost as out-of-date as 
your cape emd your cane. How could anyone quit this field 
with honor, this place where there's nothing but the gradual 
wasting away of everything decent in us...the sort of des­
peration that comes after even desperation has been worn out 
through long wear!" (p. 240). Thus Camille echoes Byron's 
remark that "there is a passion for declivity in this world!" 
(p. 246).
Block Eight dramatizes exactly the sort of departure 
with honor that Camille no longer believes possible. Lord 
Byron, aware that the city "is a port of entry and departure" 
with "no permanent guests" (p. 241) , knows that to remain is 
to die by degrees. Before he leaves he recounts the crema­
tion of Shelley. The story bolsters his resolution to return 
to the vocation of poet which is "to influence the heart in 
a gentler fashion . . .  to purify it cuid lift it above its 
ordinary level. For what is the heart but a sort of . . .
— A sort of— instrument!— that translates noise into music, 
chaos into— order . . . — a mysterious order!" (p. 245).
Like Vee Talbott and Blanche DuBois, Byron realizes the role 
that one's consciousness plays in his view of the world.
Byron leaves and Kilroy starts to follow, but his nerve 
fails him.
Immediately, Block Nine is amnounced, and the sound 
of the approaching Fugitive provokes a scramble during which 
almost all of the characters attempt to purchase available 
seats. Camille is especially desperate m  her attempt. She
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shows that her love is not so true as Casanova's since she 
would readily desert him if it meant that she could leave 
the city. Jacques is not surprised by her betrayal, nor does 
he condemn her.
Block Ten, a crucial scene, is given over to the recon­
ciliation of the two lovers. Jacques tells Marguerite that 
despite his past, he has "never loved until now with the 
part of love that's tender..." Camille responds that they 
do not love, that they are merely "used to each other." She 
counsels distrust as "our only defense against betrayal." 
Jacques answers, "I think our defense is love." Camille re­
plies with a long speech that partially defines the human 
condition on the Camino Real:
What are we sure of? Not even of our existence, 
dear comforting friend! And who can we ask the 
questions that torment us? "What is this place?"
"Where are we?" . . . What else are we offered? The 
never-broken procession of little events that assure 
us that we and strangers about us are still going 
on! Where? Why? and the perch that we hold is un­
stable. . . . And where else have we to go when we 
leave here? Bide-a-While? "Ritz Men Only?" Or 
under that ominous arch into Terra Incognita? W e 're 
lonely. We're frightened. We hear the streetclean- 
ers' piping not far away. So now and then, although 
we've wounded each other time and again— we stretch 
out hcinds to each other in the dark that we can't 
escape from— we huddle together for some dim-communal 
comfort— and that's what passes for love on this 
terminal stretch of the road that used to be royal.
What is it, this feeling between us? Something, yes, 
something— delicate, unreal, bloodless! The sort of 
violets that could grow on the moon, or in the crev­
ices of those far away mountains, fertilized by the 
droppings of carrion birds. . . .
But tenderness, the violets in the mountains— can't 
break the rocks! (pp. 263-65)
Signi Falk attributes these sentiments to Williams and
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attacks them as nihilistic.^® She ignores Casanova's re­
sponse which does not deny what Ccunille has said, but rather 
significantly extends it. Williams' view is more nearly 
stated by Jacques. Not so desperate as Camille, not so dis­
illusioned with the motion that passes for progress, Jacques 
refuses to believe that the only love is one born of uncer­
tainty and nourished by the fear of death. He maintains 
that there is hope, and reasonable hope, to be found in the 
vestigial human feelings that remain in "whatever is left of 
our hearts." He tacitly denies that love as it is commonly 
practiced encompasses the love that is possible, for he as­
serts that though our human feelings be "delicate, unreal, 
bloodless," as delicate as violets, "the violets in the 
mountains can break the rocks if you believe in them and 
allow them to grow1" Camille cannot, however, muster the 
positive tenderness that Jacques both advocates and drama­
tizes. She tells him that she will betray him that very 
night, "Because I've out-lived the tenderness of my heart."
She sends a messenger to arrange an assignation with a gigolo, 
and Gutman announces "Block Eleven on the Cêimino Real" (pp. 
265-67).
A fiesta has begun, and the first event is the coro­
nation of the King of Cuckolds— Casanova. Jacques is given 
a crown of horns, and over the noise of the crowd, he shouts: 
"The greatest lover wears the longest horns on the Camino1"
4®Palk, pp. 120-28,
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(p. 269). "Crown of horns" is too close to "Crown of thorns" 
for us to miss Williams' intent. Momentarily Jacques emerges 
as the Christ who loves best and is most betrayed. Immedi­
ately, the second event in the fiesta is announced— the res­
toration of the virginity of the Gypsy's Daughter. In the 
excitement that accompanies the announcement of the restora­
tion, Kilroy "crosses to Jacques . . . snatches off the ant­
lers and returns him his fedora. Jacques reciprocates by 
removing Kilroy's fright wig and electric nose. They embrace 
as brothers" (p. 269). In pantomime Kilroy explains that 
he will leave the city and cross the Terra Incognita. He 
invites Jacques to go with him, but Casanova refuses to leave 
Camille behind. Kilroy pawns his belongings and ascends to 
the arch. The Gypsy's Daughter, with her virginity restored, 
appears and convinces Kilroy to become the chosen hero and 
make love to her. The crowd roars its assent (pp. 268-75).
After an intermission. Block Twelve begins. In an 
obvious satire on inhuman bureaucracy. The Gypsy puts Kilroy 
through a regimen consisting of questions, an oath, a signa­
ture, and a shot. Kilroy tells her that he is "no guinea 
pig," to which she replies, "Don't kid yourself. We're all 
of us guinea pigs in the laboratory of God. Humanity is 
just a work in progress" (p. 281). The line is one of the 
most significant ones in the play. The ideas recalls Colin 
Wilson's treatment of Steppenwolf. Certain of Harry Haller's 
realizations are as pertinent to Williams as they eire to 
Hesse or Wilson:
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Like all men Harry believes that he knows very well 
what man is and yet does not know at all. . . . Man 
is not by any meams of fixed and enduring form. . . .
He is much more an experiment emd a transition. He 
is nothing else than the narrow and perilous bridge 
between nature and spirit. His innermost destiny 
drives him on to the spirit and to God. His inner­
most longing draws him back to nature, the mother.
Between the two forces his life hangs tremulous and 
irresolute. What is commonly meant, meanwhile, by 
the word "man" is never anything more than a tran­
sient agreement, a bourgeois compromise. . . .
That man is not yet a finished creation but 
rather a challenge of the spirit; a distant possi­
bility dreaded as much as it is desired; that the 
way towards it has only been covered for a very 
short distance and with terrible agonies and ec­
stasies even by those few for whom it is the scaf­
fold to-day and the monument to-morrow— all this the 
Steppenwolf, too, suspected. . . . But as for striv­
ing with assurance, in response to that supreme de­
mand, towards the genuine manhood of the spirit, and 
going the one narrow way to immortality, he is deep­
ly afraid of it. He knows too well that it leads to 
still greater sufferings, to proscription, to the 
last renunciation, perhaps to the scaffold, and even 
though the enticement of immortality lies at the 
journey's end, he is still unwilling to suffer all 
these sufferings and to die all these deaths. . . .
The passage from Hesse offers not only an analysis applicable
to Kilroy's conflict but also the best explanation that we
are likely to find of the meaning of the Terra Incognita.
An additional passage from Steppenwolf helps to explain
Williams' treatment of the Christ figure. Among those who
have achieved the status of immortality, Mozart is Harry
Haller's personal hero. Still, Haller has a tendency
to explain Mozart's perfected being, just as a 
schoolmaster would, as a supreme and special gift 
rather them as the outcome of his immense powers of 
surrender and suffering, of his indifference to the 
ideals of the bourgeois, and of his patience under
49„------ ------ -------- T-c ----  Basil Creighton
\wew YorK
Hermann Hesse, Steppenwolf, trans. Bai 
:ki Frederick Ungar, 1957), pp. S2-S4.
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the last extremity of loneliness which rarefies the 
atmosphere of the bourgeois world to an ice-cold 
ether, around those who suffer to become.men, that 
loneliness of the garden of Gethsememe.
Hesse's "Treatise on the Steppenwolf," which Wilson says 
"could be called 'A Treatise on the O u t s i d e r , e x p l i c a t e s  
the Gypsy's line, a line which certainly represents Williams' 
sentiments. Kilroy, in Block Twelve, is faced with exactly 
that conflict that faces the Steppenwolf. He stands on the 
threshold of the Terra Incognita, the uncharted way forward, 
the wilderness from which Christ The Survivor has returned 
to speak his enigmatic message. Kilroy is caught between 
the conflicting demands of his destiny and his longing for 
human companionship. Kilroy is diverted by Esmeralda's prom­
ise. Longing triumphs over destiny.
For the moment, Kilroy succumbs to the temptation to 
which Casanova has surrendered. Earlier, Jacques has con­
fessed to Marguerite: "I'm terrified of the unknown country
inside or outside this wall or any place on earth without 
you with me: The only country, known or unknown that I can
breathe in, or care to, is the country in which we breathe 
together. . . . "  Camille wisely replies, "Caged birds ac­
cept each other but flight is what they long for" (p. 239) . 
Momentarily, Kilroy accepts the "make-believe answer which 
is make-believe love. But such love is not sufficient to
^°Ibid., p. 85.
^^Colin Wilson, The Outsider (New York: Dell, 1966),
p . 58.
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Kilroy's needs. He is susceptible to the temptation to hap­
piness, what Camus terms the “call to happiness" which at­
tacks Sisyphus as he descends to teüce up again his fate that 
is symbolized in the rock. Camus says that in such moments
"the boundless grief is too heavy to bear. These are our
52nights of Gethsemane."
Kilroy suffers such a night. Left alone with Esmeral­
da, he raises the veil from her face only to find that all 
the promise that she had represented has not been kept. He 
sinks into despair. He says, "I pity myself and everybody 
that goes to the Gypsy's daughter. I pity the world and I 
pity the God who made it" (p. 301).
Possibly Kilroy's line is intended to suggest the 
point in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound when the Titan recalls 
the curse that he has levied against Jupiter only to retract 
it when he finds himself moved by pity. Williams apparently 
does intend some significant connection between Kilroy and 
Shelley. Byron's story of Trelawney's snatching the heart 
from Shelley's burning corpse provides a parallel to the re­
moval of Kilroy's heart in Block Fifteen. There is a simi­
lar obscure connection between Camille and Esmeralda. Both 
Esmeralda's recurrent virginity and Camille's flowers are 
governed by the phases of the moon.
The Gypsy intrudes upon her daughter and the despair­
ing Kilroy and forces Kilroy to leave. He does not yet
52Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, trans. Justin 
O'Brien (New York: Vintage Books, 1955), p. 90.
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realize the effect he has had on Esmeralda. He has aroused 
in her feelings with which she is not familiar. "Esmeralda 
raises a wondering fingertip to one eye. Then she cries out; 
ESMERALDA; Look Mamal Look, Mama! A tear!" (p. 304).
Jacques has been evicted from the Siete Mares. He 
and Kilroy agree to share a single bed at the Ritz Men Only, 
but Kilroy reconsiders when he remembers that the Gypsy had 
told him that his number was up. He decides again to chance 
the Terra Incognita euid to sleep under the stars. From his 
vantage point at the top of the stairs leading to the arch, 
he sees Camille return with her gigolo. He sees him abuse 
her, steal her purse, and leave, counting his loot. The 
plaza is quiet when Kilroy descends to talk with Camille. In 
the face of his own possible death, he consoles Marguerite. 
When they hear the streetcleaners piping, he tells her that 
they are coming for him.
His consolation of Camille leads Kilroy to remember 
his wife: "Y'know what it is you miss most? When you're
separated from someone. You lived. With. And loved? It's 
waking up in the night! With that— warmness beside you . . . 
And a stranger. Won't do. It has to be some one you're 
used to. And that you. KNOW LOVES you!" (pp. 313f). Thus, 
Kilroy neatly resolves the conflicting views of love that 
were voiced before by Camille and Jacques.
When Kilroy tells Camille of the night that he left 
his wife, she says, "That was the night she would have loved 
you the best." Kilroy*s reply betrays a less selfish motive
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for leaving than we have heretofore been given: "Yeah, that
night, but what about after that night? Oh, Lady... Ifhy 
should a beautiful girl tie up with a broken-down chaunp?— The 
earth still turning eind her obliged to turn with it, not out—  
of dark into light but out of light into dark? Naw, naw, naw, 
nawi— Washed upI— Finished!" The streetcleaners' piping is 
nearer; death is imminent. Kilroy rises from his despair.
He declares that "finished ain't a word that a man can't look 
at...There ain't no words in the language a man can't look 
at...and know just what they mean. And be. And act. And 
go!" (p. 314). Kilroy, having faced the worst possibility 
about himself, regains the will that he had lost in his en­
counter with the Gypsy's Daughter. Once more he can be, can 
act. He can go. But his going is interrupted. The street­
cleaners enter and circle around him. Though he strikes at 
them, they remain out of reach. Kilroy dies fighting, a vic­
tim of his own heroic resistance. La Madrecita covers his 
body with her shawl to protect it from the streetcleaners.
After a blackout. La Madrecita cradles Kilroy, as she 
had The Survivor, in the attitude of a pietà. On another part 
of the stage, a group of medical students observe the dissec­
tion of Kilroy's corpse. La Madrecita eulogizes the young 
American folk hero: "This was thy son, America— and now
mine." She calls up images of the Christian martyrs when 
she mentions the "robe in which he strode the aisles of the 
Colosseums." Her terms indicate that Kilroy is to be a sort 
of patron saint of tiie lost: "Yes, blow wind where night
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thins! You are his passing bell and his lamentation. . . . 
Keen for him, all maimed creatures, deformed, cind mutilated—  
his homeless ghost is your own" (pp. 316-18).
The passage involves an allusion to the prose poem
that prefaces Thomas Wolfe's Look Homeward, Angel. The poem
is a statement of meiny of the themes of Williams' play:
...a stone, a leaf, an unfound door; of a stone, a 
leaf, a door. And of all the forgotten faces.
Naked and alone we came into exile. In her dark
womb we did not know our mother's face; from the 
prison of her flesh have we come into the unspeak­
able and incommunicable prison of this earth.
Which of us has known his brother? Which of us 
has looked into his father's heart? Which of us has 
not remained forever prison-pent? Which of us is 
not forever a stranger and alone?
O waste of loss, in the hot mazes, lost, among 
bright stars on this most weary unbright cinder, 
lost: Remembering speechlessly we seek the great
forgotten language, the lost leine-end into heaven, a 
stone, a leaf, an unfound door. Where? When?
O lost, and by the wind grieved, ghost, come back 
again.
Recourse to the novel shows that Wolfe too was fascinated by 
"maimed creatures, deformed and mutilated." Near the end of 
the novel, Eugene Gant comes to see for the first time "the 
romantic charm of mutilation. The perfect and unblemished 
heroes of his childhood now seemed cheap to him. . . .  He 
longed for the subtle distinction, that air of having lived 
and suffered that could only be attained by a wooden leg, a 
rebuilt nose, or the seared scar of a bullet across his 
temple. Later he sees "that what was subtle eind beautiful
^^Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward, Angel (New York: Mod­
e m  Library, 1957), p. Tl
54,TV^-? d- , p. 5 31
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in human life was touched with a divine pearl-sickness.
Health was to be found in the steady stare of cats and dogs, 
on the smooth vacant chops of the peasant. But he looked on 
the faces of the lords of the earth— and he saw them wasted
and devoured by the beautiful disease of thought and pas­
sion. . . . These were all faces upon which life had fed.
The "divine pearl-sickness" has touched all of the 
protagonists of the play. They have all lived and suffered.
Kilroy, with a face "upon which life has fed," comes to rep­
resent all those whose lives bear the marks of having been 
lived. La Madrecita ends her eulogy with a line partially 
quoted from T. S. Eliot's "Burnt Norton": "Rise, ghost! Go!
Go bird! 'Humankind cannot bear very much reality.'" She 
touches Kilroy with her flowers; he opens his eyes and rises. 
His spirit witnesses the mutilation of his body. The doctor 
removes the heart and discovers, "This heart's solid gold!" 
(pp. 318f).
Block Sixteen is particularly troublesome. Without 
it a consistent reading of the play would be much simpler.
No commentator, to my knowledge, has recognized that the 
Kilroy of the last block and the Epilogue is not the physical 
but the spiritual Kilroy. The only two people who acknowledge 
Kilroy's presence are Gutman and Quixote, both of whom have 
an existence outside the dream that is the play. When Kilroy 
rescues his heart at the beginning of the last scene, there
S^ibid., pp. 587-88.
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follows "a dream-like re-enactment of the chase that occurred 
at the end of Block Six," but this time "there are no visible 
pursuers." In fact, "the autopsy proceeds as if nothing had 
happened . . ." (p. 320).
Furthermore, Quixote is beginning to wake, and the ef­
fect is that Kilroy begins to recognize that he is part of a 
dream; "I don't understand— what's— happened, it's like a—  
dream, it's— just like a— dream...MaryI O h , Mary I Mary I 
[. . . A clear shaft of light falls on him. He looks up 
into it, crying :] Mary, help a Christian11 Help a Christian, 
Mary!— It's like a dream..." (pp. 320f). The first time that 
Kilroy had called out to Mary, the name had been ambiguous. 
Addressed to a prostitute, it might have signified either the 
Magdalene or the Blessed Virgin. Now, however, the naurtie ob­
viously indicates the Virgin, for Esmeralda has been trans­
formed.
She appears on the roof of her mother's house. Her 
mother gives her a sedative. She tells the Gypsy, "I want to 
dream of the Chosen Hero, Mummy." "Which one," her mother 
asks, "the one that's coming or the one that is gone?" Es­
meralda answers, "The only one, KilroyI" (p. 321). Among 
other things, Kilroy's fate is intended to teach the neces­
sity for compassion. Esmeralda has learned this lesson well. 
She is no longer the sly slut that she was earlier. As she 
drifts into sleep, she prays. Her prayer is one of the most 
frequently quoted passages from Williams' works. The prayer 
is a sort of reprise. It recapitulates the major characters
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of the play. It is, finally, the play's major statement of 
the heroism involved in emotion, in love, and of the fact 
that such heroism has become faded, has ceased to be the ob­
ject of a positive faith:
ESMERALDA:
God bless all con men and hustlers and pitch-men who 
hawk their hearts on the street, all two-time losers 
who're likely to lose once more, the courtesan who 
made the mistake of love, the greatest of lovers 
crowned with the longest horns, the poet who wandered 
far from his heart's green country emd possibly will 
and possibly won't be able to find his way back, look 
down with a smile tonight on the last cavaliers, the 
ones with the rusty armor smd soiled white plumes, 
and visit with understanding and something that's 
almost tender those fading legends that come and go 
in this plaza like songs not clearly remembered, oh, 
sometime and somewhere, let there be something to 
mean the word honor againi (pp. 323f)
Both Kilroy and the aw^ening Quixote say, "Amen: " But the 
Gypsy's daughter is falling under the effects of the seda­
tive and Kilroy is unable to convince her that he is anything 
more than a stray cat. When he pounds on the Gypsy's door, 
he is drenched with the contents of a chamber pot.
Quixote is fully awake. The dream that represented 
the reality of m o d e m  life is over. Paradoxically, Quixote 
has reawakened into the dream world that is his reality. In 
the world of Quixote's fêüsulous quest, fountains flow. Kil­
roy is greeted as, "Mi Amigo." The two men talk and agree 
that a just description of life is that "the deal is rugged." 
The old knight advises Kilroy that, nonetheless, even under­
standable self pity is dangerous. Just as the fear of death, 
says Gutman, can "curdle" the blood "like milk," self pity 
can turn a person into "a bag of curdled cream— leche mala.
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we call it!" (p. 327). The image suggests that to surrender 
to self-pity is to consent to a living death.
Quixote asks about Kilroy's plans, and the young man 
replies, "Well, I was thinking of— going on_ from— here! " 
Quixote invites Kilroy to go with him, though he admits, like 
Byron, that he does not know where that will be. Earlier, 
the people had been thirsty for the word Hermano, brother.
With Quixote assured another Sancho in Kilroy, the fountain 
flows plentifully, and the people move toward it "with mur­
murs of wonder" (p. 327) .
When Camille enters, Quixote prevents Kilroy's speaik- 
ing to her. Gutman summons Casanova from the Ritz Men Only, 
and Jacques crosses to Marguerite. He embraces Camille and 
soothes her chronic desperation. She stares over his shoulder 
"with the serene, clouded gaze of someone mentally ill as the 
mercy of a narcotic laps over his brain" (p. 329).
Meamwhile, Kilroy has returned to the inscription on 
the wall near the arch. He alters it so that it takes on 
the familiar form: "Kilroy Was Here!" Kilroy has joined
the ranks of the legendary and so deso.rves to accompany 
Quixote. The ancient knight errant raises his lance in a 
formal salute and cries out: *The violets in the mountains
have broken the rocks !" Gutman announces that "the Curtain 
Line has been spoken!" He directs, "Bring it down!" (p. 329). 
He bows, the curtain falls, the play is ended.
Camino Real seems to require more by way of explana­
tion them most of the plays treated in this chapter. The
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explanation must be offered tentatively, for twice the play 
has been given major productions, and twice the play has 
failed to create an audience. Nonetheless, we must consider 
Williams' disclaimer that of all his plays, Camino Real "was 
meant most for the vulgarity of performance" (p. 163); the 
remark carries the implication that the meaning of the play 
is not accessible to merely literary analysis. Lee Stras- 
berg, too, questions the ability of critics "accustomed to 
the study and analysis of texts," for "to read plays as a 
succession of words intended for literary analysis is to 
miss the nature of drama and of t h e a t r e . A n y o n e  who has 
dealt seriously with twentieth-century drama knows quite 
well that more is necessary than an adequate script and an 
adeptness at visualization. This observation is especially 
relevant to Camino Real because as late as 1962 Lee Stras- 
berg maintained that the play failed due to weakness in the 
productions; "Many of us in the theatre have a special fond­
ness for this play. Yet neither of its two productions have 
been able to create for the audience what we see in it. . . . 
If someone ever captures in a production a circus quality, a 
sense of the showbooth and the color of a county fair, a 
vision of primitive orgiastic rites which carnival time sug­
gests, it would help us to appreciate this effort of Mr. 
Williams as he originally imagined it— a sort of 'American
^^Lee Strasberg, ed., Famous ^erican Plays of the 
1950 ' s (New York: Dell, 1962) , pp. 12, l5.
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blues,' a sort of jazz symphony.
Under the circumstances, it might be wise to accept 
Esther Merle Jackson's judgment that Camino Real is a play 
before its time. If we do so, we can more readily see what 
the play intends and what the play succeeds in doing.
To begin with, in its most general sense, the play is 
not obscure. The world of the play is the modern world. No 
commentator on the play has missed that point of Williams' 
design. The modern world is hellish, a nightmare world char­
acterized by isolation, the loss of community, the fear of 
death, the heartless demands of grasping commercialism, and 
the equally heartless demands of inhuman bureaucracy. In 
such a world our freedom is curtailed, our ideals are ob­
scured, and our sympathy for others is stifled. The end re­
sult is that we find ourselves unable to muster sufficient 
human feeling to alter the situation that exists.
The characters' preoccupation with "the way out" is 
really the playwright's means of asking "Is human life still 
possible?" The answer is that truly human life is not pos­
sible because the modern world is such that those who do 
still harbor vestigial human feelings are made to suffer in­
ordinately from loneliness and despair precisely because they 
do retain their humanity. In short, the play says that we 
must, if we desire something better, go beyond this place, 
this time. Hence we must heroically confront the future
5?ibid., pp. 19-20.
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with the idea of creating a place fit for human life. Such 
a venture requires courage, and the play dramatizes three 
specific types of courage. Byron illustrates the courage of 
the poet, Quixote epitomizes the courage of the idealist, 
and Kilroy represents the courage of the rebel. Their ends 
are similar; their means differ. Significantly, the poet 
leads the way. Williams' play dramatizes exactly that func­
tion of the poet that is the subject of T. S. Eliot's "Lit­
erature and the Modern World." Eliot imagines a world in 
which "persons" will have ceased to exist, leaving behind 
"the purely material individuation of the old-fashioned or 
Democritean atom." Such a world, says Eliot, is not likely, 
but it is possible. If it were to come into being, "it would 
be brought about, not by the diabolic cleverness of scheming 
philosophers or politicians, but by the natural aversion of 
human beings to the responsibility of being human. For we 
must remember that it ^  a great strain for the erect animal 
to persist in being erect, a physical and still more a moral 
strain. . . . Most people spend a good deal of their time 
avoiding the human responsibility; cuid we only remain human 
because of the continual vicarious sacrifice of a few dedi-
C p
cated lives," particularly the dedicated lives of our poets. 
Significantly, Eliot identifies feeling as the basis of all 
great art cuid designates as the weakness of art based upon 
philosophy that philosophy is open to manipulation, whereas
^®Eliot, p. 21.
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feeling is necessarily genuine and personal.
Williams' play does embody the message that he attrib­
utes to it: namely, that "life is am unanswered question,
but let's continue to believe in the dignity and the impor-
59tance of the question." There is in modern life that 
which militates against such belief. In some people there 
is a tendency to move from the recognition of human life as 
suffering to the perverted enjoyment of that suffering. That 
is the answer of the Baron de Charlus, an answer that Wil­
liams will re-examine in later plays. There is the tendency, 
represented in Camille, to accept the apparent as the possi­
ble and to sink beneath the weight of desperation. Williams' 
latter-day Camille no longer believes in love; she has 
evolved a philosophy that takes cognizance of the reality of 
life to the exclusion of the possible. Accordingly, she con­
fuses familiarity with affection and tenderness with despera­
tion.
Casanova, on the other hand, dramatizes the idea that 
love is still possible. His failure to confront the Terra 
Incognita is based upon more than his fear of the unknown. It 
is based too upon his very admirable compassion and affection 
for Camille. He also dramatizes the concept of Christian 
brotherhood, another value that the play celebrates, though 
the playwright sees little evidence of it in the world.
59Tennessee Williams, quoted in Francis Donahue, The 
Dramatic World of Tennessee Williams (New York: Frederick
Ungar, 1964), pp. 57-60.
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Early in the play, Jacques says that the people are thirsty 
for the word brother. The fountain begins to flow once more 
when Kilroy and Quixote become brothers in the quest.
But Williams embodies these values in legendary fig­
ures from the past. The judgment cannot be denied. The 
abiding values of love and brotherhood abide only in legend 
and in the legendary characters of the past. Kilroy becomes 
such a character in the course of the play. Kilroy was cho­
sen as the hero of the play because he has been everywhere, 
but the motto that he leaves testifies that he did not stay. 
The play symbolically asks that we take Kilroy's motto in 
its associated sense. Christ was here. Where is he now; 
where are the values he taught? The play implies that they 
may be realized in the future. Still, at the moment the 
play ends, the human value represented by Kilroy and Quixote 
goes out of the world. Only Jacques Casanova remains. All 
the value of the real world resides in him.
Jackson is correct in her judgment that "Williams' 
vision in this drama is theological, even apocalyptic."®^ 
Williams' play asserts that the apocalypse has come. The na­
ture of the apocalypse that Williams dramatizes is not un­
like Eliot's picture at the end of "The Hollow Men";
This is the way the world ends 
Not with a bang but a whimper.
Yet the play treats of a way out. The flowing fountain is
not a part of the real world, the world of Quixote's dream.
60_ . ,, jacKson, p. XXj.
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but it does flow. The brotherhood for which men thirst is 
possible even if it is not a present reality. There is hope, 
though the hope is tentative.
Quixote is right to proclaim that "the violets in the 
mountains have broken the rocks." The mountains are the fu­
ture; the rocks may be broken. Quixote is right to think so. 
His commitment to an ideal possibility allows him to "go on 
from here." Without that necessary item of faith, illusion, 
if you will, Quixote would die. However insubstantial the 
ideals epitomized in Williauns' legends, they are presented 
as the only alternatives to a living death.
The single best reading of Camino Real is not specif­
ically addressed to the play, but rather serves as a general­
ized summation of the nature of modern literature, and is 
proposed by Nathan Scott in The Broken Center ;
We were reminded in 1959 by R. W. B. Lewis that we 
live today under the immediate pressure not of the 
generation of Joyce and Kafka but of Moravia and Camus 
and Silone, and that these are writers who have for­
gone the metaphysical radicalism of the classic mod­
ern generation for a quieter kind of humanism, a hu­
manism which commits them not to the practice of the 
presence (or absence) of God but to the practice of 
the presence of man. . . . The effort by the genera­
tion of Camus and Silone to redeem time by sacramen- 
talizing the relation between mam amd mam is con­
ceived to be the one remaining way of shoring up the 
humain enterprise in this late, bad time of our abain- 
donment. "In the sacred history of man on earth," 
says Silone, "it is still, alas. Good Friday." And 
in The Rebel, the greatest testaunent of his career,
Camus declared that "only two possible worlds can 
exist for the humam mind; the sacred (or, to speak 
in Christian terms, the world of grace) and the world 
of rebellion. The disappearance of one is equivalent 
to the appearance of the other. . . . [And today] we 
live in am unsacrosamct moment in history. . . .
[So] rebellion, is one of the essential dimensions of
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man. It is our historic reality." And similar tes­
timonies could be drawn from the work of such writers
of the present as Samuel Beckett and Friedrich Duer-
renmatt and Jean Genet and Albert Moravia and Tennes­
see Williams.
Benjamin Nelson says that the curtain line indicates 
that the aim of rebellion has been achieved in the very act 
of rebellion and that the play affirms "man's ability to re­
bound from ultimate degradation." Still, he asks, "If the 
be-all and end-all of this rebellion lies only in the physi­
cal and spiritual fact of the revolt itself, what kind of
62affirmation is truly made?" Rebellion is not the end in 
itself that Nelson takes it to be. It is a curious rebel­
lion that affirms the values of the existing public ideal. 
Only deplorable conditions could make rebellion necessary to 
reinstitute those values. "Our ideas and ideals," says Wil- 
licims, "remain exactly what they were amd where they were
three centuries ago." Then he adds, "No, I beg your pardon.
It is no longer safe for a man to declare them.
The crime of both Christ amd Kilroy is to be humam in
an inhuman world. That world exacts a penalty. Williams' 
play dramatizes Wilhelm Reich's conclusion that the cruci­
fixion of Christ is perpetual. The import of the crucifixion 
never changes, nor is it ever heeded. Eliot's "continual 
perpetual sacrifice" goes on.
Camino Real, like all of Williams' plays to varying
Glgcott, pp. 78-79. ^^Nelson, p. 179. 
^^Williauns, Menagerie, p. xviii.
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degrees, proposes cui anachronistic revolutionary philosophy. 
Williams proposes seriously that the state of the world may 
be altered by the power of feeling, the power of love. It 
becomes more and more clear that Williams is a romantic sen­
timentalist of a high order. His work represents an attempt 
to raise sentiment, mere feeling, to the level of seriousness 
that we assign to philosophy. Williams' total work implicit­
ly carries the message that Williams attributes to Camino 
Real, namely a "plea for a romantic attitude toward life, 
which can be interpreted as a religious attitude— religious 
in an august mysterious s e n s e . T h a t  attitude consists 
largely of compassion and idealism. It is not surprising 
that Williams designates as Christ both those characters who • 
display such qualities and those characters to whom other 
characters look for those qualities. One or the other use 
of the Christ figure is involved in every play that is 
treated in this chapter. Such usage is thematic.
One other function of the Christ figure is almost to­
tally technical. Like many other playwrights of the modern 
theatre Williams has discovered the truth of a statement by 
Duerrenmatt: "Any small-time crook, petty government of­
ficial, or policeman better represents our world than a 
senator or president. Today art can only embrace victims if 
it can reach men at all; it can no longer come close to the
^^Arthur Gelb, "Williams and Kazan and the Big Walk­
out," New York Times, 1 May 1960, Sect. 2, Part 1, p. 3.
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m i g h t y . W i l l i a m s  occasionally resorts to imagery to sug­
gest a significance that the character or situation does not 
seem to warrant. His near obsession with Christ surfaces at 
those times, and we are given words or gestures that suggest 
parallels between Christ and the Holy Family and the charac­
ters on the stage. A notable instance occurs in the last 
act of Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, the controversial revision 
that was written at Elia Kazan's insistence. A gesture 
serves to imply something like the Annunciation. Maggie 
kneels before Big Daddy to announce that she is expecting a 
c h i l d . S h o u l d  the child in fact be born, it would serve 
as a means whereby the Outsider, Brick, might be reconciled 
with the world of Insiders. Thus the child would function 
to some degree, as do the Christ figures in Glass Menagerie, 
You Touched Me, Streetcar Nctmed Desire, Summer and Smoke, 
and Eccentricities of a Nightingale. In almost every in­
stance, that Christ was the redeemer who failed. In almost 
every instance, the expected redeemer is or comes to be iden­
tified with the world at large. Such a Christ has been 
called the ironic Christ, for he embodies, finally, not 
Christian values, but the values of the world at large. It 
is likely that Williams was led to his concept of the negative 
Christ only after he became aware of the implications of his 
own early work. The concept of the negative, villainous
^^Robert W. Corrigan, ed.. The New Theatre of Europe 
(New York: Dell, 1962), p. 17.
66.Tennessee Williams, uat on a Hot xin Roof (New 
York: New Directions, 1955)/ P. 190.
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Christ is at the heart of several of the plays of the next 
period. That Christ is to be examined in the following 
chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
THE SATANIC CHRISTS OF SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER AND 
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH
Probably Williams would not have had the courage to 
attempt a new production of his first play. Battle of Angels, 
had it not been for the resounding success of Cat on a Hot 
Tin Roof in 1955 and the moderate success of the film Baby 
Doll in 1956. Both productions were the occasion for con­
siderable furor over the nature of the subject matter. How­
ever, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was awarded both the Pulitzer 
Prize and the New York Drama Critics Award. Perhaps Wil­
liams felt that his own increased stature as a playwright, 
the careful revisions that he had made over a period of 
years, and the increased audience that he had collected from 
Baby Doll and Cat might now make the story of Val Xavier 
more acceptable to American audiences. As the discussion in 
Chapter Two explained, the late version of the play is much 
changed in terms of form, but little changed in terms of con­
tent, the most significant change being that in the first 
version Val is crucified on Good Friday while in the later 
version the crucifixion comes on Easter Sunday. Orpheus De­
scending ends with Carol Whiteside clinging to Val's snake- 
skin jacket as if it were a talisman, a symbol both of free­
dom cuid knowledge: "— Wild things leave skins behind them,
167
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they leave clean skins and teeth and white bones behind them,
and these are tokens passed from one to another, so that the
fugitive kind can always follow their kind....” Holding the
talisman, Carol leaves the stage, indifferent to Sheriff
Talbott's command to stop.^ Thus the final scene of Orpheus
Descending seems to dramatize the message that John Gassner
attributes to Cat on a Hot Tin Roof; namely, "the saving
power of 'the Truth,' hard and unpleasant though it be for
2
individuals to ascertain it."
Nevertheless, the implied optimism, though dramati­
cally justified, is severely qualified. The central action 
of the play remains the crucifixion of Valentine Xavier.
The play ends with a death on a day that is supposed to bring 
a resurrection. The reversal of the usual associations with 
Easter Sunday gives a clue to the depth of Williams' pessi­
mism. But even in that ironic reversal there is nothing to 
prepare Williams' audience for the two plays that were to 
follow. Suddenly Last Summer, and Sweet Bird of Youth. The 
two plays are complementary; both are clearly focused treat­
ments of themes that had been implied earlier. The early 
plays had consistently pictured the passions of those who 
await some deliverer who could mercifully resolve the con­
flict between the Outsider protagonist and the world at
^Tennessee Williams, Orpheus Descending with Battle 
of Angels (New York: New Directions! 1958), pp! ÎT7-18.
2
John Gassner, quoted in Francis Donahue, The Dramat- 
ic World of Tennessee Williams (New York: Frederick Ungar,
1964) , p. 77.
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large. They waited to no avail. In the dark world of Ten­
nessee Williams, the virtuous may look for neither mercy nor 
justice. Neither the Old Testament God nor the New Testament 
Christ seems able to alter the conditions that prevail in the 
world. Williams' conclusion, based upon the observations 
that underlie his plays, is that the human condition neces­
sitates suffering the pains of hell.
Williams might well have summarized his feelings in 
this way;
I look into the world of men, and see a sight that 
fills me with unspeakable distress. . . .  I look 
into this busy, living world, and see no reflection 
of its creator. To consider . . . the defeat of 
good, the prevalence and intensity of sin, the 
dreary, hopeless irréligion . . . all this is a vision 
to dizzy and appall, and inflicts upon the mind the 
sense of profound mystery which is absolutely beyond 
human solution. . . . And so I argue . . . "If there 
be a God . . . the human race is implicated in some 
terrible, aboriginal calamity."
The sentiments are orthodox; Colin Wilson quotes the passage 
from John Henry Newmam's Apologia. A key phrase is "if there 
be a God." Newman obviously believes that there is a God and 
that his observations of the world support the idea of origi­
nal sin. Williams, however, would have considered an alter­
native that Newman would have been reluctant to admit.
It is wise to recall at this point that one of the 
Outsider's principal motives, perhaps the principal motive, 
is to find something— eui idea, a way of life, a philosophy—  
that will render the world consistent and allow the Outsider
^John Henry Newmem, quoted in Colin Wilson, The Out­
sider (New %ork: Dell, 1956), p. 242.
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himself to act in accordance with the principles that direct 
the universe. The Outsider would wish that he might find 
the universe to be basically positive; in religious terms, 
that would mecUi that the universe was ruled by a benevolent 
God. However, the Outsider's characteristic dual vision 
leads him to view reality as both more positive and more 
negative than the noirmal man takes it to be. Accordingly, 
it is reasonable that the universe might be based upon a 
negative, malevolent principle and still be consistent. The 
religious counterpart would then be a belief in a God Who is 
evil and Who imprints His character upon His creation. Even 
Pascal hints at such a possibility when he says, "The knowl­
edge of God is very far from the love of H i m . T h a t  state­
ment might well serve as an epigraph to Suddenly Last Summer. 
In that play, as well as in Sweet Bird of Youth, Williams ex­
plores the idea that the dominating principle of reality is 
evil. In both plays Williams focuses on actions that are 
symbolic of the crucifixion. What emerges in Suddenly Last 
Summer is one of the most daring re-interpretations of Chris­
tian myth in all of literature. The major character in the 
play is the absent Sebastian Venable. In a sense, Sebastian 
Venable is the most heroic character in the work of Tennes­
see Williams, a fact that has led many critics to view the 
character as a personal and defensive self-portrait. But, 
if Sebastian is heroic, it is in much the sense that Milton's
4
Blaise Pascal, Pensées, trans. by William Finlayson 
Trotter (New York: Washington Square Press, 1365), p. 85.
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Satan is heroic in his attempt to affirm evil, or that the 
Marquis de Sade is heroic in his attempt to face the reality 
of evil and to reason out all the possible conclusions of 
that evil. Williams' play dramatizes a sort of negative de- 
istic view of the universe, of God, and of Christ; for Sebas­
tian Venable, the sensualist poel; is Christ. He is the most 
appalling Christ in the Williams Ccinnon, perhaps in all of 
literature.
Suddenly Last Summer is unique in that its major char­
acter is never shown; still, he dominates the lives of the 
characters and motivates the action of the play. The play, 
which takes place in 19 35, is set in Sebastian's home in the 
New Orleans Garden District, in a garden that Sebastian has 
designed.^ The first half of the play is constructed so as 
to focus on Sebastian's experience in the Galapagos islands. 
The second half of the play is given over to the relation of 
the circumstance surrounding Sebastian's death. Ostensibly, 
the play treats of the fate of Catherine Holly, Sebastian's 
cousin, but at the end of the play we are not told specifi­
cally what her fate is to be. The play, however, sets up a 
series of patterns that lead to certain expectations. Thus, 
we can know Catherine's fate even though that fate is not 
designated in the play.
The first half of the play is given over to a conver-
Tennessee Williams, Suddenly Last Summer (New York: 
Signet Books, 1958), p. 13. Future references to this edi­
tion will be included within parentheses in the text.
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sation between Sebastian's mother, Violet Venable, and Dr. 
Cukrowicz, a young brain surgeon from Lion's View, a state 
mental institution. The young doctor has been conducting ex­
periments in lobotomy. Mrs. Venable explains to the doctor 
that her life has been devoted to her son, to helping him 
with his two dominant pursuits. Each year, after a prepara­
tion of nine months, "the length of a pregnancy," Sebastian 
had composed a "poem of summer." Sebastian's other pursuit 
was the quest for God. The quest had ended some years ago 
when Sebastian witnessed His presence on a beach in the South 
Seas. We learn that there is a mystery surrounding the death 
of Sebastian, last summer, in Cabeza de Lobo. We learn that 
Catherine Holly, a witness to Sebastian's death, is being 
brought from an asylum to confront Mrs. Venable with her 
story. Mrs. Venable already knows part of the story, and we 
learn that she is attempting to bribe Dr. Cuckrowicz to per­
form a lobotomy on Catherine. She hopes that the operation 
will remove the story from Catherine's memory; lacking that, 
she hopes that the operation will render Catherine untrust­
worthy as a witness to the facts surrounding Sebastian's 
death. Catherine's mother and brother arrive. They too 
hope to keep Catherine from telling her story. They are 
beneficiaries of Sebastian's will, but Mrs. Venable has had 
the will placed in probate. When Catherine arrives, she is 
given a truth drug, and the story of Sebastian's death un­
folds. We are told that Sebastian was a homosexual, that he
had used Catherine, as he had used his mother before'c a stroke
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rendered her ineffective, to lure people to him. His mother 
had been his entree to the beautiful and the elite. Cath­
erine, not so socially accomplished, was useful only to at­
tract the poor young boys in Cabeza de Lobo. On the last 
day of his life, a group of those boys and others had col­
lected outside the cafe where Sebastian and Catherine were 
sitting. After a complaint from Sebastian, the children were 
driven away by waiters carrying sticks, but when Sebastian 
left the cafe the boys returned. Sebastian, nervous and 
afraid, began to run up the hill. He was pursued by the boys 
who were like "black plucked little birds." Halfway up the 
hill they overtook him, emd there they attacked him. Later, 
when Catherine reached the scene with help, she discovered 
Sebastian's body. He was naked, and parts of his body had 
been cut away. The children had eaten parts of him. Earlier 
Catherine had said that her account is "a hideous story but 
it's a true story of our time and the world we live in • . ." 
(p. 46). Dr. Cuckrowicz ends the play when he says "I think 
we ought at least to consider the possibility that the girl's 
story could be true...." (p. 93).
This was not Williams' first treatment of cannibalism. 
In 194 8 , in a collection called One Arm and Other Stories, 
Williams had published "Desire and the Black Masseur." The 
story was mentioned earlier in connection with the Baron de 
Charlus in Camino Real. The protagonist of the story is An­
thony Burns, a latent masochist who delights in things that 
"swallow him up." For example, he freguenbs movie houses
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where he finds that "the darkness absorbed him gently so 
that he was like a particle of food dissolving in a big hot 
m o u t h . A n t h o n y  Burns is an incomplete character who must 
have a means of compensation. His compensation "is found in 
the principle of atonement, the surrender of self to violent 
treatment by others with the idea of thereby clearing one's 
self of his guilt" (p. 35). At the age of about thirty (tra­
ditionally the age of Jesus at the time of his death), suf­
fering from a vague ache, he goes to a Turkish bath where he 
meets a race of gods in the Negro masseurs. One masseur 
recognizes something in his patron and is willing to help 
him to atone. The affair progresses to an expectable if un­
natural end. Toward the end of the Lenten season, Anthony 
Burns and the black masseur take a room across the street 
from a church where
each afternoon the fiery poem of death on the cross 
was repeated. The preacher was not fully conscious 
of what he wanted nor were the listeners, groaning 
and writhing before him. All of them were involved 
in a massive atonement. . . . Suffer, suffer, suffer: 
the preacher shouted. Our Lord was nailed on a cross 
for the sins of the world: They led him above the
town to the place of the skull, they moistened his 
lips with vinegar on a sponge, they drove five nails 
through his body, and He was The Rose of the World 
as He bled on the cross.
The congregation could not remain in the building 
but tumbled out on the street in a crazed procession 
with clothes torn open.
The sins of the world are all forgiven: they 
shouted. (p. 92)
Tennessee Williams, "Desire Eind the Black Masseur," 
in One Arm and Other Stories (New York: New Directions,
1967) , p. 83. Future references to this work will be in­
cluded within parentheses in the text.
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While this is going on, and while a house nearby is being 
consumed in "the purity of the flame^" Burns and the Negro 
come tc a wordless understanding: "The giant began to de­
vour the body of Burns. It took him twenty-four hours to 
eat the splintered bones clean" (pp. 92-9 3). It is apparent 
that the passion celebrated in the church and the passion in 
Burns' upper room are complementary. The deaths of both Se­
bastian Venable and Anthony B u m s  emerge as complex parodies 
of both the crucifixion and the last supper. However, our 
response to the two characters differs greatly. Sebastian 
elicits much more than pity.
In Suddenly Last Summer, Williams does not use his 
favored device of setting the play during the passion week: 
nonetheless, Sebastian Venable is a consciously intended 
Christ figure. Mrs. Venable boasts of her son's chastity 
and at least in terms of heterosexual sex, there is no rea­
son to doubt her. Additionally, Sebastian always dresses in 
white, and he meets his death on a hill in the city of Ca­
beza de Lobo, which translated means skull of the wolf, a 
near approximation of Golgotha, place of the skull. The 
play was originally titled Cabeza de Lobo, a device that 
would have focused attention more directly on the name of 
the city and its symbolic meaning.^
As usual, ncimes are very significant in Williams' 
play, and it is the choice of the saints' names that helps
^Don Keith, "Phoenix Rising From a Stoned Age?" After
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us to understand the roles of Sebastian Venable and Catherine 
Holly. St. Sebastian was a Roman centurion of the first 
century who was killed by torture for his beliefs. It is of 
interest that St. Sebastian is said to have been beloved by 
the emperor Diocletian, who ordered Sebastian shot with ar­
rows by his fellow soldiers when the saint refused to recant 
his beliefs and to acknowledge the emperor as divine. There 
is much to indicate that Willieuns takes his conception of 
Sebastian, at least in part, from Claude Debussy's Le Martyre 
de Saint Sébastien, a sort of an oratorio called a "mystery 
in five acts," based upon the treatment of the saint's legend
p
by Gabriele d'Annunzio. Oddly, the music is scored so that 
the part of Sebastian is sung by a woman. Much is made of 
the love between Sebastian and the emperor. The musical 
piece emphasizes, as does Williams' play, the erotic over­
tones of the death of Sebastian. The symbol of the rose ap­
pears in both works, but the rose is so much a part of Wil­
liams' symbolism that there is no reason to suppose that he 
takes the image directly from Debussy.
Both Williams' Sebastian and the historical saint die 
in the service of God, the God whose face Sebastian had seen 
In the Encantadas. To that God must be attributed the mar­
tyrdom of the historical Saint Catherine and the implied 
martyrdom of Catherine Holly. Mrs. Venable's account of the
^Gabriele d'Annunzio, Le Martyre De Saint Sébastien, 
Musique de Claude Debussy (Paris: Duran3~& Cie, Editeurs,
1911-1914).
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Encantadas experience dominates the first half of the play. 
Her account is very consciously balanced against Catherine's 
account of Sebastian's death to which the last half of the 
play is given over. The dominant color associated with the 
Encantadas experience is black. The later vision is seen in 
terms of white.
Sebastian had been prompted to go to the Encantadas 
by Melville's account of the islands. Charles Darwin is not 
mentioned in the play; still, Sebastian's experience invites 
that we recall the concept of "nature, red in tooth and claw" 
that was the heritage left by the great biologist, largely on 
the basis of his observation of phenomena in the Galapagos 
Islands. Once there, Sebastian sees something Melville had 
not seen:
Once a year the female of the sea-turtle crawls up 
out of the equatorial sea onto the blazing sand-beach 
of a volcanic island to dig a pit in the Scuid and de­
posit her eggs there. It's a long and dreadful thing, 
the depositing of the eggs in the sand-pits, and when 
it's finished the exhausted female turtle crawls back 
to the sea half-dead. She never sees her offspring, 
but we did. Sebastian knew exactly when the sea- 
turtle eggs would be hatched out and we returned in 
time for it. . . . Terrible Encantadas, those heaps 
of extinct volcanos, in time to witness the hatching 
of the sea-turtles and their desperate flight to the 
seal . . . — The narrow beach, the color of caviar, 
was all in motionI But the sky was in motion, too.
. . . — Full of flesh-eating birds and the noise of 
the birds, the horrible savage cries of the— . . . .
Over the narrow black beach of the Encantadas as the 
just hatched sea-turtles scrambled out of the sand­
pits and started their race to the sea. . . .  To es­
cape the flesh-eating birds that made the sJcy almost 
as black as the beachI . . . And the sand all alive, 
all alive, as the hatched sea-turtles made their dash 
for the sea, while the birds hovered and swooped to 
attach and hovered and— swooped to attack1 They 
were diving down on the hatched sea-turtles, turning
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them over to expose their soft undersides, tearing 
the undersides open cind rending and eating their 
flesh. (pp. 15-17)
At the insistence of Dr. Cuckrowicz, Mrs. Venable explains
her son's interpretation of the experience:
Yes, well, now, I cam tell you without any hesita­
tion that my son was looking for God, I mean for a 
clear image of him. He spent the whole blazing equa­
torial day in the crow's-nest of the schooner watch­
ing this thing on the beach till it was too dark to 
see it, and when he came down the rigging he said "Well, 
now I've seen Himl" and he meant God. (p. 19)
Having seen God, Sebastian begins to serve him, and 
there is, in that service, a kind of religious heroism. In 
his own unique way Sebastian follows the directive that is 
implicit in St. Augustine's observation that "the perfection
Q
of religion is to imitate whom you adore." The sequence of 
past action is not explicit, but it may be assumed that Se­
bastian constructed the garden that is the setting of the 
play after the experience in the islands. It is a discussion 
of the garden that first reminds Mrs. Venable of the sea 
birds and turtles. The garden that Sebastian has fashioned 
is an icon, a sort of pictorial representation of the God who 
had revealed Himself in the islands. Like the set of Camino 
Real, the garden is intended as emblematic not only of the 
world of the play, but of the world at large:
The set may be as unrealistic as the decor of a dra­
matic ballet. It represents part of a mansion oT 
Victorian Gothic style in the Garden District of New 
Orleans. . . . The interior is blendecTwith a fan­
tastic garden which is more Tike a tropical "Jungle,
Q
Leo J. Trese, Many Are One (Notre Dcune, Indiana: 
Fides Publishers Association, 1352), p. 85.
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or forest, in the prehistoric age of giant fern-
forests when living creatures had TTippers turning
to limbs and scales to skin, the colors or tnis
Tungle-garden are violent, especially since it is
steaming with heat afterrain. There are massive
tree-flowers thatsuggest organs of a body, torn
out, still glistening with undrieHnaTood; there are
harsh~cries and sibilant hissings and thrashing
sound in the garden as i£~T t  were inhabited by
beasts, serpents and birds, all of savage nature....(p. 9)
The garden is a mirror image of the God who showed himself
on the black beach of the Galapogos islands. The nature of
the garden suggests too that man's evolution, far from being
complete, has reached only a very primitive level.
Dr. Cuckrowicz suggests that perhaps we should inter­
pret the experience in the islands to mean that "we must 
rise above God." Mrs. Venable, however, finds a different 
meaning in the experience, one neither so unorthodox nor so 
terrible as Sebastian's: "He meant that God shows a savage
face to people and shouts some fierce things at them, it's 
all we see or hear of Him, now?— Nobody seems to know why...."
(p. 2 0 ) .
Mrs. Venable's interpreting her son's experience sug­
gests that she too has a symbolic dimension. She may be in­
tended as symbolic of the Mother Church. She is named Violet 
and she dresses in lavender; violet is a liturgical color. 
Additionally, Mrs. Veneible declares that the remainder of 
her life will be dedicated to the memory of her son. On at 
least one occasion, she insists that her son is immortal:
"Well, here is my son's work. Doctor, here's his 
life going on1" (She lifts a thin, gilt-edged vol­
ume from the patio~~tible as I~f elevating the Host 
ôênore txie ax tar. Its ^ol^ lea^ . an., ^etterrn^ catch
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the afternoon sun. It says Poem of Suirani Her 
face suddenly' has a different look, the i 'Jc of a 
visionary, an exalted religieuse. At the same 
instant a bird sings clearly and purely in the
fardenand the old lady seems to be almost young5 F â ~m55îiht7T  " l p . " W -------------------- -----
Mrs. Venable's devotion to her son requires that she deny 
and attempt to disprove the facts of Sebastian's death. The 
only character who knows the facts is Catherine Holly.
Catherine knows more about her cousin than his mother 
does. She knows that in the service of the terrible God he 
acknowledges he had come to prey upon the young boys on the 
beach in Cabeza de Lobo. She had come to recognize that 
Sebastiam was intent upon "completing— a sort of:— image1—  
he had of himself as a sort of:— sacrifice to a: — terrible 
sort of a— " The doctor completes the sentence, "God?"
"Yes," she answers, "a cruel one. Doctor:" (p. 64).
Catherine has perceived both Sebastian's chief motive 
and the effect it has had on his behavior; "He— accepted:—  
all :— as— how:— things :— are :— And thought nobody had auiy 
right to complain or int' rfere in any way whatsoever, and 
even though he knew what was awful was awful, that what was 
wrong, was wrong, and my Cousin Sebastian was certainly never 
sure that anything was wrong:— He thought it unfitting to 
ever take euiy action about anything whatsoever:— except to go 
on doing as something in him directed...." (pp. 88-89). Se­
bastian's vision of God has given the lie to the message of 
the Gospels; accordingly, he adopts a philosophy in direct 
opposition to the ethics of love and concern that was taught
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by Christ.
Catherine Holly, on the other hand, practices what is, 
relatively speaking, a more moral ethic. She responds to 
every act of kindness with affection. It is this tendency 
on her part that leads to her seduction by a married man on 
the night of a Mardi Gras ball. Catherine describes the 
scene at Dueling Oaks where the seduction takes place: "...we
walked through the wet grass to the great misty oaks as if 
somebody was calling us for help there!" (p. 65). Catherine 
followed the man back to the ball emd created a scene. The 
aftermath brings two results. From this point, Catherine's 
life takes on a dream-like quality. She begins to write her 
diary in the third person. Shortly thereafter Sebastian in­
vites her to go abroad with him. True to her nature Catherine 
responds to the kindness. She tells the doctor that Sebas­
tian had "liked me and so I loved him" (p. 63).
Catherine's affectionate nature is not the only quali­
ty that directs our sympathy to her. With the exception of the 
doctor, about whom we know little, Catherine is the only char­
acter with whom it is possible to sympathize. She tells us 
at one point, "The truth's the one thing I have never re­
sisted!" (p. 6 8 ). On another occasion the doctor asks if 
she hates Mrs. Venable. Her reply is calculated to win our 
approval: "Didn't you ask me that, once? And didn't I say
that I didn't understand hate. A ship struck an iceberg at 
sea— everyone sinking—  . . . But that's no reason for every­
one drowning for hating everyone drowning! Is it. Doctor?"
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(p. 63). Catherine's idea of hatred is simple : "How can
you hate anybody and still be sane?" (p. 62).
Catherine's affectionate response to others does not
change. Sebastian's indifference, however, crumbled shortly
before his death. As he and Catherine sat at the seaside
restaurant he had become increasingly distraught:
There were naked children along the beach, a band of
frightfully thin and dark naiked children that looked
like a flock of plucked birds, and they would come 
darting up to the barbed wire fence as if blown there 
by the wind, the hot white wind from the sea, all 
crying out, "Pan, pan, panl . . . "  The word for 
bread. . . . (p. 8 % 1
Sebastian sends the waiters to chase away the children who 
have been joined now by several of the older boys whom Se­
bastian recognizes. When Catherine and Sebastian leave the 
restaurant, the boys flock around them. Sebastian refuses to 
go down hill to the waterfront where Catherin^ assures him 
they will find a taxi. He refuses to re-enter the restaurant 
because of what the boys have called out to the waiters. In­
stead, Sebastian chooses to run up the hill emd the children 
pursue him. Catherine hears Sebastian scream and runs to 
find help:
When we got back to where ray Cousin Sebastian had 
disappeared in the flock of featherless little black 
sparrows, he— he was lying naked as they had been 
naked against a white wall, and this you won't be­
lieve, nobody could believe it, nobody, nobody on 
earth could possibly believe it, emd I don't blame 
them!— They had devoured parts of him. . . . Torn or 
cut parts of him away with their hands or knives or 
maybe those jagged tin cans they made music with, 
they had torn bits of him away emd stuffed them into 
those gobbling fierce little ençty black mouths of 
theirs. There wasn't a sound any more, there was 
nothing to see but Sebastian,- what was left of him.
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that looked like a big white-paper-wrapped bunch of 
rod roses had been torn, thrown, crushedÎ— against 
that blazing white wall..71 (p. 921
The play ends immediately and enigmatically when the doctor
says, "I think we ought at least to consider the possibility
that the girl's story could be true...." (p. 93).
There is no question in the mind of the audience that 
the story is true. Williams has carefully balanced the En­
cantadas scene and the Cabeza de Lobo scene; even the bird 
images of the last scene recall the former. We grasp immedi­
ately that Sebastian's death, too, furnishes us with an "image 
of God." The play itself seems to function, much as Sebas­
tian's garden does, as an image of God, an icon. The Encan­
tadas experience postulates a theoretical vision of God. The 
death of Sebastian Venable confirms that vision. There can 
be little doubt that, for the moment, Tennessee Willieims 
shares Sebastian's view of God. Thus, tnere can be little 
doubt as to the general meaning of the play.
The play stands as a judgment that God himself is 
cruel. He devours his servants. While Sebastian's experi­
ence in the islands leads him to follow a philosophy of in­
difference that is ethically immoral, his way is intellec­
tually valid. Sebastian, Outsider that he is, has sought 
out a principle that does render the universe consistent, 
though the universe is shown to be consistently evil and in­
human. Sebastian is heroic in his effort to live in harmony
with the principle that motivates creation and which Sebas-
The construction of the jungle gar-
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den emerges as a rather elaborate act of worship. In fact, 
Sebastian takes on all of the attributes of the God that he 
has seen in the carnage on the beach.
A wicked God inplies a wicked son. For this reason 
Williams casts Sebastian as the Christ. Sebastian is the 
cruel God made flesh. Williams does not intend that we sym­
pathize with Sebastian, as memy critics have suggested. In­
deed, Williams has so presented Catherine Holly that we must 
see that she represents the opposite of Sebastian, and it is 
to her that our sympathy is repeatedly directed. Our feeling 
toward Sebastian is carefully conditioned and intensely com­
plex. As Christ, he demands our sympathy, but the Christ 
that he represents is not the Christ to which we are accus­
tomed, for the God that he incarnates is not the God which 
we find in theology. The God of Suddenly Last Summer is the 
negatively deistic concept of God that we are shown repeated­
ly in the work of the Marquis de Sade. De Sade, in fine 
eighteenth-century fashion, looks to Nature for an image of 
the Divinity. He finds no god, but in Nature herself, he 
finds evidence of certain motives. He raises Nature to the 
level of God and characterizes Her, here in the words of one
of his sensual’ sages. Monsieur Dolmance, in this way:
AhI Believe me, Eugénie, believe me. Nature mother 
to us all, never speaks to us save of ourselves; 
nothing has more of the egotistic than her voice, 
and what we recognize most clearly to be therein is 
the immutable emd sacred counsel she gives us: pre­
fer thyself, love thyself, no matter at whose ex­
pense. But the others, they say to you, may avenge 
themselves... Let them! the mightier will vanquish; 
he will be right. Very well,- there it is,- the prim-
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itive state of perpetual strife and destruction for 
which Nature's hand created us, and within which alone 
it is of advauitage to her that we remain. . . .  I add 
thereunto that cruelty, very far from being a vice, 
is the primary sentiment Nature injects in us all. . . . 
Cruelty is natural.
De Sade's heroes more often than not, and Williams' Sebastian 
Venable, take Nature's way as their own. That way leads Se­
bastian to be killed and eaten by the very boys upon whom he 
had preyed. The symbolic dimension of the play directs that 
we see Sebastian's death as a symbolic rendering of the or­
thodox Christian mass. We are requested to see the mass most 
unsympathetically as a communion of cannibals. Still, Se­
bastian as a Christ figure recalls the real Christ. The name
Sebastian recalls the name of the saint. Significantly, the
historical Christ and the historical saint suffer fates like 
Sebastian Venable's. Vice and virtue are met equally with
horrible destruction. The play concludes that if God is to
be inferred from nature and the actions of men, the implica­
tion is that God is evil. It is no wonder that the play was 
greeted with such an outcry as it provoked.
Most of the criticism of the play is characterized by 
both horror and respect. Brooks Atkinson's comments are rep­
resentative. After granting that "Mr. Williams is solely 
concerned with putting into moving words the hopeless things 
he believes," Atkinson praises the play as a "triumphant
Donatien-Aldonse-Frangois, Marquis de Sade, The 
Bedroom Philosophers, translated by Pieralessandro Casavini 
(Paris : The Olympia Press, date of publication unknown),
p . 86.
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piece of dramatic literature." He adds, "Believing in the 
validity of what he is saying, Mr. Williams has made art out 
of malignance and maleficence, like Remy de Gourmont or 
Baudelaire.
When the play was filmed in 1958, many people were 
surprised that the Catholic Legion of Decency did not con­
demn the movie. In the debate that ensued in the press, a 
spokesman from the Legion explained "that it is not, and 
never has been, the purpose of the Legion to forbid genuine 
and sincere artists from raising questions that relate to 
man's relationship to the world and to God. Perhaps more
thcin any other writer in the theater today . . . Tennessee
12Williams is dealing with these fundamental issues."
Clear in terms of itself. Suddenly Last Summer has 
much to contribute to the discussion with which the present 
study is concerned. The play makes a rather radical depar­
ture from Williams' previous treatments of Christ. One 
might even call the play sacrilegious. The play attests to 
the truth of a remark by the French anthropologist Georges 
Bataille: "The humein spirit is prey to the most astounding
impulses. Man goes constantly in fear of himself. His 
erotic urges terrify him. The saint turns from the voluptu­
ary in alarm; she does not know that his unacknowledgeable
Brooks Atkinson, quoted in Francis Donahue, The 
Dramatic World of Tennessee Williams (New York: Frederick
Ungar, r96 4) , p. 108.
12Donahue, p. 109.
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passions and her own are really one.
The daring equation of Christ with the villainous sen­
sualist Sebastian Venable indicates that, for the moment at 
least, Williams had dispensed with the theological content 
of Christianity. The Christian view of God, unrealistic as 
Williams took it to be, could no longer be accepted. Still, 
however, in the character of Catherine Holly, Williams advo­
cated the emotional content of Christianity as well as the 
ethical system that had been taught by Christ. Furthermore, 
the play itself indicates that while Williams had lost faith 
in the theological Christ, the image of Christ was still a 
useful cuid engaging one embodying the fate of intense suffer­
ing that Williams holds to be definitive of the human con­
dition. The Christ in Suddenly Last Summer is both the vic­
tim and the victimizer. He is both the servcuit of the God, 
and the sacrifice to the God. The two images of Christ that 
are combined in the character of Sebastian Venable are sepa­
rated into two characters in the play that followed. In 
Sweet Bird of Youth, the demonic and villainous Christ is 
dramatized in Boss Finley. The victimized Christ is shown 
in the young Chance Wayne. Sweet Bird of Youth lacks the 
concentrated horror of Suddenly Last Summer, but to some de­
gree, the world views presented in the two plays are the same.
Sweet Bird of Youth is primarily the story of Chance 
Wayne, a young man of considerable promise who left his home
^^Georges Bataille, Death and Sensuality (New York: 
Ballantine, 1962), p. 1.
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town of St. Cloud some years before with the rather hack­
neyed dreaun of making it in show business. A failure as an 
actor. Chance Wayne discovered another vocation as a male 
prostitute. In that capacity he has attached himself to a 
has-been movie actress, the Princess Kosmonopolis, the former 
Alexandra Del Lago, who is fleeing from what she supposes to 
be the failure of her attempted comeback. The two arrive in 
St. Cloud on the evening before Easter Sunday. Little by 
little we discover that Chance is attempting to blackmail his 
companion to sign both himself and his girlfriend Heavenly 
Finley to a movie contract. In this way Chance hopes to sal­
vage both his own life and Heavenly's. Only later does 
Chance find out that on a previous visit he has given venereal 
disease to Heavenly. The disease prompted a secret operation 
in which, she says, her "youth" was cut out. Boss Finley, 
running for re-election, has lately been bothered by a mys­
terious heckler who baits him with comments about Heavenly's 
operation. Finley has threatened Chance with castration, as 
Chance later discovers. In the last act, Alexandra finds 
that her comeback, far from being a failure, promises a whole 
new career. Despite Chance's previous attempts at blackmail, 
she offers to take him with her when she leaves. Chance 
elects to remain, and in the last scene, when Boss Finley's 
promised vengeance is about to be enacted. Chance steps to 
the forestage and addresses the audience: "I don't ask for
your pity, but just your understanding— not even that— no. 
Just for your recognition of me in you, and the enemy, time.
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in us a l l . T h e  ending is as consciously enigmatic as 
that of Suddenly Last Summer.
Opening-night reviews were nearly unanimous in their 
praise. John McLain acclaimed the play as Williams' best.^^ 
No other critic was so lavish in his praise. Most of the re­
views were rather vague in their discussion of the play's 
themes. The general tendency was to treat the play as if it 
were another version of Thomas Wolfe's great dictum: "You
can't go home again." Walter Kerr observes that the play 
shows "a yearning for an 'innocence' that probably never was; 
a failure to identify, in the last analysis, the source of 
the initial corruption that continually begets itself. 
Williams' growing pessimism was readily apparent in the play, 
so much so that John Chapman was led to say : "Tennessee Wil­
liams is a greatly gifted, extraordinarily original and dirty- 
minded dramatist who has been losing hope for the humem. 
race. . .
John Gassner did not take the play to be one of Wil-
Tennessee Williams, Sweet Bird of Youth, in Three 
Plays of Tennessee Willieuns (New York: New Directions,
19ë4), p. 452. Future references to this edition will be 
included within parentheses in the text.
^^John McLain, "Williams' Best— And Maybe Best of the 
Year," New York Journal ^ericaui, 11 March 1959, rpt. in 
New York Theatre Critics' Reviews, 20 (1959), 350.
^^Walter Kerr, "First Night Report, 'Sweet Bird of 
Youth,'" New York Herald Tribune, 11 March 1959, sect. 1,
p. 16.
^^John Chapman, "Willicuns' 'Sweet Bird of Youth, ' 
Weird, Sordid, and Fascinating," Daily News, 11 March 1959, 
rpt. in New York Theatre Critics' Rsvrews, 20 (1959), 349-
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liams' best. He cited as a weakness "the split dramatic con­
struction that divided attention between the personal drama
18and 2ui attack on racist demagoguery in the South. . . . " 
However, there is much to indicate that the division that 
Gassner criticized is one aspect of the radically experimen­
tal nature of the play.
The major characters in the play are Chance, Princess, 
Boss, Heavenly, and the Heckler. In Act Two, shortly before 
Boss is to deliver a nationally televised speech, these char­
acters confront each other:
In the hot light all alone on stage is CHANCE; behind 
him, is the PRINCESS. And the HECKLER is_ a± the bar.
The entertainer plavs a feverish tango. Now, off 
left, BOSS FINLEY can be heard. . . . ^  this instant 
she [Heavenly] runs in— ^  face CHANCE.... The 
HECKLER rises. For a long instant, CHANCE a n d HEAVEN­
LY stcuid there ; he on the steps leading to the Palm 
Garden and gallery; she in the cocktail lounge.
They simply look at each other... the HECKLER between 
them. Then the BOSS comes in and seizes her by the 
arm.... And then he is facing the HECKLER and CHANCE 
both.... For a split second he faces them, half lifts 
his cane to strike at them, but doesn't strike... 
then pulls HEAVENLY back off left stage... where the 
photographing and interviews proceed during what fol­
lows . CHANCE has seen that HEAVENLY ia going to go 
on the platform with her father.... He stands there 
stunned.... (p. 427)
Chcince and Heavenly are the love interests in the play.
Chance and Boss are protagonist and antagonist respectively.
And yet these people confront each other only once, in this
scene, and they do so without speaking. A working script of
the play does include a phone conversation between Chance and
I Q
John Gassner, "Broadway in Review," Educational 
Theatre Journal, May 1959, p. 123.
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19Heavenly, but the printed version eradicates even this 
meager contact. Williams obviously intends a radical separa­
tion of the forces that do battle in the play, a tactic which 
gives the play's conflict a curiously abstracted quality. 
Something more is necessary than sm understanding of the 
roles of Boss and Chauice. A complete understcinding of the 
play requires that one see the relationship of Boss and 
Chance to another force, a common enemy that the play identi­
fies as time.
One must first understand the role of Boss Finley, 
for he is something more than the American archetypal, grass­
roots politician. No critic seems to have recognized that 
the play suggests an equation between Boss Finley and Hitler. 
Like Hitler, Boss Finley claims divine ordination for his 
mission, the maintenance of racial purity. He gains much of 
his support from an organization called Youth for Finley, a 
thinly disguised version of the Hitler Youth Corps.
Finley is more than a political demagogue; he is po­
tentially a Fascist dictator of the worst sort. He repre­
sents those forces that were symbolized by Jabe Torrance in 
Battle of Angels and Orpheus Descending, but Boss Finley is 
more active. He is a public figure of great importance.
Hence the evil that he represents is of a more virulent 
strain than that represented by Jabe. Boss Finley is intent 
on extending his sphere of influence; his aspirations are to
T_9Tennessee Williams, Sweet Bird of Youth, Esquire,
April 1959, p. 130.
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national office. He is the evangel of a positive evil, and 
he is all the more evil because he has cast himself in the 
role of the militant Christ.
The voice of God speech that is mentioned numerous
times furnishes the apocalyptic climax to the second act of
the play: he delivers his speech from the television screen
that occupies the whole back wall of the stage :
Thank you, my friends, neighbors, kinfolk, fellow 
Americans.... I have told you before, but I will 
tell you again. I got a mission that I hold sacred 
to perform in the Southlauid.... When I was fifteen I 
came down barefooted out of the red clay hills....
Why? Because the Voice of God called me to execute 
this mission. . . . And what is this mission? I have 
told you before but I will tell you again. To shield 
from pollution a blood that I think is not only sa­
cred to me, but sacred to Him. . . .
The Heckler interrupts to question the purity of Boss's
daughter:
Will you repeat that question. Have that man step 
forward. I will answer his question. Where is he?
Have that man step forward, I will answer his ques­
tion.... Last Friday... Last Friday, Good Friday. I 
said last Friday, Good Friday... Quiet, may I have 
your attention please.... Last Friday Good Friday,
I seen a horrible thing on the campus of our great 
State University, which I built for the State. A 
hideous straw-stuffed effigy of myself, Tom Finley, 
was hung emd set fire to in the main quadrangle of 
the college. This outrage was inspired... inspired 
by the Northern radical press. However, that was 
Good Friday. Today is Easter. I saw that was Good
Friday. Today is Easter Sunday and I am in St.
Cloud. (pp. 434-36)
The act ends with the Heckler being beaten senseless on the
forestage and "at the height of the beating, there are bursts
of great applause" from the political rally. The action is
another instance of the perpetual crucifixion of Christ by
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those who suffer from Wilhelm Reich's Emotional Plague. Boss 
Finley epitomizes Fascism, the political philosophy which is 
the outgrowth of the Emotional Plague. He characteristically 
strikes out against Truth in the person of the Heckler and 
love and sexuality in the person of Chance Wayne. Boss Fin­
ley epitomizes repression and authoritarian paternalism. He 
personifies the corruption that the play identifies with age.
The "youth" in the title of the play is not literal 
youth. It is rather a psychological and philosophical ideal. 
Chance Wayne, who best represents that ideal, does not do so 
by living it but by subscribing to it. He is a man who is 
losing his youth in the literal sense and who comes to see 
that he has, without knowing it, surrendered most of the 
ideal that is designated by the word youth. Lacking youth 
in both senses. Chance's situation is extreme; his alterna­
tives are limited. At the end of Act One as Chance is leav­
ing the hotel suite. Princess asks where he will be. Chance 
replies, "With my girl, or nowhere" (p. 382). Chance's whole 
life has brought him to the point at which his choice is quite 
literally between life and death.
Chance and Alexandra are complementary in many ways. 
Both are Outsiders, and it is their similarity that makes 
them accessible to one another. Princess says that they are 
both monsters, but she can recognize the virtue that remains 
in Chance, though there is little of the virtue of youth 
left to him by the time the play begins. In the conversa­
tions between them. Chance's life story unfolds.
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Chance had been born -twenty-nine years before in St. 
Cloud. Born with what he calls "some kind of qucintity *X' in 
my blood, a wish or a need to be different," he finds the 
life of his peers unsatisfactory. While they were still in 
school. Chance "sang in the chorus of the biggest show in 
New York, in 'Oklahoma.'" Concurrently, he practices his 
other vocation, which he says was "maybe the only one I was 
truly meant for, lovemaking..." While Chance's sexual ex­
periences were satisfactory for his partners, he was never 
satisfied himself: "But always just at the point when I
might get something back that would solve my own need, which 
was great, to rise to their level, the memory of my girl would 
pull me back home to her . . ." (pp. 375-76).
When Chance entered the Korean War, he was forced to 
confront his own death. He was haunted by the idea that he 
would die "blacked out like some arithmetic problem washed 
off a blackboard by a wet sponge, just by some little acci­
dent like a bullet, not even aimed at you but just shot off 
in space, so I cracked up, my nerves did . . . that was when 
Heavenly became more important to me than anything else...." 
(p. 377) . Chance invested Heavenly with something like re­
ligious value. She became the supreme value in his life.
His life, since that time, had consisted of his ventures into 
the world outside St. Cloud, his disappointments, and his 
returns. "Yes, after each disappointment, each failure at 
something. I'd come back to her like going to a hospital...." 
(p. 379). Chance's inability to marry Heavenly was one of
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his first great disappointments ; there were meuiy others. He 
has returned to St. Cloud tired êuid disillusioned, accustomed 
to threats and to treachery. He tells Princess, "I've been 
conned and tricked too often to put much faith in anything 
that could still be phony" (p. 367). The admission comes at 
a time when Chance is taping a conversation that incriminates 
the princess in drug smuggling. He hopes to use the record­
ing to force her to honor a contract that she has signed him 
to.
Despite the circumstances, Princess recognizes the 
vestiges of the Chaince Wayne who was. She speaks one of the 
many lines in the play that serve to identify the concept of 
youth that is central to the play. She says, "Chance, come 
back to your youth. Put off this false, ugly hardness . . . "  
(p. 368). Alexandra recognizes that Chance has been hard­
ened, aged, as she has been by confrontations with the world. 
She acknowledges that she has become something unnatural, 
that she and Chance are monsters.
The two strike a bargain. Alexandra will help Chance 
in return for his services as a paid lover who will offer her 
the "only dependable distraction" from the uncomfortable 
process of remembering. To the credit of them both, they are 
ashamed of the contract, but they are drawn together by their 
mutual enmity toward time. They both agree that "Time does 
it. Hardens people. Time and the world that you've lived 
in" (p. 381).
Cassner is probably right
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"the attempted focusing of sympathy on two self-confessed 
'monsters,' the actress and the g i g o l o . W i l l i a m s '  pro­
tagonists are unsavory, and the playwright probably expects 
too much when he asks that we look at Princess and vhanee 
and be able to see the virtue in their past and grasp that 
the erosion of that virtue is the outcome of their battles 
with a world less good than themselves. There are several 
lines that indicate that such is Willicums' intent, but somehow 
these lines seem to lack sufficient power. For example, in 
Act Two, Boss and his sister Aunt Nonnie talk about Chance 
Wayne. Nonnie speaks of him in much the same way that Stella 
had spoken of Blanche: "I remember when Chance was the fin­
est, nicest, sweetest boy in St. Cloud, and he stayed that 
way till you, till you— " (p. 391). Later, when Nonnie goes 
to warn Chemce of Boss's plan. Chance reiterates his alter­
natives: "I go back to Heavenly, or I don't. I live or die.
There's nothing in between for me." Nonnie tells him, "What 
you want to go back to is your clean, unashamed youth. And 
you can't" (p. 411).
The remainder of the play is given over to Chance's 
discovery of exactly how far he has departed from his youth; 
that discovery is largely a matter of his realizing how lit­
tle youth has to do with numerical age. Chance discovers the 
moral value that the play attributes to the terms youth and 
age. Chcince determines what youth is by coming to understand
^^Gassner, "Broadway in Review," p. 12 3.
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what age represents, and the degree to which he himself has 
aged.
Age is marked by envy. In Act One, Chance had told 
Alexandra:
Princess, the great difference between people in 
this world is not between the rich and the poor or 
the good and the evil, the biggest of all differ­
ences in this world is between the ones that had or 
have pleasure in love and those that haven't and 
hadn't any pleasure in love, but just watched it with 
envy, sick envy. The spectators and the perform­
ers. (p. 378)
When Chance is asked for an opinion about the emasculation 
of a young Negro by the supporters of Boss Finley, he desig­
nates the motive for the action as sex-envy; "Sex-envy is 
what it is, and the revenge for sex-envy which is a widespread 
disease that I have run into personally too often for me to 
doubt its existence or any manifestation" (p. 418). In lines 
that were cut from the working script. Chance carries this 
discussion further; "On a large scale, old men makin' war 
because they're retired from love-makin''. On a lesser scale, 
they'll catch a young Negro. . . . Old men, young men, middle- 
aged men, êuiy men Ccin have this sex-hatred in them— believe 
me. I've met with it often— if for some reason hate-makin' is 
easier for them than love-makin'. . . .  Now this may sound 
like an oversimplification. . . . But truth is simple like 
this:"21
Moments later Chance is joined by Princess. The en-
21.Tennessee Williams, Sweet Bird of Youth, Esquire, 
p. 140.
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counter earlier in the morning has worked a change in the
aging actress. She has regained some of the responsiveness
and sympathy that the play associates with youth:
Chance, when I saw you driving under the window with 
your head held high, with that terrible stiffnecked 
pride of the defeated which I know so well; I knew 
that your comeback had been a failure like mine. And 
I felt something in my heart for you. That's a 
miracle. Chance. That's the wonderful thing that hap­
pened to me. I felt something for someone besides 
myself. That means my heart's still alive, at least 
some part of it is, not all of my heart is dead yet.
Part's alive still.... Chance, please listen to me.
I'm ashamed of this morning. I'll never degrade you 
again. I'll never degrade myself, you and me, again, 
by— I wasn't always this monster. Once I wasn't 
this monster. And what I felt in my heart when I 
saw you returning, defeated, to this palm garden.
Chance, gave me hope that I could stop being the 
monster that I was this morning, and you can do it, 
can help me. I won't be ungrateful for it. I al­
most died this morning, suffocated in a panic. But 
even through my panic, I saw your kindness. I saw 
a true kindness in you that you have almost destroyed, 
but there's still there, a little.... (p. 425)
Chance is the agency through which she is partially re-born. 
Princess finds herself young again to the degree that she 
finds that she cein feel. She recognizes in Chance the ves­
tiges of true sympathetic kindness emd she responds. More 
significantly, she too realizes that the qualities associated 
with youth have been lost in the encounter with the world at 
large. She tells Chance that he is "no kind of monster," that 
he is merely "lost in the beanstalk country, the ogre's coun­
try at the top of the beanstalk, the country of the flesh- 
hungry, blood-thirsty ogre— " (p. 426). Moments later there 
comes the wordless confrontation of Chance, the princess, and 
the Heckler with Boss and Heavenly.
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Chance is confused by Heavenly*s apparent siding with 
her father. His confusion is ended when he discovers from 
her brother that Heavenly has been, in Tom Junior's words, 
"spayed like a dawg" as a result of a venereal disease that 
she had contracted from Chance himself on his last visit. 
Chance begins to understand that the forces opposing him are 
not completely seated in Boss Finley. He had believed that 
truth was on his side. He comes to know differently.
The Heckler is the spokesman for Truth in the play, 
and he recognizes that the truth is double-edged: "I don't
want to hurt his [Finley's] daughter. But he's going to hold 
her up as the fair white virgin exposed to black lust in the 
South, and that's his build-up, his lead into his Voice of 
God Speech" (p. 433). Just as Heavenly's virginity is a lie, 
and Boss Finley's divine mission is a lie. Chance's youth is 
a lie. Heavenly and Chance come to realize the lies in which 
they are implicated. Boss does not. His identification with 
Christ is sincere. Boss maintains his delusion; he sincerely 
believes that he is God's spokesman on earth. The Heckler 
knows better, and in one of the most dramatic lines in the 
play, the Heckler declares, "I don't believe it. I believe 
that the silence of God, the absolute speechlessness of Him 
is a long, long and awful thing that the whole world is lost 
because of. I think it's yet to be broken to any man, living 
or ciny yet lived on earth,— no exceptions, and least of all 
Boss Finley" (p. 433) .
Chance's xncreasmg self-knowledge leads hrm to alter
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his goals. He comes to realize that Heavenly's need for him 
is greater than his need for her. He declares that he will 
"take her out of St. Cloud" and "give her life back to her"
(p. 435).
In the last act of the play, that possibility becomes 
increasingly unlikely. The princess offers to take Chance 
with her as a paid companion : "The only hope for you now is
to let me lead you by that invisible loving steel chain 
through Carltons and Ritzes and Grand Hotels and— " (p. 442). 
But Chance refuses her offer of help, for he has arrived at 
something like self-knowledge. He knows himself for what he 
is, and if he sees that to be very little, at least he is 
admirable in his resolution to fall no further from his ideal. 
He tells Princess that rather than suffer additional degrada­
tion, he would die.
In a final act of desperation, he calls the Hollywood 
columnist Sally Powers. When Alexandra takes the phone, she 
discovers that her come-back has been successful. She is of­
fered a new career. It becomes clear that Princess, too, has 
been faced with the alternatives of life and death, the life 
of a successful actress or the death of dependency on drugs 
and sex. She regains her power and turns on Chance :
We are two monsters, but with this difference be­
tween us. Out of the passion and torment of my 
existence I have created a thing that I can unveil, 
a sculpture, almost heroic, that I can unveil, which 
is true. But you? You've come back to the town you 
were born in, to a girl that won't see you because 
you put such rot in her body she had to be gutted and 
hung up on a butcher's hook, like a chicken dressed 
for Sundav-...FHe wheels about to strike at her but
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his raised fist changes its course and strikes down 
at his own belly and he bends double with a sick cry.
Palm Garden wind: whisper of The Lament.] (p. 448)
The princess's fury spent, she becomes sympathetic again.
The final moments of the play show the two protagonists again
attempting to comfort each other. The words that pass between
them indicate the depth of Chance's new understanding.
Chance realizes that his fate has been fashioned by 
the way that he has lived his life. He faces castration 
rather calmly, having realized that "whatever happens to me's 
already happened." His consenting to what amounts to death 
is his final chance to give some meaning to his life. When 
Alexandra asks what he is trying to prove, he replies, "Some­
thing's got to mean something, don't it. Princess. I mean 
like your life means nothing, except that you never could 
make it, always almost, never quite? Well, something's still 
got to mean something." At this point Chcuice's attitude is 
designated as "self-recognition but not self-pity— a sort of 
deathbed dignity cind honesty is apparent in it. " His new 
dignity, no matter how insecure, does not allow him to become 
part of Alexandra's luggage. When Princess says, "Chance, 
we've got to go on," he replies, "Go on to where? I couldn't 
go past my youth, but I've gone past it." Told that he is 
still young. Chance answers with perhaps the most significant 
line in the play : "Princess, the age of some people can only
be calculated by the level of——level of--rot in them. And by 
that measure I'm ancient" (pp. 449-50).
Alexandra responds with one of the strangest lines in
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the play, one of many in which she associates herself with
the middle east, the birthplace of Western civilization:
What am I?— I know. I'm dead, as old Egypt... Isn't 
it funny? We're sitting here together, side by side 
in this room, like we were occupying the same bench 
on a train— going on together... Look. That little 
donkey's marching around and around to draw water 
out of a well.... [She points off at something as if 
outside a train window. j Look, a sTTepherd boy's 
leading a flock.— what an old country, timeless.—
Look—
[The sound of a clock ticking is heard, louder emd
lôüaefn-------------- ---------------
CHANCE: No, listen. I didn't know there was a
clock in this room.
PRINCESS: I guess there's a clock in every room
people live in.... (p. 451)
These lines extend the significance of the play into the
past.
Like the city in Camino Real, St. Cloud is the end 
point on the road of human history. The play says that the 
events that take place on this symbolic road are cyclic.
The pattern is always the same; people move from youth to 
age to death. But the pattern has moral implications. Youth 
brings with it, without effort, certain virtues: affection,
sympathy, kindness, the capacity to feel, the ability to love 
and to respond to otliers. As people age, they either fight 
to maintain those qualities, only to see them eroded by con­
frontations with an evil world, or they pervert the positive 
aspects of youth into their opposites; hatred, envy, ambition, 
indifference, cruelty, and religiosity.
Chance's acceptance of death dramatizes the pessimistic
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attitude of an Old Testament prophet; "0 Lord, take away my
life, for I am not better tham my fathers." Colin Wilson
says that in this attitude we find "summarised what is, for
22the Outsider, the whole tragedy of living." Chance Wayne 
might ask with the speaker in Eliot's The Rock : "Where is
the Life we have lost in the living?"
Sweet Bird of Youth poses a question that is decidedly 
a religious one. How is one to transcend the corrupting in­
fluence of a life that is lived in time, a life that is fore­
ordained to end in age, decay, death. How, indeed, is man to 
live in a world where God is silent aind the trappings of re­
ligion are appropriated by such as Boss Finley, where self- 
knowledge is hard won and more often than not amounts to 
knowledge of one's own corruption and despair of future suc­
cess .
One way to deal with such a life is to affirm the 
value of death. Through a curious inversion. Chance Wayne's 
consenting to his own death becomes an act of real heroism, 
an act intended to affirm the moral values associated with 
youth. Chance marshals all of his courage in order to die 
because he comes to see that his living longer can only re­
sult in his living in an increasingly dehumanized way. The 
play dramatizes the ultimately disturbing conclusion that
2 2 Colin Wilson, Religion and the Rebel (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Riverside, 1957), p. 39.
^^T. S. Eliot, "Choruses from 'The Rock,"' The Com­
plete Poems and Plays, 1909-1950 (New York; Harcourt, Brace 
& Worlol TybTTT p. .
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our only victory may lie in our refusal to live on the terms 
that the world allows.
The appreciative opening-night critics were probably 
too kind to the play; perhaps they were misled by the com­
manding performances of a gifted cast. Still, despite its 
faults, Sweet Bird of Youth is one of the best examples of 
the "Heroic attack" that Arthur Miller finds in Williams.
The play is also another attempt on Williams' part to make 
his drama the mirror of his own religious quest.
Though Suddenly Last Summer and Sweet Bird of Youth 
are conspicuous in their pessimism, they are consistent with 
the plays that precede them. Both plays feature Outsider 
heroes and dramatize the special problems that face the Out­
sider when he acts in response to his Will to Meaning. Both 
plays picture a world in which the satisfaction of the Will 
to Meaning seems impossible. Still, these plays depart radi­
cally from their predecessors in that they feature dominant 
Christ figures who are Satanic. Sebastian Venable is the 
sort of Messiah that de Sade might have created. Boss Fin­
ley is the kind of false, perverted Christ who is described 
in the work of Wilhelm Reich. The two inverted Christ fig­
ures imply a view of existence that seems irrevocably to 
lead to despair.
But Williams does stop short of the declaration of
^^William Glover, "New Play Written by Arthur Miller 
Said Striving for Heroic Attack," Sunday Advocate, 1 Oct. 
1972, p. 4-B.
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ultimate meaninglessness. Catherine Holly still believes in 
the saving power of Truth. Alexandra Del Lago still says, 
"We've got to go on" (p. 452). Chance Wayne does find a 
nominal victory in death. Though Chance's death is made to 
parallel that of Christ, there is no indication that his 
death is redemptive in any orthodox sense. At best, his 
choosing death allows him to maintain intact the vestiges of 
virtue, of youth to use the terms established by the play.
The Satanic Christs of Suddenly Last Summer and Sweet 
Bird of Youth attest to the failure of Christianity at the 
same time that they plead for the Christian ethic as a means 
of mitigating the pain that is characteristic of human 
existence.
Sweet Bird of Youth was obviously a difficult play to 
write. Its very imperfections may be evidence of the strain 
under which it was written. The working script that was pub­
lished in Esquire shortly after the play opened differs 
greatly from the final printed version of the play. One of 
the most striking lines in the working script was cut from 
the printed text. Moments before the end of the play. Chance 
and Princess become conscious of the clock in their room:
CHANCE: It goes tick-tick, it's quieter than your
heartbeat, but it's slow dynamite, a gradual explo­
sion, blasting the world we live in to burnt-out 
pieces....
PRINCESS: Then will the mystery, God, step down out
of the clock like an actor takes off his costume and 
make-up after a failure?
_
Williams, Sweet Bird of Youth, b squire, p. 155.
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The line holds two implications that suggest the direction 
that Williams' next plays were to take. First, the implica­
tion that God costumes himself in temporal, phenomenal real­
ity suggests a divinity whose existence is outside of time. 
To posit an order of reality outside of time amounts to an 
admission that the defects of the human condition might be 
remedied if men could gain access to that dimension. These 
ideas go to the heart of mysticism.
Chance quite properly responds to the Princess' ques­
tion: "Time— who could beat it, who could defeat it ever? 
Maybe some saints and heroes, but not Chance Wayne" (p. 451) 
Williams had acknowledged the possibility of a mystical 
sainthood that might allow transcendence of time. A new 
direction was indicated; Willieims began his movement toward 
the stoical mysticism of the East.
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CHAPTER V
TOWARD THE EAST
Williams' next major, serious play was Night of the 
Iguana. It won the New York Drama Critics Award, was made 
successfully into a movie, and became one of the four plays 
for which Williams is most respected, the others being Glass 
Menagerie, Streetcar Named Desire, and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. 
Night of the Iguana is perhaps the most satisfying of Wil­
liams ' plays. Iguana seems intended to be not so much a 
dramatization of the playwright's anguished attempts at 
achieving some sort of acceptable grasp of the nature of the 
world and of God, as it is an attempt to state all of the 
conclusions of the quest that had gone before. In order to 
do so, Williams had to create a character capable of the 
sort of sympathy and compassion that would lead to a degree 
of self-knowledge and a depth of understanding that Williams 
had come to accept as a viable ethical model, a model that 
seemed the best that we might hope for— one that did not re­
quire nor take its strength from either religious dogma or a 
theistic view of universe. Taking advantage of his demon­
strated capacity for effective female characterization, he 
created Hannah Jelkes, one of the most beautifully compas­
sionate characters ever to be presented in a serious American 
play. In Hannah Jelkes, Williams created, for the first
207
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time, a character who was both worthy and capable of acting 
as a spiritual teacher for the Emotional Outsider who is the 
focal protagonist in the play. The Reverend T. Lawrence 
Shannon, eight years before, had been a minister in a church 
in Virginia. While counseling one of his more emotional 
parishioners. Shannon had succumbed to a sort of mutual se­
duction. Later the lady's attempted suicide provoked a 
scandal. I*Jhen next Shannon faced his congregation they knew 
about the episode and met him with "smug, disapproving, ac­
cusing f a c e s . S h o c k e d  by what he saw. Shannon threw away 
the confessional, apologetic sermon that he had planned and 
instead drove the people from the church, reviling them and 
their God, whom he characterized as a "senile delinquent"
(p. 55). Shannon was locked out of his church and for a time 
was committed to a sanitarium by his congregation. There­
after, he became a tour director— "tours of God's world by a 
minister of God" (p. 56). In that capacity, his life came 
to be characterized by a morbid interest in the evil and the 
pain in the world, a continuation of mutual seductions with 
the lonely women who took his tours, and a series of periodic 
breakdowns during which he would retire to a hotel on the 
Costa Verde to be ministered to by his friend, the owner of 
the hotel, Fred Faulk.
The occasion of the play is Shannon's current trip to
Tennessee Williams, The Night of the Iguana (New 
York: New Directions, 1962), p. 55. Future references to
this edition will be included within parentheses in the text.
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the hotel. Badgered by the members of his tour group, the 
faculty of a Baptist female college, and pursued sexually by 
a young girl on the tour. Shannon hijacks the bus and takes 
the women, against their will, to his haven by the sea. 
Shannon discovers that Fred is some months dead and that the 
new widow, Maxine, has decided that Shannon is exactly what 
she and her establishment require.
Concurrent with Shannon's arrival is the arrival of 
the painter, Hannah Jelkes, and her grandfather, Nonno, who 
is the "oldest living and practicing poet" (p. 36). Hannah 
too comes to the Costa Verde for safety. She and her grand­
father, having fallen on bad times, are penniless. As well, 
her grandfather has sensed his coming death, and has come 
back to the sea, the "cradle of life," to wage his last bat­
tle, a heroic effort to finish the first poem he has begun 
in twenty years. Shannon befriends Hemnah emd Nonno, ar­
ranges for them to stay at the hotel, and even ministers 
tenderly to the old man. Shannon is driven to the limits of 
sanity by what he calls an overdrawing on his emotional beink 
account, a situation that Hannah recognizes from her own 
past experience. Hannah answers the need that she finds in 
Shannon, and she does so more successfully than Fred had 
done in the past. She leads Shannon to understand himself 
better, she shares with him something of her own view of the 
world and of God, and, finally, she succeeds in convincing 
Shannon of the advisability of his making a kind of workable 
compromise whereby men of his nature may find a way to live
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in a world in which the scales seem always to tip in favor 
of pain, cruelty, injustice, and despair.
Shannon's present alternatives are suicide, which he 
calls "the long swim to China," insanity, or momentary res­
pite before his next breakdown at which time the alternatives 
of death or inseinity would again assert themselves. The 
play ends with Hannah having arranged for Shannon a kind of 
livable life. Weighted down by her own spiritual and emo­
tional struggle and the death of her grandfather, she would 
like to stop, to rest, but the situation that she has ar­
ranged leaves no place for her. She must go on.
Opening-night critics differed only in the degrees of 
excellence, even greatness, which they attributed to the play. 
Subsequent criticism has not significantly altered the first 
judgments of the play. The play is probably as successful as 
it is because, as he indicated before its opening, Williams 
believed it to be the last play that he would write for the 
New York stage. One might assume that Nonno's struggle to 
complete his last poem mirrors Willieims ' own struggle to 
bring Night of the Iguana into production. There is every­
thing to indicate that Williams intended the play to be a 
dramatization of the conclusions that he had reached in the 
way of achieving a sort of world-view and of evolving a 
viable ethical response to that world. He put his conclu­
sions into the mouth of Hannah Jelkes; expectedly, the heart 
of the play is a series of dialogues between Hcinnah and Shan­
non. If we take Shannon, Hannah and Nonno to be aspects of
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their creator, we may understand both the play and the play­
wright better. Williams implies such a connection when he 
gives all three characters names which repeat the rm of his 
own pen name, Tennessee.
Before dealing with the philosophic aspects of the 
play, it is expedient to deal with one characteristic of the 
play that makes it similar to Sweet Bird of Youth. Night of 
the Iguana, like the earlier play, deals with the problem of 
Fascism and makes use of the ideas of Wilhelm Reich.
In Sweet Bird of Youth Williams had treated, in Boss 
Finley, the makeup of a potential fascist Dictator. In the 
hotel that is the setting for Night of the Iguana, there are 
certain German tourists. Their first entrance is described 
in this way :
The German family . . . suddenly make a startling, 
dreamlike entrance upon toe scen^e" They troop around 
the verandah, then turn down into the jungle path.
They are all dresseS. in theTmlnimal concession to 
decency and are pink and gold like"baroque cupids in 
various sizes— R^enesque, splendidly phÿTicâ^ THe~ 
bride, HILDA, walks astride a big inflated rubber 
horse which has an ecstatic smile and greZt winElIhg 
eyes . . . followed by herWagnerian-tenor bride- 
groom, WOLFGANG, and"her father, HERR FAHRENKOPF, a 
tank manufacturer from Frankfort. He is carrying a 
portable shortwave~radio, which is tune? in to the 
crackle~~and guttural voices of a German “broadcast re­
porting Uïë Battle of Britain. FRAU PAHRENkOPP,
bursting with rich,"healthy fat and carrying a bas­
ket of food'for a picnic at the beach, brings up the 
rear. They begin to sing a Nazi~marching song.
At one point. Shannon calls them "fiends out of hell with the., 
voices of... angels." Hannah remarks, "Yes, they call it 
' the logic of contradictions,' Mr. Shcinnon" (p. 103). Through-
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out the play, the Germans listen to news reports of the fire- 
bombing of London, or to speeches by Hitler, and at one point 
when Shannon is tied into the hammock on the porch of the ho­
tel, they crowd around him and taunt him, in much the same
way that the iguana is taunted by its captors.
The play invites that we identify the world conflict 
with the personal conflict that is the subject of the play.
No causal relationship seems intended. From references with­
in the play that point to Williams' increasing interest in 
Oriental philosophy, particularly Buddhism, one might justi­
fiably assume that the presence of the Germans, even the de­
vice of setting the play some twenty years before the date of
its composition, is cin instance of Williams' making use of a
basically Oriental concept that C. G. Jung calls "synchro- 
nicity." In his well-known introduction to the I_ Ching, Jung 
sums up the concept in this way. Synchronicity is, he says,
"a concept that formulates a point of view diametrically op­
posed to that of causality. . . . Synchronicity takes the co­
incidence of events in space and time as meaning something 
more than mere chance, namely, a peculiar interdependence of
objective events among themselves as well as with the sub-
2
jective (psychic) states of the observer or observers," A 
version of the concept of synchronicity is, of course, accepted 
as a traditional dramatic device. Each time that we associ-
C. G. Jung, "Foreword" to Hellmut Wilhelm, ed., The 
I Ching, the Richard Wilhelm Translation rendered into Eng- 
Tish by Cary F. Baynes (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1967), p. xxiv.
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ate the setting of a play with the actions of a play we grant 
that a significant, non-causal relationship exists between 
the two. Williams' play, however, seems to go beyond that 
tradition. Though the play takes place on a seaside cliff 
in Mexico, our attention is directed to Europe and the grow­
ing conflagration that was to become the Second World War.
To some degree, the cause of the personal problems in the 
play is vaguely indicated as deriving from the same sources 
as the political problems implied by the presence of the 
German tourists and our own knowledge of subsequent history. 
Let it suffice to say that both the war in Europe and the 
personal conflict with which the play is concerned are dra­
matic emanations of the nature of the world as Williams sees 
it, and that view is similar to Reich's.
Now, at their simplest level, Wilhelm Reich's ideas 
hold that the misery in the world is the outcome of the Emo­
tional Plague, a condition that is chronic in Western society, 
and which, at its extremity, results in exactly that sort of 
government and culture that were created by Hitler and later 
by the Russian Communists. The Emotional Plague is an ac­
quired disease; the young develop it only as a result of the 
teachings of their elders. The Emotional Plague develops as 
an individual conditions himself against his human and sexual 
feelings until such time as he is physically incapable of 
those feelings. Having been infected by the Emotional 
Plague, the individual cuts himself off from a healthy life 
characterized by the three principles of Reich's ideal.
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"natural sociality and sexuality, spontaneous enjoyment of 
work, [and] capacity for love."  ^ The German grotesques in 
the play furnish the dramatic presence of the Emotional 
Plague, but they are incidental to the central action which 
has to do with Shannon's fate.
Reich's ideas seem to be operative with regard to one
additional element in the play. Earlier, Shemnon had told
Fred something of his childhood that seemed to him to account
for his history of seductions and breakdowns. Maxine had
overheard and she repeats Shannon's earlier account:
I know your psychological history. I remember one 
of your conversations on this veranda with Fred. You 
was explaining to him how your problems first started.
You told him that Mama, your Mama, used to send you 
to bed before you were ready to sleep— so you prac­
ticed the little boy's vice, you amused yourself with 
yourself. And once she caught you at it and whaled 
your backside with the back side of a hairbrush be­
cause she said she had to punish you for it because 
it made God mad as much as it did Mama, and she had 
to punish you for it so God wouldn't punish you for 
it harder than she would. . . . You said you loved 
God and Mama and so you quit it to please them, but 
it was your secret pleasure and you harbored a se­
cret resentment against Mama and God for making you 
give it up. And so you got back at God by preaching 
atheistical sermons and you got back at Mama by 
starting to lay young girls. (p. 81)
Reich held that the first intrusion of the sort of influences 
that would result in the Emotional Plague was adult inter­
ference with infant sexuality. Williams, in the speech just 
quoted, makes use of Reich's idea, but later in the play, 
Hannah leads Shannon to a depth of self-knowledge that re-
^Wilhelm Reich, quoted in Paul A. Robinson, The 
Freudian Left (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), p. 6 6 .
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suits in his accounting for his condition in another way. 
Thus, the play does offer two possibilities to explain Shan­
non's condition: one is psychological, the other spiritual.
Our greater attention is directed to the account of the 
spiritual motivation.
In the last few minutes of the play Shannon explains 
himself as he has come to be revealed to himself by Hannah. 
The speech is one of the central passages in the play; it 
contains an image that was sufficiently arresting for sev­
eral critics to take special note of it. Hannah has just 
been told that the iguana under the porch is to be eaten.
She "cannot understand how anyone could eat a big lizard." 
Shannon tells her:
Don't be so critical. If you got hungry enough you'd 
eat it too. You'd be surprised what people eat if 
hungry. There's a lot of hungry people still in the 
world. Many have died of starvation, but a lot are 
still living and hungry, believe you me, if you will 
take my word for it. Why, when I was conducting a 
party of— ladies?— yes, ladies... through a country 
that shall be nameless but in this world, we were 
passing by rubberneck bus along a tropical coast when 
we saw a great mound of... well, the smell was un­
pleasant. One of my ladies said, "Oh, Larry, what 
is that?" My name being Lawrence, the most familiar 
ladies sometimes call me Larry. I didn't use the 
four letter word for what the great mound was. I 
didn't think it was necessary to say it. Then she 
noticed, and I noticed too, a pair of very old na­
tives of this nameless country, practically naked 
except for a few filthy rags, creeping and crawling 
about this mound of... and... occasionally stopping 
to pick something out of it, and pop it into their 
mouths. What? Bits of undigested... food particles. 
Miss Jelkes. [There is silence for a moment. She 
makes a gagging sound~in her throat and rusHes ^ e  
length of ^ e  ver^dah to the wooden steps and dis­
appears "Tor a while. SHANNON continues, to himself 
and the moon.] Now why did I tell her that? Be- 
cause it's true? Yeah. Because it's crue was a
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good reason not to tell her. Except... I think I first 
faced it in that nameless country. The gradual, 
rapid, natural, unnatural— predestined, accidental—  
cracking up and going to pieces of young Mr. T. Law­
rence Shannon, yes, still young Mr. T. Lawrence Shan­
non, by which rapid-slow process... his final tour 
of ladies through tropical countries.... Why did I 
say "tropical"? Hell! Yes! It's always been trop­
ical countries I took ladies through. Does that, 
does that— huh?— signify something, I wonder? Maybe.
Fast decay is a thing of hot climates, steamy, hot, 
wet climates, and I run back to them like a ... In­
complete sentence.... Always seducing a lady or two, 
or three or four or five ladies in the party, but 
really ravaging her first by pointing out to her 
the— what?— horrors? Yes, horrors!— of the tropical 
country being conducted a tour through. . . . Cruelty... 
pity. What is it?... Don't know. . . . (pp. 120-21)
Shannon, like most of the Willicuns protagonists examined in 
this paper, is an Emotional Outsider. He has the Outsider's 
dominant motive, the Will to Meeming; he has the Outsider's 
need to stand for truth; and he has the Outsider's uncommon­
ly intense response to the world, particularly the dark side 
of the world. Hannah must grasp these aspects of Shannon's 
personality before she cem help him.
The first significant encounter between Hannah and 
Shannon takes place in Act Two. Shannon, in his clerical 
collar, and Hannsih, in her artist's smock, confront each 
other "like two actors in a play which is about to fold on 
the road, preparing gravely for a performance which may be 
the last one" (p. 52). (Those familiar with Williams' recent 
work will recognize that the situation is similar to that in 
Out Cry.) Hannah inquires about Shannon's ministry and he 
tells her of his last sermon, during which he has condemned 
his congregation for their conception of God:
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Look here, I said, I shouted. I'm tired of conducting 
services in praise and worship of a senile delin­
quent— Yeah, that's what I said, I shoutedI All your 
Western theologies, the whole mythology of them, are 
based on the concept of God as a senile delinquent 
and, by God, I will not and cannot continue to con­
duct services in praise and worship of this . . . 
angry, petulant old man. I mean he's represented 
like a bad-tempered childish old, old, sick, peevish 
man— I mean like the sort of old man in a nursing 
home that's putting together a jigsaw puzzle and 
can't put it together and gets furious at it and 
kicks over the table. Yes, I tell you they ^  that, 
all our theologies do it— accuse God of being a 
cruel, senile delinquent, blaming the world and bru­
tally punishing all he created for his own faults in 
construction. . . . (p. 56)
Shannon's sermon is a sort of "God is dead" pronouncement.
The God is dead movement was not popular at the time of the 
play's first production; Edward B. Fiske cites 1965 as the 
year in which the "God is dead" movement came to the atten­
tion of the popular press.^ Shannon's sermon is rather like 
a real sermon delivered by Unitarian minister Walter Donald 
Kring some years later; "The God who answers special prayers, 
the God who blesses Ccuinon, the God who is ' the man upstairs,' 
the God who is my 'co-pilot,' is very much dead, for this 
God never existed except in some extreme imaginations."^
Some thirty years before organized religion as a 
whole began to revise the popular conception of God, Shannon 
had judged the then current conception to be invalid. Hav­
ing lost a belief in the traditional concept of God, Shannon 
sought to evolve another. As a tour guide, he has been "col-
Edward B. Fiske, ed., The Con temporary Religious Ex­
perience (New York: Bobbs-Merrilll 1967), p. 5.
Ibid., t* '
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lecting evidence" of his "personal idea of God, not as a 
senile delinquent, but as a...." (p. 56). The sentence is 
left uncompleted. Unable to visualize or to conceptualize 
his idea of God, Shcinnon is able to identify his presence in 
the approaching storm.
Shannon still feels his vocation; he still feels the 
need to preach: "I want to go back to the Church aiid preach
the gospel of God as Lightning and Thunder... and also stray 
dogs vivisected and... and... and.... [He points out suddenly 
toward the sea.] That's him! There he is now. . . . His 
oblivious majesty— and here ^ am on this... dilapidated veran­
dah of a cheap hotel, out of season, in a country caught and 
destroyed in its flesh and corrupted in its spirit by its 
gold-hungry Conquistadors that bore the flag of the Inquisi­
tion along with the Cross of Christ" (p. 57).
Hannah tells ShcUinon that she believes that he will
return to the ministry, but she tells him that when he 
preaches again he will look "over the smug, complacent faces 
for a few old, very old faces, looking up at you . . . with 
eyes like a piercing cry for something to still look up to, 
something to still believe in." Hannah tells him that he 
will again throw away his prepared sermon; instead he will 
"lead them beside still waters because you know how badly 
they need the still waters, Mr. Shannon" (p. 57). Even early
in the play, Hannah realizes that Shannon too needs the still
waters; however, she would be unable to help him if she were 
not capable of undersbanding his nature, a nature very like
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her own. The quoted lines indicate the degree to which her 
nature, and Shannon's, are determined by the frustration of 
what Frankl calls the Will to Meaning.
Hannah recognizes the strain under which Shannon must 
live because of his double vision of the world, a vision that 
is characteristic of the Outsider. Shannon tells her, "You 
know we— live on two levels. Miss Jelkes, the realistic level 
and the fantastic level, and which is the real one, really.... 
Hannah's wise reply is, "I would say both, Mr. Shannon” (p. 
69). Hannah's comment is sufficient to lead Shannon to a 
better identification of his problem, that being his own 
divided consciousness: "But when you live on the fantastic
level, as I have lately but have got to operate on the 
realistic level, that's when you're spooked, that's the 
spook.... [This is said as if it were a private reflection]" 
(p. 69) .
Hannah continues to lead Shannon toward greater self- 
understanding. At one point. Shannon tells Hannah that she 
is a lady, "a real one and a great one." He adds, "It isn't 
a compliment, it's just a report on what I've noticed about 
you at a time when it's hard for me to notice anything out­
side myself" (p. 75). When Hannah verbalizes her desire to 
help Shannon, he replies: "Now I know why I came here. . . .
To meet someone who wants to help me. Miss Jelkes.... [He 
makes a quick, embarrassed turn in the chair, as if to avoid 
her seeing that he has tears in his eyes . . .]" (p. 76). 
Hannah, compassionate though she is, recognizes that one of
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Shannon's problems is self-pity, the condition against which 
Don Quixote had warned Kilroy. She asks Shannon, "Has it 
been so long since anyone has wanted to help you or have you 
just . . . been so much involved with a struggle in yourself 
that you haven't noticed when people have wanted to help you, 
the little they can. I know people torture each other many 
times like devils, but sometimes they do see and know each 
other, you know, and then, if they're decent, they do want 
to help each other all that they can" (p. 76). Hannah's view 
of people is a more valid one than Shannon's, and she suc­
ceeds in diluting his pessimism to some degree. She is, her­
self, as Fred had been, living proof of the desire to help 
that she equates with decency.
Moments later Act Two ends as the storm descends on 
the hilltop hotel. The scene is distilled into one of Wil­
liams' most poignant images of the will to believe, the Will 
to Meaning. Hannah tells Shannon that his God has arrived:
SHANNON [quietly]: Yes, I see him, I know him. And
if he doesn't know that I know him, let him strike 
me dead with a bolt of his lightning.
[He moves away from the wall to the edge of the veran- 
dâK as a fine silver sheet of rain descenEs" off the 
sloping roof. . . . SHANNON extends his hands under 
the rainfall, turning them as if to cool ^ e m . Then 
he cups them to catch the water in~~his palms and 
Bathes his for^ead with it! The rainfall increases.
. . . SHANNON lowers his Bands~?rom his burning fore­
head and stretches them out through the rain's"sil- 
ver sheet as if he were reacHihg out for something 
outside an3~beyon3r himself. Then nothing is visible 
but these reachirig-out hands. A pure white flash of 
lightning reveals EIANNAH and NONNO against the walT7
behind SHANNON, and the electric globe suspended from 
out, the power extinguished by thethe roof goes
storm. A clear shaft of light stays on SHANNON•S
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reaching-out hands till the stage curtain has fallen, 
iTo^.? ------------------------
Significantly, Williams directs, in a note, that "the plastic 
elements should be restrained so that they don't take pre­
cedence over the more human values. It should not seem like 
an 'effect curtain'" (p. 78).
Act Three contains the most significant scene in the 
play, a scene that we are invited to see as a version of the 
crucifixion. It is useful, in this context, to recall that 
the working title for the play was The Southern Cross.^ Be­
fore Shannon is led to that last extremity, his circumstances 
become more desperate. Maxine has become more demanding.
When she puts her case to Shannon, she explains, "We've both 
reached a point where we've got to settle for something that 
works for us in our lives— even if it isn't on the highest 
kind of level." Shannon, not yet driven to the kind of des­
peration that necessitates compromise, replies, "I don't want 
to rot" (p. 81). Later, a representative of the tour service 
arrives to relieve Shannon from his position as tour director. 
Accused of altering the itinerary of the tour, Shannon de­
fends himself in another speech that indicates a characteris­
tic Outsider attitude, the desire to stand for the truth :
"The whole world . . . God's world, has been the range of my 
travels. I haven't stuck to the schedules of the brochures 
and I've always allowed the ones that were willing to see.
^Don Lee Keith, "Phoenix Rising From a Stoned Age?" 
After Dark, August 1971, p. 33.
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to see!— the underworlds of all places, and if they had 
hearts to be touched, feelings to feel with, I gave them a 
priceless chance to feel and be touched. And none will ever 
forget it, none of them, ever, never!" (p. 90).
Shannon, desperate now, must be restrained from taking 
what he calls the "long swim to China." He is bound in a ham­
mock on the verandah. Maxine, her advances having been re­
buffed and her patience at an end, threatens to have Shannon 
committed to the asylum to which he had been committed ear­
lier and where he had attempted suicide. What follows has 
been rather aptly called, by Esther Merle Jackson, a "dark 
night of the soul" that yields up a portrait of Shannon as a 
"negative saint.
Act Three divides rather clearly into two parts. The 
first part is given over to an examination of Shannon that is 
so framed as to state the problem of the play as it is drama­
tized in the character of Shannon. The last half of the 
third act is given over to an exaunination of Hannah that il­
lustrates the answer to the problem. Significantly, Hannah 
costumes herself for her encounter with Shannon; she dresses 
in a robe given her by an actor from the classical Japanese 
Kabuki theater, and she carries a Japanese fern. Later she 
specifically identifies her philosophy as Oriental.
In the first half of Act Three, Hannah succeeds in
^Esther Merle Jackson, The Broken World of Tennessee 
Williams (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1965),
p. 72‘.—
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qivinçj Shannon what she tells him is "a character sketch of 
yourself, in words instead of pastel crayons" (p. 96). That 
sketch is hardly flattering; it reveals to Shannon the degree 
to which his problem is grounded in his own selfishness, mor­
bidity, and indulgent, self-destructive role-playing. Hannah 
accuses Shannon of emphasizing the negative aspect of his 
world-view to the exclusion of all things good. She does not 
deny Shannon's view, but she conditions it by exposing the 
other side of the question. She shows Shannon that his iso­
lation is more severe than he has acknowledged. In doing so, 
she points out that his role-playing has kept him from facing 
himself truthfully. Shannon prides himself on his ability to 
make "intimate connection with someone in my parties." Han­
nah, however, doubts that these encounters have yielded any 
meaningful intimacy: "The gentleman-of-Virginia act that you
put on for her, your noblesse oblige treatment of her... Oh, 
no, Mr. Shannon, don't kid yourself that you ever travel with 
someone. You have always traveled alone except for your 
spook, as you call it. He's your traveling companion. 
Nothing, nobody else has traveled with you" (pp. 110f).
Hannah tells him too that his problem consists of 
more than isolation. He is selfish, and his vaunted mission 
of holding the ugliness of the world up to the eyes of the 
women on his tours is not completely what he claims that it 
is. Shannon's methods may well expose the truth, but his 
motives are suspect. Hannah says, "You did conduct the tour 
as if it wds just for you, for your own pleasure" (p. 57).
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Shannon's pleasure has a decidedly morbid turn. That mor­
bidity is best illustrated when Shannon suggests that he 
and Hannah kill Nonno as an act of mercy. The image that 
Shannon uses indicates the degree to which Shemnon has iden­
tified God with destruction, with death itself: "Put some
hemlock in his poppyseed tea tonight so he won't wake up 
tomorrow for the removal to the Casa de Huéspedes. Do that 
act of mercy. Put in the hemlock and I will consecrate it, 
turn it to God's blood." Hannah tells Shannon that he is 
talking "like a small, cruel boy" (p. 98).
Like a small boy. Shannon is self-indulgent, an aspect 
of his character that is suggested by his adolescent mastur­
bation as well as his tendency to morbid introspection. That 
quality has kept him from seeing the presence of decency in 
the world, notably the decency of such characters as Fred and 
Hannah.
Hannah is able to recognize this tendency in Shannon 
because she has also suffered from it to the extent that she 
too has come close to cracking up. Her way out was through 
her work, work which she says, "made me look out of myself, 
not in, and gradually, at the far end of the tunnel that I 
was struggling out of I began to see this faint, very faint 
gray light— the light of the world outside me— and I kept 
climbing toward it. I had to" (p. 107). The light then 
turned from gray to white. "Never gold?" Shannon inquires. 
Hannah answers, "No, it stayed only white, but white is a 
very good light to see at the end of a long black tunnel you
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thought would be noverending, that only God or Death could 
put a stop to . . (p. 107).
Hannah forces Shcuinon to acknowledge "the light of
the world outside," but in order to do so she must expose that 
aspect of Shannon's character that is most destructive. When 
Shannon, bound in his hammock, declares, "A man can die of 
panic," Hannah responds, "Not if he enjoys it as much as you, 
Mr. Shannon." Hannah detects the conspicuous religious na­
ture of Shannon's indulgence, his "Passion Play performance"; 
she exposes Shannon's suffering as masochistic role-playing:
Who wouldn't like to suffer and atone for the sins 
of himself and the world if it could be done in a
hammock with ropes instead of nails, on a hill that's
so much lovelier than Golgotha, the Place of the 
Skull, Mr. Shannon? There's something almost volup­
tuous in the way that you twist and groan in that 
hammock— no nails, no blood, no death. Isn't that a 
comparatively comfortable, almost voluptuous kind of 
crucifixion for the guilt of the world, Mr. Shannon?
(p. 96)
Shannon's identification with Christ, like that of Sebastian 
cuid Boss Finley, is disproportionate cind thus ultimately de­
structive .
Hannah realizes Shannon's faults; she recognizes many 
of them in her own history. Finally, she designates Shan­
non's problem clearly. It is the problem which Frankl had 
come to believe was the central motive in human psychology, 
the problem that is "the oldest one in the world— the need 
to believe in something or in someone— almost anyone— almost 
anything... something" (p. 104). When asked whether that 
something is God, Hannah says that it is not. Rather, she
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tells Shannon that she believes in "broken gates between 
people so they can reach each other, even if it's just for 
one night only." The sort of contact that Hannah means is 
not physical. Gates might be broken by "a little understand­
ing exchanged between them, a wanting to help each other 
through nights like this" (p. 104). This marks the second 
time that Hannah has talked of the desire to help; she is 
not so naive as to think that all human efforts to help
others will be successful. However, the desire to help an­
other is sufficient in some cases, even extreme ones wherein 
the person needing help is facing death. Hannah recounts a 
sort of paraible, one of several in the play, intended to 
represent the efficacy of the desire to help:
In Shanghai, Shannon, there is a place that's called 
the House for the Dying— the old and penniless dying, 
whose younger, penniless living children and grand­
children take them there for them to get through 
their dying on pallets, on straw mats. The first
time I went there it shocked me, I ran away from it.
But I came back later and I saw that their children 
and grandchildren and the custodians of the place 
had put little comforts beside their death-pallets, 
little flowers and opium candles and religious em­
blems. That made me able to stay to draw their dy­
ing faces. Sometimes only their eyes were still 
alive, but, Mr. Shannon, those eyes of the penniless 
dying with those last little comforts beside them, I 
tell you, Mr. Shannon, those eyes looked up with 
their last dim life left in them as clear as the 
stars in the Southern Cross. . . . Nothing I've ever 
seen has seemed as beautiful to me, not even the 
view from this verandah between the sky and the 
still-water beach, and lately... lately my grand- 
father's eyes have looked at me like that.... (pp. 107f)
The setting of Hanneüi's story is almost as significant 
as the content, for as her philosophy emerges, it proves to 
be a curious blend of Orientalism and Christianity. For this
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reason it is highly fitting that Hannah should be described 
as suggestive of "a Gothic cathedral image of a medieval 
saint" (p. 18) and yet be addressed repeatedly by Shannon as 
"Miss Thin-Standing-Up-Female-Buddha" (pp. 98, 99). Hannah 
combines the functions of Oriental sage and Christian saint. 
Still holding to the concept of Christian ethics and the 
desire to help that is implicit in the idea of Christian 
charity, she grasps that Christianity fails to provide an 
adequate view of the cosmos. Orientalism, however, does 
provide such a view.
At the heart of Oriental thought there is the idea 
that the universe and man are integral to a unified principle 
of reality, or ground of being, which is the highest divinity. 
This union is manifest in diversity, in contrariety. The 
concept of union in diversity has been touched on belatedly 
by such d: erse Westerners as Heraclitus and Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge. Westerners, however, have not carried the concept 
to its logical conclusion.
The idea may be best explained in terms of a tradi­
tional graphic symbol. The most common symbol of the dual- 
istic nature of the universe is the Chinese figure represent­
ing Yin-Yang. The symbol is a circle, bisected by a sigmoid 
curve. The two halves of the circle are represented by con­
trasting colors, red and black or white and black. Each half 
of the figure contains a smaller circle of the opposite color. 
The symbol is the graphic representation of the concept of 
union in diversity. R. B. Blakney explains the concept in
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the introduction to his translation of the Tao Te China; 
"Generally speaking, Yin stands for a constellation of such 
qualities as shade ('on the north side of a hill') darkness, 
cold, negativeness, weakness, femaleness, etc.; while Yang 
('on the south side of a hill') denotes light, heat, strength, 
positiveness, maleness, etc. The Yin-Yang experts regarded 
the interaction of these cognates as the explanation of all 
change in the universe. . . . Thus Yin and Yang are the major
Q
principles of the world. . . . "
In short, the universe is The One that manifests it­
self in diversity, in contrariety. To grasp that insight 
fully one must achieve mystical insight, supra-rational in­
sight. Lacking that insight, one may, by intellection, come 
to know the contraries of the world and to know that reality 
is double. Hannah, though she falls short of mysticism, has 
nonetheless come to understand the double nature of the uni­
verse. She tells Shannon, "Everything in the whole solar 
system has a shadowy side to it except the sun itself— the 
sun is the single exception" (p. 106).
Shannon's view of the dark side of reality is not 
false, but it is limited. Since Shannon's perceptions en­
compass the half of reality, one of the abiding principles 
of the universe, it follows that the way to deal with reality 
is to acknowledge its nature completely and to find the way 
to come to terms with it. Hannah, more interested in the
q
R. B. Blakney, ed. and trans., The Way of Life; A 
New Translation of the Tao Té Ching (New rorK: New American
Library, 1935), p . 24.
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ethical than the philosophical implications of the nature of 
reality, characterizes the proper response to the world in 
this way: " . . .  the moral is oriental. Accept whatever you
cannot improve" (p. 115).
Hannah's moral indicates how far from mystical con­
sciousness she is. The true mystic would accept the universe 
as unchangeable and delight in the experience of unified be­
ing that comes of identifying not with the contraries of the 
world but with the unity that underlies the apparent reality 
of the phenomenal universe. The mystic refrains from judg­
ment; Hannah does not, but the nature of her judgment indi­
cates the depth of her compassion. Asked whether she was 
disgusted by her encounter with an Aussie underwear sales­
man, a panty fetishist, she replies with a line that has been 
attributed to St. Catherine: "Nothing human disgusts me,"
adding, "unless it's unkind, violent" (pp. llSf). Hannah's 
experiences have taught her what may be taken as Williams' 
own philosophy. She has come to adopt a kind of Oriental 
stoicism that is mitigated by a very personalized version of 
Christian agape.
At the end of the play, Hannah moves Shannon to free 
the iguana, the creature that he says is "at the end of its 
rope. . . . Like you! Like me: Like Grampa with his last
poem:" (pp. 120f). Each of the protagonists achieves a sort 
of freedom. With Shannon, that freedom is found in compromise. 
His pairing off with Maxine represents a workable compromise 
for Shannon, much as Brick Pollit's reconciliation with Maggie
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represents the workable compromise whereby the wounded ideal­
ist is mated to the practical realist. Maggie had said to 
Brick: "Oh, you weak, beautiful people who give up with
such grace. What you need is someone to take hold of you—  
gently, with love, auid hand your life back to you, like some­
thing gold you let go of— and I canl I'm determined to do
it— and nothing's more determined than a cat on a hot tin
g
roof— is there? Is there. Baby?" Shannon's resolution,
his compromise, is dramatized in this way:
MAXINE: Let's go down to the beach.
SHANNON: I can make it down the hill, but not back
up.
MAXINE: I'll get you back up the hill. (p. 126)
The rope that had bound Shannon was the limit of his emo­
tional resources. Shannon, disabled by his own nature like 
other Outsiders before him, must finally say, "My... brain's 
going out now, like a failing— power...." (p. 121). Shannon's 
fate is to be one of those who failed on the quest, one of 
those who could conceive of a goal that he could not reach.
Nonno, too, achieves a kind of freedom. Nonno does
not so much escape into death as he passes into his fate.
Having completed his last poem, having returned to the sea 
and thus completed the cycle of human life, he can die with 
grace and dignity. His last words are an affirmation :
HANNAH: Good night. Sleep now, Greuidfather. You've
finished your loveliest poem.
q
Tennessee Williams, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (New York;
New Directions, 1955), p. 19'
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NONNO: [faintlyy drifting off]; Yes, thanks and
praise... (p. 1251
Nonno's poem, composed line by line during the course of the 
play, serves something of the function of the Greek chorus 
that comments on the actions of the play. The poem sums up 
the theme of aspiration and humem limitation. The poem con­
cerns a tree, which, in its prime, lives "without a cry, 
without a prayer,/ With no betrayal of despair." Even past 
"the zenith of its life," even in the midst of its "second 
history" that is "a bargaining with mist and mould," the 
tree remains heroic:
And still the ripe fruit and the branch 
Observe the sky begin to blanch 
Without a cry, without a prayer.
With no betrayal of despair.
O Courage, could you not as well 
Select a second place to dwell.
Not only in that golden tree
But in the frightened heart of me? (pp. 123f) 
Williams' tree symbol is remarkably similar to P 'o , 
the tree that is a major symbol in the Tao Te Ching. R. B. 
Blakney defines P'o: "A kind of tree and hence a 'virgin
block' of wood, untooled, and not artificial; raw material 
and thence, the natural state of things; substance plain, 
simple, sincere. . . . P'o is also a symbol of the Way and 
its virtue. It is sometimes a synonym for wei and a 
model of tzu-jan." Tzu-jan means "what happens of itself, 
without prompting and therefore spontaneously." The former 
concept, ^  w e i , is more complex. "It cannot be translated 
literally and still render its meaning. Wei is a verb cor-
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responding to the English do or act but sometimes meaning 
other things depending on the expression. Wu is a negative. 
Thus, clumsily, wei wu wei is ^  ^  without doing, to act 
without action. Put positively, it meems to get along as 
nature does: the world gets created, living things grow and
pass away without any sign of effort.
With one significant exception, Williams' tree and 
P 'o serve the same purpose. Williams' tree is heroic; its 
heroism resides in its continued aspiration toward something 
that is beyond its own nature. In the midst of its own on­
coming death, it continues to "observe the sky."
The tree is more directly related to Hannah and Nonno 
than to Shannon. Earlier in the play, Hannah had compared 
her relationship to Nonno to a home which people might "nest—  
rest— live in, emotionally speaking." Shannon, with Nonno 
in mind, replies, "When a bird builds a nest to rest in and 
live in, it doesn't build it in a...a falling-down tree" (p. 
109). Nonno's similarity to the tree is evident. He con­
tinues to live and to strive to create right up to the moment 
of his death. Hannah, however, is symbolized in the tree as 
well. The play ends with Hannah alone. Bereft of the emo­
tional security that she had in the relationship with Nonno, 
she must decide whether to continue. She is fatigued by her 
participation in the struggles of Shemnon and her grand­
father. She is now isolated, her quest being toward some-
^^Blakney, pp. 39-40.
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thing beyond the sort of life for which Shannon had to set­
tle. At the end of the play her philosophical position may 
be summarized in this way. The universe is divided; both 
goodness and something like evil have an equal part in its 
makeup. At best, a human being may accept what may not be 
chêuiged, and what may be changed is to be changed by compas­
sion, understanding, and the desire to help people in need.
The solution, as it is dramatized by Hannah, is that one 
should accept the nature of the universe, and direct one's 
attentions to the needs of other human beings. If we take 
her quest to be religious, and it would be difficult not to 
do so, we must see that her religious quest for the moment 
has led her to turn away from God. This, more théin any other 
aspect of her character, indicates the degree to which she 
has failed to achieve mystical consciousness. However, her 
past history indicates that her future progress, if progress 
there is to be, must be toward mysticism. Hannah has trans­
formed her Will to Meaning into the naed to help. She ac­
knowledges the Oriental conception of the nature of reality, 
but forsaking the Oriental ideal of enlightened indifference, 
she affirms the ideal of Christian charity. Two of Williams' 
later protagonists, Christopher Flanders in The Milk Train 
Doesn't Stop Here Anymore and Mark in ^  the Bar of a Tokyo 
Hotel, achieve something more nearly like mystical conscious­
ness . In many ways, Christopher Flanders seems to be an exten­
sion of Hannah Jelkes. One thing that they have in common is 
their personal need to help other people; Chris tells Flora
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Goforth, "Mrs. Goforth, some people, some people, most of 
them, get panicky when they're not cared for by somebody, 
but I get panicky when I have no one to care for."^^
Significant too is that both are artists, as is the 
painter, Mark. All three characters are indicative of a 
development which marks a significant change in theme in 
Williams, that being the increased attention given to the 
aesthetic quest treated in such terms that we come to see it 
as a version of the religious quest. The identification of 
the two motives is considerably stronger in Christopher Flan­
ders than it is in Hannah Jelkes. It is significant, too, 
that both Chris and Hannah are pictured in circumstances re­
quiring that they become spiritual teachers for another per­
son who IS in need of the knowledge that they have to impart. 
To a large extent, that knowledge is the same. In The Milk 
Train Doesn* t Stop Here Anymore, Williams moves even further 
toward the East.
The Milk Train Doesn* t Stop Here Anymore was a com­
plete commercial failure. The play first opened in the 
United States in New York on January 10, 1963. The play 
closed quickly, perhaps because of the lack of publicity 
about its opening that was due to the New York newspaper 
strike. A revised version, starring Tallulah Bankhead, for 
whom the role of Flora Goforth was intended, opened on
Tennessee Williams, The Milk Train Doesn * t Stop 
Here Anymore (New York: New Directions! IT64), p. 7 3. Fu­
ture references to this edition will be included within 
parentheses in the text.
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12January I, 1964. Neither production found favor with its 
audience. As might be expected, the critical evaluation of 
the play is varied; there is no agreement even as to which 
version of the play is better. Some critics consider the 
play to be one of Williams' dotages.
In his Best American Plays; Fifth Series, John Gassner 
1 ciments the decline in the work of "Williams, Miller, Inge, 
Robert Anderson, and others. To cui unfriendly critic, it 
was certain that their work was deteriorating, and even a 
friendly one had reason for concern when . . . Williams pro­
duced The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore. . . In
his Best Plays collection, Henry Hewes comments:
This play, which in tlie wealthy Sissy Goforth offers 
us the most unforgettable character since Big Daddy, 
was deliberately ambiguous and subliminal as the 
playwright tried to create the atmosphere of contem­
porary life as it is illuminated by the proximity of 
death. To have achieved his ambitious intention 
fully, Mr. Williams would have had to write a mas­
terpiece, and Hermione Baddeley, who played Mrs.
Goforth, would have had to add to her unsparingly ac­
curate characterization an emotional warmth compar? 
able to the late Laurette Taylor's. Neither did.
The play did have its defenders; among them was Dan 
Isaac, who designates MiIk Train as "a mystical work of re­
ligious significance." He adds that the play is Williams'
12Jackson, p. 163.
^^John Gassner, ed.. Best Americ^ Plays, Fifth 
Series— 1957-1963 (New York: Crown, 1463), p. xiiT
^^Henry Hewes, ed.. The Best Plays of 1962—1963 (New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1963), p. 6.
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most complex and o b s c u r e . T h e  complexity and obscurity 
derive from three aspects of the play. To begin with, the 
doctrines of the play, a strange mixture of the Oriental and 
Western, were unfamiliar to American audiences; that unfamil­
iarity produced an obstacle to understanding. Secondly, the 
play derives its form from the classical Japanese Noh drama 
and the Kabuki theater. Williams adopted the unconventional 
form of the drama because, as he explains in his "Author's 
Notes," he feels that "the play will come off better the fur­
ther it is removed from conventional theater" (p. 1).
Finally, the play makes use of a style that is complex, 
repetitive, and allusive— a style reminiscent of James Joyce, 
Ezra Pound, and T. S. Eliot. A complete understanding of 
Milk Train would require the sort of reader's guide, foot­
note knowledge to which most readers must resort to plumb 
the mecining of Eliot's Wasteland, or one of Pound's Cantos, 
or an episode in Ulysses. Future criticism of Williams' play 
will probably furnish such a service. Such an undertaking 
is beyond the limitations of the present study. Still, the 
ideas within the play are relevant and must be dealt with as 
briefly as possible.
The play dramatizes the last two days in the life of 
Mrs. Flora Goforth. The play is made up of six scenes. The 
fifth comes after the intermission and marks the beginning 
of the second day. Significantly, the first part of the
^^Dan Isaac, "A Streetcar Named Desire— or Death?" 
New fork Times, 18 Feb. 1968, section 2, p. 1.
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play ends with Mrs. Goforth's reliving the death of her 
first husband. The second part begins with her dictating 
her thoughts on the "meaning of life." Mrs. Goforth— her 
friends call her Sissy— has outlived four husbands, three 
wealthy financiers and a young poet, Alex, whom she married 
for love. Rightfully fearing her own death. Sissy has re­
tired to her mountain-top villa to complete her memoirs. 
Facts and a Figure, which her publishers assure her will 
"rank with and possibly even out-rank the great Marcel 
Proust's Remembrance of Things Past as a social documenta­
tion of two continents in three decades...." (p. 89). Mrs. 
Goforth's mountain rises out of "the oldest sea in the West­
ern world. . . . this sea called the Mediterranecin Sea, which 
means the middle of the earth, was the cradle, of life, not 
the grave, but the cradle of pagan and Christian— civiliza­
tions . . ." (p. 94). Mrs. Goforth's villa is filled with
possessions that make it comparable to the great burial 
pyramids in Egypt. Other references in the play indicate 
that we are expected to identify Sissy Goforth with Western 
Civilization.
Mrs. Goforth's solitude is interrupted by the poet 
and sculptor Christopher Flanders. Chris arrives in Scene 
One, although he and Mrs. Goforth do not confront each other 
until Scene Five, when he appears, after the intermission, 
dressed in the Kabuki costume of a Samurai. A Scunurai is 
roughly the Japeuiese equivalent of a medieval knight. Chris 
has reached the mountaintop by scaling a gcat-path that Mrs.
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Goforth had thought impassable, by fighting off Mrs. Goforth's 
dogs that are called lupus, wolves, and after undergoing a 
five-day fast for what he calls "non-secular reasons" (p. 96). 
Thus, Chris survives a number of tests before he arrives at 
the elevation to which Mrs. Goforth has retired.
He arrives dressed as Mrs. Goforth's last husband had 
been dressed when she first saw him. Chris's climb has been 
made more difficult because of the weight of his pack, which 
contains his metalsmith tools and a mobil' that figures prom­
inently in the last scene of the play. The mobile is en­
titled "The Earth is a Wheel in a Great Big Gambling Casino" 
(p. 29).
While Chris is sleeping, his hostess summons Marchesa 
Ridgeway-Condotti, the Witch of Endor, and discovers from 
her that last summer Chris had been christened "the Angel of 
Death" because he has been present at the death of several 
women of Mrs. Goforth's generation. Later the Witch at­
tempts to lure Chris away from Mrs. Goforth, but without 
success. Chris tells the Witch that she is "the heart of the 
world that has no heart, the heartless world that you live 
in . . ." (p. 76).
Mrs. Goforth needs companionship and a lover, but she 
fears that people will take advantage of her. At one point, 
she says that she does not trust people, only dogs (p. 97). 
Much of her conversation with Chris amounts to a verbal spar­
ring match whereby she attempts to exact her own terms from 
her "Trojan Horse Guest," a phrase with which she repeatedly
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addresses Chris (pp. 64, 82). Chris designates his inten­
tion as an attempt to give to Mrs. Goforth what he has given 
to other "old dying ladies," that is, "something closer to 
what they need than what they think they still want" (p. 28). 
At the end of the play Sissy Goforth comes to accept what 
Chris has to offer. After her death, the griffin banner that 
had been her heraldic device is lowered. In the meantime, 
Chris has hung his mobile. The whole action of the play, in 
one sense, is summed up in the ascendance of the mobile, a 
mandc-la device, over the banner, a symbol of duality. Still, 
a final line of the play asserts: "It's Reveille always. Taps
never, for the gold griffin" (p. 117).
If Mrs. Goforth is intended as a portrait as Western 
Civilization, and that much seems certain, it is surprising 
that Willicims deals with her so kindly. She epitomizes the 
vices of a materialistically oriented and technologically 
powered society. Sissy Goforth is a business-woman par ex­
cellence. Born in One Street, Georgia, and possessed of 
only one asset, her remarkable figure, she begins as the 
Dixie Doxy in a carnival strip show, reaches star billing in 
the Follies, and then marries Harlon Goforth, "a man that 
Presidents put next to their wives at banquets in the White 
House . . . "  (pp. 7f). Two subsequent marriages have in­
creased her wealth. She may, in truth, proclaim herself to 
be "a legend in [her] own lifetime" (p. 65).
Mrs. Goforth has wholeheartedly adopted the business 
ethic. Though she describes herself, in a line from Ibsen,
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as having "a robust conscience, and the Viking spirit in life," 
she interprets those qualities in this way: “I give away
nothing, I sell and I buy in my life, and I've always wound
up with a profit, one way or another" (p. 87). Much of the
play concerns her attempt to capitalize on Chris's hunger.
She denies him food, hoping to humiliate him and bring him 
to submit to her desires. At one point, Blackie, Mrs. Go­
forth's secretary, brings a tray of food for Chris. Mrs. Go­
forth has it sent away; then she asks Chris why he did not
"grab the plate and run off with it . . . like a dog with a
bone." Chris answers, "I cein fight if I have to, but the 
fighting style of dogs is not my style" (pp. 82f). It is, 
however. Sissy Goforth's style. She is a self-admitted 
bitch. Her fortune and her social position are totally the 
result of her skillful marketing of the only product that 
she can sell, and that is herself.
Now old and fearing death, she must take stock of 
herself. During the course of the play, in part due to her 
conversations with Chris, she comes to realize the personal 
losses that she has sustained while her material success ac­
cumulated. Projecting her own values into other people, she 
has come to feel that everyone intends taking advantage of 
her. For this reason she has moved to her mountaintcp where 
she most often refuses to see people because, as she says, 
"they all seemed like the same person over and over and I 
got tired of the person" (p. 32). She has also come to see 
all Ilfs as a struggle with the sun—“"jUst a big fire-ball
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that toughens the skin, including the skin of the heart" (p. 
85). Imperfectly, Sissy has discovered the truth that is 
dramatized in Sweet Bird of Youth, namely, that the life 
struggle is debilitating and that success demands that one 
armor oneself against those constituents of life that might 
confer value on existence. The end result, dramatized in 
Mrs. Goforth, is that present life seems almost to be non­
existent. Our lives come to exist largely as completed mem­
ories. In a passage that leads one to believe that she has 
been reading Henri Bergson, Mrs. Goforth tells the Witch:
"Has it ever struck you, Connie, that life is all memory, 
except for the one present moment that goes by you so quick 
you hardly catch it going? It's really all memory, Connie, 
except for each passing moment. . . . Practically everything 
is a memory to me, now, so I'm writing uiy memoirs.... [She 
points up.] Shooting star: it's shot;— a memory now. Four
husbands, all memory now. All lovers, all memory now" (p.
44) .
Only one of Mrs. Goforth's past lovers, the poet who 
was her last husband, is now important to her. He alone suc­
ceeded in breaking through her defenses: "The love of true
understanding isn't something a man brings up the road to you 
every day or once in a blue moon, even. But it was brought 
to me once, almost too late but not quite.... The hard 
shell of my heart, the calcium deposits grown around it, 
could still be cracked, broken through, and my last husband 
broke through it, and I was brought back to life and aliuost
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back to— what?— Youth...." (p. 12). Again, Williams has 
given us a definition of youth that has nothing to do with 
age, but rather consists in a certain response toward life. 
Most important in the passage just quoted is the mention of 
calcium, and the phrase, "Mcin brings [this] up the road."
Several times during the play, milk and calcium be­
come the subject of conversation. The "milk train" is in­
volved with the theme of the destruction of the quality of 
life through the perpetuation of the life struggle; that is, 
we are nourished by milk from birth, but the danger is that 
the very milk that nourishes us is the source of the calcium 
deposits which enclose the heart and so make it oblivious of 
things and people external to ourselves. To hold too strong­
ly to life, as Mrs. Goforth has done, is to become inured to 
the only values that make life admirable. The play identi­
fies those values as love and religion. Thus, Chris's gift 
to the elderly of "something closer to what they need than 
what they think they still want" (p. 28) is more than a mere 
willingness to die.
The phrase "Man bring this up the road" is important 
for a number of reasons. The short story from which Milk 
Train develops is called "Man Bring This Up Road."^® Mrs. 
Goforth identifies this with "a love of true understanding." 
Later, when the servant gives Mrs. Goforth the book that
Tennessee Williams, "Man Bring This Up Road," in 
The Knightly Quest (New York: New Directions, 1966), pp.
TZ?-TTT
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Chris uses as a calling card, he does so by saying, "Man 
bring this up the road" (p. 16). The phrase later recurs in 
significant positions in the last two scenes.
The proximity of death illuminates the heroine of 
Williams' drama. Mrs. Goforth, though she has led a full 
life, comes to see her own emptiness. She fears age and 
fights it. She fears death and refuses publicly to acknowledge 
it. Lonely, she desires companionship but does not invite 
guests for fear that they will not come. Chris understands 
her plight and tells her, "You're suffering more them you 
need to. . . . You're suffering from the worst of all human 
maladies, of all afflictions, emd I don't mean one of the 
body, I mean the thing people feel when they go from room to 
room for no reason, and then they go back from room to room 
for no reason, and then they go out for no reason and come
back ^  for no reason— " (p. 88).
In the past Mrs. Goforth has looked for reasons:
MRS. GOFORTH: I've been on the Nile. No message.
Couple winters ago I stayed at the Mena House, that 
hotel under the pyramids. I could see the pyramids, 
those big-big calcified fools-caps from my breakfast 
balcony. No message. Rode up to 'em on a camel so 
I could say I'd done the whole bit.
CHRIS: No message?
MRS. GOFORTH: No message, except you can get seasick
on a camel. Yep, you can get mighty seasick on the 
hump of a camel. Went inside those old king-size 
tombstones.
CHRIS : No message inside them, either?
MRS. GOFORTH: No message, except the Pharaohs and
their families had the idiotic idea they were going 
to wake up hungry and thirsty and so provided them-
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selves with breakfasts which had gone very stale and 
dry, and the Pharaohs and families were still sound 
asleep. . . . (p. 94)
The theme of the message is at the very center of the 
play's meaning. In the last scene, in a fit of temper, Mrs. 
Goforth snatches up the book that Chris has brought her, the 
translation of the sayings of the Hindu Swami who was Chris's 
guru. "Man bring this up the road, huh?" she says. The re­
mark leads Chris to speak one of the most important and most 
misunderstood lines in the play:
CHRIS: Oh, no, you're nobody's fool, but you're a
fool, Mrs. Goforth, if you don't know that finally, 
sooner or later, you need somebody or something to 
mean God to you, even if it's a cow on the streets 
of Bombay, or carved rock on the Easter Islands or— .
MRS. GOFORTH: You came here to bring me God, did you?
CHRIS: I didn't say God, I said someone or something
to—
MRS. GOFORTH: I heard what you said, you said God.
My eyes are out of focus but not my ears I Well, 
bring Him, I'm ready to lay out a red carpet for Him, 
but how do you bring Him? Whistle? Ring a bell for 
Him . . . Huh? How? What? (p. Ill)
Chris's insistence that Mrs. Goforth needs, and that 
he has brought, "something to mean God" embodies an important 
Hindu belief. In the Bhagavad-Gita, Lord Krishna instructs 
Arjuna in the principles of Vedanta. One of the most signif­
icant of these principles is that though worship is neces­
sary, the object of worship is immaterial; indeed, anything 
can mean God. This idea is repeatedly stated in the Gita.
The few instances quoted below should serve to clarify this 
paradoxical belief. In each case, the speaker is the God,
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Lord Krishna:
Some see me one with themselves, or separate:
Some bow to the countless gods that are only 
My million faces. . . .
Even those who worship other deities, cind sacrifice 
to them with faith in their hearts, are really wor­
shipping me, though with a mistaken approach. For 
I am the only enjoyer and the only God of all sacri­
fices. . . .
0 Arjuna, I will indeed make known to you my divine 
manifestations, but I shall name the chief of these, 
only. For, of the lesser variations in all their 
detail, there is no end. I am the Atman that dwells 
in the heart of every mortal creature; I am the be­
ginning, the life-span, and the end of all. . . .  I 
am the silence of things secret: I am the knowledge
of the knower.
Whatever path men travel 
Is my path:
No matter where,they walk 
It leads to me.
Though the idea that the object of worship is immateri­
al is foreign to Westerners and probeUoly repugnant to Chris­
tians, it is not unreasonable. Though varied means are per­
missible, the end of all religious activity is the same. To 
the degree that Hinduism involves a salvation philosophy, 
that salvation is located on this side of death cuid consists 
of the achievement of a certain experience. Admittedly that 
experience is ineffable, incommunicable, but the means to 
the achievement of that experience and certain symbols of 
the content of the experience are not so inaccessible. Cer­
tain of those symbols are what Chris Flanders "brings up the
Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood, 
trans.. The Song of God: Bhagavad-Gita (New York: New
American Library ,~T951) , pp"I 81, WT~, 5T-90, 51.
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road" to Mrs. Goforth. Any one of them might "mean God."
Chris brings three things up the road to Mrs. Goforth. 
He brings the metal sculpture that is called "The Earth is a 
Wheel in a Great Big Gambling Casino." He brings the trans­
lation of his teacher's sayings that is titled Meanings Known 
and Unknown (p. 35). Chris tries to bring her the peace that 
he had received from his teacher, the Hindu Swami that he met 
in Baja, California, a man who has "meant God" to him. Chris 
attempts to do so by telling her a story, a sort of parable 
that is similar to Hannah's story of the Shanghai death-house, 
The story consists of two parts. In the first, Chris finds 
his vocation. In Baja, Chris had left his hostess's home to 
go for a swim:
Swain out in the cool water till my head felt cool as
the water, then turned and swam back in, but the
beach wasn't deserted completely any more. There 
was a very old gentleman on it. He called "HeIpI" 
to me, as if he was in the water drowning, and I was 
on the shore. I swam in and asked him how I could 
help him and he said this, he said: "Help me out 
there'. I can't make it alone. I've gone past pain I
can bear." I could see it was true. He was ele­
gantly dressed but emaciated, cadaverous. I gave 
him the help he wanted, I led him out in the water, 
it wasn't easy. Once he started to panic; I had to 
hold onto him tight as a lover till he got back his 
courage and said, "All right." The tide took him as 
light as a leaf. But just before I did that, and 
this is the oddest thing, he took out his wallet and 
thrust all the money in it into my hand. (p. 1 1 2 )
Later, Chris goes to the encampment of a Hindu teacher.
When Chris tells the story, the old man tells Chris that he
has found his vocation. Chris had given the money to the
Swcuni, and Mrs. Goforth asks if the old Man said "thcink you
for it." Chris replies:
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I don't know if he did. You see, they— No, I guess 
you don't see. They had a belief that too much is 
said, when feeling, quiet feelings— enough— says 
more.... And he had a gift for gesture. You couldn't 
believe how a hand that shriveled and splotched 
could make such a beautiful gesture of holding out 
the hand to be helped up from the ground. It made 
me, so quickly, peaceful. That was important to me, 
that sudden feeling of quiet, because I'd come all 
the way down there, with the— the spectre of lunacy 
at my heels all the way— He said: "Stay."— We sat
about a fire on the beach that night: Nobody said
anything.
MRS. GOFORTH: No message, he didn't have any message?
CHRIS: Yes, that night it was silence, it was the
meaning of silence. (p. 113)
When Mrs. Goforth had interrogated the universe, she 
had received "no message." Chris received the message of 
silence, the message that Sissy Goforth might have received 
if she had known how to listen in the right way. Unsatis­
fied with Chris's enigmatic report, she questions him fur­
ther :
MRS. GOFORTH: Silence? Meaning?
CHRIS : Acceptance.
MRS. GOFORTH: What of?
CHRIS: Oh, many things, everything, nearly. Such
as how to live and die j.n a way that's more digni­
fied than most of us know how to do it. And of how 
not to be frightened of not knowing what isn't meant 
to be known, acceptance of not knowing anything but 
the moment of still existing, until we stop exist­
ing— and acceptance of that moment, too. (pp. 113f)
Chris's line holds the essential message of Williams' play,
but the message is easily misunderstood. The doctrine of
acceptance is not the pessimistic directive that it seems to
be. The message is conditioned bv the body of knowledge.
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say wisdom, from which it comes. That body of wisdom is un­
mistakably Oriental. The principal elements are to be found 
in any number of Eastern holy books from the Vedas to the 
writings of Sri Aurobindo; however, the knowledge that Chris 
brings imperfectly to Sissy Goforth is contained in its most 
popular form in the Bhagavad-Gita. Though he lacks the usual 
trappings that Westerners associate with the Eastern holy 
man, Christopher Flanders is a sort of Hindu novice, a fol­
lower of his own guru, his spiritual teacher.
He is, as well, unmistakably associated with the 
Christ, but he is a more benevolent Christ than any other in 
Williams. The merging of the functions of Christ and Hindu 
holy man is surprising only to the Westerner who is unfamil­
iar with Eastern religions. That unfeuniliarity is doubtless 
the cause of much of the confusion that is evident in the 
reviews of the play, emd there is little criticism to aug­
ment the opening-night reviews that followed the two open­
ings of the play.
Hinduism contains the idea that the divine incarna­
tion is a recurring event. In the edition of the Bhagavad- 
Gi ta that is translated by Christopher Isherwood and Swami 
Prabhavananda the following explanation is given; "Hinduism 
accepts the belief in many divine incarnations, including 
Krishna, Buddha, emd Jesus, emd foresees that there will be 
many more: In every age I come back/ To deliver the holy,/
To destroy the sin of the sinner,/ To establish righteous­
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ness.
Other aspects of his role of Eastern holy man are 
compatible with the qualities associated with the Christian 
priesthood. Chris has come to Mrs. Goforth's mountain after 
a "five-day fast for— nonsecular reasons" (p. 96). Fasting 
is, of course, a thoroughly familiar spiritual discipline. 
But, like an Eastern monk, Chris is obliged to receive food 
as a gift. Much as Buddhist monks are required to beg their 
food, Chris must wait until food is offered him.
More closely associated with Christian discipline, 
Chris is apparently bound by die rules of poverty and chas­
tity. He arrives at Mrs. Goforth's villa with only a book, 
his mobile, his metalworking tools, and a single shirt. In 
the last scene of the play when, Mrs. Goforth invites him to 
share her bed, he politely refuses.
At one point, too, Chris suggests that Mrs. Goforth's 
physical problems might be partially solved by the process 
of inhaling sea water to cleanse her nasal passages (p. 80). 
The technique is one that is prescribed by the discipline of 
Hatha Yoga.
Earlier, when it appears that Mrs. Goforth is not yet 
ready for what Chris has to offer, he asks permission to live 
in the bamboo hut on her private beach. Mrs. Goforth desig­
nates it as an oubliette, a sort of prison where people are 
put so that they cein be forgotten. Chris, however, sees it
l^Ibid,, p. 133.
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as a place where he might live the life of an ascetic. He
says that he can spear the fish that he needs for food and
that he can even turn seawater into fresh water. When
Blackie asks why he would want to stay there, Chris's reply
is very significant:
CHRIS a wave crashes under the mountain] : Booml
I'd like to make a mobile' call it '*Boom. " The
sea and the sky are turning the same color, dissolv­
ing into each other. Wine-dark sea and wine-dark 
sky. In a little while the little fishing boats
with their lamps for night fishing will make the sea
look like the night sky turned upside down, and you 
and I will have a sort of valedictory dinner on the 
terrace.
BLACKIE: Yes, it sounds very peaceful.... (p. 104)
Chris's mobile is to represent the resolution of contraries
in which is to be found the peace that comes from detachment,
from acceptance, the acceptance that Chris tells Mrs. Goforth 
was the import of the silence that was the message Chris had 
received from the Swami on the beach in California.
Chris is obviously drawn in two directions. He de­
sires the religious solitude that he might find in the beach 
cottage, the solitude that would result in his completing a 
work of art that would fall into the class of Tantra, a term 
which will be explained shortly. But Chris is drawn too in 
the direction of his mission in life, the enactment of his 
vocation that had been shown to him by his spiritual leader. 
The two directions are those that are designated in tdie
Bhagavad-Gita as the way of meditation and the way of self- 
19
less action. Chris's vocation as it is revealed to him
l^Ibid., p. 44.
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might even be better designated by a Sanskrit term— dharma. 
Pharma is one of the many enigmatic concepts central to Ori­
ental thought, but it is often translated as a word involving 
the meanings of fate, duty, and vocation. Chris's dharma is 
to assist the dying through their death. At the end of the 
play, even though Chris has been tortured in various ways by 
Mrs. Goforth, she calls to him. Blackie tells Chris, "That's 
her, she's calling for you. Can you stand to go in there?" 
Chris does not hesitate: "Sure I can— it's a professional
duty" (pp. 104-105).
But Chris Flanders is an artist, a sculptor. Thus, 
whatever message he has to impart, he may render it not only 
in words, as he dees in the story of the dying man and the 
message of silence, and as he had done in the book. Meanings 
Known and Unknown. He may also render that message in con­
crete form, in his sculptures. One might even say that the 
two sculptures mentioned in the play, the completed "The 
Earth is a Wheel in a Great Big Gambling Casino" and the pro­
jected "Boom," are intended as the embodiment of a truth 
that cannot be stated. As such, the spirit of the play is 
consistent both with Hindu philosophy and with the conclusion 
reached by W. B. Yeats whose "Sailing to Byzantium" furnishes 
the epigraph to the play.
Chris's sculptures are enormously important. First, 
they have been constructed in the proper religious spirit. 
Early in the play, Blackie asks Chris whether he sells his 
mobiles. He replies, "Some things aren't made to be sold.
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Oh, you sell them, but they're not made for that, not for
selling, they're made for— " Blackie supplies, "Making them"
(p. 25). Chris does not dispute her emswer. Chris has
learned, perhaps from his Hindu teacher, one of the lessons
that Lord Krishna teaches to Arjuna in the Gita;
He who does the task 
Dictated by duty.
Caring nothing
For fruit of the action,
He is a yogi, 2 0
A true sannyasin. [monk]
Chris displays just such aui attitude. He gives the 
mobile to Mrs. Goforth though it represents six months' 
labor (p. 29). As we learn of his past history, we find 
that though Chris has rendered invaluable service to the 
women that he has attended, his only reward has been the pub­
lication of his translation of his teacher's sayings.
Of Chris's first sculpture, little need be said except
that, as a wheel, it is a version of the mandala, a symbol
known to Westerners primarily through the work of C. G. Jung,
who theorized that the device is "derived from dreams and
visions corresponding to the most basic of religious symbols
21known to mankind. . . ." The mandala is both the embodi­
ment of a truth and an aid to religious discipline. The 
"mandala is, eibove all, an image and a synthesis of the dual- 
istic aspects of differentiation and unification, of variety
^°Ibid., p. 62.
^^C. G. Jung, quoted in J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of 
Symbols (New York: Philosophical Library, 1962), p. 1927
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and unity. . . . It is, then, the visual, plastic expression
of the struggle to achieve order— even within diversity— and
of the longing to be united with the pristine, non-spatial
and non-temporal 'Centre,' as it is conceived in all sym-
22bolic traditions." It is wise at this point to recall 
that one of the needs dramatized in Sweet Bird of Youth was 
the need to find a mecuis of transcending time.
J. E. Cirlot notes that mandala devices "are to be 
found all over the Orient, and always as a means toward con­
templation and concentration— as an aid in inducing certain 
mental states and in encouraging the spirit to move forward
along its path of evolution from . . . the realm of corporeal
23forms to the spiritual."
It might well be argued that there is insufficient 
evidence to invest Chris Flanders' artifact with so much 
meaning, and much of that meaning so esoteric. That argument 
may be granted easily, for the nature of the mobile that 
Chris plans to construct embodies the Scime meanings that 
have been attributed to the first sculpture. With regard to 
the second work, there is no possibility of its meaning be­
ing mistaken— at least no possibility of misunderstanding 
not based upon ignorance of the tradition from which it is 
derived. Its name, "Boom, " identifies it as a religious 
artifact, even an icon, of the highest order; "boom" is a
22
J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols (New York;
Philosophical Library, 1962), p.
Ibid., p. 190.
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version of the supreme Hindu mantra, Om.
The extreme importance of the word boom and the arti­
fact that is to be so named is indicated in a number of ways. 
The sound represented by the word, the sound of a single 
wave crashing on the rocks below the terrace of Mrs. Goforth's 
villa, punctuates the action of the play repeatedly. Each 
time Chris hears the sound, he repeats the word boom. The 
movie version of Milk Train, a version that was radically re­
designed to serve as a vehicle for Elizabeth Taylor and 
Richard Burton, is even entitled Booml
Of the numerous repetitions of either the sound of 
the wave or of the word boom, five are especially important.
In Scene One, when Chris first hears the noise, a stage di­
rection instructs: '*The YOUNG MAN, CHRIS, limps out upon the
forestage, sinks onto a white iron bench. A wave crashes 
below the mountain. He looks bletnkly out at the audience 
for a moment, then shakes his head and utters a desperate- 
sounding laugh" (p. 13). In this way Williams focuses the 
attention of the audience on the sound. A few moments be­
fore the intermission, the sound is again repeated. Mrs. 
Goforth has awakened to find herself reliving the death of 
her first husband. She stumbles out onto her own terrace, 
just as she had fled from her dying husband to the terrace 
"over the high, high city of Goforth." On the remembered 
terrace, she finds "wind, cold wind, clean, cleani Release! 
Relief! Escape from— [She reaches the edges of the orchestra 
pit. A wave crashes loudly below.J" (p. 56) The scene
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marks the first association of boom, the wave sound, with 
"release." A similar association is made in Scene Five. Mrs. 
Goforth, angry with her secretary, tells her to write a 
check for her wages and to leave. Chris says "— Boom..." 
Blackie says, "Release!" (p. 98).
In Scene Five, there is one of the most important oc­
currences of the word and sound. Chris speaks to Mrs. Go­
forth of a recent alteration in his consciousness; "I've 
lost it lately, this sense of reality in my particular 
world." His sense of a separate reality has had repercus­
sions :
CHRIS: When one person's sense of reality seems to
be too— disturbingly different from another person's, 
uh—
MRS. GOFORTH: Sense of reality. Continue.
CHRIS: Well, he's— avoided! Not welcome! It's—
that simple. ...And— yesterday in Naples, I sud- 
denly realized that I was in that situation. [He 
turns to the booming sea and says, "Boom."] I found 
out that I was now a— leper!
MRS. GOFORTH : Leopard?
CHRIS: Leper!— Boom! (pp. 68-69)
Thus, in the last scene of the play, when Chris tells Blackie
of his plan to construct a mobile called "Boom," the sound
of the wave and the word boom have come to be associated with
the idea of a separate reality and the concept of release.
The present argument will be best served if, at this 
point, we take note of a scene that is the central episode 
in E. M. Forster's A Passage to India, a book that may be 
the source of some of the ideas in Willicuns* play, and almost
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certainly is the inspiration for Williams' symbolic sound 
effects. In Forster's novel, Mrs. Moore, an Englishwomen vis­
iting India, is taken to visit the unique Marabar caves. She 
visits only one of the caves, for she encounters there a 
sound that first sickens her and then begins to work more 
deeply on her ideas, even her very nature:
The more she thought over it, the more disagreeable 
and frightening it became. She minded it much more 
now than at the time. The crush and the smells she 
could forget, but the echo began in some indescrib­
able way to undermine her hold on life. Coming at a 
moment when she chanced to be fatigued, it had man­
aged to murmur, "Pathos, piety, courage— they exist, 
but are identical, and so is filth. Everything 
exists, nothing has value." If one had spoken vile­
ness in that place, or quoted lofty poetry, the com­
ment would have been the same— "ou-boum." If one 
had spoken with the tongues of angels and pleaded 
for all the unhappiness and misunderstanding in the 
world, past, present, cUid to come, for all the misery 
men must undergo whatever their opinion and position, 
and however much they dodge or bluff— it would 
amount to the same. . . .  No one could romanticize 
the Marabar because it robbed infinity and eternity 
of their vastness, the only quality that accommo­
dates them to mankind.
She tried to go on with her letter, reminding 
herself that she was only an elderly woman who had 
got up too early in the morning emd journeyed too 
far, that the despair creeping over her was merely 
her despair, her personal weakness, and that even if 
she got sunstroke and went mad the rest of the world 
would go on. But suddenly, at the edge of her mind. 
Religion appeared, poor little talkative Christianity, 
and she knew that all its divine words from "Let 
there be.light" to "It is finished" only amounted to 
"boum.
Forster's Mrs. Moore has had the unfortunate experi­
ence of stumbling, by chance, upon the outer limits of a 
realm that is most often the goal of a lifetime of religious
^^E. M. Forster, A Passage to India (New York: Har-
court. Brace & World, 19 52) , pp. l4y’-5o.
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training and rigorous physical discipline. She has acciden­
tally come to the verge of the universal experience that is 
called variously cosmic consciousness, mystical conscious­
ness, or simply the mystical experience. She has, in terms 
of Hindu doctrine, made contact with the ultimate reality, 
the ground of being from which emanates every aspect of ap­
parent reality, a subordinate reality called, in Sanskrit,
Maya. She has done so through the agency of the supreme 
Hindu mantra, O m , or "ou-boum," or "boum." It is Mrs. Moore's 
misfortune that she has come to her experience with no prepa­
ration, either by way of cultural familiarity or specific 
training. Thus, she fails to gain immediately from the ex­
perience what is implicit in it, namely the sort of detachment, 
acceptance, which numerous mystics. Oriental and Christian, 
have told us is capable of over-shadowing all of the deficits 
of life. She might have come away from the Marabar whisper­
ing Shantih, Shantih. Instead, for the moment, her hold on 
life is undermined. Not so with Chris Flanders.
Now to return to the planned sculpture, "Boom." We 
have said that Chris's artwork is to be of a kind called 
Tantrie art. Most briefly stated. Tantrie art aims, through 
various techniques and patterns, at a concrete rendering of 
a visualization of totality. One student of Tantra, Ajit 
Mookerjee, explains that "Tantra is derived from the Sanskrit 
root, tan, meaning to expand. Tantra thus indicates all com­
prehensive knowledge or expansion of knowledge." Thus, the 
object of the shilpi-yogin, or Tantra-artist, is "to pene-
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25trate the enigmatic silence, the mystery of the universe."
"To see the truth," says Sri Aurobindo, "depends on being in 
contact with the Truth cind the mind silent and quiet to re- 
ceive it." Tantra art, then, aims at a concrete visualiza­
tion of pure essence.
The means by which the artist enters into the spirit 
necessary for the contact with essence, either as an end in 
itself or as a prelude to the creation of an artifact of 
Tantra, is the mantra. The mantra is a sound symbol, not a 
word in the usual sense. The repetition of certain mantras 
is said to have the power of inducing a certain conscious­
ness, a state of being that is the goal of religious mystics 
and the starting point for the creation of Tantrie art. Such 
a belief is involved with an elaborate phonetic symbolism
common to most Eastern religions and to the version of Chris-
27tianity called Gnosticism.
The particular mantra used by Chris Flanders is the
Om, the most potent of all Hindu mantras. Ajit Mookerjee
says that "Om aims at the total elimination of subject-object
2 8by the expression of sound rhythms. . . . "  Further, this
"first and most important monosyllabic mantra is the sound-
symbol Om, generally considered to be the sound-symbol of
29the Supreme One.” Another commentator, J. E. Cirlot, ex-
2 SAjit Mookerjee, Tantra Art, its Philosophy and Phy-______ ,  
sics (Switzerland: Kumar Gallery, 1966-67), pp. ll-TJ
Z^ibid., p. 12. ^^Cirlot, p. 242.
^^Mookerjes, p. 15. ^^Ibid,, p. 18.
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plains the mantra in this way: "The tradition is that the
entire essence of the universe is contained in the syllable 
'Om' (or Aum) of the Hindu or Tibetan languages: A=the be­
ginning, ^transition, H=:tha end, or deep sleep.
One might well ask after the proper response to the 
experience of mystical consciousness shared in common by 
Chris Flanders, Forster's Mrs. Moore, the protagonist of 
Maugham's The Razor's Edge, the speaker in Eliot's Ash Wednes­
day , and the great mystics of all religions (the experience
itself is universal no matter what the interpretation put
upon it). The best answer is furnished by Dr. D. T. Suzuki,
the major proponent of Zen in the Western world. Dr. Suzuki
attributes a number of characteristics to the experience of 
satori, the Japanese term for the "timeless moment" of mystic 
enlightenment; among them are "authoritativeness” and "af­
firmation." Dr. Suzuki explains that by "authoritativeness" 
he means "that the knowledge realized by satori is final, 
that no amount of logical argument can refute it. . . . All 
that logic can do here is to explain it, to interpret it in 
connection with other kinds of knowledge with which our 
minds are filled. . . . Hence the sense of authoritative­
ness, which means f i n a l i t y . T h e  experience also brings a 
sort of affirmation that might easily be mistaken for pessi-
3°Cirlot, p. 242.
^^D. T. Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, quoted in 
Walter T. Stage, The Teachings of the Mystics' (New York: 
New AmeriCcin Library, 1960) , p.”5*2.
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mistic fatalism, a sort of metaphysica] determinism. Dr.
Suzuki explains that;
what is authoritative emd final can never be nega­
tive. For negation has no value for our life, it 
leads us nowhere; it is not a power that urges, nor 
does it give one a place to rest. Though the satori 
experience is sometimes expressed in negative terms, 
it is essentially an affirmative attitude towards 
all things that exist; it accepts them as they come 
along regardless of their moral values. Buddhists 
call this kshanti, "patience," or more properly 
"acceptance,** that is, acceptance of things in their 
suprarelative or transcendental aspect where no 
dualism of whatever sort avails.
Once one grasps the degree to which Willicims ' play is 
based upon Oriental mystic traditions, it is no surprise 
that when Chris Flanders' first sculpture is hung, "music 
seems to come from the turning mobile that casts very deli­
cate gleams of light on the stage" (p. 117), the light re­
calling the lights that figure so prominently in Chris's de­
scription of the projected artifact: "Boom! I'd like to
make a mobile. I'd call it 'Boom.' The sea and the sky are 
turning the same color, dissolving into each other. Wine-dark 
sea and wine-dark sky. In a little while the little fishing 
boats with their lamps for night fishing will make the sea 
look like the night sky turned upside down . . -" (p. 104).
Once the nature and kind of acceptance that Chris 
counsels is glossed with recourse to Oriental traditions, 
the final lines of the play emerge in a new light. They are 
appropriate; they are even profound. Perhaps lacking in 
dramatic quality, they nonetheless carry associations that
"“Ibid.
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are ultimately conclusive:
[BLACKIE comes beside him on the forestage and 
offers him the wine goblet. A wave is heard"break­
ing under the mountain. 1
BLACKIE: The sea is saying the name of your next
mobile.
CHRIS: Boom!
BLACKIE: What dc^a it mean?
CHRIS: It says "Boom” and that's what it means. No
translation, no explanation, just "Boom." (p. 118)
To conclude the present discussion, it must be granted 
that certain aspects of The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Any­
more have not been touched on here. Other elements of the 
play have, perhaps, been overly explained, x'he object of 
this method of treatment is to suggest, if not precisely to 
delineate, the existence of a body of traditional wisdom and 
religious lore within which Williams' play is completely com­
prehensible. What no critic has brought to a discussion of 
the play is the recognition that Williams' play is a work of 
profound synthesis. The play attempts to meld two divergent, 
perhaps ultimately incompatible, religious traditions.
Although it is not necessary to indicate precisely 
the source from which Williams took his knowledge of mysti­
cism, it is interesting to speculate. Williams himself may 
have been, at various times in his life, a practicing mystic. 
That fact would not be so surprising as it appears to be. 
Though it is not common knowledge, Tennyson was a practicing
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mystic during most of his life,^^ and a great many other 
poets, both English and American, have exhibited mystical 
inclinations. Williauns probably was exposed to mystical doc­
trines through his friendships, particularly his friendship
34with Christopher Isherwood, whose joint translation of the 
Bhagavad-Gita has been cited in the study, and his friend­
ship with the Japanese novelist and playwright, Yukio 
Mishima,^^ a writer who has been called the Japanese Heming­
way.
To better understand the reaction that the play re­
ceived, one might put himself in the place of a member of 
the audience, or better still the position of an opening- 
night critic. A comparable position might be that of a 
critic forced to judge Eliot's Wasteland or Ash Wednesday 
from memory, on the basis of a single public reading.
It is interesting to theorize about whether a new 
production of Milk Train would succeed. Recently movements 
in American society have focused attention on certain ideas 
that remain esoteric, but which were completely foreign to 
American audiences when the play received its second produc­
tion in 1964. In 1964 India, the homeland of Hindu ideology, 
occupied roughly the same position with regard to American
*5 3
Walter T. Stage, The Teachings of the Mystics (New 
York: New American Library, 1960), p. l5T
^^[C. Robert Jennings], "Playboy Interview: Tennes­
see Williams," Playboy, April 197 3, p. 80.
^^Oliver Evans, "A Pleasant Evening with Yukio Mishi- 
ma, ' Esquire, May 1372, pp. 126 — 30, 174, 1
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audiences that Africa, the dark continent, occupied with re­
gard to nineteenth century Europeans. In 1964 we had not yet 
experienced the psychedelic revolution that erupted after 
the "Summer of Love" in Scin Francisco in 1967. Few people 
had heard of Dr. Timothy Leary, or his co-worker Richard 
Alpert, who has since re-named himself Baba Ram Dass. The 
Beatles had not yet brought to our attention the work of 
such musicians as Ravi Shankar or the philosophy of Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi. Few people knew of the existence of Alan Watts 
or D. T. Suzuki. R. D. Laing had not yet begun to incorporate 
the techniques of Oriental dialectics and meditation into 
psychiatry.
Boom: can offer no answer to the question. The roles 
of Chris and Mrs. Goforth were greatly altered to make the 
script suitable for Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. Noel 
Coward was cast as the Witch of Endor, a part originally 
played by Mildred Cunnock. Static drama seldom translates 
well into film, emd Milk Train is a static play. Even in 
1968, the date of the film's release, the ideas that are cen­
tral to the play were familiar to very few people.
It is not surprising that Williams' play failed. Nor 
is it surprising, though it is indeed admirable, that Williams 
arranged for a second production of the play a year after its 
first opening. Williams obviously had a sense of the value 
of the play that was not shared by critics or viewers. The 
second opening of MiIk Train is comparable to the opening of 
Orpheus Descending seventeen years after the failure of
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Battle of Angels. Williams' gesture was an heroic one. It 
is not difficult to imagine the emotional cost to the play­
wright of the failure of not one, but two versions of a play 
to which he attached great importance. Williams' play may 
well be what its critics say it is, namely a work of many 
and great faults. However, it seems evident that Williams' 
greatest fault was not aesthetic and not philosophic; it was 
strategic. Williams overestimated his audience. It is odd­
ly fitting, too, that Williams should earlier have designated 
one of his opponents as "the enemy, time." History has con­
spired to make MiIk Train more intelligible to the 1970's than 
it was to the 1960's. The greatest fault that may be attrib­
uted to The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore is that it 
was premature.
It was, however, consistent with the works that had 
gone before. The dominant motive of the play and its charac­
ters is Frankl's Will to Meeming. Again, a central character 
is featured whose problems are those that we have laüaeled 
Outsider problems, problems which we may designate as the re­
sult of a person's possessing a minority consciousness. 
Finally, the play goes beyond Night of the Iguana in its 
treatment of the proper way to confront the reality of the 
universe and the proper relationship to establish with other 
inhabitants in this "house full of— voices, noises, objects, 
strange shadows, light that's even stranger . . . "  (p. 74). 
Williams' play advises a quality of acceptance to which it 
seems naive to apply the term Stoic. In terms of human re-
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Lationships, Chris Flanders represents a devotion to other 
people that is more extreme even than that of Hannah JeIkes. 
Thus the play represents the merger of Oriental Stoicism and 
Christian Ethics. However, it goes beyond other, earlier 
works that might be summarized in similar terms by virtue of 
its treatment of what can only be called mysticism.
After The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore, both 
Williams' work and his biography enter a new stage. Williams 
had relied rather strongly on alcohol from the beginning of 
his career. In 1963, as a result of his chronic insomnia, a 
condition going back to his youth in St. Louis, Williams be­
gan to take d r u g s . T h e r e a f t e r ,  a number of circumstances 
acting in conjunction led to increased dependence on drugs, 
successive crackups, and repeated commitments.
That Williams should go through such a period was al­
most predictable, a result of the internal strain generated 
by the divided consciousness and the extreme sensitivity that 
are characteristic of the Outsider personality. It may well 
be recalled that Wilson's study contained a sort of predic­
tion based upon the study of historical Outsiders. Wilson 
predicted that the Outsider's final position had, of neces­
sity, to lead toward mysticism or madness. The Outsider 
seemed fated to find either the happiness of William Blake 
or Alfred North Whitehead, or the madness of Nietzsche, 
Nijinsky, or Van Gogh.
^^Ann Sharpley, "Tennessee Williams at 60," The Miami
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In addition to, or perhaps because of, the problems
of the Outsider, other problems were rendered more extreme.
To begin with, during this period Williams was undergoing
that problem that other American writers have experienced— the
block. Dan Isaac eloquently treats this problem in a 1968
essay in the New York Times where he interprets Williams' one-
act play, "I Can't Imagine Tomorrow":
The only characters in this very short work are 
simply called "One" and "Two." One is a woman, 
talkative and sarcastic, who is in great pain and 
wants to die. Two is a helpless little man who 
wants nothing more than to help One, his only 
friend, but does not want her to die. His inef­
fectuality is underscored by his inability to finish 
a sentence. After he stutters through a speech, 
every word costing him immense pain. One sarcasti­
cally tells him, "You completed a sentence. It 
wasn't easy for you, but you got through it."
For "completed a sentence" read "completed a play," 
and we suddenly realize that this statement may per­
fectly represent the private pain suffered by this 
playwright in bringing his material forth having to 
fight the tendency toward silence all the way.
If one appreciates the degree to which Williams' work served 
as a stabilizing factor, he must realize the devastating ef­
fect of a writer's block.
Williams also had to face the frightening possibility 
that his labors to overcome the block and to produce new 
plays for the American theater would be thankless. One of 
the most importcuit problems facing Williams in the 1960's 
was the loss of an audience. In an interview occasioned by 
the Chicago opening of his Two-Character Play, a play since 
retitled Out Cry for its New York opening in March, 1973,
Isaac, ^
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Williams indicated the degree to which he felt himself to be 
forsaken by his audience. Speaking of Edward Albee's All 
Over, Williams said; "If I had written All Over, you know,
I would have been very upset about the notiu'is. But they 
had a serious audience the night I was there. Everyone 
listened, spell-boundÎ But if I had written All Over, be­
lieve me, it would be closed by now. Because, you see, I
don't have an audience. I had one but I lost it. I lost it
38back in the mid-Sixties. Yes, I know that."
Increasingly dependent on drugs, faced with a writer's 
block, and bereft of an audience, Williams came more and 
more to consider himself unjustly maligned by critics and 
interviewers. Tennessee Williams is a sensitive man; the ex­
traordinary sensitivity that has contributed to his success 
as a playwright has also made him vulnerable to his critics. 
There can be little doubt that Williams was damaged by even 
the just comments of reasonable critics. One can only theo­
rize as to his reaction to the many published comments not 
marked by reason or critical objectivity. In truth, Williams 
has had to face the worst press of any American writer of the 
last decade. Robert Brustein, in his criticism of Sweet 
Bird of Youth, exhibits the tendency of other of Williams' 
critics to divert their attention from the work to the man and 
then to indulge in the sort of lay-psychiatry current at cock­
tail parties in the 1960's. In an essay in Hudson Review,
38J. Marks, "Remembered Brilliance from a Suspiciously 
Gracious Artist," Los Angeles Free Press, 18 June 1871, p. 3.
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Rrustein. dismisses Suddenly Last Summer as "an extended, sick
joke actualizing a homosexual metaphor." Of Sweet Bird, he
says that it "looks less like art them like some kind of con-
39fession and apology." The "review" by the same critic in 
Encounter was even more extreme. What passes for drama crit­
icism is in fact an essay in Freudian psychology. In effect, 
Brustein diagnoses Williams' personal problems as Oedipal, 
indicates that "the real theme" of all of Williams' plays is 
incest, and concludes that Williams' work is primarily an 
exercise in indecent exposure that theater audiences are 
willing to accept "just so long as that exposure reveals 
nothing searching or true."*^ Still, not even Brustein's 
comments could be matched by the extremity of one critic who 
said of In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel, "I don't think anyone 
should be allowed to see it. There can be little doubt 
that Williams' quarrel with the critics and interviewers was 
justified.
Williams did have his chcimpions. For example, after 
the opening of The Seven Descents of Myrtle, Whitney Bolton 
wrote several columns that can only be interpreted as a 
rather gallant attempt to keep the play open by way of his
Robert Brustein, "Williams' Nebulous Nightmare," 
Hudson Review, 12 (1959), 255.
^^Robert Brustein, "Sweet Bird of Success," Encounter, 
12 (June 1959), pp. 59-60.
^^Martin Gottfried, "In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel," 
Women's Wear Daily, 12 May 1969, reproduced in New York 
Theatre Critics' feviews, 30 (1963), 262.
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own judicious approbation of the play and the actors.
Still, the negative criticism of Williams and his work must 
have caused great discomfort to a writer whose chief attri­
bute is probably his sensitivity. So bad had Williams' crit­
ical press become that in 1962 William Sharp published, in the 
Tulane Drama Review, an essay entitled "An Unfashionable View 
of Tennessee Williams." The "unfashionable view" that is the 
thesis of the essay is simply that Tennessee Williams is a 
writer of value. That essay did contain a comment about the 
absent hero of Suddenly Last Summer that might serve as a 
telling contrast to Robert Brustein's summation that was 
quoted above. Sharp says of Sebastian Venable that he "lives 
what he thinks until it kills him, as does Lear; and though 
Sebastian is no Lear, he is closer to him than any other 
dramatic creation in contemporary American drama.
There is too the possibility that Williams ' problems 
of the 1960's were occasioned by the discoveries dramatized 
in The MiIk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore. That is the 
conclusion of Dan Isaac: "The many and convoluted metaphors
written into this metaphysical drama suggest that what Wil­
liams finally arrived at when his quest was completed was so 
hopeless— and ultimately frightening— that he built into the 
play a set of contradictions in order to refute his own con-
Whitney Bolton, "Williams Play," State Times,
2 April 196 8 , p. 14A, cols. 3-4, and "Williams Style," State 
Times, 5 April 1968, p. 2D, cols. 1-2.
^^William Sharp, 'An Unfashionable View of Tennessee 
Williams," Tulane Drama Review, 6 (March 1952), p. 171.
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elusions. The final truth that Williams arrived at in 'Milk 
Train' was at least so frightening that it rendered the most 
productive American playwright of the past 20 years catatonic 
for a time."^^
The mid euid late sixties were indeed a difficult time 
for Tennessee Williams. The plays of that period are indeed 
difficult plays. None was commercially successful. With the 
exception of the modest success of Small Craft Warnings in 
1972, Williams' last successful play was Night of the Iguana 
in 1962. Small Craft Warnings was heralded as a comeback; 
the public appearances to publicize the play's opening showed 
Williams to be far more secure than he had been in a decade.
In the sixties, the prime theme of Williams' plays 
is, to an unprecedented degree, the fight for survival, a 
struggle that is repeatedly dramatized in the plays in Wil- 
licims' anthology Dragon Country. Reprinted in that collec­
tion are the two short plays that appeared as a program en­
titled Slapstick Tragedy in 1966. One play, "The Mutilated," 
concerns the struggle of Trinket Dugein to reenter the world 
after a period of retirement due to an operation that has 
left her mutilated. Another, "The Gnadiges Fraulein," con­
cerns the survival struggle of a former circus entertainer 
forced to compete with scavenger birds for spoiled fish 
thrown off fishing boats. She must produce three fish a day 
in order to be permitted to stay in "the great big dormi-
44Isaac, p. 1.
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tory . . . under the rooftree of God."^^
Williams' 1968 play, first titled Kingdom of Earth, 
and published under that title, using as a subtitle the name 
given to the New York production. The Seven Descents of 
Myrtle, c e n t e r s  on the struggle to survive a flood that 
functions variously as the original deluge, the destruction 
of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the prophesied apocalypse. A 
suitable subtitle might be "survivor's benefits." The play 
contains some of the best writing that Williams has ever 
done, but the play itself is disappointing. While survival 
is apparently the theme of the play, it is difficult to say 
whether the play is about who will survive, who should sur­
vive, or whether we ought to admire those qualities that al­
low a person to survive. The play displays not a failure of 
talent, not a failure of power, but a failure of control. In 
Kingdom of Earth Williams commits every fault ever attributed 
to him, but he demonstrates, too, the strengths for which he 
had been admired in his earlier plays. Williams will prob­
ably revise the play, as he has so many others, but in its 
present form Kingdom of Earth can contribute little to the 
present discussion except the recognition that the play em­
bodies a judgment to be found in earlier plays that Chris­
tianity is an exhausted religious tradition. There is, how-
^^Tennessee Williams, "The Gnadiges Fraulein," in 
Dragon Country (New York: New Directions, 1970), p. 238.
^^Tennessee Williams, Kingdom of Earth (The Seven 
Descents of Myrtle), (New York : New oTrectionsl T9ë8).
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over, nothing to relate the play to the mystical concerns of 
Milk Train.
The last play to be written in the sixties was In the
Bar of a Tokyo Hotel. The opening night reviews of that
play mark the nadir of Williams' career.
Edwin NewmcUi, in a television review, noted that
"there is no dramatic power in the situations, and even the
gift of language seems to have deserted W i l l i a m s . C l i v e
Barnes judges the "Philosophic content" of the play to be "a
4 8cotton puffball of commonplace." Richard Watts, although 
he acknowledges Williams as "the most distinguished American 
playwright since O'Neill," says that in Williams' new play 
"virtually all of his characteristic excellence is ab-
A Q
sent. . . ." The critic for Women's Wear Daily calls the 
play "dreadful, of course, but worse . . . pitiable." It is 
in this review that the remark appears : " I don ' t think auiy-
one should be allowed to see i t . S t i l l ,  it is this play 
that Donald Newlove calls "his great Crucifixion play and an 
inspired religious work."^^ Such a difference of opinion is
^^Edwin Newman, NBC Television Review of Ixi the Bar 
of a Tokyo Hotel, reprinted in New York Theatre Critics'* 
vTew, 30 (1969), 264.
4 8
Clive Barnes, "Theater: 'In the Bar of a Tokyo
Hotel,'" New York Times, 12 May 1969, p. 54, col. 2.
49 Richard Watts Jr., "Three Americans in a Tokyo Bar," 
New York Post, 12 May 1969, reproduced in New York Theatre 
Critics' Reviews, 30 (1969) , 265.
^^Gottfried, p. 262.
^^Donald Newlove, "A Dream of Tennessee Williams," 
Esquire, November 1969, p. 176.
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not likely to be solved by anything short of posterity.
In part, the critical reaction was probably a re­
sponse to the unique style that Williams makes use of in the 
play. The sort of dialogue that audiences had come to ex­
pect from Williams is almost completely lacking. Instead, 
Williams seems to be aiming at the kind of austere, even 
ritualistic dialogue that is characteristic of Hemingway's 
short stories, particularly such stories as "A Clean Well- 
lighted Place" and "Hills Like White Elephants." However, 
the most characteristic stylistic device of Ir^  the Bar of a 
Tokyo Hotel is unique to Williams. The lines often end at 
unexpected places. Clauses will be followed by coordinating 
conjunctions or relative pronouns that one would expect to 
introduce other clauses. Instead, the pronoun or conjunc­
tion will be followed by a period. Quite often a preposi­
tion will be followed by a period where we would expect an 
object of the preposition. Excimples of these oddities of 
style will appear in sections of the play that are quoted in 
the pages that follow.
However, a more importcuit theme that echoes through 
all of the adversely critical comments about the play is 
that it is too nakedly a treatment of personal problems.
That personal problems are at the heart of Williams' play 
is undeniable. That the play is too personal, or even ex­
clusively personal, is open to question. Williams himself 
has said that the play was suggested by the death of Jackson
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Pollock.
Williams' problems of the sixties were anything but
private, and there is every possibility that the opening-
night critics found in the play exactly what they expected
to find. One might well propose, as a corrective to such a
rejection of the personal, the remark of T. S. Eliot, who
finds such personalism to be at the heart of the greatest
poetry. Eliot says of Dante that he
is involved with all his own sufferings— definite 
grievances and definite humiliation at the hand of 
particular people . . . self-interested grudges and 
deprivations, earthly if you like, but primarily 
real, and that is the first thing . . .  in ordinary 
human poets tlie human personal loss, the private 
grievance and bitterness and loneliness, must be 
present. Even when the poet is aware of nothing, 
interested in nothing, beyond his personal feelings, 
these may have, by their intensity, a representative 
value, so that we envisage him, like Villon, not as 
wrapped up in his private griefs, but reliving them, 
holding nothing back, in a passionate cry to Godg% 
and there is, in the end, no one else to cry to.
Depending upon one's point of view, Eliot's comments are as 
applicable to Williams' play as are the critical comments di­
rectly related to it.
Without denying the personal suffering that is in­
volved in the play, it is possible to maintain that the 
problems treated in the play are not of such a nature as to 
render the play invalid. In short, the play is a treatment 
of the Outsider problems with which much of this study has
52Mike Steen, A Look at Tennessee Williams (New York: 
Hawthorn Books, 1969), p. So5T
S. Eliot, "Literature in the M o d e m  World," 
American Prefaces, 1 (1535), 20.
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been concerned. Thus, the problems rendered are those that 
Colin Wilson attributes to T. E. Lawrence, to Vaslav Nijinsky 
and to others. More telling, however, is the applicability 
of the play to the problems that faced Vincent Van Gogh. Al­
though there are no conclusive parallels between Williams' 
painter, Mark Conley, and Van Gogh, anyone who is familiar 
with the life of the Dutch painter can see the similarity 
between Van Gogh, Williams' character, and Williams himself.
The last fifty pages or so of Dear Theo, the autobiography 
that Irving Stone pieced together from Van Gogh's letters, 
tell of Van Gogh's repeated breakdoivns and commitments to 
various asylums. They tell of Van Gogh's sense of the pro­
gressive revelations to be found in color and light and his 
need to develop a technique that would allow him to work 
fast enough to capture his visions of reality. The letters 
render very eloquently the conflict between Van Gogh's reli­
ance on Theo and his need to free himself from the conditions 
that made economic reliance on his brother necessary. Van 
Gogh writes often of his fear that he could not withstand the 
physical demands of the work itself, and he is tortured by 
doubts as to the value of his own work and his place in the 
history of painting. Finally, Vein Gogh tells us time and again 
of the conflict into which he is thrown when the responsibil­
ity to his work runs counter to his own needs for human com­
panionship, for love, and for the sort of approval that might 
give him, on a continual basis, the sort of personal confi-
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54donee that he sometimes derived from his work.
Very similar conflicts face Mark Conley. Mark, married 
fourteen years ago to Miriam, has enjoyed critical success in 
the past. On a trip to Japan, his work enters a new phase 
that amounts to a "discovery" of the power of light and color. 
Ravaged by his own past excesses with regard to his work, and 
troubled by the state of his marriage to a woman who leaves 
his bed at night to meet her lovers, Mark has reached the 
limits of his endurance. His pain and isolation are intensi­
fied by the fact that his passion must be solitary— no one, 
not even his agent Leonard Frisbie, is capable of understand­
ing the state of Mark's consciousness, of his new and altered 
comprehension of reality.
Miriam mistakes Mark's condition for madness. Her 
uncle, stricken with a brain tumor, had exhibited similar 
symptoms. She wishes to send Mark home and to continue alone. 
Mark is willing to go or to stay so long as Miriam does not 
desert him. The long and unsatisfactory marriage has taken 
its toll of Miriam as well. She had married Mark because 
she thought that he would lift her "above the trivialities 
of life."^^ But, she has discovered what Mark readily ad­
mits: "I've always felt that. After the work, so little is
left of me. To give to cinother person" (p. 28) . Her means
^^Irving Stone, ed., Dear Theo, The Autobiography of 
t Van Gogh (New York ; New Americem Library, 19b9) .
54
Vincen
^^Tennessee Willicims, ^  the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel, in 
Dragon Country (New York : New Directions, T970), pi 22.
Future references to this edition will be included within 
parentheses in the text.
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of coping with the bad marriage is to indulge in casual se­
ductions. Much of the play is given over to her akten^t to 
seduce the impassive Japcinese Barman. Mark's fear that he will 
not be equal to the demands of his art is paired off against 
Miriam's fear of the loss of the physical attractiveness and 
youth that allow her to continue to live. She wears brace­
lets that she calls "insignia of attraction still persisting" 
(p. 37). She carries a little regency snuff box containing 
a single, deadly pill to be used when the attraction fails or 
if she is stricken with "incurable illness" (p. 13). In the 
meantime, Miriam cuckolds her husband emd cuts flowers, for 
she says that they lie, that they deny "the sentence of 
death" that is imposed on them (p. 26). Her cutting flowers 
emerges as an emblem of her own attenpt to maintain her 
power, the feminine power of physical attraction. She knows 
the failure of that power to be the prelude to her own death, 
her recourse to the pill that she carries: "When then. I
will carry it into a grove of afternoon trees. Swallow the.
And in a single, immeasurable moment— " (p. 13).
In desperation, she summons Mark's agent from the 
United States. Leonard is sympathetic to both Mark and 
Miriam, but he can do nothing. At his first meeting with 
Miriam, he underscores Miriam's desperation when he asks her 
intentions. Those intentions are stated entirely in nega­
tives: "Not continuing with him and not returning with him"
(p. 36). In the last few minutes of the play, Mark dies.
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apparently carried by his vision beyond the limits of his 
physical capabilities. Miriam is at first strangely un­
touched. Her comment is, "Released1" Leonard says, "— Yes, 
he's released from." Miriam replies, "I meant that I cim 
released" (p. 50). The nature of that release is explained 
in the last moments of the play. Miriam, far from escaping 
the triviality of life, has come to depend upon it; she calls 
it her "circle of light," and she describes it as
Animation. Liveliness. People at a smart restaurant 
talking gaily together. Interested in jewelry, 
clothes, shopping, shows. Leonard, you know it's 
imperative for us to stay inside of. As for the 
others. You know and I know incurably ill people,
especially those with dreaded diseases such as.
And people gone made that need an acre of pacifying 
meadows, trees around them . . . It's like they'd 
violated a law that's.
LEONARD: Inviolable.
MIRIAM: Yes. Double yes. The circle of light
won't be and can't be extended to include them. The
final black needle is their visitor, Leonard. (p. 52)
Her husband's state of mind threatens her own sense of se­
curity. Then, she turns her attention to Mark, to:
the man who has made a crossing that neither of us 
but each of us. I will bow my head to the table as 
an appearance of being stricken with. Then when we 
go to the street, put your arm about me as if I were 
overcome with the expected emotion. . . .  It would 
be strange but possible if later I discovered that I 
cared for him deeply in spite of. He thought that 
he could create his own circle of light.
LEONARD: Miriam, what are your actual plans?
MIRIAM: I have no plans. I have nowhere to go.
[With abrupt violence, she wrenches the bracelets 
from her arms and flings them to her~?eetT The stage 
darkens . ] 5Î2-5 3V
One need only recall the endings of other of Willisuns' plays
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with their talk of "going on from here," to recognize how 
radical a departure Tokyo Hotel really is. No other major 
Williams play closes on so negative a note. It is possible 
to see in the play, in the death of Mark and the implication 
of Miriam's suicide, a dramatization of the death of both 
the flesh and the spirit. That is not, however, the opinion 
of Donald Newlove, who sees in Williams' late work "a 
process of transformation only great artists pass through to 
achieve their s u m m i t s a n d  finds that process mirrored in 
the character of Mark Conley. That Mark dies is not intended 
to indicate the death of vision, but rather the fear that the
artist's resources, physical and emotional, will not be equal
to the task imposed by artistic vision and dedication to craft.
Newlove comments further on williams' late plays.
Kingdom of Earth, Slapstick Tragedy, and most specifically on
In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel;
. . . nothing like it since Strindberg's last letter.
It's from the Upper Waters. . . . his work has be­
come illuminated. . . . Tennessee is suffering but
he is writing the plays that he was finally meant to 
write. These are the plays. Not some other ideal 
claptrap the critics are waiting for. This I This 
is the work that they want auid they don ' t know it
when they see it. . . . All you really have to do
after the play ends is close your eyes, auid wait for
the symbols to start to glow in memory, and that is
what the play is all about. Not showstop, not intel- 
lectual, not aesthetic— just a memory of glimmering 
symbols, because those touchstones are what led the 
playwright through the play. They are drops of his 
spiritual light, pulling him toward the divine end of 
his marriage with the King within him. Play by play, 
the playwright finishes a little part of his work.
And his work is to change himself into something
^^Newlove.- 176.
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more than a man-— or else h e 's less than an ant. In 
brief, he wants to become a spirit, a pure spirit, the 
spirit of his works, a spiritual spirit.
Williams has no more impassioned nor subjective a champion
than Donald Newlove. Still, Newlove has identified the major
theme of the play— the attempt to rise above the human. That
is the motive that is the core of Mark Conley's character,
just as Miriam Conley represents the demands of a human life
tied to the desires of the body, the desire for approval,
for affection, for companionship, even for sexual union. And
the play pits the demands of the body against the demands of
the artist's spirit, a conflict made evident in the following
interchange that occupies the climactic position immediately
before the intermission curtain;
MIRIAM: — Are we two people, Mark, or are we—
MARK: [with the force of dread]: Stop thereI [She
lifts her handsto her face, but the words continue 
tErôüah-TtT]------------------ ----------------------------
MIRIAM: Two sides of!
MARK: Stop!
MIRIAM: One! An artist inhabiting the body of a
compulsive—
MARK; Rltch: (p. 30)
Mark and Miriam are a single divided person; indeed
that divided person furnishes an analogue for the two bars
that form the cross. This idea of character is substantiated
by an enigmatic remark by Williams' psychiatrist during an
interview conducted by Newlove shortly after the opening of
S^ibid., p. 178.
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In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel; "I believe that you are nailed
to your skeleton, and that I am nailed to mine, and that
many men have acted out this mystery for us. And Tennessee
5 8Williams is acting it out for us again."
- Newlove theorizes that Williautis' title means "On the
eg
Cross at the Gates of Heaven." That judgment is probably 
correct, though "in the bar" implies that the setting of the 
play is a place of judgment. The suggestions that the play 
represents a kind of crucifixion are strong ones; Mark's 
artistic passion is equated with the passions of Christ.
Mark, the "X" with which an illiterate signs his name, is 
easily translated into a cross. The mark functions too as 
an emblem of other, un-named artist-seekers. Mark paints 
naked on "a huge nailed-down Ccinvas" (p. 17). Mark's first 
line is: "No chair for me at the table" (p. 14). Read "No
room for me at the inn." In his last speech, Mark says: 
"Fini" (p. 50). Read "It is finished." Thus, Mark's first 
and last words equate him with Christ.
Also, Miriam designates Mark as "the man who has made 
a crossing" (p. 53). The line is the most direct indication 
that the implications of the cross include the idea of a 
crossroads, and a frontier— the point at which new directions 
are accessible, at which new creations are possible. Mark 
stands "in the bar," in the crossroads; his new vision con­
tains something that Mark fears, though it contains, too.
SGibid.. p. 6 6 . ^^Ibid., p. 76.
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the artistic imperative to create further: “I feel as if I
were crossing the frontier of a country I have no permission 
to enter, but I enter, this, this! I tell you it terrifies 
me ! Now! In the Beginning" (p. 19). Mark has used the 
phrase "In the beginning" a few moments before. The repeti­
tion of the line serves to reinforce the allusion to the 
opening verse of the Bible, the verse that precedes the di­
vine fiat "Let there be light."
For the moment, human concerns have been eclipsed for 
Mark. His attention is directed toward ultimates, towards 
the first and the last. Light is the major constituent of 
his new vision. He speaks of Michelangelo's painting of the 
creation; then he indicates his own theme as "The creation 
of the creation of the creation" (p. 48). The light of the 
beginning will persist even after the end. Mark tells 
Miricim: "I've heard that finally on earth there'll be noth­
ing but gigantic insects but now I know the last things, the 
imperishable things, are light and color" (p. 24). Quite 
obviously Mark has touched auid is attempting to render in 
his painting the reality that underlies the phenomenal 
reality with which we are all familiar, the conventional 
reality that comprises Miriam's "circle of light." Miriam, 
the body bound up with its inertia, fears the fading of the 
light of common reality. At one point she tells the Barman, 
"For light in your eyes be grateful" (p. 5). Accordingly, 
she must see Mark as "A msui raging in dark!" (p. 39). She 
cannot understand the demands imoosed bv Mark's vision- To
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Miriam, Mark's light is darkness. She acknowledges that 
Mark's creativity is "a mystery" (p. 27) that she cannot 
understand. Thus she cannot consent to the visionary quest 
represented by Mark. She is necessarily unsympathetic to 
Mark's attempts to explain to her.
Van Gogh had closed his last letter with; "Well, my 
own work, I am risking my life for it and my reason has half- 
foundered."®^ Mark tells Miriam, "An artist has to lay his 
life on the line" (p. 22). Miricim responds by changing the 
subject, by recalling the first time that they made love to­
gether. When Mark says that he was "always willing to . . . 
die," the audience is aware that he means that he is willing 
to die for his work. Leonard, attempting to bring about a 
reconciliation between his client and the client's wife, 
tells Miriam that Mark is "willing to die" for her (p. 45).
Now, if Williams' play were merely about the vocation 
of a painter, the play would not be relevant to the present 
study. But, the many suggestions that the play is a version 
of the story of the Christ make the play religious. The na­
ture of the new comprehension of reality identifies more 
specifically the brand of religion with which the play is 
concerned. Mark's discovery of color and light, his cross­
ing of a frontier, is cast in terms that are associated with 
the long tradition of mystical experience.
The emphasis on light is one clue as to the nature of
®®Irving Stone, pp. 479-80,
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Mark's experience. Light has long served as a symbol of the 
Divinity, so much so that the Bible is filled with images of 
light that represent the knowledge of God. In mystical lit­
erature, the single image that the mystic most often resorts 
to in order to render his experience, an experience that is 
by definition non-sensory and non-intellectual, is light. 
Mark's lines identify the light that he sees with the light 
of creation and the light that will persist after the pass­
ing c.way of all things human. Light and color, "the im­
perishable things," (p. 24) are thus eternal. That Mark's 
visionary reality is eternal and timeless equates his vision 
with the mystical experience.
The most conclusive aspect of Mark's vision, however,
is the quality of unity, of oneness, that Mark finds:
MARK: For the first time, nothing that sep, sepi
MIRIAM: Are you trying to say separates?
MARK: Yes, separates, holds at some disl
MIRIAM: To translate your incoherence, holds at
some distance, is that it?
MARK: You understand what I'm trying to say. . . .
I've understood the intimacy that should, that has 
to exist between theÿ the— painter and the— IÎ ItI 
Now it turned to me, or I turned to it, no division 
between us at all any morel The one-ness, the!
MIRIAM: Are you hysterical? . . .
MARK: There was always a sense of division tillI
Gone! Now absolute one-ness with! (p. 17)
Mark's earlier failure to achieve the intimacy that 
he is presently experiencing is similar in kind if not in 
decrree to one of Van Goah's oroblems. When Vaui Gocrh ques­
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tions the nature of the creative process, he concludes that 
"it is working oneself through an invisible iron wall that 
seems to stand between what one feels and what one Ccin do."^^ 
Mark's explanation deals with a more intense level of con­
sciousness. Miriam mistakes for hysteria what amounts to a 
very exact, albeit commonplace and orthodox, description of 
mystical consciousness, a state of consciousness that Mark 
holds in common with Christopher Flanders. That Mark lacks 
the instruction that Chris had from his Hindu guru accounts 
for the terror that he feels for the direction that he feels 
himself impelled toward. Except for the sense of excitement 
and expectancy that are a part of Mark's experience, his con­
tact with mystical reality is rather like that of Forster's 
Mrs. Moore. She too had found that what she had undergone
"began in some indescribable way to undermine her hold on 
62life," her hold on the commonplace reality that Miriam 
calls her "circle of light." Mrs. Moore, too, suffers an 
alteration of consciousness, an alteration of a sense of 
reality, that resulted in her being removed from the concerns 
of ordinary human life. She comes to be isolated from all of 
the other characters in Forster's novel. In fact, she ex­
periences the kind of isolation imposed upon Christopher 
Flanders and Mark Conley. And like Mark Conley, Mrs. Moore 
glimpses a new reality cind then dies.
®^Robert Wallace, The World of Van Gogh (New York: 
Time-Life Books, 1969), pi T4F1
^^Forster, p. 149.
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We must now consider the conclusions that may be 
drawn from Williams' play. The two halves of a single person 
are presented so that they are rather like the two halves of 
a magnet. Miriam represents the extreme attachment to the 
body and to phenomenal reality. Mark represents the extreme 
disaffection with the body in favor of the inclination toward 
a sense of reality identifiable as mystical consciousness.
The kind of conflict that we are attempting to explain 
may be clarified by a recent statement made by Williams. He 
says that a characteristic problem of writers is that they 
"are paranoid, because they're living two lives— their cre­
ative life, which they are most protective of, and their 
life as a human being. They have to protect both lives.
However, Mark's death is qualified by his symbolic 
identification with Christ, whose death is not an end but a 
beginning. Both Christ and Mark Conley say "It is finished." 
Still, both men may be designated as "the man who has made a 
crossing." However, the death of Mark anticipates the death 
of Miriam. She has vowed that when her attractiveness is 
ended, she will kill herself. The last event in the play is 
her tearing off the bracelets that are "insignia of attrac­
tion persisting."
One death is enacted; another is iitçlied. It is pos­
sible to interpret these events to signify that the two as­
pects of the Outsider personality are mutually dependent and
®^[C. Robert Jennings], p. 82.
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that one cannot, even through mystical consciousness, leave 
the world of human beings and phenomenal reality. Still, 
Mark's identification with Christ will not allow such a con­
clusion. Thus, the situation at the end of the play is 
this. The fates of the two characters are decided; both 
Mark and Miriam die. There is no question that the sensual 
life that Miriam has led is ended. Mark, however, not con­
tent with the reality within which Miriam had her being, 
"thought that he could create his own circle of light." And 
perhaps he did. The play says no more than perhaps. The 
play is dramatically conclusive, but there is no philosophi­
cal conclusion. To the degree that the play represents the 
religious problems of the Outsider's quest for meaning, all 
that we may finally conclude is that the play dramatizes a 
step in a progress. The quest itself goes on.
Donald Newlove, ever the sympathetic commentator, 
sums up his own reaction to Williams and the failure of In 
the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel; "I feel pity for Tennessee, spaced 
out in The Plaza drapery with his play dying. All that 
money from the backers sinking— because he wanted to write a 
poem to God."® ^
Williams' next full-length play. Small Craft Warnings, 
is, according to Williams, a minor work. Some of the themes 
that this study has dealt with are treated there, but that 
play does not contain anything to take us beyond the conclu-
®^Newlove, p. 6 6 .
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sions dramatized in ^  the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel. Small 
Craft Warnings, an expanded treatment of a play in Dragon 
Country entitled Confessional, takes place in a bar on the 
coast of Southern California. The characters are a collec­
tion of derelicts, the "small craft" of the title. In sim­
ple terms, the conflict of the play is between a brand of 
cynicism that is the death of life and a kind of interest in 
humanity that can be the life even of death. Two characters 
typify the two responses to life. Quentin, a homosexual, has 
reached the point at which life holds no more surprises. His 
total response to life is, "Oh, well."^^ Leona, eui aging and 
unattractive itinerant hair-dresser summarizes much of the 
play's philosophical content when she says: "I never just
said, 'Oh, well,' I've always said 'Life:' to life, like a 
song to God, too, because I've lived in my lifetime and not 
been afraid of... changes..." (p. 55). The other characters 
in the play gravitate toward one of the two extremes. How­
ever, the idea that life itself cam lead to a stultifying 
indifference that constitutes a kind of death was at the 
heart of other of Williams' plays, notably Sweet Bird of 
Youth.
The play also includes a surprising recurrence of the 
theme of the failure of the Messiah that was so large a part 
of the work of Williams' early and middle period. Before
Tennessee Williams, Small Craft Warnings (New York: 
New Directions, 1972), p. 47. Future references to this 
edition will be included within parentheses in the text.
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the character Doc leaves Monk's bar to deliver a baby, he 
tolls the other patrons: "Tonight, as I drove down Canyon
Road, I noticed a clear bright star in the sky, and it was 
over that trailer court. Treasure Island, where I'm going to 
deliver a baby. So now I know: I'm going to deliver a new 
Messiah tonight" (p. 36). The child is so premature that it 
is scarcely recognizable as human. Doc puts the fetus into 
a shoe box and leaves it for the tide to dispose of.
Expectedly, the major motive that is dramatized in 
the play is the Will to Meaning. And characteristically, 
that theme is treated partially in sexual terms. The most 
pathetic rendering of the theme in question is involved in 
the character of the feeble-minded Violet who fondles the 
male bar patrons under the cover of the tables. Leona, in a 
line to Monk, the proprietor, advises the proper attitude 
toward Violet: "Well, I guess she can't help it. It's sad,
though. It's a pitiful thing to have to reach under a table 
to find some reason to live" (p. 70).
The play was greeted as a comeback of "America's 
greatest living p l a y w r i g h t . N o t e s  appended to the pub­
lished version of the play indicate the degree to which the 
play does indeed represent a comeback, both an emotional and 
professional comeback. Those notes also recount the produc­
tion history of the play. After a preview in Bax Harbor, 
Maine, in the summer of 1971 (p. 79), the play moved to New
^^Jim Gaines, "A Talk About Life cind Style with Ten­
nessee Williams," Saturday Review, 29 April 1972,- p. 23.
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York. After it received generally good reviews, the play 
changed theaters (p. 8 6 ) only to be closed later to make 
room for a previously scheduled opening of the review Oh 
Coward I
In March, 1973, Williams' latest full-length play
opened in New York. Out Cry is a vastly revised version of
The Two-Character Play that had been produced in London and
in Chicago. The critical response has been cool: two good,
6 8six bad, several mixed reviews. The play concerns a 
brother and sister team who, when deserted by the rest of 
their company of actors, must perform the only "two- 
character" play in their repertory. Like other of the late 
plays with which this study has dealt, the play is difficult. 
Clive Barnes notes that the play is "deliberately static, but 
moving." He gives the play a "chance of survival." If the 
play should fail, Barnes feels that the failure will be, at 
least in part, due to a peculiarity of the American theater 
audience. Although the greatest American playwrights have 
written poetic drama, the American audience prefers its 
poetry "to have been translated from the Elizabethan, or 
Greek, or Norwegian." Such a preference, Barnes warns, may 
lead to that audience's "missing the glory in the artifice.
^^[C. Robert Jennings], p. 72.
®®"The New Plays," New York Times, 11 March 1973, 
section 2, p. 6 , cols. 3-6.
^^Clive Barnes, "Theater: Deliberately Static but
Moving 'Out Cry,'" New York Times, 3 March 1973, p. 17.
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Clive Barnes' concluding remarks may serve as a suitable 
conclusion to this section of the present study; "Undoubt­
edly 'Out Cry' is a very brave and difficult play. It is 
not ordinary Broadway fare, and seen in the context of Broad­
way show business its situation and its poetry, its demands 
on ears and mind, may seem to mauriy merely pretentious. Yet 
this is an adventure into drama which mauiy, perhaps the 
majority, will scoff at, but some will find stimulating. 
Minorities, needless to say, are not always wrong.
7°lbid.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
On January 11, 1969, Tennessee Williams, an Episco­
palian since his childhood, became a Roman Catholic.^ The 
event was widely reported, and became the occasion for 
numerous comments, few of them kind. In its own way, Wil­
liams' change of faith was the coming true of a prophecy 
made over a century ago. Alexis de Tocqueville, though he 
could not have envisioned such a man as Tennessee Williams, 
would have recognized in America's foremost playwright a 
condition that he had found to be incipient in the American 
experience. Few historians or prophets have seen so clearly 
the tendency toward which American democracy has moved; ac­
cordingly, Tocqueville's comments have become more and more 
pertinent with the passage of time. Robert W. Corrigan 
finds great significance for the theater in Tocqueville:
"All the searchers for communion have either forgotten or 
have refused to accept the truth that de Tocqueville told 
us long ago, that 'not only does democracy make every man 
forget his ancestors, but it hides his descendants and sep­
arates his contemporaries from him; it throws him back for­
ever upon himself alone and threatens in the end to confine
^Donald Newlove, "A Dream of Tennessee Williams," 
Esquire, November 1969, p. 176.
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him entirely within the solitude of his own heart.'"
Tocqueville's assessment of the American future has 
proved to be true, so true to our present experience ttiat 
his century-old words are an eloquent rendering of the theme 
of loneliness that Tennessee Williams designates as his 
primary theme.^
Tocqueville also predicted that the loneliness of the 
American experience would eventually impel Americans, as a 
sort of last resort, into the community of the Roman Catholic 
church.^ Perhaps another of Williams' themes of the later 
plays can help to explain why the prophecy has not come true. 
A theme of increasing importance from the time of Sweet Bird 
of Youth was the idea that life itself is of such a nature 
that we construct defenses that are transformed into some­
thing like cages. In order to live we most often inure our­
selves to those very experiences that constitute a life 
worth living. Thus, in one sense, Williëuns believes that the 
fall of man is perpetual. In the words of another great 
moralist, the problem may be put in this way; "Where is the 
Life we lost in living?"^
2
Robert W. Corrigan, ed., "Five Dramas of Selfhood," 
The New Theatre of Europe (New York: Dell, 1962), p. 10.
^[C. Robert Jennings], "Playboy Interview: Tennessee
Williams," Playboy, April 1973), p. 76.
^Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Henry 
Reeve text rev. by Francis Bowen, ed. Phillips Bradley (New 
York: Knopf, 1943), II, 29-30.
^T. S. Eliot, "Choruses from 'The Rock,'" The Com­
plete Poems and Plays : 1303-1950 (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, World, 1962), p. 961
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Williams himself has fought valiantly against the en­
croachment of such indifference. It is a mark of Williams' 
objectivity that in his recent Small Craft Warnings he could 
present his own problem so directly and candidly as he did 
in the character of Quentin, the homosexual who had lost the 
capacity to respond to life in a vital way. Leona, who says 
"'Lifel' to life," represents the other side of the conflict, 
a conflict that is probably not yet resolved for the Out­
sider playwright. But neither is that conflict resolved on 
a national scale. As time passes, it may be that Quentin and 
Leona will emerge more clearly as two of the archetypal rep­
resentations of AmericcUi experience in the 1960's eind 1970's.
Williams' sensitivity continues to make him vulner­
able to the stress of Americcin life cind to the solitude that 
Tocqueville predicted. There can be little doubt that Wil­
liams' conversion to Roman Catholicism, though partially the 
result of the emotional imbalance that he was suffering in 
the late 60's, was also a response to the loneliness that 
has been the keynote of his life and work from the very be­
ginning. While many commentators have questioned the sin­
cerity of Williams' conversion, those few people who were 
truly familiar with Williams' work were not surprised.
Willicims is still a Roman Catholic, but his Catholi­
cism is certainly not orthodox. It could not be. Williams' 
work performs the function of a religion for him, much as it 
did for Ernest Hemingway. Williams' later plays evolve a 
mystique of tne artist-priest that has been matched by few
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other writers. In a recent interview, Williams comments
upon his conversion, in terms that confirm much of the
present study:
I would love confessionals if I could get up at that 
time, but writing is a confessional, and I feel that 
I confess everything in these interviews. What is 
there left to say. My brother Dakin had me con­
verted to Catholicism when he thought I was dying; 
it did me no harm. I've always been very religious;
I was religious as an Episcopalian and I'm still 
religious as a Catholic, although I do not subscribe 
to a great many of the things you are supposed to 
subscribe to, like the belief in individual immor­
tality. Nor in the infallibility of Popes. I think 
Popes are among the most fallible people on earth, 
so this is heresy, isn't it? And yet I love the 
poetry of the Church. I love to go into either a 
high Anglican service or a Roman Catholic service.
And I love to receive communion, but I'm usually 
working Sipday morning— so I taike communion at 
funerals.
Add to the foregoing comment the following note from 
a piece of correspondence dealing with Small Craft Warnings, 
and what emerges is a rather comprehensive, if impressionis­
tic, profile of Tennessca Williamts: "I think we need a
later opening than is now scheduled. I have always opposed 
an Easter Sunday opening for very personal but understand­
able reasons.
Of course Williams loves the poetry of the Church, 
for the poetry of the church is the poetry of his drama.
The figure of Christ and the passion of the crucifixion are 
as much at the center of Williams' art as they are at the
®[C. Robert Jennings], p. 84.
^Tennessee Williams, Small Craft Warnings (New York: 
New Directions, 1972), p. 77.
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center of the Mass. At the risk of melodrama, one might 
even characterize Williams' late plays as elaborate and rit­
ualistic Masses for the soul of suffering humanity. Williams 
has bought them by his own suffering and has cast them in 
terms commensurate with his own unique vision of reality.
Few men of the twentieth century could quote with more 
authority the line from Walt Whitmcui: "I aun the man, I suf­
fer'd, I was there."®
To comprehend the role of suffering in the life and 
work of Tennessee Williams (and pain is the keynote of Wil­
liams' drama) , we must look to William James' Varieties of 
Religious Experience, to a passage that is quoted in Wil­
son's The Outsider:
Recent psychology... speaks of the threshold of a 
man's consciousness in general to indicate the amount 
of noise, pressure, or other outer stimulus which it 
takes to arouse his attention at all. One with a 
high threshold will doze through an amount of racket 
by which one with a low threshold would be immediate­
ly waked.... And so we might speak of a 'pain thresh­
old,' a 'fear threshold,' a 'misery threshold,' and 
find it quickly overpassed by the consciousness of 
some individuals, but lying too high in others to be 
often reached by their consciousness. The sanguine 
and healthy minded habitually live on the sunny side 
of their misery line; the depressed and melancholy live 
beyond it, in darkness and apprehension.
These conclusions lead James to question further:
Does it not appear as if one who lived habitually on 
one side of the pain threshold might need a different 
sort of religion from one who habitually lived on 
the other?
p
Walt Whitman, Le=v^es of Grass, ed. Emory Halloway 
(Garden City, N.Y.: DÔüHleday, 1048), p. 56.
g
William James, Varieties of Religious Experience,
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James' question is rhetorical. The answer is obvious. 
The present study has attempted to describe the process 
whereby Tennessee Williams, an Emotional Outsider character­
ized by the kind of intense sensitivity that James describes 
in the metaphor of the threshold, has set about the finding 
of such a religion.
The first Chapter of the study attempted to substan­
tiate a number of observations. First, a survey of the 
philosophical climate of the twentieth century revealed the 
not very surprising conclusion that religion and religious 
institutions had ceased to occupy a central place in the 
mainstream of twentieth-century thought. Philosophy at­
tempted to fill the resultant void by way of Existentialism, 
a philosophy that points generally to despair both as a con­
dition and as a philosophical conclusion. Without ignoring 
the spectrum of thought represented in the Existentialists, it 
is reasonable to say that Existentialism ends by pointing to 
the self as the sole source of value; what emerges is a sort 
of formal theory of despair, a sort of rendering of the story 
of Job from which the divinity has been extracted.
At the same time that philosophy was assaulting the 
void, psychology, revitalized by the theories of Sigmund 
Freud, attempted something like the seime thing. Freudianism, 
however, proved to be a cul-de-sac, for the codified view of 
human behavior that Freud evolved was another version of the
quoted in Colin Wilson, The Outsider (New York: Dell,
1956} , p. xi> /
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specter of mechanism and determinism. Neither Existential 
philosophy nor Freudian psychology succeeds in filling the 
hiatus that is the result of the decline of religion. How­
ever, both Freudianism and Existentialism furnished terms 
within which we could grasp our world and our place in it—  
even though the position toward which they directed us was 
unsatisfactory.
However, in the mid-twentieth century, certain think­
ers began to apply the doctrines of phenomenology to the 
dav.a of human experience; the resultant conclusions were 
dramatic. The work of Viktor Frank1 and other allied psy­
chologists began to challenge the principles of Freudianism 
at their most basic level. The result was Frankl's conclu­
sion that the basic motive of the human personality was not 
the Will to Pleasure, not the Will to Power, but rather the 
Will to Meaning. The source of emotional and psychological 
problems Ccime again to be seated within a realm that was un­
deniably religious. Frankl locates mêui's problems not in 
the frustration of the sexual impulse, not in the frustration 
of Lhe impulse to dominate, but rather in the frustration of 
the most basic of human motives, the Will to Meaining, the 
will to believe.
An examination of Williams' work has shown that the 
playwright and the psychologist concur. The Will to Meaning 
that Frankl formulates is dramatized repeatedly in Tennessee 
Williams' drama. It receives its most forceful statement in 
characters like Hannah Jelkês, who identifies Shannon's prob-
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lem as "the oldest one in the world— the need to believe in
o 
..11
something or in s o m e o n e , o r  in Christopher Flanders, wh
attempts to bring to Mrs. Goforth, "something to mean God,
or in the visual image that precedes the intermission in
12Iguana, the image of Shannon's "reaching-out hands."
As Frankl was making his réévaluation of human psy­
chology, Colin Wilson applied the techniques of phenomenol­
ogy to the study of a certain personality type called the 
Outsider. Wilson's description was found to be applicable 
to most of Williams' protagonists, eind to the degree that 
Williams' work is descriptive of himself, to Williams him­
self. The Outsider, a sort of superior misfit, was fc’jnd to 
be characterized by a kind of consciousness that Wilson at­
tributed to health, though he granted that Outsiderism might 
exhibit the same symptoms as emotional disorder. More par­
ticularly, the Outsider, especially the Emotional Outsider, 
exhibited a set of perspectives characterized by extremes. He 
was inordinately impatient with "life-as-it-is-commonly- 
lived," an attitude that was verified in the Outsider's ex­
perience by the sense that his vision was deeper, more truth­
ful, and more valid than the vision of the majority of people 
who make up human society. It is this aspect of the Outsider 
that, coupled with intellectuality, leads to Existentialism,
^^Tennessee Williams, The Night of the Iguana (New 
York: New Directions, 1962), p. 104.
^^Tennessee Williams, The MiIk Train Doesn't Stop 
Here Anymore (New York: New Directions, 1964), p. 111.
12Willicuns, Iguana, p. 78.
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both of the brand propounded by Jean-Paul Sartre and by H. G. 
Wells in Mind at the End of Its Tether.
However, when the Outsider demonstrates his extremity 
in Emotional terms, his view of reality becomes doubled and 
exhibits the emotional grasp of existential despair and the 
affirmative contact with those moments of exhilaration that 
are at the heart of most of the poems of the Romantic period, 
moments which Abraham Maslow later called peak experiences.
The result of such a personality's expressing itself in art 
is to be found in the pattern of vacillation between moments 
of despair, of the condemnation of life, and those moments of 
"yea-saying” and affirmation when life seems a priori to be 
a thing of value permeated by meaning. Such vacillation is 
to be found in the works of Outsider artists from the late 
eighteenth century to the present, in Wordsworth, Coleridge, 
Shelley, Byron, and later in Hemingway, Camus, Faulkner,
Eliot, and Tennessee Williams. In the graphic arts, the 
major example of the dual vision of the Romantic Outsider is 
to be found in the work of Vincent Van Gogh. Wilson charac­
terizes the conflict exhibited by such artists in terms of a 
question: "Ultimate Yes or Ultimate No?"^^ He grants fur­
ther that for most Outsiders the tendency toward negation 
ultimately triumphs over the tendency toward affirmation. The 
usual end of the Outsider, if he persists in his Outsiderism, 
if he refuses to adapt himself to life as it is lived by
^^Colin Wilson, The Outsider (New York: Dell, 1956),
p.
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other people, is madness and death. The situation is treated
in stark terms in Wilson's commentary on Van Gogh:
For Vincent the battle was never conclusively won; 
the day he painted a chair 'as no one else ever 
painted it', he bickered with Gauguin and wrote an 
irritable letter to Theo; at other times it was 
simply that there was no hope of his painting ever 
contributing to his support, and the painting sud­
denly seemed hopeless cind bad. His last words to 
Theo are the words of a man who feels that defeat is 
inevitable, that life is a baited trap; who kills 
himself to escape the necessity of taking the bait 
again. The last canvas is more than a landscape 
tinged by a mood of depression and fatigue; it is a 
summary of life as he knew it; his judgment is:
No.
No one who has ever experienced the painter's Wheatfield with 
Crows can doubt the truth of the final judgment that Wilson 
attributes to Van Gogh.
For the Outsider, religion becomes a matter of sur­
vival; that has been the tacit implication of much that has 
been said about Tennessee Willicims in the course of this 
examination of his works. Beginning with the assumption that 
Frankl's psychology was identical to Williams' and that Wil­
son's Outsider was descriptive of Tennessee Williams and his 
major protagonists, this study has moved through a series of 
steps.
Chapter II provides an interpretation of Williams' 
first professionally produced play. Battle of Angels, and the 
revised version, Orpheus Descending, that was produced seven­
teen years after the original. The examination of the two 
plays led to certain conclusions, the principal ones being
on
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that the tragic figure in Williams' first play represented
the life-affirming aspect of the Outsider personality. Thus,
Val Xavier i^ life, opposed to Jabe Torrance, who ^  death. 
Val comes to be killed not so much as a result of his actions- 
the play is not a play of consequences, of action and re­
sponse— but rather as a result of his very life-affirming 
nature.
Williams had found in the psychology of Wilhelm Reich
both the description of a set of circumstances and a metaphor
adequate to render his view of reality. Reich said that all 
attempts at life affirmation are resisted by the condition of 
the world, a condition that he equates with a disease, the 
Emotional Plague. Reich finds that the archetypal figure of 
life-affirmation is Christ. Thus, the crucifixion of Christ 
is perpetual. Such a view was compatible with Williams' own 
Southern and religious upbringing as well as his own experi­
ence of life, experience characterized by isolation and by 
suffering.
Williams' hero was cast in such terms that he was un­
mistakably a Christ figure. The symbolic implications of 
that role fulfilled a number of functions. First, the associ­
ation of Christ with Val cons Lderably elevated the importance 
of Williams' character. Secondly, the implication that Val's 
death was indeed a crucifixion pointed up Reich's conclusion 
that the crucifixion was perpetual. Thirdly, the religious 
dimension of the leading character pointed to a certain kind 
of tragic figure--the term tragic is to be understood in the
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generalized sense in which it is currently used. Val came 
to experience a violent death that was the result not of his 
actions, but of his nature. He was the forerunner of many 
similar tragic protagonists. Williams* view of tragedy and 
his conception of tragic characters has led him to write 
plays that are more êuid more static, less dramatic, more em­
blematic, less problematical, more ritual. To varying de­
grees, Williams' plays have maintained the focus on Christ 
and on the crucifixion. As a result, there are few of Wil­
liams ' plays that do not picture the Messiah in some fashion 
or other.
The production of Williams' first play was a dismal 
failure. There are indications that Williams attributed 
that failure to the reluctance of his audience to accept 
what he has since designated as the "religiosity" of the 
play. Whether or not the process was conscious and inten­
tional, Williams' strategy changed after Battle of Angels.
The religious concerns persisted, but they were more implicit 
than explicit.
In the plays that stretch from Glass Menagerie to 
Camino Real, Williams shifts his attention from the deliverer 
to those who have need of deliverance. The pattern that re­
peats itself in the plays of this period is that of a pro­
tagonist, characterized by suffering and isolation, who looks 
to some other person as a redeemer. The imagery of the plays 
equates that person with the Christ. The Christ that is im­
plied is ironic. He is not the Christ of theology and ortho-
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dox Christianity/ for he repeatedly fails to serve as deliv­
erer for the protagonist: Jim fails Laura, Shep fails
Blanche, John fails Alma. Though the pattern emerges re­
peatedly, the theme of the failure of religious salvation is 
treated in such terms that it is not always central to the 
plays involved: indeed, the Christ symbolism is very subtly
implied, most often through isolated images, and very often 
the character who emerges as Christ is conspicuously inappro­
priate in that role.
Once the images are acknowledged, we see that Williams 
has indicated a dimension of character that is sometimes not 
essential to the plays involved. We may infer from such a 
technique that Williams' religious preoccupations had been 
driven underground by the failure of his first play.
After Williams had secured his position in the Ameri­
can theater, he returned to explicitly religious themes and 
characters. In Chapter IV, two plays were examined in which 
the explicit Christ figure re-emerges as a major character. 
However, a curious change had taken place, for in Suddenly 
Last Summer and Sweet Bird of Youth the major Christ figures 
are Satanic, not protagonists but antagonists. Boss Finley 
and Sebastian Venable emerge as serious parodies of the Christ 
of Orthodox Christianity.
In Suddenly Last Summer, Williams casts Sebastian 
Venable as Christ. Sebastian, believing that he has seen 
God in the spectacle of the birds and turtles on the tropical
beach, sets out in a premeditated way to act cut the implicit
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commandments of the god he has seen. His decision ultimate­
ly leads to his being killed emd partially eaten by a band 
of street children in Spain. His death, cast as it is in 
such terms as suggest the crucifixion and the communion ser­
vice, indicates that momentarily at least Williams was con­
sidering the idea that God was evil, that Christ was evil, 
and that the only hope for humanity was somehow vested in 
the virtues of Catherine Holly. Despite her position, 
Catherine continues to subscribe to the belief that truth 
itself has redeeming value, arid that the proper personal re­
sponse to the world is to mitigate the awful nature of 
reality by practicing the Christian ethics of Charity— of 
love, concern, and the desire to help those who are in need.
Boss Finley, the demonic, Satanic Christ of Sweet
Bird of Youth, appropriates the Christ role for himself as a
means of solidifying his political position and justifying
his Fascist, dictatorial tendencies. Chéuice Wayne, too, is 
given a Christlike dimension, but that dimension is diluted 
to a great degree for it is not as Christ that he is cruci­
fied; rather, it is because we are asked to see his fate as 
a crucifixion that we can grasp that he is a kind of Christ.
During this period, Williams continues to make use of 
the ideas of Wilhelm Reich but in a rather diluted fashion. 
The major theme of Sweet Bird of Youth is that life itself 
is debilitating. Born open cind responsive to life and to 
other people, our very maturation leads uc to erect defenses 
that serve to divert the pain that seems the human lot.
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Paradoxically, however, our defenses against pain act to pre­
vent our realization of those aspects of life that might 
give life some value. Thus, in Sweet Bird of Youth, age and 
youth take on moral value, and the progress of the play be­
comes Chance Wayne's gradual discovery of his own loss of 
the moral virtues of youth. His sole recourse, his sole means 
of arresting the process of moral decay, is his conscious 
choice of death, a death that is rendered minimally heroic 
by comparison to its alternative and by the association of 
Chance with Christ. The moral victory belongs to Chance, but 
the dramatic conflict is resolved in favor of the demonic 
Christ, Boss Finley. Chcince Wayne succeeds only in identi­
fying a corruptive element in the process of maturation. He 
identifies the enemy as Time; but he finds himself unable to 
transcend time or to reverse the process of corruption that 
he finds even in himself.
Despite the pessimistic view that is dramatized in 
Sweet Bird of Youth, Williauns seems to have been looking for 
a way out of the conclusions that his observations had led 
him to. Accordingly, he has one character, the very signifi­
cant but undeveloped character called the Heckler, deliver a 
line that would seem to remove from God whatever blame might 
accrue from the state of the world. The Heckler says, "I 
believe that the silence of God, the absolute speechlessness 
of Him is a long, long and awful thing that the whole world 
is lost because of."^^ The mere identification of a problem
^^Tennessee Williams, Three Plays of Tennessee Wil­
liams (New York; New Directions, 1964), p. 433.
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does not constitute an emswer. However, Sweet Bird of Youth 
concludes that God is not at fault, and that transcendence 
of tirn.e is at least a possibility, though it might only be 
possible to "saints and heroes."
Chapter V treats Williams' pursuit of answers in the 
direction indicated by the terms in which he had identified 
the problem. Williams began a steady movement toward the 
East. In two of the plays of the late period, the period 
that Degins with Night of the Iguana, Williams goes beyond the 
beliefs dramatized in Sweet Bird of Youth. Again the prob­
lems of the Outsider are dramatized, this time in the charac­
ter cf the Reverend T. Lawrence Shcuinon, a man who is vul­
nerable to all of the pain in the world. So much has he 
come to identify with suffering humanity that he plays the 
role of the Christ in agony. Hannah Jelkes, the spokesman 
of reason in the play, partially disperses Shannon's maso­
chistic self-dramatization. She passes on to him certain 
values that she has derived from experience; significantly, 
much of that experience has been garnered in the Far East.
She counsels acceptance of all things human excepting the 
unkind and the violent. She advises that one may endure 
those periods when the suffering êuid the isolation are great­
est. She leads Shannon to see that his self-involvement has 
kept him from the realization that his vision of life as a 
dung heap is only half the truth. Unsure herself of the 
existence of God, she tells Shcumon that one may nonetheless 
fi.id something to believe in through contacts with other
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people. She dramatizes Williams' message that existence may 
be made bearable by human beings meeting each other within 
an atmosphere of concern and respect. She voices Williams' 
opinion that there is meaning to be found in the human con­
text of the world if humaui beings can succeed in breaking 
through their own isolation in order to meet another person 
outside their largely self-erected obstacles to communication.
In .The MiIk Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore/ Williams 
arrives at the destination that retrospectively seems his 
goal from the beginning. In Christopher Flanders, Williams 
creates a man who has largely come to terms with life and 
the cosmos. As Hannedi had brought certain truths to Shannon, 
Chris Flanders brings a set of truths to Flora Goforth.
Chris's message is cast in terms of orthodox Hindu mysticism. 
He counsels that one develop a degree of mystical conscious­
ness that allows one to experience the universe as a whole, 
as a thing in itself, a thing that is not accessible to moral 
judgments. The divinity is to be found in such conscious­
ness, and that divinity resolves all conflicts. MiIk Train 
goes beyond the conclusion of Sweet Bird of Youth that God 
is silent. Milk Train reaches the orthodox mystical conclu­
sion that identifies God with the silence.
Williams' later plays do not take us beyond the con­
clusions of Milk Train, and those are that one may achieve a 
sort of religious consciousness leading to an acceptance of 
the state of the universe. That acceptance may be rendered 
more positive by a commitment to a life designed to help
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other people. The play dramatizes a merger of Oriental mys­
ticism and Christian ethics.
In the light of the observations proposed by this 
study, it should be clearly established that it is certainly 
possible, and probably advisable to view Williams' total 
work as the embodiment of a continuous, sometimes strenuous, 
religious quest. The limitations of this study have pre­
cluded careful examination of Williams' minor work— the short 
plays, the poetry, and the fiction. The minor work has, from 
the beginning, been the area in which Williams could work 
more freely both in terms of ideas eind style; this aspect of 
Williams' work probably accounts for the fact that many of 
his major works have evolved from short stories cind one-act 
plays. The minor work, not intended for professional presen­
tation, and therefore not bound by the economic considerations 
implicit in the production of a major play for New York audi­
ences , has approached religion far more directly than do the 
major plays.
There is to be found in the minor work, in such col­
lections as One Arm, Hard Cemdy, The Knightly Quest, 27 Wagons 
Full of Cotton, In the Winter of Cities, and Dragon Country, 
a more explicit treatment of the religious themes than that 
which has been traced throughout the major work. Though Wil­
liams himself has said that his best writing is to be found 
in the minor work,^^ no adequate study has been made of the
^^Jim Gaines, "A Talk About Life and Style with 
Tennessee Williams," Saturday Review, 29 April 1972, p. 21
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work in question. When critics come to study that work 
seriously, much of the present examination of Williams' work 
will undoubtedly be additionally substantiated.
A study of this sort often ends in the discovery of 
questions equal in importance to those which prompted the 
original exploration. The most pressing question for the 
moment is this : Granted that Milk Train stands as the sum­
mary of all that Williams has garnered from the religious 
quest that is embodied in his work, does that play mark the 
end of the quest, or is that quest to continue?
There is much that is contained in the conclusions of 
MiIk Train that would not appear to be completely satisfactory 
to the sort of man that Tennessee Williams is. Williams is 
a sentimentalist par excellence (In this context the word sen­
timentalist must be understood to contain no pejorative con­
notations) . The plays for which Williams is presently most 
admired achieve the stature that they have primarily because 
they succeed in evoking a sympathetic response toward people 
for whom we would normally feel little sympathy. Williams' 
heroes are often not very nice people. Tom Wingfield is, 
after all, a young man who deserts his mother and sister after 
the desertion of his father has already left the family in 
rather desperate circumstances. Blanche DuBois is a woman 
whose past offers all of the evidence that we need to condemn 
her. Big Daddy is a rather coarse, crude man, redeemed only 
by his love for his son and his overwhelming appetite for 
life. The Reverend T. Lawrence Shemnon is a mem whose re­
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ligious quest has often been interrupted by his seductions 
of the women on his tours. The nature of the characters who 
people the world of Tennessee Williams is a clue to his con­
cept of theater, cind even that concept has much of the re­
ligious about it. Willicuns has explained to us that he 
views the theater as the context for an experience that bor­
ders on the sacramental:
Yet plays in the tragic tradition offer us a view of 
certain moral values in violent juxtaposition. Be­
cause we do not participate, except as spectators, we 
can view them clearly, within the limits of our emo­
tional equipment. These people on the stage do not 
return our looks. We do not have to answer their 
questions nor make any sign of being in compeiny with 
them, nor do we have to compete with their virtues 
nor resist their offenses. All at once, for this 
reason, we are able to see them I Our hearts are 
wrung by recognition cind pity, so that the dusky 
shell of the auditorium where we are gathered anony­
mously together is flooded with an almost liquid warmth 
of unchecked human sympathies, relievç<^ of self- 
consciousness, allowed to function...
Herein Williams explains to us the intent of his work. Fur­
ther, he explains the difficulty of working to bring forth 
the response that he aims at: "So successfully have we dis­
guised from ourselves the intensity of our own feelings, the
sensibility cf our own hearts, that plays in the tragic tra-
18dition have begun to seem untrue."
It seems credible that Williams might reject the con­
clusions that he reached in Milk Train. Though he has 
evolved a religious philosophy that is, in many ways, com-
^^Williams, Three Plays, p. 6 . 
^®Ibid., p. 7.
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parable to the middle-path of Buddhism, the path between the 
extreme of materialistic submersion in the world of matter 
and the senses and the opposite extreme of other-worldly 
asceticism, there is no assurance that Williams will stop at 
this point. The Oriental view of the nature of reality may 
be accepted as a truth, but there are irrelevant truths.
There is little in Oriental mysticism that would seem to be 
amenable to the sort of elevated emotionalism with which Wil­
liams and his characters are endowed. Love .nd sympathy 
hardly seem the proper responses to the transcendent reality 
that is the content of the mystical experience. There can 
be no emotional identification with a level of reality that 
may be described equally well as consisting of no-thing and 
every-thing.
In the past, Williams' forte has been intense emo­
tional identification with the world and the people that he 
portrays. As Williams' drama now stands, the later work 
does present a strange incongruity— in fact, the same incon­
gruity that we grasp when we consider that the central image 
of Western Christianity is the tortured form of the crucified 
Christ, while the essence of Oriental religions seems to be 
best summed up in the meditative and passive attitude of 
the Lord Buddha in the seated lotus position. The images of 
the Christ and the Buddha offer analogues to the styles 
within which Williams has cast his drama. Streetcar is 
analogous to the first image; ^  the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel is 
analogous to the second. If the evolution of =^yle that we
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find in Williams' plays of the sixties were really what it 
appears to be, we might find support there for concluding that 
Williams' tendency toward mysticism will continue. In point 
of fact, however, the Spartan style of Tokyo Hotel and other 
plays in Dragon Country is not new. Several of the plays in 
the 19 46 collection 21_ Wagons Full of Cotton exhibit the same 
characteristics of style that make Tokyo Hotel seem to be ec­
centric to Williams' major work. There is the same compact, 
allusive, ritualistic dialogue delivered by people who are 
not so much abstractions as depersonalized and, if the word 
may be permitted, essentialized characters. The spare, stark, 
Hemingwayesque lines of Tokyo Hotel do not differ in kind from 
those of such early plays as "The Purification" and "Auto-Da- 
Fé." Thus, we may draw no convincing conclusion from style, 
for Williams has always made use of such a style, though he 
has not done so in major plays intended for professional pro­
duction. Thus, the question that has been raised must be 
left unanswered. The religious quest may continue; Williams 
may have additional religious directions to indicate to us. 
Williams is not an aged man, and his family is noted for lon­
gevity. It is possible that the major work is yet to come. 
Considering the sort of experience that is embodied in Wil­
liams' plays, one might judge that Tennessee Williams is 
presently in the position that might allow him to write 
plays of a degree of maturity unprecedented in the American 
theater. George Bernard Shaw lived to be ninety-four and 
Ibsen seventy-eight. While they were not the same kind of
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Outsider that Williams is, they were, according to Colin Wil­
son, Outsiders. Their quest persisted to the end.
In the course of this study certain, similarities be­
tween Williams cuid other twentieth-century writers have been 
indicated. In conclusion, let us return briefly to four of 
the modern writers with whom Williams has most in common : 
Camus, Faulkner, Hemingway, and Eliot.
Like Camus, Williams finds the modern world to be ab­
surd. With Williams, the term is more descriptive than ideo­
logical. However, Camus' Absurd void that falls between our 
aspirations and our realized actualities is the same void 
that Williams' characters sense and attempt to bridge in 
various ways. Williams and Ccunus share the tendency to see 
the world as made up of two classes, the murderers and the 
victims, a theme that is treated extensively in Camus' The 
Rebel. The two men also share an attitude toward time. A 
major step in the recognition of the Absurd is the identifi­
cation of time in relation to the perceiver. Camus says 
that once one truly acknowledges time, "he belongs to time, 
and by the horror that seizes him, he recognizes his worst
enemy. Tomorrow, he was longing for tomorrow, whereas every-
19thing in him ought to reject it." The line is an interest­
ing gloss to the character of Chance Wayne in Sweet Bird of 
Youth.




Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus, trans. Justin 
(New York; Vintage, j.955) , p. ..1.
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to do with their conception of the role of the artist in so­
ciety. One must recognize Willicims' sentiments in Camus' 
credo: " . . .  the legions of the persecuted throughout the 
world— they need all those who can speak to communicate their 
silence and tc keep in touch with them. . . . But from my 
first articles to my latest book I have written so much, and 
perhaps too much, only because I cannot keep from being 
drawn toward everyday life, toward those, whoever they may 
be, who are humiliated and debased. They need to hope, and 
if all keep silent or if they are given a choice between two 
kinds of humiliation, they will be forever deprived of hope 
and we with them. . . .  We must simultaneously serve suffer­
ing and beauty. . . . His Ithe artist’s] very vocation, in 
the face of oppression, is to open the prisons and to give a 
voice to the sorrows and joys of all.
Faulkner and Williams are not so much similar as they 
are complementary. In one sense, Williams continues the work 
of Faulkner. Faulkner's greatest theme is probably the pro­
gressive estrangement of man from the earth upon which he 
lives. His major work chronicles the period during which 
America was breaking the ties with the land that Faulkner 
deemed essential to human virtue. Thus, his work treats of 
the progressive and perpetual fall of man. Williams locates 
the same fall of man within the individual. However, Wil­
liams ' drama is a continuation of Faulkner to the degree that
ZOlbid., pp. 150-51.
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it is a drama that takes its material from an America that
has become so increasingly mobile that Vance Packard has
21lately called America "a nation of gypsies," One need 
only recall the number of Williams plays that are set in 
public places (rented apartments, hotels, barrooms, town 
squares, theaters) to realize the degree to which his drama 
derives from a world which is post-Faulknerian, but which is 
not divorced from the past of Faulkner— it is an extension 
of that past.
Hemingway and Williams are so much alike in so many 
respects that the failure of commentators to explore the con­
nections is very surprising indeed. In recent months, Wil- 
liaiuo has acknowledged his debt to Hemingway. Asked aibout 
writers who have "exerted a special influence" on his work,
Williams replied, "Hemingway was, without any question, the
22greatest. . . . "  There can be little question that the 
style that is used in ^  the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel owes more 
to Hemingway thcui to any other writer. In addition to the 
stylistic influence, there is also considercible thematic 
similarity that may be derivative of Hemingway. The waste­
land world of Hemingway's early novels has much in common 
with the settings of Williams' early plays. Both men are 
highly critical of a world that they see as militating against 
values that had been realized in the past. Both men evolve
21Vance Packard, A Nation of Gypsies (New York: 
McKay, 1972).
2 2
ic. Robert Jennings], p. 62.
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an idea, a code, that pleads the case for an archaic but ad­
mirable code that is, in the largest sense, chivalric. Both 
men share that characteristic with Faulkner. A purely per­
sonal opinion, one that is not likely to be proved, is that 
Williams' portrait of Fred Faulk in Night of the Iguana is 
based on Hemingway.
Surprisingly, the single American writer who is most 
similar to Tennessee Williams is T. S. Eliot. Both indicate 
a strong religious sensibility. Both begin with a pessimis­
tic view of the world as a wasteland devoid of humem or re­
ligious values. Both move through a series of steps that 
take them ultimately to the idea that mystical religious con­
sciousness is a means of dealing with the problems of life.
In Williams, the distance between the beginning and the end 
is the distance between Battle of Angels or Streetcar Named 
Desire and The Milk Train Doesn*t Stop Here Anymore. In 
Eliot, the quest stretches from The Wasteland to Ash Wednes­
day. It is not unlikely that Williams' movement toward 
Eastern mysticism was partially inspired by the directions that 
were supplied by T. S. Eliot.
Another element that is shared by Williams and Eliot 
has to do with the difficulty of their work and the audience 
that the work might find. Both writers make demands upon the 
reader or viewer; those demands are often so great that the 
audience who is willing to meet them is small. While a poet 
may write for individual readers, a playwright must address 
audiences. Tennessee Williams chose to write for a medium
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within which esthetic concerns are most often secondary to 
commercial ones. For a time Williams' progress was such that 
his plays could serve both his ends and the theater's. After 
Night of the Iguanay however, Williams began to move in di­
rections that resulted in the rather steady attrition of his 
audience. Thus, at the very point at which Willieims began 
to say more, he began to say it in ways that were more dif­
ficult, less accessible, and less acceptable to American 
theater audiences. Williams is no longer a popular play­
wright in either sense of the word popular. However, the 
theater remains a medium of popular entertainment. Williams' 
present position in the theater is comparable to that of 
Ingmar Bergman in cinema. Neither man commands an audience 
of great size. However, Bergman, working in film, can afford 
to do as he wishes with the assurance that his audience will 
find him. A playmaker has no such assurance.
Tennessee Williams has shown considerable versatility 
and even more considerable staying power. There is no ques­
tion that Williams is America's greatest living playwright. 
Williams is assured a high position in the history of modern 
drama— so much of American drama consists of Tennessee Wil­
liams that it could not be otherwise. The direction that 
his subsequent plays will take is as yet not clear. The di­
rection of the criticism of those plays is, however, not so 
disputable. We will continue to find the value that is in 
Williams' work, and msiny critics will hopefully find value 
where they had not seen it before. Critics ceui help audiences
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to find that value too. Then, perhaps we can repay Mr. Wil­
liams for the insights and entertainment that he has given 
us. Then, perhaps we can relieve Tennessee WiJliams of his 
most pressing present need, a need that he has lately stated 
with such regularity that we cannot fail to grasp its im­
portance: "I have a need to convince the world that I still
2 2
exist. . . . "  Modesty, too, is one of the attributes of 
Tennessee Williams.
Z^ibid., p. 80.
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